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ABSTRACT

The two most well known and recently developed methods in cryptanalysis of

DES and DES-like symmetric block ciphers are difTerential and linear cryptanalysis.
But these cryptanalytic attacks need to be improved due to the computational

performance and storage capacity problems On the other hand, genetic algorithms can
be a good solution in cases where the optimum value or near-optimum solutions are

sought in complex systems or for non-linear problems This is a valid situation for the

cryptanalysis case where DES and DES-like ciphers are non-linear in structure making

dilTerential and linear cryptanalysis a complex system with a very large search
landscape and extreme amount of conditional and probabilistic candidates for the key

being sought.

In this study, a new and promising method wit h bet ter performance is to be

developed for differential/linear cryptanalysis of DES and similar symmetric
cryptosystems exploiting genetic algorithms' broadened search and optimum finding

capacity
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oz

DES ve DES benzeri sillletr ik blok ~ifrelerin kriptanalizinc!c yakl/1 zall1anda

geli~tirilen ve en iyi bilinen iki yonlern diferansiyel ve lineer kriptanalizdir. Fakat, buyi.ik

rniktarcla yer gereksinillli ve hesaplallla perfonnansll1daki dLi~uk/(Jkler gibi nedenlerden

oti.irii bu kriptanalitik saldmlann geli~lirilmesine ihtiyay vardw Ole yandan genelik

algoritrnalann, optimum degerin veya optimull1a yakJllsayan <;ozLirnlerin arandlgl

kompleks sistemler ya da lineer olmayan pronlernler iyin iyi bir <;ozum yonterni oldugu

bilinmektedir. Bu durum ayrll l.amanda kriptanaliz uygulalllalan i<;in de SOl. konusudur;

~oyle ki. DES ve DES benl.eri ~ifrelerin lineer olrnayan yaprlannclan olLirii lineer ve

diferansiyel kriptanalil. yontemleri kOll1pleks bir sistellle donu~lIIekte, olduk<;a bLiyuk

larama alanlan kapsarmnda aranan anahtar i<;in <;ok saYlcia durumsal ve belirli olaslhkta

aday degerler bulunrnaktadlr.

Bu <;ah~mada, genetik algorilmalann arama ve optimum SO/llICU bulma

giicunden yararlanrlarak DES ve benl.eri simetrik ~ifre sistemlerinin di feransiyel Ilineer

kriptanalil.inde daha ba~anh ve etkili sonuylar saglayan yeni bir yontem geli~tirill1lesi

ama<;lallfl1l ~t 1 r.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.I Motivation

In today' s cryptology, new techniques have bcen developcd and yet being

developed involving cryptanalysis of DES and other symmetric ciphers All such

methods' aim is to finu out a complete weakness or a big sccurity hole in these
cryptosystems in order to prove that both in thcory and practice, these systems are
insecure anu must be replaceu with entirely diflercnt and enhanced models. Diflerenlial
and linear cryptanalysis are two effectivc methods genera leu for the cryptanalysis of

DES and DES-like ciphers. However, these methods are not very practical anu their
performances must be improved in some way or anothcr For instance, it's proven that
differential cryptanalysis of DES requires at least 247 chosen plaintexts and 237

computational complexity; linear cryptanalysis of DES needs at least 243 - 247 known

plaintexts and equivalent computational complexity Although these values are proven

to be better than brute-force attacks or other cryptanalytic attacks against DES, they
are still far from providing a feasible computation time as well as being impractical and
bringing storage overhead whenever the plaintext / ciphertext data rcquirements are in

concern. In order to implement these attacks successfully and break DES in acceptable

time limits. gigantic computing power and storage is rcquired and lhis platform cannot

be obtained easily. Thus, results wit h much belter performance values and more

realistic requirements are still being awaited rcluctantly for the diflerenlial and linear
cryptanalysis

Besides increasing the cracking speed and decreasing the storage consumption,
It s still argued in common that with the aid of an improved variant of either

differential or linear cryptanalysis, a proof of entire weakness in the design of DES and
similar symmetric block ciphers might be achievcd. This is, in f~ICI,the main goal of all
the cryptanalysts involved in breaking DES and similar block ciphers.

On the other hand, genetic algorithms (GA' s) are well known for lheir high

performance in searching and optimum-finding capacities, especially in probabilistic
problems, complex systems ami in various conditions where good and robust

estimations and predictions are necessary Especially, whenever the best possible

solution or a set of solution candidates are sought for complex or non-linear problems
while providing high performance within feasible time limits, GA' s are proven to be a

good alternative where all the other alternative methods, algorithms might be proven to

be inefficient, or even might not exist. It's also sometimes possible that the optimum

value or the exact solution being searched lies within a very large exploration space

with a lot of possible candidates or pscudo-optimum values which makes the standard
search algorithms such as simulated-annealing, and probabilistic estimation melhods
both inefficient and unreliable. In such cases, GA is taken into account as a new

promising alternative. GA' s sometimes outperforln all the other heuristic and

probabilistic methods and artificial intelligence algorithms in problems like best-path,
travelling salesman, minimum cost - maximum throughput or maximum gain, load

balancing, stock market modelling, cost estimations ,unangst various applications and

so on. 1\10st of these problems resemble the cryptanalysis phenomenon in structure,



where the best solution or a set of best possiblc solutions are required within the best

seek-time and highest efficiency with the lowest cost In all types of cryptanalytic

attacks, the exact key or candidate key values or best possible plaintext data are being

sought where no formal solution or direct formulation for the solution of the problem

exists. Even, there are millions or billions of possible values or combinations for the

searched key value and no ef1lcient probabilistic method is in hand for a strong

symmetric block cipher algorithms such as DES. The differential and linear

cryptanalysis exploits the measurements of probabilities and conditional probabilities of

possible key / subkey values, but the resulting search space is again so large that makes

the implementations usually impractical and inemcient. This space should be narrowed

significantly and the seek time and storage requiremcnts must bc greatly decreased

with enhanced probabilistic methods and search algorithms which; GN s seem to be

the one of the best choices. Thus, implementing a new model with genetic algorithms

for the cryptanalytic searches and embedding it into the diflerentiaJ / linear

cryptanalysis, the performance ami efficiency of these cryptanalytic methods might be

impro\'cd

(n f~lct this is a new idea that has never been tried or no similar study has been

done before. at least at the time of WI iring this thesis, it has been first brought up and

recommended by my advisor, Asst. />,.,l /1hmet KO/JI/KSI/Z, /'h. n, Genetic

algorithms were used only in a felY applications among cryptanalysis, such as breaking

a Rotor Cipher or simple substitution ciphers Yet, no search has been done involving

cryptanalysis of DES or similar symmetric block ciphers with GA as well as

implementing GJ\ in differential I linear cryptanalysis Even constructing a hypothetical

model fur the GA usage in diOelcntial I linear cryptanalysis will be a study that has

ne\er been carried out before. If any of the existent ones can be uscd or a new GJ\

model can be derived and applied to the cryptanalysis of symmetric block ciphers, this

will probably open new extensions in cryptanalytic applications. The nature of the

problem faced in dill'erential and linear cryptanalysis seems mure or less related to the

GA-based approaches. However, tllC prublem is very hard 10 implement with a suitable

GA model. and applying this to the standard cryptanalytic algorithms and hence

deriving any successful or lInsuccessfid results is noticeably diffIcult. nut against all

odds, dealing with a difTicult cryptnlogical problem from a very dill'erent point of view

and trying to bring new visions to both GA and cryptanalysis has been a strong

motivation and desire for me to work on this subject.

1,2 Genctic Algorithms & DifTcrcntiall Linear Cryptanalysis

Genetic Algorithm, (G!\) is an alternative and competitive method in software

technology to the neural networks and various artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms, or

as some do say so, an AI variant. It derives its routs frolll the fundamcntal theorems

and models of biology, genetics and genetic engineering. The implementations of these

models, facts and functions to the computer algorit hms I sofi warc has founded a new
era.

GA' s are especially proven to be usefill in solving problems where

straightforward sofhvare mechanisllls, linear algorilhms, any kind of formulations or

any direct solution to the problem via computers are impossible or too ineffIcient. For

example, no mathcmatical formulation or linear algorithm is found for the load



balancing problem in networks, but GN s, as well as neural networks, can be applied

to the system and can enable the solution of this problem accurately and reliably The
only problem with GA' s is that. a suitable GA model cannot be driven for some types

of non-linear or complex problems In addition, it' s very dinlcult sometimes to

establish an efficient GA model or implementation fl.)r some of the search and
optimum-finding problems For the algorithm designer, this is the most important and

the hardest fact that must be dealt with. Another fact is that since GA' s are usually

changeable due to the problem they are applied, no or very few theoretical
foundations, standards, formal lllodeis or basic structures exist. GA' s are proven to be

Illuch more irnplernentational rather than theoretical, so one cannot deduce which GA
lIIodel might be best or more useful for the ploblem involved, or whether any of the
GA' s is applicable or not until he / she makes trials with each of the alternative GA

Illodels This trial/error approach may be considerably exhaustive and time-consuming

sometimes and might leave the designer or programmer with unsatisfactory results.

On the other hand, the flexibility of GA both in design and application imposes

a good mark for software engineers. Also, giving the designer great freedom to extend
his GA model without limits and to provide new alternative techniques, models,

functions for any part of a GA, there always exists the hope of a bettcr GA solution
with a leap in performance

The design, structure and implementation of generic algorithms will be

discusscd and analyzed in detail later in Chapter 4, but a simple definition of GA is
included here. The construction of a GA for any problem is as follows; First, the

problem in question must be defined with all its variables, constants, functions, etc.;

where this problem can be any scientific, industrial, application-based, or something

else. Second, all the parameters and portions of the problem must be redefined as a GA

Illodel components, thus the reill model of the problem must be mapped into a GA

system modeL Third, the components of the GA model must be chosen among several

alternatives, such as which genotype, phenotype implementation will be used for the
parameters. which methods will be used in selecting. searching mechanisms, which

probilbilistic functions might be exploitcd, and what kind of IItness function shall be
used, etc. If necessary, new mechanisms, new genotype-phenotype models will have to

be derived by the designer. And the last stage is applying this GA model into the
software and making tests until obtaining the suf1icient results. Throughout these tests,

any necessary changes are possible in the previously !l.mllcd GA model, even that the

whole GA implementation for thc problem might be redesigned and rcbuilt.

Sometimes, early built GA mudels with implementations in several computer

languages, GA libraries or GA tools might be useful for the solution of the problem

But if this problem is not similar to the ones in those tools or libraries, then everything

Illust be developed by the designer or programmcr. This was also true for this project

where no toolbox, library or generatcd applications was available for a GA model

applied to cryptanalysis. It should be noted that even some of the prototypes in GA

libraries such as chromosome and gene represcntation and selecling mechanisms are
the same with the ones I used, I prefened coding and declaring everything by myself

throughout this study.

1



The cryptanalysis of symmetric block ciphers has been in question since the

invention and usage of DES and similar cryptosystems The cOlllmon goal is to derive

an attack methodology faster and more efficient than brute-force attack. The two of
these cryptanalytic attacks are differential and linear cryptanalysis which were invented

in the early 90' s and still being used These attacks are proven to be theoretically

successful whereas found to be impractical and infeasible in application; thus they need

some improvements.

Dillerential cryptanalysis is a statistical attack method used in cryptanalysis that

can be applied to any iterated mapping. therefore to any symmetric block cipher with
several rounds. This method analyzes the effect of particular dillerences in plaintext
pairs on the differences of the resultant ciphertext pairs derived by the symmetric

encryptiun algorithm These diflerences are used to assign prubabilities to the possible
keys and to deduce the most probable key This method is usually applied to many

plaintext / ciphertext pairs having the same particular differences under the same initial
encryption key being sought. In other words, dillerential cryptanalysis looks for pairs

of ciphertexts whose corresponding plaintexts have particular difTerences and analyzes
the evolution of these differential values while the plaintexts propagate through the

rounds of the iterated cipher algorithm For DES and DES-like symmetric block

ciphers. the difference is achieved by the XOR operation where the dilTerential values

are the resultant fixed XOR outputs of the two randomly or specifically chosen
plaintext pairs. This attack is mostly used with chosen plaintexts even though can be

applied to known plaintexts, because the performance degrades significantly with the
known plaintext usage.

Although the differential cryptanalytic attack was proven to be effective against
some product ciphers like FEAL. REDOe-lI. Lucifer. LOKI both in theory and

practice, this technique still needs sume strict improvements against DES alld its
enhanced variants.

Aller the inventiun of dillerential cryptanalysis, again in the early 90' s another

cryptanalytic method was generated known as linear cryptanalysis. In the details and
implementation, linear cryptanalysis is plUvcn to be quite dillerent from the differential

one; however, it's also shown that they are verv similar in the structural level. Linear
cryptanalysis can be defined as the attack method which studies the statistical relations

between bits of plaintext / ciphertext pairs and the keys used in their encryption. These
relations thereafter are used to predict the bit values of the key with calculated

probabilities derived from known plaintext I ciphertext pairs Expressing it in another
way, linear cryptanalysis uses linear approximations to describe the action of a

symmetric block cipher. For DES and DES-like ciphers. this method works by XORing

some of the plaintext bits, XORing some of the corresponding ciphertext bits, and then

XORing the outputs of these two. a single bit value will be generated that will be also
the XOR of some of the key bits This is the linear approximation which will have a

calculated probability. Thus, by analyzing these probabilities. strong guesses can be

made about the key bits. This method requires known plaintext and their
conesponding ciphertext data rather than chosen plaintext that' s necessary for

differential cryptanalysis

1 '·;'.li~ Vf' --.' T-o )\ f; I ~ I ,j r .;:-.•..~ '; I. ,. ."



Linear cryptanalysis is proven to be performing better than differential

cryptanalysis against DES and similar symmetric block ciphers However, this attack is

successful only in theory and yet needs improvements and enhancements to make it
practical and efficient in real life

It should be noted that differential and linear cryptanalysis will be dealt in more

detail and more technically with mathematical notations, formulations, etc. in Chapter
3

130th differential and linear cryptanalysis make use of statistical data,

probabilistic measures and require ellicient search algorithms and better estimators in
comparisons and selections. The search speed of bot h met hods must be increased, the
exploration space for the key value must bc narrowed while improving the differential

analysis and strengthening the linear approximations These might be achieved by

embedding special-purpose genetic algorithms with some special fitness and selection
functions, estimators, etc. into the difTerential and linear cryptanalysis schemes.

1.3 Scope and Structure

This study aims to give a brief perspective of; structure, properties and
cryptanalysis of symmetric block ciphers (taking DES as the base model), differential

and linear cryptanalysis, genetic algorithms as well as discussing how genetic algorithm
techniques could be embedded into cryptanalytic attacks or how genetic algorithms
might be implemented for the usage of cryptanalysis The applications and

implementations in this study ale limited to a case study of a simple block cipher's

cryptanalysis and the usage of genetic algorithms (GN s) in that case. This is due to

the shortcomings in the proposcd project, lack of neccssary equipment, data, hardware,
time problcms, etc. which made thc observation or tests on differential or linear

cryptanalysis of DES or a similar complex cipher and the genetic algorithmic
approaches to these attacks, impractical ami inapplicablc Therefore, the analyzes

involved in differential/linear cryptanalysis with GA' s and hypothetical models
related with this concept, assumptions and possible oulcomes of such models are

submitted from a theoretical standpoint in this thesis. Implementations, tests, and

results providing any precise conclusions with the approval or disapproval of; genetic

algorithms' usage in differential/linear cryptanalytic attacks against DES and DES

like ciphers is far beyond the scope of this study

The structure of this thesis is as follows:

In Chapter I, a brief introduction is made where the reasons and the urge for

achieving this study are mentioned, an introduction to the concepts related with this

study including the basic terms is given. What's included in this project and yet, what
are beyond this project are explained shortly

A brief introduction and analysis of cryptanalysis is made in Chapter 2. The

general concepts and terms in cryptology as well as cryptanalysis are focused on. Then,

a detailed analysis of symmetric block ciphers is made where DES is taken as the
pivotal model. The design, theory, implementation, mcasured security performances

and cryptanalytic attacks achieved so far against DES are all explained in several



sections of Chapter 2 so as to give a brief information 10 the readers about symmetric
cryptosystems and their cryptanalysis

Chapter 3 introduces differential and linear cryptanalysis. The basic concepts,

mathematical foundations, the design and basic structure, the algorithms and methods

are given. Both these cryptanalytic methods are explained in detail with their
theoretical and practical aspects. Several examples of diflerential and linear

cryptanalytic attacks are given with sample case studies previously attained among

various symmetric block ciphers. mainly fucusing on DES.

In Chapter 4, genetic algurithms are introduced The nature of genetic

algorithms, their basic structure, cumponents, models are explained brietly both in
theory and practice with examples. The application areas of genetic algorithms are
given at the end of the chapter

In Chapter 5, previous studies that have been achieved so far concerning

cryptanalysis of cryptosystems with genetic algorithms are given in the first section.
Then, the proposed Illodel for differential I linear cryptanalysis using genetic

algorithms, that was expected to be used in this study, is given The difficulties,

drawbacks and infeasibilities making this model impractical and inapplicable are
explained with reasons as well as recommendations for the similar future studies.

Chapter 6 deals with a simple casc study that has been carried uut. The
definition of the model, its implementatiun and application to several versions of a

simple symmetric block cipher that is designed and used, are all explained. The results

deri\ed allerrnath and the consequences of this test are included in the Results &
Discussion section.

Chapter 7 is a general cunclusiun involving dille/cntial I linear cryptanalysis
with genetic algorithms, the model proposed in Chaptcr 5 and the results achieved in
Chapter () The necessary reillarks, advices and a,,>sUlnptions arc lIlade fur the future
studies

Sume mathematical Illodels, flmctions, algebraic concepts and formulations

related with cryptology and cryptanalysis can be found in Appendix A

In Appendix B, a sample study of the avalanche-effect of 56-bit DES in ECB

1Il0de is given which I achieved during the analysis uf DES.



Chapter 2

CI{YI'TANALYSIS

2.1 Introduction to Cryptanalysis

Cryptanalysis is the science of recovering the plaintext of a message without
access to the key I Also cryptanalysis deals with all kinds of methodologies, techniques
that aim

• to achieve the key(s) used in any kind of encryption,

• to get or infer the algorithm used in encryption-decryption,

• to deduce the meaning of ciphertext messages,

• to find weaknesses in encryption algorithms 2

In any kind of secure system the basic purpose is to encrypt a message or data
(that's referred as plaintext) into a secret form (known as ciphertext) so that no one

but the authorized or aimed receiver could get it and read it correctly aner a decryption
process In a more terminological sense, the practice of using encryption to conceal

text), henceforth the achievement of hidden writing is delined as cryptography There
are various topics in cryptography but the most common and essential points are; the

encryption / decryption algorithm, kind of the cipher used, and the key(s) used (if

necessary) whilst encryption / decryption

The person involved in cryptanalysis is callcd as cryptanalyst. Thus a

cryptanalyst's aim is to break the cipher, to ret rieve inflxl1lation rrom hidden messages
or data, and to achieve the key used in the cryptosystem within acceptable time limits,

money and energy costs. In fael, a cryptanalyst is an interceptor, he or she can be any
legal person as a scientist or Iescarchel, but on the other hand, a cryptanalyst can be an

unauthorized and illegal person flllcd with criminal or ilnmoral desires. A cryptanalyst
can use any kind of theoretical. mathcmatical, heuristic, randomized, etc. methods and

strategies whenever necessary; he / she should exploit from any tool, aid, method, data

on behalf of himself / herself in order to achieve a successrul cryptanalytic attack. The

strategies used vary according to the structures of encryption schemes and the
a\ailability and the nature of the information.

It must be stressed that the language used in cryptography, the algorithm or the
cipher used in encryption, the type, size of the key used in encryption (or whether it's

a keyless system), the amount or available ciphertext or plaintext / ciphertext paired

data, the syntactic and semantic pre-knowledge about data, etc. are very essential

points and guiding light for a cryptanalyst. Since cryptography blends several area of
mathel11atics number theory, complexity theory, inrormation theory, probability

theory, abstract algebra and forl11al analysis4, a cryptanalyst should be good at all these

1 Bruce Schncicr. Applied Cnptugrtlflhl' - .\'ennul leditioll, p. 5.

2 Charles P rnceger. Security in (·oll/Imtin!!.. pp. H-25

libid.p n
4 Bmcc Schneier. "Why Cryptograph\ is harder than it looks". COllnterPlane Systcms. Technical

Report. jJ. -l. IYY7.



and also should have a good knowledge of advanced statistics, calculus, computer

sciences, linguistic sciences, social sciences. It should also be noted that there are

several important issues which assures a cryptanalysis' success. These are:

• Achievement of some acceptable amount or all of the key, plaintext, or the

encipherment algorithm reliably and exactly,

• Fulfilment of the money, time, and errort by the value of the data or information
retrieved,

• Retrieval of data within a time limit that doesn't exceed the useful time of the data
or information.

2.2 Cr'yptanalytic Attack Typ<'s

An attempted cryptanalysis is called an attack.5 There are various kinds of

cryptanalytic attacks and most of these attacks all rely on the assumption that the
cryptanalyst has complete knowledge of the encryption algorithm used6 Some of the
cryptanalytic attacks are listed as below which the first five are the most well known

ones and they are listed in order of cryptanalytic eflectiveness (i"om the weakest to the
strongest:

• Brute-force attack: This is the most difllcult case for a cryptanalyst where he or

she has only the ciphertext. and no information is available for the plaintext or the

key; even any guesses for the encryption algorithm, data, key is hard to make. The
attack method relies on chance where all the possible keys are tried until the

successflll guess is made. Thus the search lime is very long and the methodology is

very weak, resulting with Nil complexity. ror example, for a cipher with a key of k

bit length, 2 k or 2 k·1 trials are required to recover the messages or to find out the
key itself Sometimes, brute-force attack is referred as a special case of known

plaintext attack 7 where a few or yet a single plaintext / ciphertext pair is used during
the trial of each key value.

• Ciphertext-only attack:H_9 The cryptanalyst has the ciphertext of several messages

and also might have a-priori knowledge about the key structure or the encryption
system The cryptanalyst tries to retrieve the plaintext of the messages or aims to

get the key(s) used in the encryption so as to decrypt the messages encrypted with
the same key(s). This can be abbreviated as below (where Pi stands for any plaintext
message, Ci is for ciphertext, k is the key used in encryption and decryption, Ek

denotes the encryption process or algorithm, and Dk is {(Jr decryption, conversely.);

<1i1'ell: C, = Ek(P,), C2 = Ek(P2), ... , en = Ek(Pn)

Necorer: Either PI, P2, .. , Pn, or k, or an algorithm to

get Pn" from Cn" = Ek(Pn,,)

~Bruce Schneier. Applied Cnplugm/J!ly - Secund 1~(/ili(}l1. p. 5.
6 ·'·d -.1 II • p. ).

ihid. p. 152

R ihid. pp 5-(,

9 Charles P. rfleegcr. Securitl' ill ('(JlII/Jllting, p. GlJ.
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• Known-plaintext attack: 10_11 Not only the ciphertext, but also its related plaintext

form of several messages are all available to the cryptanalyst The purpose in this

type of attack is to get or deduce the key(s) used in encryption, or an algorithm to
decrypt any new messages encrypted with the same key(s) with the aid of these

plaintext / ciphertext pairs in hand. This attack type is especially useful in
cryptanalysis of symmetric cryptosystems like fEAL, DES, etc and is more

effective in linear cryptanalysis of such ciphers

(;;I'ell: PI, C, = Ek(PI); 1'7., C2 = Ek(P2)~ ... ; Pn, c.. = Ek(I\)

1?ecOI'er: Either k, or an algorithm to get Pn, I from C, I = Ek(I\'I)

• Chosen-plaintext attack:12_1J This is a similar but more advantageous attack

method than the previous one where the cryptanalyst has plaintext / ciphertext of
several messages and also, has the chance of choosing the plaintext that will be
encrypted Thus, an improved and more powerful analysis of the cryptosystem is

possible by the chance of choosing since the cryptanalyst is able to test the plaintext
/ ciphertext pairs which have special structure enhancing the cryptanalysis. By this
way, cryptanalysis can be focused on the plaintext / ciphertext pairs that could

possibly give more information about the attacked key(s). The purpose is to deduce
the key(s) used in the cryptosystem or an algorithm to decrypt the incoming
messages encrypted with the same key(s) As similar to the previous one, this attack

type is usually applied to cryptanalysis of symmetric cryptosystems but has much

better performance with the usage of dinerential cryptanalysis rather than linear.

(;;1'<:11: PI, CI = b(P1); p}, C7 = EdP}); ... ; P", C = Ek(P,,),

where PI, 1'2, .. , Pn are chosen

J<I!COIU: Either k, or an algorithm to gel 1'", I li'om Co, 1 = Ek(P",,)

• Adaptive-chosen plaintext attack: 1-1 This is a special case of chosen-plaintext

attack. Again, cryptanalyst has plaintext / ciphertext pairs of several messages, and
has the chance of choosing the plaintexts but this time, he / she can change his / her

choice with respect to the previous encryptioll results. Thus, in an adaptive manner
more optimized choices 011 the plaintext blocks can be made where a smaller block

of plaintext (compared to the previous method) can be chosen and the next block
can be selected based on the results of the first block' s encryption, and so on.

Again, the aim is to recover the key(s) or to decrypt any messages under the same
cryptosystem and with the same key(s)

(;;I'{'II: PI, CI = Ek(P,), 1', is chosen;

P2, C2 = Ek(P2), 1'2 is chosen aller checking 1'" C1;

.. "'

J<ecOI'er: Either k, or an algorit hm to get 1'"I I liOlIl c.. I I = Ek( 1'"I I)

In Charles P rneegcr. '<;ecl/ritl' in ('onl/II/ting. p. (,I).

II Bruce Schneier. Applied Cnplogrnph.l' - Second FdillOn, p. (,
12 Charles r rneeger. S'ecliritl' in ('o/ll/Iliting p. (1)

IJ Bmce Schneier. ,.Ipplied ('nptogrnphy - Second Fdition. p. 6.
1·1 iNd. p (j
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• Chosen-ciphertext attack: 15 The cryptanalyst has the chance of choosing different

ciphertexts to be decrypted and accessing to the decrypted plaintexts of these. He or

she has (and should have) more knowledge or access to the cryptosystem that's
attacked and this is a more powerful attack than the previous ones considering test

time and accuracy. As an example, if the cryptanalyst has access to a tamperproof

box that enables automatic decryption, he / she can make this type of attack

possible The purpose in this attack is to deduce or get the keyes) used in the
cryptosystem. It should be noted that this type of attack is primarily used in
asymmetric cryptosystems with public keys but it' s also sometimes effective in

symmetric algorithms or cryptosystems. It should also be stressed that sometimes

this attack type might fail or cause erroneous results if, in a cryptosystem or
algorithm two or more distinct keys can produce the same ciphertext as a result of
encrypting dinerent plaintexts.16 Henceforth, when the cryptanalyst decrypts using
this chosen ciphertext he / she can yield to the wrong plaintext and get a wrong key
in the end.

(;'\,('11: C" PI = Dk(CI); C2, P7. = Dk(C2),.; C,' 1\ = Dk(Cn)
Rec()\'er: k

• Chosen-key attack: 17 In fact, this attack does not claim that the cryptanalyst has

the chance of choosing the keys but rather, it means thClt the attack is carried out by

the help of some knowledge about the relationship between dinerent keys. By the

way, this attack is also referred as related-key cryptanalysislS where the diAerences
between the keys are examined and the cryptanalyst chooses a relationship bet ween

a pair of keys, but does not know the keys themselves This method is especially
effective and successful among DES and DES-like symmetrical ciphers (ie this

attack can break a modified DES variant using 217 chosen-key chosen plaintexts or
2'.1 chosen-key known plaintexts.I'I) whereas it is considered as being stnmge,

b d . 1'0o scure an not very practlca .-

2.3 CrHJtosysterns

2.3.1 Definition

Since, throughout this chapter it' s mainly focused on cryptanalysis and its
applications on the most well known ciphers such as DES; before going into further

details a short and simple overview of cryptosystems, the basic terminology and some

basic facts considering cryptosystems are introduced in this section. Cryptosystem can

be defined as a system both for encryption and decl)'ptioll. More precisely, a

cryptosystern is an algorithm to devise secure information transfer, data hiding, secure

messages, etc., plus all possible plaintexts, ciphertexts and keyes) (if necessary)?1 All

1\ Drucc Schncicr. Applied Cnptvgraphr - Second I~'dilion, pp (,-7.

}(,Charles P. POeeger .. "'ecllril.l' in CO//lp"ting p. 70.

I" Bmcc Schncier .. 1pplied ("yploKm{,hl' - ,\'('( O//({ Fdilion, [J. 7

IR ihid. p. 2l)().

19 ihid. p. 2l)()

lfl ihid, p. 7.
'I ./ . I I- l)f(, p. ~.
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of the important aspects (which are explained in the previous sections) considering

security and cryptography are implemented and used in a cryptosystem.

Cryptographic systems or cryptosystems, namely, must provide all three

objectives of information security confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
Confidentiality simply means concealment of data fr om unauthorized parties and

assurance of secrecy and hiding of information. Integrity means that data can be
1lI0dified only by authorized parties and assurance of impossibility of any kind of

modification otherwise. Availability means that the system still functions efficiently

aOer security precautions or measures are in place; also, the assurance of not
preventing authorized parties from accessing data or system objects that they already

have legitimate access22 J1 In addition, confidentiality and integrity can also be sub
classified into five groups confidentiality, user authentication (assurance that any party

is really himself / herself as identified), data origin authentication (assurance of the
source of a message), data integrity, non-repudiation (the receiver of a transaction is

able to demonstrate to a third pal1y that the claimed sender did indeed send the
. 24

transaction)

;\s far as it's known, there are two basic types of cryptosystems; Symmetric

and Asymmetric cryptosystems, namely. Sometimes, they can be referred as

algorithms, considering key-based algorithms; Symmetric and Asymmetric (public-key)
algorithmsl' Since both of them are implemented with the usage of keyes) and since

the distinction between them lies behind the usage and structure of keyes), thus the
algorithms, sometimes these cryptosystems can be called as algorithms

2.3.2 Sl'llllletric Cryptosystems

In key-based cryptosystems, if the key used for encryption and decryption is the

sallie then this is called as symmel ric CI yptosyst em The encrypt ion key can be deduced

frol1l the decryption key or vice versa: and since there's a single key for both

encryption and decryption process, these systems are also referred as secret-key,

single-key, one-key algorithms or cryptosystems.26 Also since there's a single key, this
must be in hands of both the sender and the receiver which brings the necessity of;

secure key transfer, agreement protocols for the key usage and transfer, authentication

and proof of key validness, etc27_2R_29In applications where a limited number of users

exist, symmetric key cryptosystem can be considel ed feasible. However, in large
networks with a lot of users distributed over a wide area, key distribution becomes a

problem ill symmetric cryptosystcms Each individual in a network should have a

unique and dilTerent key to eonllllunicate with each other person Tu establish this, a

tremendous number of keys must be produced and stored securely for instance, a

" Ccrticom Inc., "An Introduction to Inlarmalion Sccurit\ ", Cert icolll Whitepapcr, p. 2, March J <)<)7.

,I Charles P. r>neeger, .\'ecllritl· in ('o/llflllling. pp. 4-(,.

,ICerticolII Inc., "An Introduction 10 Information Securitr", Certicolll \Vhitepaper. p 3. March 1<)<)7.

,.\Druce Schneier, •.1pplied Crl'fllvgrnphl' - Second FdilioJl, p. 4.

,r, ih/(I. p. 4.

11 ihirl, pp. 4, 21-31. 47-74. 2)(,-220.
lR A\iel D. Rubin, Peter HoneYlIlan. "Forlllal Methods for the /\nah sis of /\uthentication Protocols",

Technical Report. Center for Information Tcchnologr Integration. pp 1-17. 1<)<).1.

19 Charles P. Pllecger, SeclIrilyiJl CO/llflt/fing. pp. 12<)-(('4, .1RI-385. Iir,;:;':-~~·",,:-·~'·'"::'._~ ,.....,~__
--..... : ""::~-;~P"f1,II



system with 1000 users would require approximately 500,000 keys to be exchanged

and maintained securely; in addition, exchanging and managing such a large number of

keys is very costly and difficult causing too much overhead, and sometimes might be
, 'bl 1110ImpOSSI e at a "

However, symmetric cryptosystems require less computational effort and time
than asymmetric cryptosystems considering encryption and decryption. Also, the key

sizes used are comparatively much smaller than asymmetric cryptosystems while

achieving equal levels of security. Symmetric cryptosystems are commonly accepted
and used when speed is an important criterion in the security implementation. They are

widely used all around the world and accepted more conventional than asymmetric
cipher models. Symmetric algorithms and cryptusystems are considered more efficient
than asymmetric ones (not thoroughly. but by most of the authorities and security
experts) and heavily used in applications of encrypting data (computer files, mail,
passwords, credit and bank cards, documents, sofiware, etc ).11

When someone wishes to send a secret message to another user, he / she

encrypts the message with a key K and a symmetric encryption algorithm used with
that key. Then the encrypted secret message or data is sent to the other side. Also, the

receiver has the same key K and the decryption algorithm which enables him / her to

decrypt the message and get the plaintext Both sides use the same private key K which
must be agreed on and be known to no one but the sender / receiver couple as well as

the cryptographic protocols; and this must be established in a very trusted and secret
manner before each session begins

Encryption & decryption ill a symmetl ic algorithm is denoted as below and also

shown in Figure 2. I.

FIIClJIJljoll.' Ek(P) = C

/)(,(")fJlioll.' Dk(C) = P

Plaintext

Encryption

@

@
Decryption

• Ciphertext

Figure 2.1 Encryption & Decryption in a Symmetric Cryptosystem.

10 Ccrticolll Ine.. "An Introduction to Inrorl1lalion Security", Certicolll Whitcpapcr, p. 4, March IYY7.

11 !3rucc Schncicr, ,lflplied Crlfllof!,rnph.l' - ,',(,colldFtlilioll, p 216.
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III ~cneral, symmetric C1vptosystems al e divided into two categories Block

Ciphers (all.!.orithllls) and Streanl Ciphers (algorithms) l) If each time a single bit or
byte of' a plaintext (sometimes one 32-bit word) 1.l is processed and encrypted, then this

is referred as stleam ciphers In stream ciphers, one character of plaintext is

immediately converted into ciphertext where the cOllversion or transformation

mechanism depends only on the character (bit or byte), the key, and control

information of the encryption algorithlll·'4

On the other hand, if a group of characters (bits or bytes) is operated and

encrypted at a time, it is called as block ciphers or block algorithms. The group of bits
or bytes is named as blocks where the block size used in a cryptosystcl11 need not have

any particular relationship with the size of a character .1~ It should be noted that the
block size can be of any fixed value in an encryption mechanism, as well as variable

sized blocks can be used. For today' s computer algorithms, blocks of 64-bit length are
commonly used and considered as conventional and compact enough to be workable;36
but other sizes are also valid.

Some symmetric cryptosysteills are designed to operate in stream modes,
others in block; but also some algorithms can be accomplished to process in both
modes alternatively as seen in DES (These alternative operation modes will be

explained in section 2.4.2.) But it should be stressed that DES and some other well

known symmetric cryptosystems are usually operated in block cipher modes; thus

considering differential and linear cryptanalysis, block algorithms are concerned in this
study. In general, whatever the operation mode of a symmetric cipher, it can be

concluded that the basic theory and implementation is based on substitution /
transposition operations (shin registers, inverters, etc.), special function operators (ie.

S-Boxes), expansion operators and the key

Regarding security considerations block ciphers have some advantages over
stream ciphers; block ciphers are more dinicult to break than stream ciphers due to

diffusion and they are immune to insertions'7 But on the other hand, they are slower
during encryption when compared to stream ciphers and there's the problem of error
propagation: even an error in one bit or byte of a block will affect all the subsequent

characters in that block. Considering stream ciphers, they are faster in encryption than
block modes and there's low error propagation: an error ill a bit or byte doesn't affect

the other bits or bytes due to the immediate detection of error as a result of singularity
in transformation. By contrast, stream ciphers do have some disadvantages; thcy are

more vulnerable because of low diffusion and they are prone to malicious insertions or

modifications because of the separate encryption of each character~8, a case surely not

seen in blOCKciphers.

J20ruce Schneier, Applied Cr.~plo}!.rapln· - Second hlilioll. p. 4.

11 ihid. p. 1 WI.

11 Charles P rOeeger, .\'ecllri~1' ill ('Ol/ll'/llillg. p. 60 .

.1\ ,hid. p. () I
\(,Oruce Schneier. Applied C!:lplographl' - Second Fdilioll. p. 4.

r Charles P rOeeger, Secllrilv ill ('OIIII'I/lillg. p. 61.

1~,hid. pp. GO-() I.
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The definition summarIZIng the basic difference between stream and block

ciphers is given by Rainer RlIepIJdl9 stating that;

H!ock ciphers operate Oil data lI'itll a .fixed tml/,~lOlmatioll Oil large blocks (!f

plaintext data; stream ciphers operate with a tillle-I'Olyillg tral/,~forl1lation on
il/dil'iJuallJlaintext digits.

It's also accepted that in the real world applications, block ciphers seem to be

more general (more widely accepted and has f()ur different alternative modes) and

stream ciphers yield to be analyzed more easily in mathematical terms. It' s usually
accepted ami also proven that stream ciphers do have a lower lincar complexity, thus

less secure than block ciphers 40 Also stream ciphers are vulnerable to correlation
attacks41 On the other hand, differential and linear cryptanalysis methods are especially

generated for block ciphers and very successful attacks have been made to some of the
block symmetric cryptosystems, but not to al142 It should be noted that a block
cipher's vulnerability to cryptanalytic attacks or its strength lies behind the design of

the S-Boxes, diffusion / confusion quality in the functions producing the cipher, key

length, existence of weak keys, possession of the group structure43 Rather than being

theoretical. when applications in real world is considered the basic difference between
stream and block ciphers is concemed to be the nature of the implementation Due to

their design and algorithmic structure, block ciphers are easier to implement in

sof1ware; whereas stream ciphers are considered to be more suitable for hardware
. I . 44Imp ementatJons.

Ther e are various types of symmetric ciphers developed early and some of them

are still in use today. Most well known ones (tre DES and variants of DES, FEAL,
LOKI. GOST, CAST, FEISTEL, RC4, ReS, Khufu. Khafre, IDEA, SAFER,

Blowfish, SEAL, REDOC, WAKE45

2.4 DES

Since this research is involved in cryptanalysis of symmetric ciphers, and since
DES is today' s one of the IllOSt well known and commonly used symmetric

cryptosystem which also stands as a basic model for the at her symmetric ciphers, it will

be focused on in more detail throughout this section. This is also necessary due to the
fact that DES was chosen as the target system in most of the linear and differential
cryptanalytic studies and attacks that have been carried out. thus it would be better for

the readers to have a pre-knowledge about DES before going into further details of

linear / difTercntial cryptanalysis.

lQ Bruce Schneier. Applied Cryptographv - .\"C'co/l(1Fditioll. p. 21 ()
10 'h'd 30(), I . p.o .

•11 ihid. p. 38()

e ihid. pp. J4()-34lJ.

11 ,hid, pp. J-l()-35I.

II ,hid, p. 211.

1; Ihid, pp. 265-351, 3lJ7-40-l.
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2.4.1 Dcfin ition & Background

'1he Data Encryption Standard, namely DES, is a cryptosystem and algorithm

developed for the U.S. government previously and has been in common use all around

the world afterwards. DES has been officially accepted as a cryptographic standard
both in the U.S and abroad which many hardware and software systems have been

implemented as well as the new and improved versions of the algorithm such as Triple

DES, Fenced-DES, etc. However, as a controversy its security and reliability has been
questioned so far. Considering several successful cryptanalytic attacks and discovery of
some security flaws; at least the standard 56-bit DES and other old versions are
doubted today and not trusted for the future use46 _47 _ 48

In the late 1960' s Il3M began a research project in computer cryptography
which concluded in 1971 with the production of a symmetric block cipher named as

LUCIFER. Meanwhile, because of the great demands and needs, the National Bureau

of Standards (NBS), which is today known as the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST), was trying to construct the standards for encryption systems,
computer and communication security In 1973, NUS defined the criteria for such

encryption systems and issued a call for a single public encryption algorithm which
could satisfy all the criteria proposed, which could be tested and publicly cel1ified, and

which could become as a standard The specified criteria were (which are also valid
today) as follows

• The algorithm must provide a high level of security
• It IllUStbe completely specified and easy to understand .

• The security of the algorithm must reside in the key, thus the algorithm itself must

provide the security; the security should not depend on the secrecy of the
algorithlll like a black box.

• The algorithm must be available to all users

• It lIIust be adaptable for use in diverse applications

• It lIIust be economical whenever implementation in electronic devices is necessary.
• It must be efficient to use.

• It must be open to validation

• It Illust be exportable.

Aller the second call frolll NBS in 1974, IBM started a new project for the

proposed algorithm which is based on formerly developed Lucifer. Later on, IBM

announced the new algorithm named as DEA. (Data Encryption A.lgorithm). After the
negotiations between NBS and IBM, and aileI' some changes, tests and adaptations,

NOS approved the algorithm as a standard and released it for public security usage
renowned as DES. It must be noted that until 1994 DES was only validated and

formallyaccepted as a standard for hardware and firmware implementations; aner that

NISTalso validated its software implementations49_50

lfi Brucc Schncicr. Applied Cr.lplugrnphl' - Second Fdilion. pp. 265-270

I" Charlcs P Pflceger. Securi~1' in Compllting p 106.

Ii Eli Biham. Adi Shamir. Differenlial ('rlplallah'sis of the /)0117 Filerlption :";wnr/lml, pp. J -3. 7-l).
IQ Bruce Schncier. ,1pplied Crlplogmphl' - :',econd I,'elilion, pp. 265-270.

III Charles P Pflecger. :-,ecurily ill CO/llpllling, pp. 106-107
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2.4.2 Algorithm and Basic Structure

DES is a symmetric block cipher and algorithm which is based on the

combination of the two most fundamental and typical methods of encryption:
substitution and permutation (transposition). The algorithm gets its strength from

repeated application of these two techniques as a total of 16 cycles (rounds) and the

usage of a 64-bit key which is decomposed into subkeys through each of these cycles

so that during each cycle, encryption is achieved with a new key value. Although the
plaintext is encrypted in 64-bit blocks and key length is known to be 64 bits, in fact the
key is 56 bits long where 8 bits are discarded for parity checking. Since DES is

classified as a symmetric cryptosystem, the same algorithm and the same key is used
both in encryption and decryption except some slight differences in the key schedule.51

52 The substitutions in DES provide confusion by substituting some bit patterns for
others in each block of data. On the other hand, the permutations provide diffusion by

reordering the bits. Thus, the plaintext is operated on a substitution and then a
transposition through each round in an iterative manner which results with an
encrypted 64-bit block aner 16 rounds. It must be mentioned here that confusion

means output bits (ciphertext) have no obvious relationship to the input bits (plaintext),
no or very little correlation should be observed between them DiO'lIsion means any

change in a single bit of plaintext should affect many parts or bits of the ciphel1ext, in
other words, diffusion is the characteristic of distributing the information from single
I . I h' 5lP all1text etters over t e entire output. .

The encryption process in DES algorit hill is done as follows. The first 64-bit

p0l1ion of the plaintext is taken as input and each time, the next 64-bit block is

processed for encryption until the end or plaintext is reached. If the last block of
plaintext ralls behind the 64-bit length, the algorithm pads the empty block with the

key. Also, the 64-bit key chosen previously is shortened to 56 bits by dropping the 8th,

16th, 241h, .. 64th An initial permutation (IP) is applied on the 64-bit plaintext and then

this block is divided into a len hall' and a right hall', each 32 bit.s in length. Then some
mixed operations named as flJl1ction f is applied on the right and left halves

interchangeably for each of the 16 rounds where the data is combined with the key.
Aner the 16th cycle, the right and leO halves are joined and a final permutation which is

known as inverse of the initial permutation (I P-') is applied. This is the last stage of the

algorithm where the same processes are executed for each of the 64-bit plaintext
blocks54_55 The whole DES encryption process is also demonstrated in the Figure 2.2.

In each of the 16 rounds, the key bits are shined and then 48 bits are selected

from 56 bits. Then these shined bits are permuted by a simple permutation operation.

The right half of the data is expanded from 32 to 48 bits by a special operation known

as expansion operation These 48 bits of data is XORed ( denoted by EB ) with the

shined and permuted choice of 48-bit key. The output is processed through eight S
Boxes and 32 new bits are produced. These 32 bits are finally permuted with a P-Box.

These four operations compose the functionf The output from P-Box is XORed with

\1 Charles P. Pfleeger, Secllri~y in Compuling p. 107.

II I3mce Schncier. Applied ('r}l)(0f!,mphy - .\'econdFdilion, p. 270

\1 Charles P Pflceger. Securilv in Compuling pp. 6"-66. 101).

I~ Brucc Schncicr, Applied Cryplof!,rnphy - Second Fdilion, p. no.
1< Charles P. Pfleegcr. Securily in CVII/puling p. 101).
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IP- Inilial PemlUlation

----.
R2'" L, EIJ((R1.K2)

fP" Inverse Initial

Permutation

figure 2.2 Complete representation of a 16-round DES Algorithm.56

56 Bruce Schneier, Applied Cryptography - Second t'e/ition, p. 27 J.



the left half which makes the new right half input for the next round where the old right

half becomes the new left right for the next round All of these operations can also be
analyzed from Figure 2.3. This operation is repeated 16 times which makes up the] 6
round standard DES.57_58_59

After the 16th cycle, the left and right halves are combined together and

processed through the inverse initial permutation to produce the G4-bit cipher block. It
should be noted that the left and right halves are not exchanged after the 161h round as

seen in the previous 15 rounds; instead the concatenated left and right blocks are
directly input to the final permutation Ip-160

The operation performed in each round can also be denoted as below, where K;

is abbreviated for the 48-bit key in round i, /', and /(, are the left and right halves of

round i, 1" I and R'_I are the left and right halves from the previous round and.l is the

functiun e, ecuted in each cycle;

I" = N, 1

/(, = /', I (B ./ (H, " K, )

The initial permutation II' transposes tile input block by changing the positions
of the bits which is shown in Table 2. I. For instance, after the initial permutation the

581h bit moves to the bit position I, bit 34 moves to position 4, bit 7 moves to 64, etc.

Similarly, 11,-1does just the same operation inversely in order to get back the bits to
their initial positions. The initial permutation and corresponding final permutation do
not affect DES's security, even these operations are ignored in cryptanalytic attacks

since they du not have any cryptanalytic signilicance61 Most people suggest that their

primary purpose is to make it less complex and less dimcult to load plaintext and

ciphertext data into a DES chip in byte-sized pieces62

As pi eviously mentioned, the initial DES key is first Ieduced from 64 to 56 bits
ignoring every ighth bit so as to use as pal ity bit. While discarding these bits, the

positions of the key bits are also interchanged and this operation is named as key
permutation or key transformation which is given in Table 22. After this process, a

different48-bit subkey is generated for each of the 16 cycles. In other words, the keys

K, used in each round i are also called as the subkeys since they are all calculated from

the56-bit key at the very beginning. After the key scheduling operation, a new subkey

valueis derived for that round6.l This key scheduling operation is composed of two

processes;key shifting and compression permutation. first. the 56-bit key is broken up
intotwo 28-bit halves. Then, these halves are independently and circularly shifted left

by I or 2 bits, depending on the round. This shining operation is also given in Table
23.

~1Bruce Schncier, .1pplied Cr.~ptographl' - Second/editio//, pp. 110-111.

<8 ihid, p. no.
W Eli Biham, Adi Shalllir, Di/fere/ltia! ( 'rlpta//n!ysis of the /Jata F//erl ption Stn//dard, pp. 12-14,
155·156.

(/1 Bruce Schncier. Applied Crlptograp!1I' - Second /editiO/l, p. 277.

(,1 Eli Biham, Adi Shalllir. Differentin! ('rlpta//n!l'sis oft!/(' / )ato /~"'(,/Tpti(m Standard, p. 12.

('l Bruce Schncier. Applied Crvptography - Second Fditirll/, p. 271.

(,1 Eli Biham, Adi Shalllir, lJijferelltin! ('npta//o!l'sis of the I>oln fo.,/( n/llio// ,\'tll/II/ord, p 12.
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Figure 2.3 One Round of DES with 56-bit key64

If should he lIoled Ihal, in Ihe 1'iR"re 2.3, Ihe cOl11jJressioll jJernllllalioll ojJeralioll is
delloteci as 56 bits ~ Permuted ( 'twice ~ -/8 hils.

Table 2.1 Initial Permutationf,5

58, 50, 42, 34, 26, 18, 10, 2, 60, 52, 44, 36, 28, 20, 12, 4,
62,54,46,38,30,22,14,6,64,56,48.40,32,24,16,8,
57,49,41,33,25,17, 9,1.59,51,43,35,27,19,11,3,
61,53,45,37,29,21.13,5,63.55,47,39,31,23,15,7

57,49,41,33,25,17, 9, 1,58,50,42,34,26,18,
10, 2,59,51,43,35,27,19,11, 3,60,52,44,36,
63,55,47,39,31,23, 15, 7,62,54,46,38,30,22,
14, 6,61,53,45,37,29,21,13, 5,28,20,12, 4

Table 2.3 Number of Key Oils shined ill each Round67

Round

Number of Bits Shined

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213141516
1122222212222221

(>1 Charles P Pflecgcr. Securily in ('oll/{'uling, p. III.

(" Bmce Schneier. Applied Cr.lpl(}gmj1h~' - ,\I'COllr/ Fr/iIIOIl. p. 272.

(.t, "!ld. P 27:1.

r,- ,hid. p 27.1
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In each round, after shining the bits another permutation process is carried out
as the second part of the key transformation. 48 out of the 56 bits are selected and the

permutation operation is processed on these 48 bits named as permuted choice. Since a
subset of bits are selected as well as permuting the order, this is also named as

compression permutation68 For example; the bit in the position I of the shifted key is
selected for position 5 as output, or similarly 561h bit of the shined key becomes the

40lh bit as the permuted choice. On the other hand, the bits in positions such as 9, 38,

or 43 of the shifted key are not selected for the 48-bit output. This can also be
analyzed from the Table 2.4. Due to the shifting operation, different subset of key bits,

hence different subkey values used in each of the 16 rounds

Jable 2.4 Compression PermutatiQ!.lJPenlJl.l~.~LChoicLwhiclLsJ;~lects the Subkeys' 48
bits out of shifted 56 bits)69

Key bit position : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Selected for position ! 5 24 7 16 6 10 20 18 12 3 15 23 1

"'K'~'y"bi't"p~;iti'~~"""""''''''''''r''15 ···16··..1·::;···18..··1·9···20····2·1···22···23····2425···26· ..27'···28 ..··

.~.~.I~~t.~~fo.r...p9..~.i~i.().I~l ~1~ ? 1.~ ?? 11 1..~ ~ ~.!.?.~ ~.
Key bit position : 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42
§~I~~.t.~~I.f9.r...p9..s.i~i().I.)l..~!.~.1..?T..~~..~~~1... ....~E3.?~ ~~ ~.??.~~~.
Key bit position : 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 5'1 52 53 54 55 56
Selected for position 37 34 43 29 36 38 45 33 26 42 30 40

ror each round, the right halfofthe data, 1<" is expaJlded from 32 to 48 bits by

an operation known as expansion permutation. Not only the order of the bits are

changed ill order to perform transforlllation, but also some chosen bits are repeatedly

used so as to achieve expansion For instance, the Jrd bit in coming from the right half

as the input becomes the 41h bit in the output block; the bit in position I in the input

block becollles the 2nd and 48th hits in the output. These can be checked from Table
25

Expansion permutation is designed and used in OES for two basic purposes:
First one is to make the right half size equivalent to the key for the XOR operation,

and the second is to provide a longer result that can be compressed later during the
substitution70-71 However, these are technical considerations which have no relation

with security enhancements or cryptographic purposes Uut it does have also an aim
for cryptographic improvement By the expansion permutation, one bit is enabled to

aITect two substitutions, thus the dependency of the output bits on the input bits
spreads faster. This is known as the avalanche eOect which is a desirable property of

any encryption algorithm DES e'(hibits this property so t hat every bit of the ciphertext

depend on every bit of the plaintext and the key which provides the condition that a

small change either in the key or the plaintext c10es produce a great change in the

ciphertext, in other words, high di/Tusion. Expansion permutation enables the

('R I3ruceSchneier. /Ipplied Cr}1JloXrnph\' - Second Fililioll. pp. 272-273.

(,9 Charles P. POecger. Securily ill (·olll/llIling. p. J 11

'/j I3ruceSchneier. Applied ('r\fJlogrn[,/n' - ."lee o//(I Filitioll. p. 273.

'I Charles P. POccgcr. Security il7 (·olll/llIling. p. III.



a\ alanclic clTect to occur \"l" \' I apiu1y7J DUI ing this I csearcll. some work has been

carrieo out related with the avalanche effect alKI it's given in Appendix B.

Tavl~ 2.5 Expansion Permutation7.1

32, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
8, 9,10,11,12,13,12,13,14,15,16,17,

16,17,18,19,20,21,20,21,22,23,24,25,
24,25,26,27,28,29,28,29,30,31,32, 1

Aner the compressed key is XORed with the expanded right half block, the 48

bit output goes through a substitution operation All the substitutions in this stage are

carried out by eight substitution boxes. naillcd as S-boxcs. In fact, it's assumed that

the S-boxcs are the core of the DES algorithm, their uniqueness in design, high

confusion performance and their non-linearity give DES its cryptographic strength and

make DES secure74_75 The S-bo'(es operate as follows Each of the eight S-boxes has

a 6-bit input and 4-bit output where each S-box is difTerent frolll the others. The 48-bit

input block is divided into eight sub-blocks of 6 bits in size. Each of these 6-bit sub

blocks is input to a separate S-box such that the first sub-block goes to S-box I, the

second is input to S-vox 2, and so on In other WOIUS, tlie first 6 bits of the 48-bit

block is processed through S-box I, the bits from 7 to 12 is input to S-box 2, etc. After

the substitution operation through S-boxes, each of the eight S-boxes produce an

output of 4 bits, totally making .12 bits. This 32-bit output is then forwarded to the P

Box for permutation. These can also be checked out from Figure 2.4.

The process inside the S-boxes and their structure can be described simply

here. Each S-box is a table made up of 4 rows and 16 columns Each entry in the box is

a 4-bit number ranging from 0 to 15. In Table 26, eight S-boxes with all their output

entries are given.7(' Since there are 64 entries in each box, some numbers are used more

than once in the S-box. The G-bit input value give the row and column value of the

entry for which will be chosen as the 4-bit output value. For example, if the 6 input bits

to an S-bm< are denoted as 171 h.J hJ 174 h5 171'> , then the len-most and right-most bits, hi

and "6 respectively, are combined to forlll a 2-bit nlllllber which is used to index the

rows (0 to 3) in S-box. Similally, the other four bits in the middle, h2 h_< h4 h5 are

combined to form the 4-bit nlllllber so as to index the columns ranging lI'om ° to IS.

This can also be described by the f()lIowing example

If tile input to the S-bo:x I is 10 III O. then this input implies the entry which is

placed ill the 2nd row (10) and 71h colullln (0 I II), and I()r S-box I, this is the value II

(in decimal), hence the 4-bit out put will be 101 I .

") Urucc Schncier. Applied (·r.l'plogrnl'/n' - Secund /~dilion. p 271

-1,hid, p. 275.
"

ill/d. P 275

" Charles P POeeger. SecuriZv in CrJII1I'"ling. p. I J 7.
'(, I' / II., III, p. ).
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Table 2.6 S-Boxes for DES.

S-Box I

Row: 0 1
·········0··(14·· 4

1 i 0 15
2: 4 1
3 [15 12

Column
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

............................................................................................................................................

13 1 2 15 11 8 3 10 6 12 5 9 0 7
7 4 14 2 13 1 10 6 12 11 9 5 3 8

14 8 13 6 2 11 15 12 9 7 3 10 5 0
8 2 4 9 1 7 5 11 3 14 10 0 6 13

S-Box 2

S-Box 3

S-Box 4

S-Bo'( 5

Colull1n

Row i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
................ ; - - .

0[15 1 8 14 6 11 3 4 9 7 2 13 12 0 5 10
1: 3 13 4 7 15 2 8 14 12 0 1 10 6 9 11 5
2: 0 14 7 11 10 4 13 1 5 8 12 6 9 3 12 15
3 i 13 8 10 1 3 15 4 2 11 6 7 12 0 5 14 9

Column
Row : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

...... ·····0·-1-··1·0·_······0 - g ·14······6···· 3·····1·5····· "'5 -1'" 1j 1.2 ~r···1·1·········4··_·····2·······'8""""

1 i 13 7 0 9 3 4 6 10 2 8 5 14 12 11 15 1
2[1364981530111212510147
3 [ 1 10 13 0 6 9 8 7 4 15 14 3 11 5 2 12

Column
Row

0123456789101112131415
............................. - .... - ..

............................................................ ............. - ...- ..-.--_ ....-_ .............................................

0 71314306910128511124 15
1

1381156150347212110149
2

1069012117131513145284
3

3150610113894511127214

COIUIllIl
Row

0123456789101112131415
•........•......•............... -.

........................... - ................... - .................................................................................
0 2124171011685315130149

1
1411212471315015103986

2
42 11110137815912563014

3
1181271142136150910453

S-Box 6

Row: 0
................ j .

o [ 12
1 i 10
2: 9
3 i 4

1
1

15
14

3

2
10
4

15
2

Column
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15. .

15 9 2 6 8 0 13 3 4 14 7 5 11
2 7 12 9 5 6 1 13 14 0 11 3 8
5 2 8 12 3 7 0 4 10 1 13 11 6

12 9 5 15 10 11 14 1 7 6 0 8 13

S-Box 7

Row: 0 1 2 3 4 5

···········0·"]"····4· ..··11· ····2·······14·····1"5· ..···0

1113 011 7 49
2 1 4 11 13 12 3
3 6 11 13 8 1 4

Colulll"
6

789101112131415
....................................................................

.....................................

8 133129751061
1

1014351221586
7

141015680592
10

795015142312

S-8ox 8 Cohllnn

..~.()~ .i....~ 1.. ...? ? ~ ? ..6..... ..7. ~ ~ ..t_~ 1.1 1.? ....!.3. 1f J.? .
0[13 2 8 4 6 15 11 1 10 9 3 14 5 0 12 7
1i 1151381037412561101492
2 i 7 11 4 1 9 12 14 2 0 6 10 13 15 3 5 8
3 2 1 14 7 4 10 8 13 15 12 9 0 3 5 6 11

))



Bits 1-6 Bits 7-12 Bits 13-18

Bits 1-4 Bits 5-8 Bits 9-12

12 bits

Key (4l:l bits)
I

Bits 31-36 Bits 37-42 Bits 43-48

Bits 21-24 Bits 25-28 Bits 29-32

Figure 2.4 S-Boxes from S, to SH where each one operating on 6-bit input blocks and

producing 4-bit output blocks. 77 _7M

Aller the S-box substitution. the 32-bit output is processed through a

permutation box known as P-box. The operation is also named as straight

pernlutation7? because there' s no bit discarding or bit expansion as seen in the

previous pClIlllltation operations In pobox permutation. each input bil is mapped to an

output bit position producing a total of 32-bit output Ir'om 32 bits of input. For

example. bit 16 of the input moves to position I in the output, while bit I of the input

block lIloves to 91h position in the output block The permutation process inside the P

Box is simply demonstrated in Table 2.7

16,7,20,21,29,12,28,17, 1,15,23,26, 5,18,31,10,
2,8,24,14,32,27, 3, 9,19,13,30, 6,22,11, 4,25

AS a final operation, the 32-bit output of the P-box is XORed with the left half

of the initial 64-bit block. The output 64-bit block becomes the new right half for the

next round where the initial 64·bit right half block is switched to be the new left half

for the next round. Thus, the next round begins with these new right and len blocks

Charles P POcegcr. Security in ('(lII//'"ting p. 114.

'R William Stallings. Network and /lIlcmetll'lJrk Serl/rUI' - /'rinri/I/es ollrll'mclicc, p. 47.

'911rucc Schncier ... /pplied Crlfllof!rtI/,/n' - ,l.,'e(,(l/IriFrlilIUII. p 27<;
RIO

thll/. p 277.



where all of these operations are repeated 16 times as the 16 rounds or cycles of DES.

The block exchange can also be observed from the figure 2.2.

As well as encryption, the decryption in standard DES is achieved in 16 rounds

and the operations throughout the decryption process are similar to the ones in

encryption, but in an inverse manner. This is due to the symmetrical structure of DES

which enables the same algorithm work both for encryption and decryption and also

enables the usage of the same key, thus the subkeys.8)_X2 But since, the decryption is

the inverse of encryption, this time the ciphertext 64-bit block is taken as input, and the

initial key is taken as K/6 Thus, using KJ(, in the first cycle, and repeating the same

process with key K15 in the second round, K/4 in the third, and so on, the similar

processes are iterated for 16 rounds with the same algorithms and operations seen in

encryption. Finally, K/ is used in the 16th round and the original 64-bit plaintext block

is recovered aftermath. All the functions and the operations are exactly the same with

the ones processed in the encryption except some slight differences such as the key

shift operation. The basic logic while generating each subkey is the same and again

implemented in a circular manner, however this time the shift in each round is made in

the right direction and the number of key bits shifted in each round of decryption is as

follows8.1;

012222221222222'1

It can also be compared with the shift process during the encryption procedure

which was given in Table 2.3. It should be noted that in the decryption process, the

same initial permutation and its inverse, IP and IP-J respectively, are used which were

also used in the encryption algorithm. As seen in the encryption, the left and right 32
bit halves I., and H, are exchanged after each round i

In order to explain it better and in a simple manner, the decryption process is

rOllllulaled as below which can also be considered as the theoretical proof showing

Ihat the decryption process is the inverse of the encryption. In fact, this property is

based on the symmetrical structllle or the runctions and operations used and the special

nature of XOR operation

From the 16th round of encryption it's known that,

"16 = N.J,

H16 = I~I~EB.I(H1"KI6)

Then, by the property or XOR, it can be deduced that;

81 [Jrucc Schneier. Ilpplieel Cr.1plogml1hy - .\'('C()IIr! "'eli/i()/I, p.277.

8! Charles P POeegcr. "';ecllri~I' in (·ol11f1l1ling. p. fl()

8\ Ihid. P 277



Thus,

So. since 1,/6 , K/6 and N/6 already in hand, lur the beginning of Isl round of

decryption. 1'/5 and R/5 can be produced easily as well as the subkey K/5 (shining K/6).

Hence, in a similar manner, 1'/4 and N/4 can be obtained in the 2nd round, and this can

be iterated for 16 rounds until I,() and R() are obtained. Thus, after the JP-) filter the

plaintext is retrieved. These can be summarized in a generic form for each and every

round as follows, where j /7-i and i stands for the ith round of decryption

(conversely,j was the/h round of encryption);

I~I I = RJ EE>I(t", KJ

H., I = /',

K 1 I = SlIift( KJ )

2.4.3 Operation Modes of DES

For the ease of use, and for the security enhancement in applications and

implementations, anyone of the four comlllon operation modes is used within the DES

algorithm In fact, these four modes of operation are also used in some other block or

stream cipher symmetric encryption algorithms. They are namely; ECIJ - Electronic

Codebook Mode, CBC - Cipher Block Chaining Mode, eFrJ - Cipher Feedback Mode,

om ..Output Feedback Mode Among those, ECB and eBe are designed and used

for block ciphers, whereas CFI3 and OFB are stream cipher modes in nature, but they

can also be adapted and used for block cipher algorithms so as to make those

encryption algorithms process in streams of bit s or bytes H·I

Because of its simplicity, Eel) is mostly used in ofT-the-shelf commercial

softwme products as well as in the studies throughout this thesis, but it' s not

recommended for highly-confidential purposes since FCn is the most vulnerable mode

to cryptanalytic attacksH5 and provides the lowest avalanche effect amongst all the

modes. The ANSI hal/kil/K .'llal/dl1rd'i specify ECB and CBC for encryption, CBC and

n-bit CFB for authentication. H6 Some security specialists suggest that ECB is only

suitable for secure transmission and encryption of small amounts of data (ie. a key);

eBe is convenient for block ciphers and secure encryption of long sized data; CFB

would rather be chosen for authentication and also general-purpose stream-oriented

data transmission; OFB is best suited fur stream-oriented data transmission over noisy
channels such as satellite communication. H7

Besides the four modes used in DES, there are other operation modes for

stream and block ciphers, such as Counter Mode, Block Chaining Mode, Plaintext

Rl Bmce Schneier. Applied Cryp/op,ral,hy - Second !:"eli/ion, pp. J W)-2()).

R\ Ihid, pp. 277-278.

R(, ,hid. p. 277.

Rl William Stallings, Ne/work and Infeme/lmrk .\"ecllri/l' - PrinCIpII'S (l1/(11'me/ice, p. 58.



Block Chaining, Plaintext Feedback Mode, Cipher Block Chaining with checksum,
etc88 These types of modes will not be discussed since they are not involved in this

study; but the four modes applied to DES will be taken into spotlight

• Electronic Codebook Mode - Eell

The simplest mode among all the modes is proven to be the electronic

codebook rnode where plaintext is divided into 64-bit blocks and is encrypted in 64-bit
blocks at a time where each block of plaintext is encrypted using the same initial key.

Thus, there's a unique ciphertext block for each corresponding plaintext block. This is
the easiest mode in implementation and usage both for soil ware and hardware

platforms Since each block is encrypted independently, there' s no necessity of
encrypting a file or data linearly or in any definite sequence. In other words, during
encryption (and also decryption), no plaintext block is dependent on the previous
plaintext or ciphertext blocks This is especially useful in encrypting random-access

files, databases and in parallel implementations with multiple processors (all the

processors can encrypt or decrypt the blocks of the whole data independent of each
other and without considering the order) 89

Decryption in ECB is processed in the same way as encryption where each

block of ciphertext decrypted at a time independently using the same key. The
encryption and decryption with DES in ECB mode is shown in Figure 2.5.

It's stressed that any bit errors in the ciphertext block will cause the

corresponding plaintext block 10 be decrypted incorrectly but this is accepted as an

advantage (or ECB mode, since errors in the ciphertext block only aftect that

corresponding plaintext block so that the other plaintext blocks can be decrypted
correctly and the rest of the plaintext data can be obtained without errors. However, if

a bit or some bits are lost or added in the ciphertext block, this will cause all the

succeeding plaintext blocks to be decrypted incorrectly as well as that corresponding

plaintext block90 (ie. if the first bit of the ciphertext is removed as a result of damage,

then since the size of the ciphertext is changed, all the ciphertext / plaintext blocks will

be arranged incorrectly during decryption and all the plaintext data retrieved starting

from the fi,st bit will be wrong) This is considered as a disadvantage for ECB.

As mentioned before, 1 he main disadvantage of FCB is its low diffusion and

vulnerability to some cryptanalytic attacks. Since there's a unique ciphertext for each
plaintext under the same key. a cryptanalyst can generate a codebook with several
plaintext / ciphertext pairs. Thus, for the incoming encl ypted messages, he / she can

deduce the plaintext block whenever a ciphertext block which also exists in the

codebook is met. With the help of some statistical analyses, all of the original plaintext

message can be recovered and if necessary, the key can also be retrieved. Because of

these Shol1comings, ECB is not accepted as a secure method for lengthy messages and

is only used for encrypting small amounts of data, eg a key. 'II

II Bruce Schncicr. Applied Cnplogl"l/ph.\! - Secund j:dilion. pp. 2(JS-2m~.
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Figure 2 5 Electronic Codebook Moden

• Cipher mock Chaining Mode - cue

CBC 1II0de was designed to overcome the security flaws faced in ECB and to

increase the diffusion rate and avalanche elrect in the ciphertext data. The basic goal

was to implelllent a cryptographic mode that would enable the production of dilTerent

ciphertext blocks from the same plaintext block whenever met more than once in the

same data input. This goal was achieved by using a simple feedback mechanism known

as chaining. The scheme in CBe can be described simply as follows; each time, the

plaintext block is first XORed with the previous ciphertext block that is stored in a

feedback register and the result is encrypted with the key al1erwards. This is processed

repetitively until the end of input data. Thus. each ciphertext block is not only

dependent on the corresponding plaintext block but also on all uf the other previous

plaintext blocks9~ CBC mode algorithm also wurks 011 input data in definite sizes of

block port ions .

.,~William Stallings. Network and InterJ/etlmrk ,e.,'ecllrif.l'. I'rinci{'{es tlnd {'radice, p. 5Y.

'1\ Brucc Schncier. Applied C,:vptoRrnphl' - Second Fdifioll, p. IY]
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Decryption process is also proven to be straightforward where each ciphertext

block is decrypted with the same key used in encryption and the decrypted output is
then XORed with the previous ciphertext block. The Jesuit is the corresponding

plaintext block for that ciphertext block. Again, for each block's decryption, the
incoming previous ciphertext block is stored in the feedback register (also referred as
feedforward register for the decJ)'ption stage) and the process is carried out

repetitively in sequence until the last ciphertext block's decryption. These can also be
explained simply using formulas as below; where C, is the i Ih ciphertext block, P, is the

i lh plaintext block, F;K is the encryption process with key K, fJ,,· is the decryption

process with key K.

for encryption: C; = I','~(C, , EB I~)

for decryption: fJ~.(C, ) ::-::/)~. (Ij·~. (C, , EB I~ ))

fJ/:(C,)-=C, ,EB/: SlIlce, IJ,.{!-,·,:Cf(x)))=/(x)

C, I EB /)/. (C, ) = C, I CB C, I <:1) I ~
thus,

p = ( , EB I) .(C ), , I }...,

I\s the whole scheme looks simple, it's worth to mention that for the first

block of plaintext during encryption and for the first ciphertext block during

decryption, a random data block is put into the feedback register since there' s no
previous ciphertext block in hand This randolll data is named as initialization vector,

also denoted by IV. IV can be assigned to any randolll value; since it's used to make
each message unique and to enable the encryption I decryption of the first block using

the feedback register, it has no special meaning or value'l4 IV is considered as an initial
parameter value throughout the Cfie algorithlll In addit ion, it's proven that IV need

not have to be kept secret or be protected, it's JefelTed as a dummy ciphertext block95

CBC Illode can also be checked out from Figure 2.6

(BC is accepted as an appropriate lIlode for encrypting data longer than 64

bits, especially proven to be /1lore secure than ECU JIIode96 The diffusion in the

ciphertexts and the avalanche effect is much higher than ECB which is also an
advantage for CBe. Another advantage of eBe is its potential usage for
authentication.97

On the other hand, a single bit error in any plaintext block affects not only that
ciphertext block but also all the other subsequent ciphertext blocks. But alter
decryption, due to the CBC lIlode' s structure, only the plaintext block with that

incorrectbit will again be recovered with a single bit error while all the other plaintext

blocks being retrieved without errors. As a result, it can be concluded that in CBC

mode, errors in the plaintext has a significant effect 011 the ciphertext whereas the

'II Brucc Schncier, Applied Cryptoxmphy - Second Fdition. p. J \!-l.

9\ lhid. p. I\!l
91', William Slallings, Ne/work and Interne/1m!'/.: Securitv - l'rinClp/es ond Practice, p. 5\!. G I.
9'

,hili. P (, I.
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decrypted plaintext will only consist of errors coming from the original plaintext, thus
plaintext errors (if few in amount) doesn't cause too much trouble'lH

fnil.
Time = 1 Time = 2Time = N

Vector

PI P2 PNLl 11
eN.1

•

DES

DESDESK-" Encrypt
K-"

Encrypt

• • •K--+
Encrypt

Encryption

DES

K -.. Decrypt

DES

K -.. Decrypt
• • • DES

K --+ Decrypt

!nil. --+
Vector

Decrypt ion

C -I

Figure 2.6 Cipher Block Chaining Mode99

More or less, in CI3C the real problem is considered to be the ciphertext errors.

par instance, only a single bit error in any or the ciphertext blocks due to transmission

signal noises or an intentional eavesdropper attack will have a much higher effect and
damage on the recovered plaintext compared to the previous error type. A single bit

error in ciphertext block ('11 will cause the corresponding plaintext block PI1 to be
entirely incorrect plus I-bit error in the subsequent block Pnll . This can be considered

as a disadvantage for CBC mode, since its structure allows error extellsioll problem
whenever ciphertext errors occur. If, there are single bit errors in each of the ciphel1ext

blocks, this will end up with a complete garbage of plaintext filled with errors.

However, it must be stressed that the errors in a ciphertext block affects two plaintext

blocks: the corresponding plaintext block and the following one. TIlLIS, the other
plaintext blocks are not aflected with the errors in that ciphertext block and can be

'Ill Bruce Schneier.l1pplied ( 'npfograpln' - Second I:difioll, p. J Y5.

'I'l Williilm Stallings. Ne/\t"(JI"kamlln/eme/lmrk SecurU\' - I'rillciples and f'racfice, p. GO.
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recovered correctly. This propcrty is known as se(f-rec(}1'erillj{ and it enables the CBC

mode to recover from bit errors quickly. I\s a conclusion, it' s stated that in CBC

mode, ciphertext errors are more effective and more spreadable than ECB mode, but
d ., 'bl 100error etectlon IS POSSI e.

As seen in the ECIl, fabrication in the ciphertext is also troublesome for CBe

[f a single bit is lost or added to any of the ciphertext blocks, then all the subsequent

blocks will be affected and all the corresponding plaintext blocks will be entirely
incorrect. For example, if the first bit is deleted from the first ciphertext block or one

bit is added to the first position of the first ciphertext block, then all of the pl(lintext
data will be affected and the complete plaintext will be a garbage where almost every

bit of all the plaintext blocks will be wrong. Thus, synchronization problem is a great
overhead and threat to the reliability and usage of CBC mode.lo1

Due to its structure, CBC mode has some other potential problems which can

be considered as other disadvantages. First of (lll, a crypt(lnalyst can make changes on a

chosen ciphertext block so that he / she can e(lsily observe the cant rolled changes in

the corresponding plaintext blocks. Thus, CBC 1II0de is vulnerable to chosen ciphertext

attacks. Secondly, an intruder can add extra ciphertext blocks to the end of original
ciphertext message and in SOIllCC(lses the receiver might not detect those additional

fraud blocks. Thus, to overcome this problem. some ext ra precautions must be taken
such as structuring the original plaintext before Ihe encryption process 102

• Cipher Feedback !\lode - CFll

One of the most well known modes which C(ln be implemented for a block

cipher to \York as a self-synchronizing stream cipher is the cipher feedback (CFB)

mode. With the usage of CFIl, block encryption algorithms such as DES can process
the data in streams of bits or bytes one (It a time rather than fixed sizes of blocks.

Implementation of a block cipher in stre(llll 1II0de is especi(llly needed in secure

network applications and in real-time operations I(n (ie, when each character is typed
froma terminal, it must be inllllediately encrypted (llld transmitted to the receiver host,

and must be decrypted whenever it's received with no time or data loss)

[n (FB mode, the length of data encrypted & declypted at a time unit can be

chosen any length, ranging from I-bit to .i-bits BuL in most ciphers like DES, 8-bit
eFn is onen chosen because applications require I character transmission at a time

which is 8 bits in length, thus if more tl1(ln 8 bits are used during encryption

transmission capacity would be wasted and if a size less than 8-bit is chosen this would
bringoverhead in design and also would result with performance degradation. 104

The operation principle of aj-bit CFU 1II0de working on a 64-bit block cipher

willbe explained here which is also represented in the Figure 2.7. ;\s similar to eBC,
aninitialization vector (IV) is used which is 64 bits in length, equivalent to block size.

I'" Bruce Schneier. Applied Crl'lJlo,l!,/'{/phy - ,\'econd Fdilion, p I ()().
11I1

,hu/, p. 1%
11I:,hid. p. 1%
11Il,hid. p 200.

1111 William Stallings. Ne1ll'ork and fnl('I'III'/It'ork Sec"ril,l' - Prine/fl!l's {II/(I Prnclice. p. () I.
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This IV is loaded into a shift register as an initial operation both during encryption and

decryption The IV need not be secret, as in cnc, but the IV Illust be a unique value

and must be changed within every message This is an essential requirement for CFB

mode (this was not necessary in CBC mode); because unless the IV is not kept unique

for each message, the cryptanalyst will have a chance to recover the plaintext 106 The

len-most .I bits of the IV is encrypted with the key K and this result is XORed with the

firstj bits of the plaintext message. The output is the first .I-bit ciphertext which is also

input to the shift register for the next round. The shift register is shifted left .I bits and

this ciphertext output is put to the end of the shift register as the right-most .I bits. This

is in fact, a simple queue mechanism which also changes the value of IV in the shift

register before each round. The same encryption process is repeated in an iterative

manner until the end of plaintext is reached. Each ciphertext bit is dependent on all the

previous ciphertext bits and hence plaintext characters, which was also a valid property
in eBe mode.lll7

The decryption is very similar to the encryption process Again, the shift

register is initialized with the sallle IV value, and the left-most .I bits are encrypted with

the key K and the result is XORed with the first ciphertext bits coming from the first

round of encryption. As a result, the first .I bits of the plaintext will be retrieved, and

this is repeatedly processed until the last ciphertext unit Also, for each round, .I bits are

shined leO from the left-most part andj bits of ciphertext from the previous round are

red to the shift register as the right-most .I bits which is exactly the same as in the

encryption stage. It must be stressed that in CFB Illode, during decryption the

encryption function of the cipher is used instead of the decryption function. This can be

shown by a mathematical notat ion as follows, where fc)/" each round i, and for each .I

bits, P, is thej-bit unit of plaintext and C is thej-bit unit of ciphertext for i Ih round, n~
is the leO-mostj-bit of the initiali7:ation vector, K is tile key used in the cipher;

if C, = I~ EB 1-:/:(11.,), for enclyption

then I~ = C; EB r;,.: (II',), is true for decryption by the transitivity of XOR.

The CFB mode could be implemented for any type of block cipher algorithms

as well as 64-bit block ciphers like DES. The dif1erences in block size would only

impact on the size changes of the IV.

The plaintext errors are also faced as a problem in eFn mode where even a

single bit error in the plaintext allects the corresponding and all the subsequent

ciphertext data. However, the error is reversed after decryption, and only the bites)

with errors in the plaintext is decrypted with errors while all the subsequent plaintexts

are retrieved without errors. The plaintext error effects are similar to the ones in CBe
mode and not considered as an important problem lOR

I't, Bruce Schncicr. Applied Crlplogm{l/n' - ,•..•.eClJ/u/ Fe/ilill/l, p. 20 I
Ifl~

,h,d P 2()()
l'
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Because of the structure of CFB modc, ciphertext errors are accepted as an

important problem and disadvantage. A single bit error in the ciphertext not only

causes the corresponding plaintext bit to be recovel ed incorrectly but also affects a

large part of the subsequent plaintext data. Since, that incorrect bit in the ciphertext is

also forwarded into the shill register, it will llIake the shift register contain a wrong

value and all the subsequent ciphertexts will be produced and decrypted incorrectly

until that bit is carried 01T from the shill register For instance, in 8-bit CFB mode, a

single bit error causes a total of 9 bytes of plaintext to be decrypted entirely wrong. It

is proven that for a k-bit block cipher usingj-bit CFn Illode, a single bit error affects
L d . f b' 10')tile ecryptlon 0 the current and su sequent k ./-1 blocks

1\ side-efTect of ciphertext error is another problem which is that if an intruder

knows the plaintext message in any transmission, he / she can change bits in a chosen

ciphertext block so that it could be decrypted to whatever he / she wishes on the

receiving end allerwards. The changes might not be detected and the message could be

accepted valid by the receiver.

Another disadvantage of CFB mode comes from the structure of self

synchronizing stream ciphers It' s proven that self-synchronizing strealll ciphers are

vulnerable to playback attacks. 110 If any eavesdropper records some of the ciphertext

bits, then he / she can put thesc data into the new ciphertext streams generated where

the receiver cannot recognize that the data being decrypted is not the new and the

actual one, but instead sOllie older replayed data. This technique is known as the

11/l/yfJack at/ad and since CFB mode is a self-s)'nchlonizing stream cipher, the

playback attack can be considered as a potential threat for this mode.

One of the significant advantages of eFn mode when compared to ECB and

cnc is its resistivity to synchronization problcms due to its self-recovering structure.

An\' bit loss or extra bit addition to the ciphertext will <lflccl only some portion of the

plaintext but not all the subsequent plaintext data In <lddition. since CFB is self

synchronizing, the errors can be detected and recovered during decryption. 111

eFa mode is used both for encrypting messages of any length with high level

of security and for authentication purposes.112 CFB mode is mostly preferred in

stream-oriented data transmission of any desired size. Like eBC, CFB mode provides

high level of diffusion among the ciphertext data and high avalanche enecL

• Output Feedback Mode - OFU

The output feedback mode (OFB) is another method of implementing a block

cipher so as to work as a synclllonous stream cipher and it' s very similar to the CFB

mode The only difference in the algorithm is that, ill OFI3 the .i-hil output of the

encryption function is fed back to the right-most positions of the shiH register whereas

incm the ciphertext output was to be the feedback lor the shin register. I P

H~ Brucc Schncicr, Applied ('rYfllvWlIfl/n' - ,,,'('contl Ftlilion. p 2(J I.
IIn

,h/(I. p It)<J

111,h/(l. pp 201-202.

II: William Slallings, ,\'elwork and /nll'mclwork ,\'l'el/rill' - /'rinci/lll'.1 lintl /'}'(I('/icl'. p (,2.

111 Dmcc chncicr, ,lpfllied ("Yfllo}?m/,!lr - S('contl hilt/on. p. 20.\.
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As seen in CFB, the uecryption is the reverse of encryption algorithm in OFB

mode. Again, for the decryption process, the block encryption mode is used. All the

other mechanisms and processes are just the same as in CrB mode for both encryption

and decJyption This can be deduced from the rigure 2.8 where a/-hit OrB mode is

shown. As in CFB mode, the length of the shill register andj can be of any length, but

for DES and DES-like cryptosystems, the shill register is 64 bits and .I is 8 bits in

length for the conventionality anu performance considerations.

It should also be stressed that both OFB and CFlJ moues allow encryption with

a variety of block sizes, the block size can be chosen any length jf necessary. 114

In OFB mode, there's a term named as illtemalfeedhaek and it comes from the

fact that: since the selecteu output of the shill register which is previously encrypted

wilh key K is fed back into the shill register for the next round, the feedback

mechanism is independent of the plaintext anu ciphertext streams. 115 This properly of

om Illoue brings a unique feature which does not exist for ern; most of the

encryption process can be carried out independently and offline. even before the

plaintext is retrieved. Only using the shill register, the encryption can be processed for

each and every shift register block; and when the plaintext data is acquired finally, it

can be XORed with the encrypted output from the shill register This is also true for

the decryption algorithm, where the shill register can be pre-processeu and encrypted

independently from the ciphertext blocks, and XORed with the ciphertext streams
allerwards

The algorithm for aj-hit OFB can also be described as follows; where lor each

round i, and for each .I bits, J1, is the .I-bit unit of plaintext and C, is the .I-bit unit of

ciphertext for i Ih round, S, is the state vector or the output of the shill register, K is the

key used in the cipher:

for encryption:

for decl)'ption:

(' "" J1 EB S where
I I l'

I: - (', EB S" again where

S, = I-;}, (S, J

The ,\',' s for each round are the outputs of shill registers and they are

independent of plain texts and ciphertexls

In OrB, the initialization vector IV is used which Illust be initially loaded into

the shill register before the first rounu. For each message, this I V must be a unique

value,as seen in CFB, but IV uoesn' t have to be kept secret in OrB mode. J 16

III Eh Bihalll, "Cryptanalysis of Multiple Modcs of Operation", Journal of Cryptology, vol. I I

Number I. p 4), I YY8.

11\ BruceSchncicr. tlpplied ('r, '1J(o}!'/'OIJ/n' - ,•.•.('("Ollrl Frli (ioll. p. 2()1.

1I!>lh/(/, p. 204.
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One of the significant advantages of OFB mode is that bit errors that occurred
d . .. d 118urlng transmISSIon 0 not propagate. In other words, OFB mode has no error

extension. Thus, if a single bit error occurs in the ciphertext (',. this only causes a

single bit error in the corresponcling recovered plaintext where the other subsequent

plaintext units are not corrupted Due to its structure, eFB has the trouble of error

extension and bit errors might propagate; for this reason, in some applications such as

digitized signal, voice, image, video transmissions OFB is preferred. 11<)

Also, the internal feedback property of OFB mode can be considered as an

advantage. especially for some specific applications where omine encryption of the

shift register is necessary or pre-processing of the shin register is required.

It's also proven that in OFB mode, a choscn plaintext attack does not enable

an intruder to gain more information than a known plaintext attack, thus the

performance of chosen plaintext attack is no better than known plaintext attack in
om.I]O

Ilowever, OFB has some disadvantages. For instance, the synchronization

errors are fatal and OFB mode does not have the self-recovcring property for

synchronization errors. If the shin registers on the encryption and the decryption ends

are not identical, then the rccovered plaintext will be a complete garbage Any

application implemented with OFB mode must have additional mechanisms for

detecting synchronization loss and for regaining synchronization as well as recovery of

data. Since eFB is self-recovering by its nature. it's considered a better algorithm than

OFB when synchronization problem is the case.

Another disadvantage of OFB comes from the fact that it' s proven to be more

vulnerable to a message-stream modification attack than eFR 121 Since, a change in a

single bit in the ciphertext only alTects the corresponding plaintext, controlled changes

could be lIIade to the selected ciphertext / plaintext pairs. This enables an attacker to

carry out a chosen-ciphertcxt attack and deduce the encryption key This also makes it

possible for the eavesdropper to altcr the ciphertext so that it could be decrypted to

whatever he / she wishes on the receiving end without being detected by the receiver.

These \vere also considered as a problem for CFB mode. but in OFn, it's proven to be
more troublesome.

There also exists anothcr security problem whenever OFB Illode is used

Security experts advise that OFB should be used 01 cho'ien only when the feedback

size is the same as the block size (ie for 64-bit DES, only 64-bit OFB Illode must be

used) Otherwise, it will hope/lIlly breed security flaws Since OFn mode XORs a

keystream with the text block, this keystream llIay repeat aileI' a period of cycles or

rounds When the feedback size is equivalent to the block size (k-bi/s). the block cipher

is proven to show the characteristics of a permutation of k-bi/ values and the average

cycle length is 2k - I. For a 64-bit block, this makes i'" - I, which is considerably a big

II~William SI<lllings. Nellmrk and Jnlernellrork Seellrill' - J'rincill/e,\ und I'mctiee. p. (,3.

II? BruccSchncier. Applied Cn'pl0f?,rallhl' - ,)'erond Ftlilion, p. 20-l.

I., Ell l3ihalll. "Cryptanalysis of Multiple Modes of Operalion". Journal of Cry ptology. Y01. II

umber I. p. -l5. 1991!.

1:1 William Stallings. Nellrork anti Jnlemellrork SeeIIrU\' - I'rill( il,les Ilntll'ractice. pp. (']-('-l.
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\'alue. But when the feedback size is less than block size k, the average cycle length

drops to around 2 kl2 Thus, for a 64-bit block cipher, this is approximately 2n, a value

110tlong and big enough. 122

OFB is mostly useful in applications such as strealll-oriented tranSllllSSlon of
data over noisy channels with a moderate level of security It' s also proposed that

OrB mode is designed to act as a pseudorandom bit generator as well as allowing

precomputation of a major part of the encryption process 123

2.4.4 Security Strength and Weaknesses of UES

Since its invention and usage, the security of DES has been questioned and has
becn a common subject of argument in cryptology until today. Several weaknesses

have been proven, but no exact proof of a complete weakness or security hole in its
design has been laid so far. But due to its structure and especially its key length,

security strength of DES is proven to be continually decreasing and it' s shown that

DES is cornputationally not secure today as it has been in 1970's and 80's. This has
brought the necessity of upgrading DES to a higher security level, or producing new

variants of DES, or inventing new alternatives to it. These will be discussed shortly in
section 2.45.

204.4.1 Security of DES

There has been even no proof of weakness in its inner structure and design. In
other words, theoretically DES hasn' t becn proven yet to be completely insecure.

There are some known weaknesses in its design bllt these are not considered to be
threatening or inevitable problems In facL there has been some speculations and

arguments on the key length, iterations, design of the S-boxes, existence of a probable

security flaw in the algorithm or basic structure of DES as well as some myths claiming

that certain trapdoors exist in DES which might have been embedded intentionally by
the designers in IBM or by the NSA experts aBerwatds.124_125 Especially, there has
been some arguments that NSA made some changes in the design for the establishment

of hidden trapdoors, even a US Congressional inquiry was made which ended with a

formaland unclassified report exonerating NSA from any improper involvement in the

DES design 126 _127

• Uesign of the S-boxes and the Algorithm

Most of the argumcnts considering the security of DES was based on the

designof the S-boxes, because S-boxes are accepted to be the core of DES security.

The non-linearity of S-boxes mostly give the DES its security strength Several
researches and analyses have been carried oul and 110 flaw is revealed so far ill the

I" Brucc Schncicr. ,Ipplied Crl'pl/lgmphy - ,\'ecollrl Frlili/lll. P 20:;.

1'\ Eli Biham, "Cryptanalysis of Multiple Modes or Opcr:Jtioll·'. Journal of Cryptology. \oJ I J

Number I. p. -l5. ]YYX.

1'1 flruce Schneier. ,1pplied Cnplograpl'.l' - .•.•.I'C/lllri Ftlili/ln, p 27X

I~\Charles P Plleeger. Sl'cllril~' ill ('/III/pIlling, pp. t J 7.

1:', Bruce Schneier. Applied Crl'fJI/lgrtlp/n' - Second Frlili/lll, p. 27X

I:' Charles P. Plleeger .. \'eclIril.l' in ('/llI/flllling, p 117.
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functioning of S-boxes. 12R On the other hand, the design of S-boxes is also analyzed by

several researchers and no precise theoretical weakness is found in the design of S

boxes except some oddities and its vulnerability to difTerential and linear cryptanalytic

attacks12<J which showed that S-boxes and hence DES might be susceptible to such

cryptanalytic attacks (requiring a great amount uftimc and storage capacity); but these

did not impose an exact weakness in the design of S-boxes that could prove DES to be

entirely insecure. Even today, some argue that there might be several trapdoors in S

boxes, embedded by NSA In 1970's, Jhe Hell !-ahol'l1lories stated that the S-boxes

might have trapdoors, but gave no scientific evidence. I~O Also, Jhe j,exar CO/jJoralion'

s report on the S-box analysis was concluded with a remark stating that;

... Ihe prohlel1l (!flhe search for slructure ill Ihe S-hoxe,,) is cOl1lplicaled h)'

Ihe ahilil)' (!flhe hUl1lan mind 10 filld apparelll slruclure in ralldol/1 £1£11£1,which is
really I/vl slructure at all. III

However, in that conclusion, it was also stated that;

Slmctures hal'e heell fo/{nd il/ /)FS Ihal If'<.>reulldo/{hled~1' illserled 10

slrt'lllilhel/the ,'ystem axaillsl cerlain 1)IJes (!lallack Slruclures IllTl'e also heenfo/(lld
Ihalappear to weaken the ,'yslel1l. m

III the meantime, NSi\ released some impOl tant inforlllalion about several

desigll criteria in S-boxes; which, ill a way, indicates t he security burdens of S-boxes

and how a secure S-box design shuuld be I.l~

No S-box is a linear or afllinc function of its input; that is, the four output bits

cannot be expressed as a system of linear equations of the six input bits

• Changing one bit in the input of an S-box results ill changing at least two output

bits, that is, the S-boxes difllise their information welllhroughout their outputs.
• rhe S-boxes were chosen t () minimize the dilTerence bet ween t he number of I 's and

O's when any single input bit is held constant. In other words, holding a single bit as

o or I and changing t he bit s around it should not lead to disproportionately many

D's or I 's in the output.

It should be noted that. aner the difTercntial cryptanalysis technique was known

in general, 113M published a more detailed and extensive uesign critcria for S-boxes
and P-boxes in 1990' s. J.l4

lJesides, some analyzes have shown that the uesign of S-boxcs is crucial for

DES seClllily since some slight changes could easily cause the sccurity of DES to bc

weakened considerably. Indeed, it's proven that the order of the S-boxes or the

entries' allocations in these buxes allcct the overall secul ity of DES, especially against

I:R Charles P pneeger. Secllri{y in ('oll/plI{ing, p. 117.

1:9 I3ruceSchneier, /Jpplied (·f".lfl{og1'l1f1hy - Secolld Fdi{ioll, p 2X5.
1\1I II lid, p. 2X~
111

1I"d, p. 2XS.
1\'

. Ih,d, p. 28~
11\ Charles P. pneeger. Secllri{y ill ('Oll/fllI{illg, p. 117.

l\'llnlcc Schneier, ,lflfllied ('f".l'l'{ograll/n' - ,\'(,01//11Fdi{/IIII. PP 2'J1-2'J~.
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differential cryptanalysis. A related comment was made by fJi/llll1l and S/wmir stating

that;

Jlle replacemellt (?! t!le order (?! the eif{!lt IJI-,S S-!Joxes (Wit/lUut chollf{illg t!leir

\'CIII/e) also makes J)FS muc!l It"eaker: /Jr.:s with 1(i I"O/U/(/" of a I}(lrticular replaced

order is hreakable ill ahoul 238 steps .1)1~S wit!l ralldom S-hoxes is showl/ to he J!eIY

em)' to hrcak. l;;vell a millimal dUlflge of olle entry (if olle of the /)/~S S-hoxes call
make /)/~S easier to break. m

As well as S-boxes, all the other paris of DES algorithm has been analyzed

extensively and no serious flaw has been detected so far. 1~6 Some researches aiming

theoretical or mathematical proofs of security flaws in the DES structure such as non

randomness or direct statistical dependencies were also unsuccessfuL m

• Number of Rounds

Many analyses have also shown that the number of rounds or iterations being

chosen 16 for DES was proven to be adequate and sufllcielltly secme. Implementations

with iterations less than 16 rounds were proven to be much less secure against

differential cryptanalysis. IlX Also, it's proven that increasing the number of rounds to

values greater than 16 do not improve the security strengt h or increase the diflusion

level, thus 16 is considered 10 be an optimum number fiX Uf<:S iteralions with sufficient
I I 11' d . Pl) I~llava anc le e ect an securrty.· -

• Algebraic Structure

Another critical point ill the security of DES is that DES is proven to be not a

group The group property of an encryption algorithm can be explained simply as

follows; the elements of a group al e the ciphertext blocks \,vith each possible key where

composition is the group operation If an algorilhm shows a group structure, then

multiple encryptions under multiple keys should give exactly the same result with

single encryption under a single key. Thus, it's stressed t hat if an encryption algorithm

forms a group under any combinations of keys, then that algorithm theoretically has a

pure weakness in its structure and should not be useu II's also proven that even not

having an exact group structure; if an algorithm is fairly close to being a group, then

that encryption algorithm is poor in design ane! might yield to security weaknesses.

Several studies and researches were carried out whether DES was having a group

structure or closed properiies, ane! none were found. Finally in 1992, it was proven that

DES is not a group.141_142

1\\ Bruce Schneier, ,Ipplied (·rlplogml'!l.l' - ,\e("(I//(/ Fdilioll, p. 2l)(,
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• Key Length

One of the main objectives related with security strength of DES is the key

length, which has always been a question in comJllon Originally, DES key was chosen

to be 56 bits in length, which became as a standard allerwards. In the 1970' s and early

1980' s 56 bits was computed and accepted as an adequate and sumciently secure key

length for DES. Since a brute-force attack requires 255 - 256 computations to deduce

the key, this means testing all the possible key values approximately would take 7.2 *
1015 sec, or about 228 million years if each key is tested in 100 ms. Even test time per

each key is assumed to be I JlS, the total search time would take about 2280 years. 143

Considering the computing capacity_ hardware I soil ware technology at the 1970' s,

these values were the possible limits with feasible llIoncy costs I f, only very high

expenses were taken into consideration, the total time flJr exhaustive DES key search

would be reduced to days. For instance, in 1977 /JUlie and Hellman suggested that a

specially designed parallel DES-cracking machine with 10(' chips could recover the 56

bit key in I day with a cost of $20 million. 144_1<15 In 1981, J)[ffie updated his

calculations and predicted a time limit of 2 days within a cost of $50 million. 146

Regarding these costs, at the 80' s, DES was still accepted strongly secure but the

security experts asserted that by 1990, DES would become totally insecure and the key

length should have been increased

In fact they were right, thanks to both hardware / software advances in

computing technology and new cryptanalytic attack techniques In 1993 Michael
Wiener designed a machine that could find the 56-bit DES key by brute force attack in

an average of 3.5 hours within a cost of $1 million 147 _14R He also reported a design of

his own that uses a pipeline architecture to break the key at a speed of 50 million keys

per second 149 As the years went passing by, things got more realistic and more tragic

in practice for 56-bit DES. In f'ebruary 1998, IJislrilJIIled Nel won the USA' s DES

Challenge II-I by cracking in 41 days_ but at a very low expense, where only a

distributed cracking soil ware on a moderate computer and several thousand computers

in contribution via Internet were used. ISO In July 1998, Fleeltonic /<i"Olltier Foundation
(I';H) won the USA's DES Challenge 11-2 in 56 hours using a specially designed

machine named "DES Cracker" which cost aboul $250,000.151 In January 19, 1999,

/)i,\II'ih/lfedNet worked together with the IJ,r s "Deep Crack," a specially designed

supercomputer and a worldwide network of nearly 100,000 PC s all the Intefllet to

cracK 56-bit DES, and won USA nala Sl!c/(ri~I"s DES Challenge III in a record-

reaking 22 hours and 15 minutes.152 FI'Fs "Deep Crack" and the I Jislri/mledNel
oll1puters' testing capacity was approximately 245 billion keys per secondl5l, a terrific

11 Charles P f'Oeegcr .. \·ecllri~I' i/1 ('oil/pilling, p. II H.
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improvement in performance when compared to capacity of I million keys per second
in the mid-SO' S.15-1

As well as advances in exhaustive key search attacks, new methodologies in

cryptanalysis made 56-bit DES security more doubtful. In 1990, HilwlJ1 and ShalJ1ir

invented a technique named as differential cryptanalysis, which reduced the 255

complexity of brute force attack to 2·n This proved that 56-bit DES was not secure as

it was thought to be in the previous decades, not only in practice in but also in theory

The only infeasibility with differential cryptanalysis is the storage capacity since this

method requires 247 plaintext / ciphertext pairs at least. Similarly, another attack by

Matsui known as linear cryptanalysis needs 24~ known plaintexts to crack 56-bit DES.

The storage requirements make these types of attacks impractical at the moment, but

improvements and some changes will probably decrement these values. Still, some

argue that 56-bit key length would be enough for moderate DES security, whereas

Illost of the people believe that 56 bits do imply a weakness rather than a strength and

strongly suggest the use of key lengths much bigger than 56, or new alternatives to
DES.

2.4.4.2 Weaknesses of ()ES

As mentioned in section 244 I, although there are known weaknesses in DES,

it's proven that these are not such serious problems that would endanger the

elTecliveness and security of the algorithm Only to give an idea, these weaknesses will

be explained shortly in this section.

• Weak Keys

In DES, and in also some other symmetric ciphers, due to the slructure of the

encryption algorithm, some of the key values do nol change the ascii values of

encrypted blocks, in other words, the encrypted cipherlext block is exactly same of the

plaintext block. These key values are named as weak keys 155 Since in DES encryption,

the initial key is split into two halves and each halfis independently shifted for each and

c\'cry rollnd~ if all of the bits of each half is 0 or I as the initial key value, then the key

value used for each of the 16 round will be exactly the same. Thus, XORing the key

with plaintext won't make any changes in the ciphertext. There are 4 known weak

keys for 56-bit DES; all 0' s, all I' s, left half all 1'5 and right half all 0' s, vice versa

(aclual initial key values) 15(,_ m Ir the key k is chosen as one of these four values, then

encryption ill DES can be denoted as follows;

..

where (' -= F, I for all i

1I113ruccSchncier, Applied Cryplowophv - Secolld Fdilioll, p. 2X4.

III Charles P Pllceger, .\'ecurily in ('o/1/pUling, p. 120.
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• Semi-Weak Keys

The uniqueness of the keys used in encryption algorithms is considered as an

important criterion where each difTerent key value (even a single bit) should produce a

different ciphertext from the same plaintext. But in most of the algorithms, some key

values don't satisfy this condition which is also true for DES. In other words, some

key values produce exactly the same ciphertext fi'om the same plaintext when 56-bit

DES encryption algorithm is used. In cryptology, this phenomenon is named as key

clustering where the semi-weak keys are key c1usters.15H The problem can be denoted

more mathematically as follows;

for two key values k, and k) where k, T k) .

c. = J,,'k (P)I

C1 = Fk1 (1')

and hence,

c =cI 1

This implies that k, can decrypt any message encrypted under k] or vice

versalStJ_161JThis is due to the fact that if the initial key values are chosen semi-weak

keys, then these key values will generate only two dinerent subkeys instead of 16

throughout the 16 iterations. 161 There are G semi-weak key pairs known and any of

these 12 keys can be avoided during encryption.

III addition to the semi-weak keys, in DES there are 24 pairs of known possibly

weak keys In fact, possibly weak keys arc very similar to semi-weak keys, but each of

these possibly weak key produce 4 subkeys tlJl oughout I () rounds of DES, each used 4

times 1(·2These 48 key values can also be checked and avoided when a key is to be
chosen.

Since all of the weak and semi-weak key values (Ire publicized and known,

voiding them while choosing a key will entirely eliminate all possible security

roblems and vulnerabilities. However, there are totally 64 weak keys among 256

ossible key values, and the probability of choosing a weak key is very low (I / 250);
us this is not considered as a serious weakness and it's stressed that DES cannot be

rilicized as a poor encryption algorithm for this. Uecause of this extremely low

obability, it's also argued thaI evcn taking precautions against weak keys and

Charles P. Pneeger, Secllrily ill ('ulI/fllllillg p. t21.
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checking them should not be bothered, yet the other security experts do not say SO.163_
1(,1

• Complement Keys

If a plaintext is encrypted under a key value with the output ciphertext, then the

complement of this encryption is the complement of plaintext encrypted under the

complementary value of the key resulting with the output cipher1ext which is

complement of the previous ciphertext. 165_166 The complement operation is the bit-wise

I' s complement of the original value, in other words, all the I' s in the plaintext, key

and ciphertext are replaced with O's and 0' s with I' s respectively. This can be

denoted as follows where stands for the complement operation;

This phenomenon occurs in DES and in most of the DES-like symmetric

ciphers because in each round, the subkeys are XORed with the right half after the

expansion permutation. 167 The problem which the complement keys might cause is that

the computational complexity is halved in cryptanalytic attacks. For instance,

exploiting this property in a chosen-plaintext attack against DES, a cryptanalyst needs

to test half the possible keys, reducing the test key range 110m 256 to 255168

The complementary fact is not accepted as ascI ious problcm or threatening

weakness, because most messages during encryption do not have corresponding

complements In other words, in a random plaintext messagc the probability of

occurrence of a complement block with the normal block is very low and users can be
d I k 16'l 170\\'01 ne not to use comp em en t eys -

• I>esign Weaknesses

There are also some oddities or negligible weaknesses in the design of DES

algorithm which are discovered by the designers or some researchers. For instance, it'

s found out that the expansion permutation EP in DES rcpeats the first and fourth bits

of every 4-bit series by crossing the bits lI'om the neighboring 4-bit series. 171 This slight

weakness is shown to be caused by the structure of the expansion permutation, a weak

point in the algorithm. Similarly, there are some sm<lll weaknesses found out in the

designof S-boxes, such as some chosen difTerent inputs to some S-boxes produce the

l(,l13rucc Schncier. Applied Cn/1logmphy - Secund fidi/ioJ1. p. 2X I.

1(,\ RSA lJata Sccurity Inc. "Answers to rAQ About Today' s C" ptography", RSA Laborutories pupcr.
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sallle outputs, or the imbalance in some of the S-boxes' entries. Also it has been found

out that by changing some of the chosen bits in only three neighboring S-boxes, it's

possible to get the same output of a single DES round. The last three output bits of the

fourth S-box can be obtained in the same way as the first by complemellling some of

the input bits. 172_173

These kind of weaknesses are not considered as serious problems or harmful

vulnerabilities for DES security; however, it' s proven that some of the design

weaknesses in S-boxes contribute to the di/Terential and linear cryptanalysis.

2.4.5 Other DES Models

Due to the technological improvements and new cryptanalysis techniques, new

alternatives to the standard 56-bit DES having enhanced security and much greater

resistivity along with the equivalent efliciency and speed were being searched by the

end of 80' s, and still new products are being developed today. Some of these

alternatives have sought for increased key length while uthers made slight or significant

changes to the design and structure of DES. Another approach has been the

development of new alternative algorithms other than DES. All of these will be

discussed throughout this section

2.4.5.1 Multiple DES

One of the common approaches is increasing the key length of 56-bit DES

while making no or very few changes to the algor ithm. Using multiple keys and

multiple encryptions is one of the solutions, since" nunlber of dinerent keys of 56-bit

conespond to a key ,,*56 bits in length, thus an increase in the key size. There are

several Illodels of multiple DES. double-DES. lriple-DLS with two keys, triple-DES

with three keys, 3-PEK which some arc pro\'en to be illefliciellt and not secure enough

whilst some are considered moderately good but not accepted as a standard in
co 11\ 1110 n

SOllie of these multiple DES models are summar ized in this part, but before

going any further, a fact should be nuticed. It' s stressed by the cryptographers that

while building a new improved system Y instead of the cryptosystel11 X, there are
severalCOlli111on criteria that must be followed. These are \7,1

I. Keys in Yare significantly longer than keys in X.

2 Given an appropriate assumption about the security of X. r is evidently

almost as hard to break as X under any natllral attack such as known

plaintext, chosen plaintext. etc.

3 It can be convincingly argued that r cannot be broken faster by an

exhaustive key search, and therefore ll1uch stronger than X

'.= CharlesP. pneeger. ,r.;ec/lri/I' ill ('o11l[1/1li/lg, p. 121,

I.' BruceSchneier. ,lpplied ('rlp/ogl'rlphl' - ,".'('cont! Ft!l/io/l, p. 2X5
Ihall 0 Damgard and Lars R, Knudsen, 'T\\o-Kc\' Triple Encr~ pIlOn", Journal of Cr: ptology.

\0111 NUlllberl, p. 210. 1l)l)X.



These are also true for DES. Besides, whenever multiple encryption is the

choice, the two well known theorems are taken into cOllsideration, which are also

followed in the design of multiple DES lTIodels. Theol elll I is provided by /','vell and

(;o/dreich stating that;

A ci7.H.:ade(?! ciphers is £II leasl as hard 10 hreak as allY (!/I!Je componenl

ciphers ill al/acks where all al/acker call1lol make use (!/F/ailllexl slalislics. 175

Theorem 2, asserted by Maurer and Massey is as follows;

(I/l(ler an)' ({/lack, a cascade (!/ ciphers is al leaslas hard 10 hreak as Ihe firsl
cipher. 17(,

• Double-DES

The simplest choice was double-DES, which was later on proven to be

ineOicient and far less secure than expected. The basic idea is taking two different 56

bil keys {,:, and K2 and applying a double encryption with them which would make up

an augmented key length of 2 * 56 = I 12 bits.177 The encryption and decryption in

double-DES can be denoted as;

The overall mechanism is more or less provCII to be the same as single DES,

the only difference is doubling thc encryption / decryptioll operations and using two

initialkeys instead of one. Initially. double-lJFS was thought to be much harder to

break than 56-bit DES. In general, jf r attempts were required to break a key of

length/I by brute-force attack, then 2Jn trials would have been required to break the

doubledkey. This would mean 2112 trials to break double_DES.17R_'79 But it was

proven later by Merkle and Hellman that a meel_ill_lhe_middle_allackI80_'81_,8J (a

version of known-plaintext attack) could break double-DES in 2" I 1 computations

rather thall in, which showed that double-DES was slightly more secure than 56-bit

DES. but far less secure than it was expected Thus, it was proven that double-DES

I\ould be a bad choice for replacing single-DES due to its insuOicient emciency and
. d ' d ft I IR.1lR·\ IRS IR(.secunty,an wasn t use a ermat I. - - -
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• Triple-UES with Three Kc)'s

Anuther variant of multiple encryption-based DES is triple-DES with three

independent and different initial keys K/, K], K." each 56 bits in length. The scheme can

be denoted as follows;

for encryption

lor decryption

This triple encryption with three difTerent keys is also referred as DES-FEE]

mode.ls7 There are also other modes of triple-DES with three keys such as DES-EDE3

mode'88, /)/iso/1' s triple DES-EEE with Tran{) funclion!S9, or triple DES-EEE with

pseudo-random generatorl9i), etc DES-EDE3 mode' s operation can be shown as
follows:

for encryption

for decryption

In fact, DES-EDE3 is very similar to DES-F.EF3 except that for the second

stage of encryption with the key K], decryption is used instead of encryption function,

and encryption with K} instead of decryption is used in the second stage of decryption

process DES-EDE3 mode is said to be generated for the sake of compatibility with

standard 56-bit DES; whenever needed, K = A'I -= K] :=- K,' setting can be done in order

to LIseDES-EDE3 as single DES with a key K. /'J/

In theory, using three dinerent keys would make an efrect of 56*3= 168-bit key

length usage But some analyzes proved lhat this was not so. It was shown that for 1/

bits of length for eaeh key, a meet-in-the-middle attack would require 22/1 trials and 2"

blocks of memory whereas due to 3/1 bits of total key size, the initial estimated trials

for brute-furce attack had to be II/1 : thus the security for triple-DES with three keys
d 2"2' d f'2168 . J 192 !'n 19-1 'I' k " Iecreases to , Illslea u eslllllateCJ. -' - a ilia e matters worse, It s a so
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proven that the related-key attack can break a triple encryption with three keys in an
. . f 2" . . . b 25(, 72 . c. S 195 1%approxnnate time a , Ie, requlflng a out - 2 computations lor DE. -

Huwever, computational resistance of 2112 is accepted to be sufllciently high

enough considering enhancement of DES security (Illuch more secure than 56-bit

DES), thus some advise the usage of triple-DES with three distinctive keys 1'17 But

when related-key attack possibility is taken into consideration, and regarding the
inefficiency and low speed for encryption / decryption, triple-DES with three keys is

c: d d d . d I <)R 19'1 200 I f' ., I h . Inot lavore an not use 111 common to ay. - - n act, It s s lown t at tflP e-

DES with three keys is much slower (nearly three timcs) than 56-bit single DES, both
ill hardware and soflware201

• Triple-DES with Two Keys

Another variant of multiple DES Illodels is the triple-DES with two keys which

encryption of a plaintext block is iterated three times with two keys The sequence is

Encrypt with the first key, then decrypt with the second key and finally encrypt with
the first key again This is the most commonly used triple-DES with two keys
algorithm and it' s also referred as DES_EDE2102 There's also DES-EEE2, but not

pleferred for the sake of compatibility with standard DES.20'_204 DES-EDE2 can be
denoted as follows where the two keys are K1 ami K};

for encryption

for decrypt ion

Triple-DES with two keys use two 56-bit kcys which make up totally

2*56- 112 bits of key length Thus, in general, if 11 bits or two keys are used, then the
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lower resistivity bound for all the attacks is expected to be 22/1 computations, in
consequence. For brute-force attack, this is accepted true and it has also been proven

that differential cryptanalysis is extremely inel1lcient for lJES-EDE2, requiring 1052

computations, which is a much greater value than single DES.205

However, it has been proven that this model was less secure than it was

thought to be. Several variants of meet-in-the-middle attack have been applied to DES

EDE2 successfully and the keys are broken even faster than exhaustive key search for

DES-EDE2, which is 2//2 206 Merkle and Hellmall developed a technique which could
break DES-EDE2 within 256 computations and 256 blocks of memory (chosen
plaintext/ciphertext pairs )207 - 20R Later on, Falll vall Oorschot and Michael Wieller
improved these values hy a known-plaintext attack, which required 2/20 / fJ

computations and p words of memory. In fact, this can be formulated in general as
2"•m fJ time, where II is the key size of each key and m is the block size in bits, and p
is the number of known plaintexts. Hence, for DES-EDE2, 11- 5(i, /11-(i-/ and 2" ; m is

2'20 It should also be noted that if fJ > 256; then this allack is computationally faster
I b . PO / P 20? 210 2 I 1 . . I I f It lan rute-force attack, slllce 2 - I P' 2 -. - - 1 he security eve s 0 severa

typesof multiple encryption methods can be analyzed comparatively from Table 2.8.

Thus, it was proven that triple encryption with two keys was not a good

alternative in general for single block ciphers such as 56-bit DES. The security

performance was lower than needed, almost the same as single II-bit key cipher while

significantlydecreasing the encryption / decryption speed Due to these shol1coll1ings,
DES-EDE2 and similar algorithms of triple encryption with two keys are not preferred

and used as an alternative to single mode ciphers 212 It should be noted that there are
several variants of triple-DES algorithms with two and three keys aiming to increase

efficiencyand security of original triple-DES; such as Triple-DES with Inner CBC,

Triple-DES with Outer-eRe, Triple-DES with CBCM (CBC with OFB Masking),
etcW_714 However, these alternative modes are proven to be not efficient enough and

do not impact significant improvements on the security of triple modes, or their
. .. I' . I' k I ' b J 215 216resistivity 1l11ltsto cryptana ytlc attac slaven teen teste yet. - -
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• Triple-DES with Minimum Keys

It should be noted that, for all the symmetric bluck ciphers, this variant is a

subtype of generalized method known as Multiple Encryption with Minimum Keys217

that is used for multiple key alternatives. Also, one of the well known types of multiple

encryption with minimum keys where encryption is repeated three times is named as

TEMK (Triple Encryption with Minimum Key/IS which can also be applied to DES.

And, a different variant of TEMK is known as 3-PEK2I'J, which is implemented for

DES and these two types are also referred as Triple-DES with Minimum Keys.

The general scheme fur multiple encryptiun with minimum keys is described as

follows;

Given a block cipher ,,\~ with key-length k, the encryption under X is

C = j·,:,;.{P), with a key K

and decryption process under cryptusystem X is

A new cipher Y can be devised using a function (i where;

and this fUllctioll maps two X-keys to three previous X-keys, where the keys in

)' consist of pairs (XI, K1) of X-keys. Then the encryption process under J' is defined as;

where decryption can be achieved by using X,' s in reverse orderno It' s proven

that for all the types of attacks, r is at least as secure and as hard to break as X 221

TEMK is defined shortly as a method f()f triple-encryptions with the minimum

number of keys; which is achieved by deriving three keys KI, K2, K3, from two initial

keys,X, and X2, namely.222 This can be shown as below where 1'1, /] and (l are initial

vectors, or constants with random values which needn't have to be kept seeretm;

:1' Il'an U. Damgard and Lars R. Knudscn, "Two-Kcy Triplc Ellcr~ ption", Journal of Cryptology,
10111 Number 3. p. 213, 199X.

:I! Bmcc Schneier. Applied Cr:I'lJ/ogrnl'hl' - Secolld Fdil;oll. p .1(>0.

:19 han n DUll1gardand Lars R. Knudscn. "T"o-Kcy Triple Encn'ption", Journal of Cryptology.
10111 Number J. p. 215, 199X.
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.. ,hili, pp. 213-215.

','::Bmcc Schucicr. Applied (")'fi/ogrnphy - ,""('cond Fd;t/()II, p. .1W..,
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1<:,= F'\I (n\2 (1"'\1 (I;)))

K2 = /';.1'1(/)\'2 (F.I'I (I;)))

KJ = F.I'I (/).1'2 (/j'.I'\(1.;)))

So far, the best attack against this scheme IS proven to be known-plaintext
attack,224

3-PEK is a new method 1<.11'triple encryption with pseudorandomly expanded

keys similar to TEMK, and 3-PEK is implemellled and used for DES,225 The algorithm

call be simply defined as 1<'111ows.where the thrcc kcys that will be used in encryption

ale X" X2, X,I, and the key length for each of the kcys is k , which is 56-bits for DES

alld (i is the mapping function;

and the construction of (i, hence the X/ s are achieved by;

XI = /j''''1 (/';':2 (/1'1))

X 2 = /j''''1 (/';"j /1'2))

XJ = Ij":1 (F"'2 (/1',))

It should be noted that /1', ( S arc three difrerent initial values that can be

randomly generated with any tlIethod.l2Ii Several attacks have been applied to 3-PEK

DES, and it has been proven that this method provides fairly well security with

acceptable efTtciency. The resistivity boundaries are shown in Table 2.9 in comparison

",ith tile previous methods The best attack against 3-PEK DES is proven to be
k I . k . I 2\5 . I I' I 24 I k I . 2271l0Wll-P alOtext attac Wit I - computatlOna comp eXlty am - nown p alOtexts.

It' s also shown that for DES, J-PEK dOll' t produce any weak keys and related-key
k . I' bl I'k I I . I .. I k ' 228 229attac 's not app Ica e, I 'e t Ie ot ler tnp e encryptions Wit I two ey vanants. -

As a general comlllent, it can be concluded that all of the triple-DES models

produced so far have some weak or bad points somehow. nut on the other hand, the

financial services industry has develuped ANSI X9.52, a standard for triple-DES as an

interim solutionVllJ11 But this standard is not related with NIST and do not imply a

general standard approval for the replacemcnt of 56-bit DES.
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Table 2.8 Comparison of several variants of DES Multiple Encryption. 232

Number of Number ofComputationalRequiredType of Attack
Encryptions

KeysComplexityStorage (words
of Memory)single

I256 -known plaintext

single
I2 ~8 2 ~8chosen plaintext

single
I- 25(,

chosen plaintext
double

22 III -known plaintext

double
225(, 25(,known plaintext

*

double

2-2 112

chosen plaintext
triple

22 112 -known plaintext

triple
225(, 2562 ~(, . *.- chosen plallltext

triple
22120-1 212 I known plaintext
...

triple

2-25(,
chosen plaintext

triple
32 112 256known plaintext

....

triple

325(, 2 112chosen plaintext

* If 11'a.\ lllllcet-ill-Ihe-middle (lfll! (?/kll()lt'/l plaililext a/lack.

** fhis a((ack lI'asperjormed hy Merkle alld Hellmal/.

H* flti.\ aflack lI'as pe1formed I~I' I-all Oorschol alld Wicller whet'e: for II IJlailllcxt

I f I . 2120 / I 21 )() - 10K n . J . J' I I. if .Cillfel'l'X parrs, 11, 'fellce - 2 comIJU/a/lUlis lIee({eu: 111 01 WI' 1I'()1'( S, I illS
I I II 2 ( I . I I" 2 I )() - IW!/I0 l'L I)' ,t '1ehl'compu/atUJ11a c()mp eXII)' IS - .

HU If Ira.\'a meet-ill-the-middle ~I!)e(!(kllOlIl1 plaill/ex/ al/ack.

Encryption mode

Blockcipher single

Two-keytriple

Three-keytriple

3-PEK ••

Key size

k

2k

3 k

2k

Lower bound (all
attacks)

2k

Unknowni
i-I

Upper bound (best
known attack)

2k

2k

22k

22k

• hi' m,s, k - 56.

•• li'iple eIIc'Jptioll with millimum key.

1I r~plograph\' FAQ. Cryptosyslellls Journal. Inlerncl OoclIlIlcnl. hllp//oumorfdcolllpuscr\'e.com/

homcpagcs/crypto/cryfaq05.hllll. p. ~. I ')l)X.
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~172.19%
!Ian B Damgard and Lars R Knudscn. "Two-Ke.\' Triplc Encryption", Journal of C~'ptology,

toIll NUlllber 1. p. 2 [7. 1998.
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2.4.5.2 Different DES Variants

Apart from the multiple encryption models, another alternative approach to the

improvement of DES has been making some changes in the algorithm design or

implementation as well as the key size. Various models have been proposed which

some have been outdated and rejected while some still being questioned and tested and

some others are being used for special purposes The variants such as G-DES, DES

~Iith Alternate S-Boxes or Isolated-DES are proven to be insecure or infeasible. For

instance, 2 x Isolated Double DES was proposed as an alternative to 56-bit DES, but it

was proven to be highly susceptible to difTerential cryptanalytic attack, although

proven to be sufficiently secure to other well-known cryptanalytic attacks.2.l4 Another

model, designed by Sehaul11uller-Hiehl was the Generalized DES (G-DES) which was

aiming to speed up DES as well as improving its security. But later on, Hiham and

S!Tamil' proved that G-DES was breakable easily and even less secure than 56-bit DES
in some occasions. 235_236

Some of the alternative DES 1Il0deis were proven to be fairly resIstIve to

known cryptanalytic attacks and highly secure as \,vell as promising efficient

performances; but still they are not approved as a standard and not accepted as formal

alternatives that would replace DES worldwide. Anyway, some of these DES variants

\Iill be mentioned shortly in the following paragraphs

• DES with Indcpendcnt SlIbl{cys

An alternative DES variant proposed W(lS DES with Independent Subkeys,

based on the idea of using difTerent independently generated subkeys for each of the 16

rounds of DES instead of generating them from the initial 56-bit key In other words,

sinee 48-bil subkeys are used in each round, this would imply the usage of a

4S*16-768-bit key in total instead of 56 bits Thus, the resistivity of the cipher is
I I d 2-('8 . . b r k d 2 '114c\treme y strengt lene up to computatIons agalllst rute-Iorce altac an to -

against meet-in-the-middle-attack. Ilowever, it's proven that this model is not secure

against linear and differential cryptanalysis as expected; where 2(,/ chosen plaintexts are

required for a successful difTerential cryptanalysis and 2(,() known plaintexts are enough

for the linear cryptanalysis. Thus, this variant is not accepted eflicient for a good

alternative lIlodel and proven to be slightly more secure than 56-bit DES217 _218_D9

:'1 Icr!!' Rillcr. "2:dsolated DES: Another Weak Two-Le\c1DES Structure". RilleI' Software

EngmcenngWhite Paper, pp. 2--t. Febrllary I(i. IIJIJ-t.
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Ci!Ptograph~' FAQ. Cryptosystems JOllrnal. [llternet Docllment. hIIp//oll1'\\ orld.comp"serye.com/

Itomcpagesicrypto/cryfaq05. htm. p. 4. 11J1J8.
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• DESX

DESX is another DES variant developed by HSA I )u/a Security Il/c.240 DESX

algorithm is mostly based on a technique known as whitenil/g which is added to the 56

bit DES structure. Whitening can be simply defined as a technique which some key

values are XORed with the input to a block algorithm and some other key material is
XORed with the output generated from the block algorithm241 The goal in the usage

of whitening is to prevent a cryptanalyst fI-om obtaining plaintext / ciphertext pairs
from the target algorithm where the cryptanalyst is obliged to guess or break at least
one of the whitening keys as well as the algorithm key 242Thus, applying this technique
to DES, DESX is derived in cunsequence where twu whitening keys each of 64 bits in

length are used. The 64-bit key that is XORed with the 64-bit plaintext block before
the first round of DES is named as pre-whitening key; and the additional 64-bit key
which is XORed with the 64-bit ciphertext block aOer the last round of DES is known

as post-whitening key; derived from the computation of a one-way function of the ] 20
bit key value (64-bit pre-whitening key plus original 56-bit DES key)243 _244

The algorithm of DES X can also be simply denoted as below, where k, and k2

arc the pre and post-whitening keys respectively, K is the 56-bit standard DES key, };;;.."

is DES encryption with key K and I);.." is DES decryption with key K;

for each plaintext / ciphertext block i,

for encrypt ion

for decfyptioll

It's proven that DESX is much stronger than DES against brute force attacks
, I . k d 17() •• I k I . 245 I I Id bslIlce t liS attac nee s 2 - n operatIons WIt II/flOWn p allltexts. t s 10U e

noted that in fact, the total key length used ill DESX is 64156+64= 184 bits, but since

the pre-whitening key is derived from the other two, cryptographically, the efTective

key space is taken as 120 bits in computations24G -247In addition to its high resistivity
to various key search attacks, DESX is proven to be improving the security of 56-bit

DES against differential and linear cryptanalysis; where the first attack requires 261

chosen plaintexts and the second one needs 2"(} known plaintexts248 -249-250It should be
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stressed that these values are exactly equivalent to that of DES with independent

subkeys, but the security of DESX against brute force is also much greater than DES
with independent subkeys as well as the standard DES251

However, DES X is not accepted to be a very efficient alternative, since totally

184 bits and three keys are used, but the security strength is not as high as an expected

outcome from that augmented key space Also, the key size of DESX is claimed to be
inconvenient among various applications m DESX is still not approved as a standard

algorithm and a formal alternative to DES in general, but due to its acceptable
resistivity boundaries, it' s been in use commercially and in some special applications.

For instance, RSA IJata Security 1//(;, has included DESX in some of its security
toolkits, such as MailSafe electronic mail security program and BSAFE toolkit.253_254

• s" DES

Another DES variant was proposed by a group of Korean researchers led by

Klt'ollX/o Kim and the basic idea was to derive an alternative to DES with optimal

security against both differential and linear cryptanalysis.255 The former models such as

S2 and S3 were proven to be even worse resistive than 56-bit DES against differential

and linear cryptanalysis respectively Later on, the upgrades s" ancl S5 were proposed
and proven to be highly secure against both differential and linear cryptanalysis Rather

than using s" DES alone, mixing it with triple-DES is strongly suggested in order to
produce a very strong algorithm against alllypes of cryptanalytic attacks256

• DES with Key-Dependent S-Boxes

Another DES variant which focuses on the improvements in design and usage
or S-boxes is DES with key-dependent S-boxes The basic idea in this model is

establishing key-dependent S-boxes and choosing them by a cryptographically strong

method. This approach is proven to convert 56-bit DES into a much stronger cipher

against both differential and linear cryptanalysis by adding secrecy to S-boxes
themselves as well as keeping their randomly generated st ructure257 (It' s proven that

knowing the composition and inner structure of S-boxes enable linear and differential

cryptanalysis. )

It' s proven that the exhaustive search could succeed at least in 2'02

computations to break this variant which makes it much more resistive than 56-bit

DES. The computational complexity for a successful differential cryptanalytic attack to

~\II RSA Data Security Inc. "Answcrs to FAQ About Today's Cr.\ptography". RSA Laboratorics paper.

p 74. It.lYG.
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this algorithm is calculated as 251 and for a successfi.1I linear cryptanalysis, it's found
out to be 253 258

Considering the eOkiency and feasibility, DES with Key-Dependent S-boxes is

claimed to be favourable among the other variants. Because it can be implemented in

existing hardware with chips having loadable S-boxes and also in soH ware; in addition,
its encryption performance and speed is shown to be no v\lorse than 56-bit DES.259
lIowever, this model is still not used in common and not approved to be the standard
alternative for 56-bit DES.

2.4.6 Fuhll·e of DES

There are different approaches and cotlJlnents about whether DES will be in

existence in the future with the enhanced variants or will be completely replaced with
thenew algorithms. While some security experts suggest the new alternatives for DES

such as DESX or triple-DES would be a sufTicient choice for today and hopefully for
thenear future;26o others recommend the usage of key-dependent S-boxes with Hiham'
s construction as a secure DES implementation instead of 56-bit DES261

Meanwhile, in the recent years, a new alternative solution is being formulated.
This solution is based on the replacement of DES entirely and building a new

symmetric block cipher with larger key sizes and block sizes262 The suggestion of

larger block sizes comes frotl1 the fact that, in today' s cryptology it's strongly
suggested not only the key length but also the block length of the plaintext / ciphertext

pairs fix each round in the encryption algorithm must be increased considerably to
assurehigh level of security This proposed idea has been put into a formal shape by

theannouncement of NIST in I<)97 that an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) will

bedeveloped. With this announcement, NIST intends to standardize a new encryption

algorithm,AES, as a replacement with 56-bit DES26'_ 26·)So far, numerous candidate

algorithms have been proposed to NIST and these are still being tested by an

international group of experts. Somc of these !\ES ciphcrs are; Cast-256, Cr)'pton,
DEAL, DFC, LOKJ97, Mars, Magenta, RC6, SAFER+, Serpent, TWOFJSH.2C>S The

commoncriteria for all these AES candidates are; the algorithm should support at least
a blocksize of 128 bits and three key sizes of 128, 192 and 256 bits.266 At the time of

thisthesis' writing, no AES candidate has been declared formally by NIST as the new
standard,but researches are continually going on. Ilowever, it' s strongly expected

thatthe AES process will result with a block cipher strongly resistive to all of the
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known cryptanalytic attacks, will be much more secure than 56-bit DES as well as

providing feasibility and efficiency with only a slightly lower speed than DES267 _268

In conclusion, it can be stated that 56-bit DES WUII' t be used, and probably its

variants won't be accepted as the new standard in the future. It's presumed that an

algorithm entirely diflerent from DES, such as an AES lIlodel, will be approved as the
new symmetric block cipher standard and shall be served for worldwide use However,

it should not be forgotten that until that day, DES and its variants will be reluctantly
and forcefully used and still be ill existence carrying the dusty crown.
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ChHpter 3

nIFFEIU~NTIAL / LlNK~R CRYPTANALYSIS

3.1 DitTercntial CryptalUllysis

3. J.l Introduction

A new method in cryptanalysis of symmetric block ciphers, the differential

cryptanalysis was introduced in 1990 by J~'/iHiho/ll and Adi Shamir. The differential

cryptanalysis is in fact very complex and based on several mathematical properties

which will be focused on in the following sections. This section will give a short
overview of this attack as an introduction.

DifTerential cryptanalysis is simply defined as a type of chosen plaintext attack

on iterative block cipher systems. (In fact, this method can be extended to known
plaintexts, but not preferred due to performance considerations.) It' s a met hod which

analyzes the effect of particular differences in plaintext pairs on the differences of the

corresponding resultant ciphertext pairs In other words, differential clyptanalysis
analyzes the evolution or the dif1crences of the plaintext input pairs as these pairs

propagate through the rounds of DFS (or any iterated block cipher) encrypted tmder

the same initial key Thereafter, these differences are used to assign probabilities to the

possible key values and to deduce the most probable key which is aimed to be broken

for DES and many other similar symmetric block ciphers, the difference operation is
chosen as XOR which might be another operation for diflerent cipher models The

XOR outcomes of plaintext or ciphertext pairs are the differences of those pairs. By
choosing random plaintext pairs wit h fixed difference values and using the differences

coming from the resultant ciphertext pairs, different probabilities can be assigned to
various key values and thus the attack can be carried out. It should be stressed that the

real values of plaintext and ciphel1ext pairs are of no importance to the cryptanalyst
but their difTerence values must satisfy particular conditions. The intruder only needs to
have the chosen plaintext pairs in hand which give the required difference values and

produce necessary ciphel1ext differences that enable the correct guess for the key
bits.1_2_3

Recalling from Chapter 2, DES and most of the other symmetric block ciphers
are based on applying several encryption fillictions and operations to the plaintext

blocks in an iterated manner for specific number of rounds Thus, these systems are
also known as ilemled c/J'IJlmyslems which are accepted as a family of
cryptographically strong fimctions based on iterating a weaker function n times. Each

iteration is called as round and the cryptosystem is called an Il-round cl:llJ/myslelll.
Thus, the differential cryptanalytic attacks are carried out amongst these iterated
ciphers exploiting the characteristics of the round functions and operations-l Since

DES is a 16-round iterated cipher, it's also a type of iterated cryptosystem chosen as

11.:11 Bihal11.Adi Shamir, fJil/fn:nlial ('rl'!,Ianalvsis u/lhe Dala t.'ncrl'Plivn Standard, p. II.

'I3ruce Schneier, .·Ipplied ('rl,!>lography - ,\'econd !:'t!IIion, pp. 285-286.

\ Ell Biham. Adi Shamir, "Djff~r~fllial Cryptanalysis of DES-like Cryptosystems". The WciLinalln

Insllhllcof Scicnce - Dcpartmcnt of Applicd Mathematics, Rcsearch Paper, p. 8, 199().

1Eli Biham. Adl Shamir. fJl/fereniial ( 'nplalla/l'sis o/Ihe nil/II Fncrl'ption Srandard, p.

57



the fundamental case study for the differential cryptanalysis In iterated cryptosystems,

/lie 1'OlfIllljilllC/iol/ is the function of the output coming from the previous round and

hence, the round fimction in DES is the fful/c/iol/ which is explained in detail in

Chapter 2, Section 2-1 2.

An important remark about the differential cryptanalysis should be made in

generaL The applicability of a differential cryptanalytic attack is determined by

comparing the /lumber ofcncryptio/ls needed by the attack to the size of the key space
and the size of the plaintext space. If the number of encryptions is larger than the size

of the key space, the expected encryption time of the chosen plaintexts is proven to be
larger than an exhaust ive key search Even worse, it's also stated that if the number of

encryptions is larger than the possible size of the plaintext space, the attack cannot be
carried out at al1.5 In other words, it can be proven that an algorithm is resistant to
differential cryptanalysis by showing that the amount of plaintext required to mount
such an attack is greater than the amount of plaintext possible.6

When the applicability and implementations of differential cryptanalysis IS 111

question, some additional points llIust be also noticed. First of all, this attack is proven

to be largely theoretical so far. It' s shown that this attack's extremely huge amount of
time and data requirement s made it beyond the reach of almost everyone ror instance,

the necessary chosen plaintext data for 16-round DES can be gathered at least in three

year's time, even within an encryption speed of 1.5 megabits per second. Thus, if a

cryptanalyst doesn't have the complete chosen plaintext set already in hand, then he

won't oe able to deal with any study involving differential cryptanalysis unless he has
several spare years. A second issue is that when the attack is implemented with known
plaintext data, things seem to get worse. The cryptanalyst has to choose among

millions of plaintext / ciphertext pairs analyzing each and every pair, which brings a
complexity of 2551 operations Collecting that amount of data is an overhead alone,

besides the analysis and computation overhead. Consequently, the differential

cryptanalysis of 16-roulld DES with known plaintexts is not better than the brute-force
attack in real life by no means, which makes it insensible to implement such an attack.7

I3efore going into details of the differential cryptanalysis, the theoretical basis

of this attack is simply forlllulated and explained in this section so as to give a short
outlook of the model

For each round i of DES, if the chosen plaintext pairs are X and X', then the

difTerenceof these pairs is denoted as;

t1X = XOR (X, X')

Similarly, if the corresponding output ciphertext pairs are Y and y', then the
dilTerenceof these are;

L\ Y = XOR (Y, Y')

l ., ro. I:5X

Eli Biham, Adi Shamir, f)ifferenlio/ Crl'plona/l'sis of the L>alot.'nclyption Standard, pp. 30-3 t.

I I3mcc Schncicr, .·lpplied ('npwgraphl' - ,,,'eel/rillFdition, p. nlJ.
Ihlel, pp. 2Sl)-2l)().



Thus, for any round i, analyzing AX and AY for several characteristic values,
the subkey K, for that round is guessed with a calculated probability of p; in other

words, L\X may cause AY with a probability of p. For several differences and
characteristics, these probability values are high and hence, the subkey guessed will be

correct with a high probability. The relationship between L\X , L\ Y and K, can be

established due to the design of DES and.! filllction. Since the expansion permutation

and the P-box are known, the output difference AE from the expansion functions E(X)
can be easily deduced On the other hand, since the permutation operation aner S

boxes and the output ciphertext difference AYare known, the input to the final

permutation, thus the output dinerence value L\So from S-boxes can also be found out

easily. Finally, exploiting the properties of XOR operation the input difference to the

S-boxes (L\S,) can be trivially obtained which is exactly equal to the L\E, regardless of

the value of K,. Using the difference distribution tables for each S-box and checking

out the derived L\S( and L\So values, the most possible K, values can be extracted. H

Knowing the structure of DES round function ,f, and the properties posed by the very

structure o~fprovides these deductions which is also simply shown in the Figure 3.1.

Due to the structure of the lfunction in DES, L\E = L\S. is a valid deduction and

can be proven mathematically as follows;

Let 1,,'/ and I;'] be the two expansion permutation outputs, and ,\'/ I and S/2 be the

two inputs for S-boxes derived ti'om the plaintext pair and K, be the subkey for any
round i such tha t;

and AS, = S'I EB S'2

Prove thaI

S'I = 1;'1 ({) Kj (a)

S'2 = /;'2 (El K, (b)

with the property of XOR, (a) and (b) can be rewritten as,

K, = S" 0) I~'I

Kj = S/2 (j) /;'2

K, can be discarded by equalizing the duo above and,

,<.,'" EEl 1,,'1 = ""2 ffi 1~'2 ' thus

I~'I EEl /0.;2 = S'I EB S/2

M I3ruce Schneier. ,'Ipplied ('njJ/ogmphl' - Second hlt/ioll, p 2X6.



So it's proven that tJ./~·= tJ.. \', ' for any round of DES regardless of any subkey

value and this is valid for each and every round of DES.

x

I\X

E(X)

.1S,

S - Boxes

tJ.So

P - f10x

L\Y

Y

Kj (subkey)

Figure 3. I Differences throughout the DES round (f) f1l11ction9

The gen 'ralizalion of the differential cryptanalysis for all the 16 rounds of DES

can be summarized as below;

For each initial plaintext block m, 111" is the left half and m, is the right half for

the first round. For each rolll1d, the right 32-bit block is processed through.f function

and XORed with the left half to torm the new right half for the next round Thus, if

each new block is labelled as 1111, the interim data hlocks through each round can be

denoted as;

tori= 1, .. ,16

K, is the 48-bit subkey value for that round. In differential cryptanalysis, the

difference of two chosen plaintext blocks is used which is tlm = 111ElJ m·. And

throughout any round of DES, the diHerence value of interim data blocks is

tim, = 11/, EB m; . Thus it can also be shown that;

'I3ruce Schneier .. Ipplied ('n'jllllgrapfn' - ....,·cCIII/{I Fdilioll, p. 2X6.
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L\fII, -I- I = III, + I EEl fII,"-j I

11111,+1 = [fII'_1 EEl l(tn" K,)J EEl [111:_1 EEl /(m;, Ki)J

A tn,+1 = [fII'_1 EEl 111:_1] EEl [/(111" K,) EEl /(111: ,K1)J SO,

As a conclusion, it can be stated that, as long as .1mi-1 and .1m, are known with

a high probability, then Ami'l can also be retrieved with a high probability. Hence,

collecting a number of such differences, it is possible to determine the subkey K, for
each round. 10

Exploiting the stnlcture of S-boxes, the above formulations, the iterative and

some other special characteristics and the difference distribution tables, the differential

cryptanalysis of DES with reduced rounds and some other block ciphers are achieved

successfully whereas for 16-round standard DES and some other strong ciphers, some

necessary additional algorithms and mathematical mechanisms are generated and used.

These will be explained in detail with examples in the following sections

3.1.2 Definitions and The Basic Model

In this section, Ihe basic model of the diRerential cryptanalysis technique will be

analyzed in more detail \,vilhi n all t he necessary terms, theorems, definit ions, etc.

Before going into further details of the differential cryptanalysis, it'd be better

to revise the fundamentals and the background which this attack is based on. As

mentioned in the previOlls section, all the differential attacks focus mainly on the

properties of the iterative round function used in the cryptographic algorithm The /

function of DES takes 12-bit input coming from the right half of the data block and

alter expanding it by the expansion function E(X) to 48 bits, it's XORed with 48-bit

subkey K,. This produces the input to the S-boxes and after being processed in the S

boxes, the resultant 32-bit output is permuted by a P(X) operation in the P-box and the

output is the 32-bit output of the f nll1ction which is then XORed with the left 32-bit

half to form the new right half for the next round of DES. The basic idea in the

dil1erential cryptanalytic attack is to analyze the differential behaviour of this fi.ll1ction.

Given two plaintexts X and X', the differential of this pair after the expansion function

can be formulated as;

For any data block pairs, the key doesn't change the XOR value in the pair,

due to the property of XOR;

III William Stallings, Vetll'ork alll/ /Illernetll'ork ,'l'eClmtv - }'ril7cip/es and Practice, p 56.
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Also for the outputs coming from the P-box permutation for each of the data

pair X and X·, their difference can be also rewritten as;

In addition, for any round of DES, the outputs of the/function for the initial

pair that will be XORed with their len halves for the next cycle, a linearity exists for
the difference of the pairs such that,

(. \' EB y) U1 (. \'. EB },. ) = (. \' (El . \'. ) EB (}' EB Y' )

Therefore it can be concluded that the difference of pairs is invariant in the key

and is linear in the E(X) expansion, P( X) permutation and the XOR operation.II_12

This provides an ease of use for the implementation of the attack; because rather than
processing each of the chosen plaintext pair through separately and then measuring the

differences of those afterwards, their difference value could be directly fed into the

rounds of DES and the results could be delivered in less effort. This also explains the

logic behind the method of differential cryptanalysis and provides its validity

However, the S-hoxes arc proven to be non-linear (In fact, they should be,

considering the security of DES, explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.4.1.) Even

knowing the difference value of the pair input to the S-boxes and the output difference

coming from the S-boxes, t\SI and L\.Sorespectively, doesn't give any knowledge of the
output values of each So There can be numerous possible input pairs and output pairs

which can produce the same dillerence values for each of the S-boxes But, the
frequency or the possible pairs, hence their probabilities are not uniformly distributed;

thus making good comparisons and analyzing through the values, one can make a good
guess or exactly find out the correct pair 13

• Oifferenre Dist.-ihution Tahles

In 56-bit standard DES algorit hm, there are 8 S-boxes where each one has

64*64 possible input pairs and each of this pair has an input XOR and corresponding
output XOR. There are 64 * 16 possible tuples of input and output XORs for each S

box since each S-box gets 6-bit input and produces 4-bit output which makes 26 * 24

tuples.Thus, it can be concluded that each tuple results from 4 pairs in average. On the

other hand, all the tuples do not exist as a result of a pair, and the existing ones do not

suggest a uniform distribution either This is issued as a very important fact for the
differential cryptanalysis, and the usage of these distribution values and knowing the

specialproperties of each of the S-hox is crucial. 1-1 In a nutshell, due to the design of
DES, given some input XOR, how many possible pairs could produce a given output
XOR can be determined.

II Eli Biham, Adi Shamir, l)jrferelltial Crl'pt(Jna/l'sis of the nata Fncrlption Standard, p 15.

" Alcourt, "Diffcrcntial ll) ptanalysis·'. Intcrnct Documcnt, http//www.execpc.com/-aIcourtJ
dcsdoc.html. 1<)<)8.

1\ Eli Biham. Adi Shamir, "Diffcrential Cryptanal)sis of DES-like CI)'ptosystems". The Weizmann

Institute of Scicncc - Dcpartmcnt of Applied Mathematics. Rcseareh Paper, p. 12. I <)<)()

II Eli Biham. Adi Shamir, Dlfferelltial ("yptana/l'sis of the now f:tlcnption Stalldard, p 16.
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As mentioned in the several previous parts of this chapter, the difference

distribution tables play an important role in the differential cryptanalysis and their

usage is essential. The definition of the difference distribution tables is given below:

A tahle that sholl's the distrihutioll (!f the illput XORs alld output XORs (!f al/
Ihepossihle pairs (!f all S hox is called the d[fferellce distrihutioll tahle (!f the S hox.
I" this tLlhle each roll' ('orre.'!)()!/(/\· to a particular illput XOR, each COIUIIIII
wrre.'!)(J1JL!\·to a /JlIrticu/ar output XOR alld the elltries /hemsel\'t!s coulIl /he lIumher
(!!possihle pairs lI'ith such all inpul XOR ami all ou/pul XOR.15

Since there arc eight S-boxes in DES, there are eight difference distribution

tables as well. The di/Terence distribution table of S I is given in Table 3.1 as an

example. It could be analyzed trolll this table, tor example; given that the input XOR is

o (the two inputs are identical), a diOerence distribution table of S I would show that

there are 64 possible pairs 1i.H'that input XOR and an output XOR ofO. With the usage

of these distribution tables several theorems, methods and definitions have been

constructed tor differential cryptanalysis.

Considering the input and oulput XORs for any S-box, .1Sj and .1Sn named

previously, a relalionship is defined as follows;

Let X and Y be two values representing potential AS( and .1S() respectively It

can be stated that X "/(~l' (,Lluse Y hy the S-hox if there is a pair in which .1S( equals X
and L1Soequals Y If there' s such a pair, it could be written X ~ Y, and if there' s no

such pair it could be stated that X m(~v110/ cause Y hy the S-hox and written as X f
y.16Y

In other words, if X may cause Y by the S-box, then in the X/V location of the

table, some number greater than () should be observed. If however, X may not cause Y

by the S-box, then 0 ShOldd be found in the X/V location of the difference distribution

table of the S-box. for instance, it could be seen from Table 3.1 thaI ti.)r S I, input

XOR ex (12 in hexadecimal notation) may not cause output XOR 2, but may cause

output XOR 3" with eight different possible pairs.

It should also be noted that in order to have a usefi.i1 knowledge, not only the

difference distribution tables but also the numerical values of all possible input pairs for

each and every S-box' s input/output XOR entries must be in hand. These are obtained

after collecting many chosen plaintext samples and analyzing them. For example,

possible input values for the input XOR S I = 3-1, by the output XOR (for all possible

output XOR values that may be caused by that input XOR) are given in Table 3.2.

1\ Eli IJiham, Adi Shamir, f)ifli:renlial ('ri'plana/l'.I'i.l' oflhe J)ala Fncrl'plion Slanc!arc!.p. 16.

1(, ihid, p. 18.

1- Alcourt, "Differential Cryplanalysis", Internet Document. http://www.execpc.com/-alcourt/
dcsdoc.html. I~~X.



input
Output XOR

X()H
0..L"2",.1..,1.,~t\"7"II",9"A.H",0",D",K"i"",

0..

61000000000000000

l..

00060:2-1-10ill12-1106:2-1

~

000II0-1-1-10ISIIIS12612

.1.,

11-122ill6-126-1-10:2:220

1",

000601010IS0-1Il-12II62

5..,

-1II6:22-1-1:20-1-1012216

11..,

0121.II:2l5:2.II-1-1:2-1201:2

7",

2110101II1:21II22:21-1

a..

000l~0II.II10IS:2.II.II22-1

G..,

102-1021IS022II0100212

Au

086:228606-1IS0-10:210

iJ..,

2101022102IS2ISIS1:212

C",

000B0660066-166112

V",

661B1B26(JIS-1IS(J20:2

K
01IIII66-1066-10010II

'" 1'",
202116-1:2-1II22:26IIII

10..

0000002110IS612-16B6

1l..

6B21618610IlIlC100
12.,

0II-1266-16612II6010

1.1..,

21-1620-16:20ISII-1616

11,.,

0IIII0ill0-1:2822-1-1II10

1~

0-1612:2-110II:20illC16-1
16:11

0IIillII0:226102020626

17",

-1160ill60:2-1-1-1666:20

111..,

0660II12:22-1ISII66:22

11l..,

26210II-1610-10-12810

lA",

06-10-16666220-1-16II

lE..,

-11:2-11066-16:22-1:2:2-1:2

IC",

0I(J10660(J12l5-1(J02110

UJ",

12·10II0021002IIl56110

1£..,

0260112006-110II:2262

ll'",

:2·1106:222IIIiII000161

IHl..,

00010012II2(J61-1-12012

2L..,

0121-1II10011100-102II

22:.

1016:22II222260-1(J110

2:\0

0-11B02606621.0:21010

21..,

12(]0:2:2:220111120262·1

2~

6-1-112-11-11.0:2220-12:22

26:11

0(]-1101.0102-10-1Il-1-1-120

27",

10-1:202120-1II0-18II11

21l..,

12:2:2II2612002IS0-1062

21l..,

1:22100:2-10011102-160-1

'lA",

'1:21602Ii:2:211 :2Il262:2
2E.•

12:2:2216II:202Il260II1

2{}~

'1:2210:21(1'1:22-1IIII-1:26

W'"

6:26:2II-1-1-1:2-1II0II:206

211-"..,

66:220:2-16'10Il212261
2.1'",

2:22:2Ii!6IIII2·11Il8Ii!1Ii!
.1Uo

0-1601262:2II2-1-1622-1

:ll..

-1II210222:260(]22-110Ii

:12,.,

-1:261-1:221IIII-1Ii22II0

.1.1.•

-116210II-1:2-1(]22-1621

.11,.,

(]II16620012II0(](](]II06

:I~

2:2'10Ii00011-1IIII02110

:16:11

2622II022-12IlIIIl1100

.17",

Ii!212-121-110-1-12Il(]2:2-1

.18.,

062:22022-1IS-1-1-161010

:Ill.•

6:22-1126-18-102-12-1-10

.1.,4"

6-1616II0622IS226-10

.1.8.

26-100:2-1Il-1ISII6-1-162

:lC••

(]101012(]1:2Il0-11211:20

.W..,

08Il2260.II-1-10-1012-1-1

.l#"

-182:22-1111-12020II-11

.W••

1Ii-12102-1-1:21IIII6:22

Checking both the tables 3.1 and 3.2, some usetiJl information is made available

for the cryptanalyst. for instance, it could be seen from the Table 3.1 that when input

XOR is 3-1, there are only 8 possible out put XOR' s, I, . 2x• 3.•.. -1.\. 7\ . 8\ , J)x • F,

(Since for the other output XORs their entries are 0) The total number of possible

pairs are given in the each entry, and by checking the Table 3.2, all the possible values

for those pairs can be observed roor instance, 3-1x ~ 3x with possible input pairs

01\,02,; 15,,21,; 35,,36, . It should be noted these canst itute three pairs at t'irst glance,

IX Eli Biham. Adi Shamir, "Differential Cryptanalysis of DES-like Cryptosystems", Thc Weizmann

Instituteof Science - Departlllcnt of Applicd Mathematics, Research Paper, p. 9\, \ 'J'JO



but their duals are also counted as another pair, but not shown for the sake of

simplicity. Thus, it makes up totally 6 pairs which is equal to the relevant entry in Table

3.1. This duality aspect is necessary since tC)f the same (0Ix,02x) input values, both

input pairs Sir = Olx EBSII' = 02x and SI, = 02x EBSI,' = Olx produce ~Slr = 34x; but

the values of each input S I differ in themselves \vhich implies totally two distinct pairs~
dual of each other This is important for the cryptanalyst, since a single

(mathematically) pair yields two possible chosen plaintext pairs for the same input
difference.

Table 3.2 Possible irmuL y~!uesJou!~i!1r.ut XQI{ (AS I,) = 31.x with all the ouwut

XORs it may cause (va!u~s.j!l hexC!geci!!lal)~ I')

Output XOR
(~S ",)

Possible Inputs (S 1 ,)

/

03, OF, I E, IF, 2A, 2B, 37, 3B
2

04, OS, OE, II, 12, 14, lA, IB, 20, 25, 26, 2E, 2F, 30, 31, 3A
3

a I, 02, 15, 21, 35, 36
-I

13,27
7

00, 08, aD, 17, 18, I D, 23, 29, 2C, 34, 39, 3C
8

09, OC, 19, 2D, 38, 3D
J)

06, 10, 16, IC, 22, 24, 28, 32
F

07,OA,OB, 33,3E, 3F

It could easily be seen from the previous examples and tables J.I and 3.2 that

for a fixed input XOR, the possible output XORs do not have a uniform distribution.

Thus the former definition for the relationship of differences can be transformed into a

new deflnition with a probabilistic property as follows;

It can be said lhat X IJJ(~I' ('(fuse}' with fJl'Ohahilizl' p hy tl1e S-hox if for a

fraction fJ of the pairs in which ~S, equals X and ~S() equals y2U

for example, 3-1,

SI with a probability I)

eight pairs out of 64

> -I, provides only two pairs out of the 64 possible pairs of

1/12 and similarly 3-1, - ~ n. posing a probability 1/8 with

The distributions, thus the probabilities are proven to be different among the S

boxes. In total, around 70-S0% of the entries are possible ( fJ ~ 0 ) ones and the rest

20-30% are impossible entries ( I) -'" 0, thus the entry value itself is 0 in the difference

distribution tables) The exact percentage of the possible entries is given Table 3.3.

The usage of the distribution tables in differential cryptanalysis can be shown

with the following example

I.Eli Biham. Adi Shamir, Ihlreremial Cn'p/(/na!l'sis olthe nata t.rl(;rl'Ption Standard. p. l~.
'II ·h·' J 0. I /l, p. o.



Iable J J PercenlQg~()fjJossible (non-zero) cnllic~ «Jr the distribution tlibl~oIaUJI~
'1

S lLo'\cs

S-box Percentage
Sf

7l)4%
S2

786%
S3

79.6%

S4
685%

S5

765%

S6

804%

S7
77.2%

S8
77.1%

Suppose that the expansion outputs for S 1 of a chosen pair are E 1 = Ix and E I

- 35, anclthe output XOR is .1S 1 () = I)x The subkey K' s 6-bit portion S I" , which is

XORed with the E I values, is being searched .

.1E I = I" EB35" = 34", and since .1E 1 = ~S I" .1S I J = 34" Since the input XOR

is now in hand, by looking up the row for 3-1, -~ /), in the Table 3.2, the eight possible

pairs for the S I inputs can be extracted. These eight possibilities make eight

possibilities for the S I", because S" = E EB Sf, due to the structure off function A new

tablecan be constructed for all the possible S I" candidates by XORing either E I or E I

witheach of the S I. value. In this new table, each line denotes two pairs with the same

lwo inputs with the opposite order. Thus, each line leads to two possible key values

making up 8 possible S I" values in total. The correct 6-bit subkey port ion is exactly

one of these eight values. Thus, so far, the cryptanalyst has a 1/8 hit chance of the

correct S I" value only by a simple analysis and very few initial knowledge. The

resultant table is given in Table 34

Table 3.4 Eight possible key values for 3-1, ~ IJ, by S I (values in hexadecimaU~22

Possible Inputs (S I.) Possible Keys (S I,,)
06 32

0733

10 24

II25

16

22 1723

Ie

28 ID 29

This example can be extended further with another chosen input pair so as to

achie\e a narrowed possible key space Suppose that a ncw input pair is provided with

EI = 21, , E I' = 15 .• and .15 I() = 3, Again, the input XOR .1S I, is 3-1x and similarly by

lookingup the row for 3-1.• -~ 3, in the Table .1 2, six possible input pairs for S I and

thecorresponding six possible key values can be extracted. These values are given in

theTable 3 5. Thus, comparing the two possible key spaces, the correct key candidates

canbe chosen, which must be the ones that occur in both tables. The intersection key

valuesare 17, and 23.• , which the right key is one of these two and the correct key can

beguessed by a 50% chance.

'1 Eh l3ihalll. Adi Shamir, /Jiirerelltia/ ( 'r.1ptol1a/l'sis o/the /Jato /://(F\jJtioll ,'I'tol1dard, p. I Y.

",hili. p. 20.



Possible Inputs (S I,) Possible Keys (S h:)
01

35 2014

02

36 2317

15

21 3400

It should be stressed that if a new input pair is used with a different XOR input

value rather than 3.fx , the exact correct key value can be detected among the possible
values J 7" and 23,.

The previous definitions of relationship between input and output XORs and

probabilities can also be extended 10 a new definition for use with the f function as

follows;

Let X and Y be two values that stand for potential input and output XOR values

of the f function. It can be stated that X mllY calise Y wilh pmhahi/i~I' p hy Ihe f
.filllclion if for a fraction I) of all the possible input pairs encrypted by all the possible

subkey values in which lhe input XOR of the.f flmction equals X, the output XOR

equals Y. Ifp .> 0, Ihis possibi lit y is denoted by X --, J'.14

With the definition ahove, a theoretical assertion for DES, a lemma namely, is

proposed as;

In DES, if X -) Y with probability p by the! function then every fIxed pair P, p'

with p' = P EEl p' = X causes the/function output XOR to be Y by the same fraction p
of the possible subkey values 25 _ 26

It should be noted that this lemma is not exactly valid for the other iterated

cryptosystems. On the other hand, among most of the other cryptosystems the fraction

is found to be very close to fJ 27

The methods discussed and the examples given previously in this section that

are involved with fInding the key bits entering S-hoxes can be extended to find the

entire subkey entering the .f Ilmction. This extension can also be defined as a

generalized basic method for the differential cryptanalysis of DES which is given in the

steps below;

I. Choose a sllitable plaintext XOR, in olher words, choose a specific difference

value of any two plaintexts.

2. Create an appropriate number of plaintext pairs with the chosen plaintext XOR,

encrypt them and only keep t he resultant ciphertext pairs

~l Eli Biham, Adi Shamir, Differentia! ('rl'Pt()na!I'sis 4the nolo t:ncrvption Slandard, p. 20
'1
. Ihld, p. 21.

~\ Ihi d, p. 2 I.

~6Alcourt,"Differential Cryplallalysis". Inlernet Document, hllp://wwwexecpc.comJ-alcouftJ
dcsdoc.hlml. 1998.

~1Eli Biham, Adi Shamir, Differe//tia! ('n'pla//a!vsis of the nata t://cryplion Slandarc!, p. 21.



3. for each pair compute the expected output XOR of S-boxes in the last round

from the plaintext XOR and the ciphertext pair as many as possible. (It should be

remembered that the input pair of the last round is known because it is part of

the ciphel1ext pair.)

4. For each possible key value, count rhe number of pairs that produce the expected

output XOR using Ihis key value in the last round.

5. The right, and presumably the unigue, key value is the key value provided by all
I . 2H 29t Ie pairs -

• Characteristics

Until now, it' s mainly focused on the teclllligues and the basic methodology of

the differential cryptanalysis for any single round. However, DES or any other iterated

cryptosystem is constructed within several rounds which brings the necessity of having

the knowledge of the XORs of the plaintext pairs as many rounds as possible without

making them zero. This is essential because if the XORs of the pairs are 0, then this

means that both chosen input texts are egual, thus the outputs are equal, which makes

all the candidate keys with egual probability. As a result, the cryptanalyst is unable to

choose or extract some keys or a single key among the whole key space Because of

this, an additional mechanism is required so as to provide a statistical characteristic of

the cryptosystem which is an extension of the single round analysis30 This mechanism

is named as characteristic and can be simply described as follows;

The related components of an encryption within any input pair are the XOR

value o.fits two plaintexts, the XOR of its cipher1exts after the last round, the XORs of

the inputs through each round in the two executions and the XORs of the outputs

through each round in the two executions. These XOR values produce an Il-/"{}lflld

characleristic. A characteristic has a probability which is the probability that a random

pair with the chosen plaintext XOR has the round and ciphertext XORs specified by
that characteristic. i)

It should be noted that the above informal definition is proposed for DES

where for a more generalized definition including all the other iterated cryptosystems,
dilTerence can be used instead of the term XOR.

In general, the plaintext XOR of a characteristic is denoted by Dp and its

ciphertext XOR by Dj Also, D" and Dj are expressed in two-tuple variables, where

the left element of the two-tuple of D" stands for the left 32-bit of the plaintext XOR

and the right element represents the right 32-bit half of the plaintext XOR; similarly,

the left element of the two-tuple ofDj is for the ciphertext XOR' s left 32-bit and the

right element is the ciphertext XOR' s right 32-bit half This notation is shown in the

Figure 3.2 as a simple example for the characteristic. This figure denotes a one-round

characteristic for DES wit h probability p = I. In fact, this characteristic given in Figure

~K Eli Biham, Adi Shamir, Lhl/i:rentia! ('rlptana/l'sis of the nata t'ne-rlption Standllrel, pp 21-22.

~9Alcourt, "Differential Cryptanalysis". Internet Document, hllp:l/wWw.execpc.com/-alcourtJ

dcsdoc.hlml, I'.I'.IS.

'/0 Eli Biham, Adi Shamir. ni(ji:rential ('nptana!l'sis of the nata Encrl'plivn Standard, p. 22.
11 1·1 ??11/1, p. __ .
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3.2 is proven 10 be the only and best one-round characteristic with fJ > Y4. This

characteristic is proven to be very useful and is also applicable to any other DES-like

cryptosystem as well as DES32

A' = Ox
F

a' - 0- s p=t

Figure 3.2 A one-round characteristic with probability I (tor any L)33

It can be analyzed t1·om thc Figure J 2 that the right 32-bit plaintext XOR is 0,
and no matter what the len plaintext XOR (L) is, the right 32-bit ciphertext XOR is

produced as 0, while prescr,ving the left 32-bit ciphertext XOR value as L , every time,

regardless of the value of L . It should be recalled that, in DES, if a right half entering!

function consists of all 0' s, then the output of the function is purely 0 at1ermath.

Another simple onc-round character in DES with a probability 14/64 is given in

Figure 33. In this one-round characteristic, the input XORs of seven S-boxes are zero,

however the input XOR to S I is non-zero and its input value is specifically chosen so

as to maximize the prohability that the input XOH .. may cause the output XOR. Thus,

the input XOR, denoted by (I', is (60 00 00 00), which provides two bits to be I as

input to S I. £3y this way, the hest probability for S I, 14/64, could he achieved by

assigning an entry with Ic1 pairs that cause the input of the other seven S-boxes to be

zero, This can be given in a mathematical notation as;

Sf:

S2,. " SR

0(', -t F,
00, -t 0,

with fJ = 14/64

withf) = I

Thus, the probability of this one-round characteristic is 14/64 while producing

the output XOR from the! function as (00 80 82 00), which imposes only J non-zero

bits for the output. It should be noted that the actual output from the S-hoxes is (EO 00

00 OO)x , but af1er the P-box permutation, it becomes (00 80 82 00)" And, after

XORed with the right half of the input XOR, Qj is derived as L' EB (00 80 82 00), for

the left half and (60 00 00 OOL tor the right half Like the previous example, this

characteristic is true for any value of L', imposing the L'-invariant effect again

l' Eli Biham, Adi Shalllir, 1>if(ere/llial ('n'ptatlall'sis o/Ihe Data 1:iICrl'plion oS'lamlal'd, p. 22

11 Eli Biham, Adi Shamir, "Differential Cryptanalysis of DES-like Cryptosystems", 1he Wcizmann

11I~lillileof Science - Departmcnt of Applied Mathcmatics, Research Paper, p: 20, llJ')O
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A' = 00 80 82 002:

= P(EO 00 00 002:)

a' = 60 00 00 002:
p = 14/64

Figure 3.3 A one-round characteristic with probability 14/64 (for any L')J4

Another simple characteristic case is given in the Figure 34, but this time a

two-round characterisl ic wit h probability 14/64. This two-round characteristic' s

probability can be obtained by concatenating the two one-round characteristics, hence

multiplying their probabilities. As can be se~n from the Figure 3.4, the first one-round

characteristic' s probahility p :..= 14/64 and the second one-round characteristic' s

probability p = 14/64, thus the probability of their compound, two-round characteristic

becomes fJ =: J 4/64 * I =- 14/64 The theoretical aspects lying behind this solution will

be given in the following paragraphs.

n p = 00 80 82 00 00 00 00 00,1;

A' = 00 80 82 00.i:

B' = a

a' = 60 00 00 00.i:

11=0

p = 14/64

p=1

H1,= 60 00 00 00 00 00 00 002:

Figure 3.4 A two-round characteristic with probability 14/6435

11 Eli Biham, Adi Shamir, "Differential Cryptanalysis of DES-like Cryptosystems", The Weizmann

Institute of Science - Department of Applied Mathematics, Research Paper, p. 21, 1')')0,

h Ibid, r 21.



The exact or the fc)rmal definition of a characteristic is stated as below;

An II-roulld characteristic is a tuple 0= (01' ,0 ...•,01') where 0" and Or

are m-hit numbers and n.\ is a list of II elements 0 ...•= (A»A2, ... ,An) each of

which is a pair in the form of AI = (A', ,AI(}) where AI, and A'(} are IJJ2-hit numbers

and 111 is the block size of the cryptosystern. Then, a characteristic must satisfy the
C II' .. 3610 owmg criteria:'

Ji.', = the right haifaI' O}'

A~ = the left half of 0" EBA~)

Ji.'; = the right halfof Or

A,;-I = the left half of Or EBA';)

and also requiring the condition that:

for every i , where 2 ~ i ~ II - 1

In differential cryptanalysis, when dealing with n-round characteristics, there's

another term involved, right pair / wrong pair, namely. This can be simply described as;

a plaintext pair that satisfies the characteristic is a referred as a riKht pair and a

plaintext which does not satisfy is namcd as a lI'rollK pair. Thus, a right pair implies the

correct round key for the last round of that characteristic and a wrong pair suggests a

random round key37 A marc detailed and formal definition is stated as follows;

A right pair with respect to an n-round characteristic 0= (0 1',0.\ 'Or) and

an independent key K is a pair for which P' = 0/, and for each round i of the first II

rounds of the encryption orthe pair using the independent key K, the input XOR of the

,Ih round equals Ji.', and the output XOR of the.f function equals Ji.'() Conversely,

every pair which is not a right pair with respect to the characteristic and the

independent key is called a wrollg pair. 3M

The concatenation of several different characteristics is another key point in the

dilTerential cryptanalysis, since usually different characteristics need to be concatenated

with each other in order to reach the aimed number of rounds with a proper and useful

characteristic value. The following definition is the formal description of the

concatenation;

An II-roulld characteristic 01 = (0 ~ ' °\'O~.) can be concatenated with an IJJ

rIIulld characteristic 02 = (07) ,o~\,0;.) if O~. equals the swapped value of the two

halves of D.~. The COIJ(;atell{ftioll of the characteristics 0' and 02 is the

.~Eli l3iham. Adi Shamir, lJilTerentiat Ctvptanatl'sis of the nata t.'fIC ..TI'Ption Standard, p. 24.
Bmce Schneier, Applied ('rl'p{ogrnphl' - .\'econd l~'dition, p. 2S7.

! Fli Biham. Adi Shamir, /)i/(('I'(,lIIial ('nptana/l'sis 0( the /)ata Fncrl'l)tion Standard, p. 24.
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characteristic n = (O~, ,0\ ,07) where n.\ is the concatenation of the lists D\ and

D~\39

The probahility of any characteristic is defined formally as follows;

Round i of characteristic n has probability PIU if 'All -} l..IU with probability

fI,n by thef Ii-mction. Similarly, an /I-/'Ou/ld characteristic D has probability pf) , if pf) is

the product of the probabilities of its /I rounds This can be denoted as:

1/

/)(1 = n/),(1 . ~()
1=1

This definition is also valid for the concatenation of several different

characteristics' resultant probahilities. Therefore, it can be stated that the probability of

a characteristic D, which is the concatenation of the characteristic D I with the
I 2

characteristic D2 , is the product oflheir associated probabilities: pn = po. * po. .4\

A theorem has also been provided which also deals with the probability of a

characteristic and it's as follows;

7he form({/~I' de.fllled p/'Oh({hili~}' (!f ({ c/wmcleristic D = (Dp, 0\ ,D r) is the

aclual prohahility Ihat allY Jlxed jJlail/texl /)(fir sali.~f}'iIlK p' = D.p IS £l riK!J1 jJair

II'lit!/1 /'am/om illdepelldellt keys are used 42

It should be stressed that lor the sake of simplicity and practicality, the

particular probability associated with a characteristic is the probability that a pair (

whose plaintext XOR is equivalent to the characteristic's plaintext XOR) is accepted

as a righl/mir using a t1xed key that's heing searched. However, it's proven that this

probability is not constant for all the keys whereas it could be assumed that for

randomly chosen key, it's well approximated by the probability of the characteristic43

Related with these concepts, some simple examples are given in the figures 3.5
and 3.6 which denote the concatenation of several characteristics and their

probabilities For instance, in figure 3.5, a three-round characteristic is shown with the

probability (~)2 >:::: 0.05. In tact, this characteristic is the concatenation of the6-1

characteristic given in the figure 3.4 with the one in Figure 3.3. Since, the probability

or the first characteristic (two-round) is 14/64, and the probability of the second one

WE1i Billam, Adi Shamir, lJil/erel//inl Ctyp/nl/n/l'sis (If/he nn/a I~ncrl'plion Slnllilnril, p. n.
"',hul, p. 25.

11 lilld, p. 25.

l'h'l 2", II, p. ).

11 ,hilI, p. 25.
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(one-round) is 14/64, their concatenated probability for the resultant three-round

. . . . . . .. 14 14 (14)1characterIStIC IS the product of these two probabilitIes, which IS -*- = - .64 64 64

Up = 00808200 00 00 00 ODs

A' = 00 8082 ODs

B' = 0

C' = 00 80 82 ODs

F

F

F

a' = 60 00 00 ODs

11=0

c! = 60 00 DO ODs

p = 1-t/6-t

p=1

p = 1-t/6-t

H.1·= 00 808200 600000 DOs

Figure 3.5 A three-round characteristic with probability (~r.44

It can be seen from the Figure 3.5 that when the input plaintext XOR differ in

fivebit locations, the output XOR from thejnlllction in the third round differ in three

bits and also, after the third round the ciphertext XOR output is exactly equal to the

plaintextXOR. It should be noted that this three-round characteristic with a zero input
XOR in the middle is proven to be having the best probability among all the known
three-round characteristics.45

A similar structure can be constructed for a five-round characteristic where the

middle round has 0 input/output XORs with a probability p = I and possessing a

symmetry for the rounds around it. This five-round characteristic is shown in Figure
36 where the existence of the structllfe h' ---} a' -~ A ' within its rounds ensures the

existenceof such a five-round characteristic. In fact, this characteristic's probability is

proven to be quite low due to the fact that three S-box inputs must differ in both
roundsh ' ---}a' and a ' ~ A " and six bits in the entire five-round characteristic.

II Eli l3iham, Adi Shamir, "Ulffcrentia! Cryptanalysis of DES-like Cryptosystems", The Weizmann

Inslltutcof Science - Department of Applied Mathematics, Research Paper, p. 24, lY'.JO.

h Eli Biham, Adi Shamir, /)il!erential ('n'fllilllalvsis o!tlie nata f.i1Clyption Slillulurcl, p. 20.
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Up = (L',It)
~,

"'" A'
a'=If

'-/
F

1"1'-.

B' = a' = It
F

lJ=L'$A'
'-v ~

~

~
I"

0' = 0 c'=O
'-

F

1"1'-

D' = It rf = L' $A'
\.v~

F~

r-

I'"
E=A'

F
f'! = It

'-

~U1,= Up = (L', It)

with some

prohahilitv Pa

with ,'Wme

prohahilitv Pb

p=l

P=Pb

p=pa

Figure 3.6 A five-round characteristic46

Therefore the probability of the five-round IS (p~Y * (Pb Y in general, and

since the best probability for an S-box is Y4, this limits the five-round characteristic's

probability to be equal to or less than (~) 6 = -'-. However, the best known five-round4 4096

characteristic achieved so far has probability around _1_ 47
]04HG

Besides these known best characteristics, there's another type of characteristic

which is proven to be mostly useful for the cryptanalyst, named as iterative
characteristic. It can be simply defined as follows;

46 Eli Biham. Adi Shamir. "DilTerential Cryptanalysis of DES-like Cryplos)'stems". The Weizmann
Instituteof Science - Department of Applied Mathematics. Research Paper. p. 25, 1<)<)0.
4 Eli Biham. Adi Shamir. /Jijrerenlia/ Cr.1plana/vsis o.!ll1e /Jala t."ncr.lplivn ,)'1011£/0/"(/,p. 27.
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A characteristic 0 = (n p ,0/\ ,01') is called an iterative characteristic if it can
catenated with itself~8

Thus, an iterative characteristic can be concatenated with itself for any number

es which produces characteristics with an arbitrary number of rounds in
uence. It' s claimed that the essential advantage of iterative characteristics is

II-roulld characteristic for any large 11can be built with a fixed reduction rate of

bability for each additional round whereas for any non-iterative characteristic

uction rate of the probability usually increases because of the avalanche effect.
re several iterative characteristics provided so far, and it' s proven that the
ones (with less rounds) are the most useful. These iterative characteristics are

n a structure with a non-zero input XOR to the f function producing a zero
XOR. The iterative characteristic given in the Figure 3.7 is an example to this
e.

For the iterative characteristic denoted in Figure 3.7, the input XOR of the f
is abbreviated by IfI , such that '1/ --) 0 The best such characteristic achieved

proven to have a probability around _1_. ~923~

t can be seen from the Figure 3.7 that the derived output Oy after the second

nd the final permutation is just the reverse of the Op regarding the right and

es. Thus, if these output right and left halves are to be input to any further

they will be exactly the same input XORs of the first round of the iterative

ristic. ( In fact, after the second round, /,' = IfI and l( = 0, but after the final

tion, they are swapped, hence 0T = (0, 1fI)). In other words, using this

A' =0

B' = 0

F

F

a' = 0

11= L' $A' =,p

p=1

with some

prohahilirv

3.7 An iterative characteristic 50

In, Adi Shamir, Dlfferenlia! Crvplana!l'sis oflhe 1Jata t.'ncryption Standard. p 27.
28.



two-round characteristic consecutively or embedding into any other characteristic, the

extension can be achieved for any II rounds. This makes the specific property of the so
called iterative characterist ic.

It should be stressed that several times throughout this section, while

commenting on various characteristics and their related probabilities, " ... the best value
known so far. .. " remark is made. This is due to the fact these information is based on a

few previous studies, manual calculations and some heuristic search programs derived

by Riham and ShamiI', et aL Hiham and Shamir has made a very important and
noticeable remark which says;

Allho/(Kh we helie!'e Ihat we have /0/(11£/the hestl)f~S characteristics, we have
I/O proqf Ihal helieI' characleristics do 1101exist. 51

• The Signal to Noise na'io

There's another term involved in characteristics and differential cryptanalytic

attacks which is known as Ihe siKllal In 1I0ise ratin. As mentioned previously, the
statistical behaviour of most of the characteristics does not allow the cryptanalyst to
look for the intersection of all the keys suggested by the various pairs This is due to
the fact that; when the characteristics are shorter than the cryptosystem, it' s

impossible to identity the right pairs, hence, the intersection of the suggested key-space

is null. However, it's proven that the right key value can be extracted with the

characteristic's probability from right pairs plus the other random occurrences driven

fromthe wrong pairs. Hence, counting the number of total occurrences of each of the
suggested keys, the right key could be deduced which would be the key with the

highestoccurrence 52 It should also be noted that counting the number of occurrences

of all the possible values of a large number of bits of the key usually requires extremely

largeamount of memory. In order to decrease this memory requirement and make the

allack more practical, a smaller number of subkey bits entering a less number of S

boxes can be counted, and all the other S-boxes can be used only to identity and
discard the wrong pairs. These wrong pairs are proven to be the ones in which the

inputXORs in such S-boxes cannot cause the expected output XORs. In consequence,
thenumber of the possible wrong pairs can be calculated as well as the right pairs and
can be used as an extra knowledge in addition to the characteristics used for the

differentialcryptanalysis of any II-round scheme. The formal definition of signal to
noiseratio can be stated as follows;

The ratio between the number of right pairs and the average count of the

incorrect subkeys in a counting scheme is called Ihe sigllal tn lIoise ralio of the
countingscheme and is abbreviated by S 'N 53

'Eli Biham, Adi Shamir, '"Differential Cryptanalysis of DES-like Cryptosystems", The Weizmann
Instilutc of Science - Department of Applied Mathematics, Research Paper, p. 26, 191)().

II Eli Biham,Adi Shamir, Dif/erenlia! Crl'plana!vsis of the Data t.'ncrlption Standart!, p. 28.I'
",hu!, p. 29.

11

Ihlll, p. ]0.
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The SIN can be derived by the following formula

S 2k. P----
N a·fJ

In the above formula, k is the number of key bits counted making 2k possible

key values, p is the probability of the characteristic, a is the average count per

analyzed pair and fJ is the fraction of the analyzed pairs among all the pairs. 54

It' s been observed that when ,\iN is high enough, only a few occurrences of

right pairs are required to identify the right value of the subkey bits uniquely. For

instance, when the signal to noise ratio is around 1-2, nearly 20-40 occurrences of right

pairsare proven to be sufficient. When the signal to noise ratio is much higher, only 3

or 4 pairs are shown to be sunlcient enough, conversely, when this ratio is much

smallerthan I, then an extremely large number of pairs are required to identify the

rightvalue of the sub key bits. 55

3.1.3Differential Cryptanalysis with Known Plain texts

The differential cryptanalysis is mostly carried oul with chosen plaintexts, but it

canbe extended to known plaintexts for any iterated block cryptosystem. However, it'

s usually observed that the performance of dinerential cryptanalysis wit h the known

plaintextsdecreases significantly when compared to chosen plaintexts. But, whenever

necessary, any differential cryptanalytic attack to any cipher model with chosen

plaintextcan be easily converted to known plaintext, a property which is proven not to

bevalidfor some other cryptanalytic attacks.

The conversion to known plaintext attack for DES is simply explained here

IIhichcan be similarly applied to any other symmetric block cipher It can be assumed

thatfor a differential cryptanalytic chosen plaintext attack requiring m pairs, it's given

that212 .& random known plaintexts and their corresponding ciphel1exts. Thus,

(232 . .J2mr 4
thesecan form at most = 26 . m possible pairs of plaintexts. Each pair's

2

~aintextdifference (XOR) value can also be calculated trivially. Since, the block size is

64bilsin DES, there will be 264 possible plaintext XOR values, implying that there are

261 '/1/

iout -6-4- = m possible pairs associated with each plaintext XOR value. Therefore,
2

canbeconcluded that with high probability, there are about m pairs with each one of

several plaintext XOR values needed for the differential cryptanalysis S6 It should

also stressed that as well as ECB mode, differential cryptanalysis with known

'ntexts is applicable to CBC, CFB and OFB mode which is also valid for the

erential cryptanalysis with chosen plaintexts having similar computational

plexities.57_58_59

EhBlham. Adi Shamir, Differential (·'yptalla~v.\'i.\' of the /Jata jencnption Standard, p. 30.

d, P )0.

d. P 11.

~ P )1.
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The SIN can be derived by the following formula:

S 2k.p----
N a·fJ

In the above formula, k is the number of key bits counted making f possible

key values, p is the probability of the characteristic, a is the average count per

analyzed pair and P is the fraction of the analyzed pairs among all the pairs. 54

It' s been observed that when ,\/N is high enough, only a few occurrences of

right pairs are required to identify the right value of the subkey bits uniquely. For

instance,when the signal to noise ratio is around J -2, nearly 20-40 occurrences of right

pairsare proven to be suflicient When the signal to noise ratio is much higher, only 3

or 4 pairs are shown to be suOicient enough, conversely, when this ratio is much

smallerthan J, then an extremely large number of pairs are required to identity the

rightvalue of the sub key bits. 55

3.1.3 Differential Cryptanalysis with Known Plaintexts

The differential cryptanalysis is mostly carried out with chosen plaintexts, but it

canbe extended to known plaintexts for any iterated block cryptosystem. However, it'

s usually observed that the performance of diOerential cryptanalysis with the known

plaintextsdecreases significantly when compared to chosen plaintexts But, whenever

necessary, any differential cryptanalytic attack to any cipher model with chosen

plaintextcan be easily converted to known plaintext, a property which is proven not to

bevalidfor some other cryptanalytic attacks.

The conversion to known plaintext attack for DES is simply explained here

IIhichcan be similarly applied to any other symmetric block cipher It can be assumed

thatfor a differential cryptanalytic chosen plaintext attack requiring m pairs, it's given

that 212 . & random known plaintexts and their corresponding ciphertexts. Thus,

(232 . .J2mr
thesecan form at most = 264 . m possible pairs of plaintexts. Each pair's2

~ainte'{ldifference (XOR) value can also be calculated trivially Since, the block size is

64 bitsin DES, there will be 264 possible plaintext XOR values, implying that there are

261 . f11

iJout -64- = m possible pairs associated with each plaintext XOR value. Therefore,
2

canbe concluded that with high probability, there are about m pairs with each one of

several plaintext XOR values needed for the differential cryptanalysis. 56 It should

also stressed that as well as ECB mode, differential cryptanalysis with known

'ntexts is applicable to CBC, CFB and OFB mode which is also valid for the

erential cryptanalysis with chosen plaintexts having similar computational

plexitiesH _58_59

E1iBlham. Adi Shamir, Differen/ial (',:Ip/al/a~vsi,\' vf/he /)ala hi/alp/ivn ,'l'lalUlarcl,p. 30.

d, p 3U.

d. P 11.

d, P 31.
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The performance degradation is the only problem of differential cryptanalysis

with known plaintexts. For instance, differential cryptanalysis of 16-round standard

DES requires 247 chosen plaintexts, but 255 known plaintexts. However, for the

difTerential cryptanalysis of 16-round DES with independent subkeys, the performance

is not so significantly different where 260 chosen plaintexts and 26/ known plaintexts

are required60 The performance of differential cryptanalysis with chosen and known

plaintexts can be comparatively analyzed from the tables 3.6 and 3.7.

Table 3.6 The differential cryntaDf!ly~s of FEAL for different rounds with tbe reguired

chosen plaintexts and known plaintex~61

No, of ChosenKnown

Rounds

PlaintextsPlaintexts

4

23 2H

8

27 236

12

221 242

16

')29 246

20

237 250

24

245 254

28

256 260

30

260 262

31

263 263

Table 3.7 The differential cryptanalysis of DES for different rounds with the reguired

chosen plaintexts and kno~ILQ1aintexts. 62

De(lendent Key Independent Key
No, of

Chosen KnownChosenKnown

Rounds

PlaintextsPlaintextsPlaintextsPlaintexts

4

23 23324233

6

28 236282,6

8

214 238216240

9

224 2442262,15

10

224 243235')49

11

2,1 247236250

12

231 247243') 53

13

239 2522H254

14

239 251251257

15

247 256252258

16

247 255260261

\l( Eli Biham, "Cryptanalysis of Multiple Modes of Operation", Journal of Cryptology, \'01. II Number

I.p.H,IYYX.

W BruceSchneier. ,lpp/ied (hplographv - ,,,'econd I:dition, p. 289 .

• ,Eli Biham. "Cryptanalysis of Multiple Modes of Operation", Journal of Cryptolog\', \'01. II Number

I. p ~7, IYYX.

I EliBiham, Adi Shamir, Dij/e/'L'/Ilial ('n'p/at/a!l'si.1 oftfll' /)ata /:'/Icrl'plion Slam/an!. p. <)

: Ihll/, p. l\
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c' = o'(J)H', thus

c'= H', since 0'= O.

Thus, for the output difference C', about six bits will be different, or 6 bits with

the value I. These bits will be XORed with the known difference of the input of S I

from the second round, h', namely, and a difference of seven bits will be produced
aftermath which is also the input for the fourth round and final round. All these can

also be analyzed from the Figure 3.9. After thejfi.mction of the fourth round, a total of
II bits will differ, and hence, there will be eleven I's in the ciphertext differences after
the fourth round. This poses the fact that such an avalanche ensures the input of all the

S-boxes differ at the fourth round, providing the knowledge that the exact value of (/

is usually different for every initial plaintext pair65

The former information also suggests that the total 28 output XOR bits of the

S-boxes S2, .., S8 for the second round must be zero, since their corresponding inputs
are O. I-rence, the value of I)' could be achieved from a', H' and Ii.' as below;

I)' = u'(J) H'(J) < (a)

It should be noted that Ii.' is the left half of the output XORs of the ciphertext

r' which is r .= r EB r· When the ciphertext pairs I; r' are known, then d and a
arealso known, since the input pairs to the fourth round are also the right halves of the
ciphertext pairs ( d '"""Iii and J ~ JR' ) By the equation (a), the 28 bits of Ii are also

known, which imply the 28 output bits of the seven S-boxes S2, .., S8. As a result, the

28-bit portion of the expansion permutation outputs ( Slid, S'Hd ) that are XORed with

thesubkey (SKd) , and the output difference (S()J') of the seven S-boxes S2, .., S8 of

the fourth round will be in hand. flaving granted all this knowledge, all the 64 possible
valuesfor the subkey SA-d can be tried and checked for the right one using the following

. 66
equatIOn;

The above equation is valid, because;

and since,

p' P ffi p*"Ud - .}Od W .}Od

and also,

., Eli Biham, Adi Shamir, Differential ('n'ptanalvsis of the Data 1'.."ncrvplionSlandard. p. 34.

hI·lhld. p. 35.
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therefore,

The right subkey value will he the one suggested by all the pairs, since the

probability of the characteristic nI is I. In fact, this right sub key value of the fourth

round is the 42-bit portion of the entire 56-bit key value, since this method is applied
to seven of the eight S-boxes making a total of 7*6 = 42 bits for the key value.

However, the remaining 14 bits can be deduced by trying all the 214 possibilities. This

is simply achieved by holding constant the 42-bit portion and deriving all the key

combinations for the remaining 14-bit part, and decrypting the given ciphertexts by
each of this subkey value and comparing the results with the original plaintexts. The

56-bit right key will be the one that decrypts all the pairs correctly. Thus, the 56-bit
subkey of the fourth round, and also the initial original key for 4-round DES will be
broken with a few effort.

Xl

a'

Xl

X3

X4

Figure 3.9 DES reduced to four rounds67

h' Eli Biham, Adi Shamir, "Differential Cryptanatysis of DES-like Cryptosystems", The Weizmann
Inslitute of Science - Department of Applied Mathematics, Research Paper, p. 31, IYY().
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As a result, it was found out that the differential cryptanalysis of DES reduced

to four rounds can be achieved successfully with 23 chosen plaintext pairs and 233

known plaintext pairs.68

3.1.4.2 DES Reduced to Six Rounds

In the previous DES model, a single-round characteristic with a probability of 1

wasused; but for the differential cryptanalysis of six-round DES, two different three
round characteristics each with a probability of 1/16 are used. Each one of these
characteristics is concatenated with additional three rounds of DES (this extension
with the additional three rounds is known as 3R-aflack which will be explained later
on) to form a six-round characteristic, and the outcomes of these six-round

characteristics are analyzed and compared. This attack is proven to be somehow more

complexthan the previous one, and an additional counting scheme is required in order
to deduce the key bits. Each of the two characteristics enable the cryptanalyst to find

outthe 30 bits of the subkey in the sixth round, but since three S-boxes are common in

both,the actual number of key bits extracted turn out to be 42 in total. The remaining
14 bits can be calculated by the exhaustive search method, as implemented in the four

roundDES, or by a new scheme which carefully counts the key bits entering S8 in the
sixthround.69

The first three-round characteristic 0I has a probability 1/16, which is also

given in the Figure 3. 10. When an additional three-round is placed after this
characteristic, five S-boxes ( S2, S5, S6, S7, S8 ) in the fourth round is analyzed as
havingzero input XORs ( ~"t'd =: 0 ) and consequently zero output XORs ( 5;'Od =: 0 ).

Theoutput XORs in the sixth round can be derived by F' = c'tBD'tB1~~70 It should be

notedthat the output XORs for the first three rounds, are A " IJ', (", as shown in the

Figure310. And similarly, for the other additional three rounds, the fourth, fifth and

sixthoutput XORs are abbreviated as /) " /,;', F' and their corresponding input XORs

asd', e 'J' , where the input XOR in the fourth round is cl' =: h . EB C =: (40 08 00 00)".

Using the similar assumptions used in four-round analysis, the 30 bits of the

subkeyof the sixth round relevant to the five S-boxes mentioned previously could be

deductedwith a feasible probability. The same mechanism is implemented to another

three-roundcharacteristic, 02 , to derive the 30-bit of the subkey associated with the

S·boxes( SI, S2, S4, S5, S6). As similar to the first case with 0', five boxes in the

fourthround are proven to have zero input XORs aner concatenating 02 with

additionalthree rounds. ( As similar to 0I, the input XOR in the fourth round becomes

J' ::: h' EB C' =: (00 20 00 08)" ). Combining the 30-bits derived from both
characteristics,and extracting the bits associated with the common S-boxes (S2, 55,

6) a total of 42 bits is extracted from subkey of the sixth round. The second

characteristicn2 is also given in Figure 3. I I .

Eli Biham. Adi Shamir, Differential ('ryptana~rsis vf the Data !'.·noyptivn ,";Iandard, p. 8. 53.

,hId, p 37.

,blli, P 37.
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n~ = 400800 00 04 00 00 OO~

A' = 40 08 00 00%

B' = 03:

C' = 40 08 00 00%

F

F

a' = 04 00 00 OO~

1I = 0:.:

I. = 04 00 00 00:1:

p = 1/4

p=1

p = 1/4

n} = 40 08 00 00 04 00 00 00:1:

Figure 3.10 The first characteristic.ol withp = 1/16 of the six-round DES?I

n~ = 00 2000 08 00 00 04 00:.:

A' = 00 20 00 08:.:

B' =0:1:

C' = 00 20 00 08:1:

F'

F

F

a' = 00 00 04 OOx

1I = 0:1:

I. = 00 00 04 OOx

P =1/4

p=1

p = 1/4

{~. = 00 20 00 08 00 00 04 00:.:

Figure 3.11 The second characteristic.o2 with p = 1/16 of the six-round DES72

11 Eli Biham. Adi Shamir. "Differential Cryptanalysis of DES-like Cryptosystems". The Weizmann
Instituteof Scicnce - Departmcnt of Applied Mathcmatics. Research Paper. p. 35, 1990.



By this way, the cryptanalyst can find 42 bits out of 56; but the remaining 14

bits are still unknown. The easiest, but not the fastest way is to cany out the

exhaustive search among all the possible 2/4 combinations, just the same method used

in DES reduced to four rounds. It' s proven that a better and faster way is to use a

scheme that enables looking for the six missing bits of the subkey in round six ( K6 )
which enter S3. There are two parts in this scheme, the first one is to deduce and

discard the wrong pairs and the second par1 is to find out the six missing bits with the

help of extracted right pairs.7J

For the first part, each pair is checked whether for the five S-boxes having S·Ed

- 0, the output difference fi'olll the S-boxes at the sixth round I'OrIn the expected value

frolll F'= c'(JJ[)'(JJ7~~or not If not, this pair is supposed to be a wrong pair. By this

way, all the wrong pairs can be fillered from the entire pair space7~

For the second part, a special table is constructed and used within the scheme.

This table shows the known bits of the input of thef function and of the subkey at the

fifihround with the prior knowledge of 42 bits of the subkey This information is given

in the Table 3.8, which is the table referred here, and in this table there are some

abbreviations that need explanation. The digit '3' implies that the bit depends on the

exact value of the missing key bits that enter SJ in the sixth round On the other hand,

'f-' denotes that the sought bit depends only on known key bits. The eight key bits of

the subkey K6 which are excluded in this part are abbreviated as '.' In other words, '.'

marks are the remaining eight key bits which totally make up 14, with the six missing

bitsbeing searched. Thus, using this table, the correctness of the guessed six bits of K6
can be verified. This is achieved by calculating input bits (denoted as e bits in the Table

38) to the f function in the finh round for each right pair and by verifying that the

values ofsioe, S3'()e and Sf{oe (the output XORs frolll the S-boxes S2, S3 and S8 at

the finh round for which all the input and key bits are known) are as expected by /"., =
d'(jJ(

Into the S-box

51

52

53
54

55
56

57

58

e bits

SEe
++++++

++3+++
++++++
++++3+
3+++++
++t+3+
3+++++
++3+++

+3+333
++++++
++ ••++
+++.++
+.+.++
+++.++
++++++

':EII I3iham. Adi Shamir, "DilTcrenlial Cryplanalysis of OES-likc CryplosySICIllS", Thc Wcizmann

Instllute of Scicnce - DepartlllCl1l of Applied Malhclllalics. Rescarch Paper. p. 36. 1990.

'll'lt lJiham. Adi Shamir, IJij!ercl1till{ c,YI)t{//lII~l'sis IIjthe {Jlltll Fllrn'[ltioll .\to//(/ard pp. 38-19.
"

,hid. p. 39.
"

,hul, p. 19



For the other five S-boxes, it could be further verified that there are values of

the missing key bits which are not used in the subkey Ko. As a result, the verification

of most of the 64 possibilities of the six missing bits will probably fail providing a

unique single 6-bit value as the correct one with a high probability.76

It should be noted that similar tables can be constructed for different

characteristics' rounds whenever necessary.

Afier the deduction of these six subkey bits, yet the cryptanalyst is to search the

remaining unknown eight bits. These eight bits can be found by an exhaustive search of

256 combinations, or by applying a similar key analysis scheme to these eight bits that
enter S-boxes in the fifih roundn

Calculating the signal to noise ratios, Hiham and Shamir found out that a total

of240 pairs of ciphertexts, hence 240 pairs of chosen plaintexts, are necessary for the

differential cryptanalysis of DES reduced to six rounds. Among these 240 pairs, 120

pairs come from the first characteristic .0 I and the other 120 pairs are derived from the

second characteristic .02 They also computed that an average of 23() known plaintexts

are required for this attack. 78

IJiliam and Shamir also remark that in order to decrease the memory

requirements in this attack and for the attacks to the ciphers with higher rounds, they

devised a special algorithm named as clique. They also state that other efficient

algorithms might be produced for the counting scheme that could get even better

results with less memory consumption and faster look-ups 79

3.1.4.3 DES Reduced to Eight H.oumls

The differential cryptanalysis of DES reduced to eight rounds is more complex

than the former implementations, but the basic model is similar. Again, a suitable

characteristic is chosen to extract some portion of the subkey in the eighth round, and

theremaining key bits are found by construction of look-up tables and by the necessary

manipulations on the key bits, similar to the one implemented in DES with six rounds.

A five-round characteristic with a probability I was chosen for the cryptanalytic
I04XS.7()

attackwhen Hiham and Shamir implemented this Illodel. This five-round characteristic

can be extended to eight rounds by concatenating it with specifically chosen three

additional rounds that are not covered by this characteristic. (The same mechanism was

usedin DES with six rounds) The five-round characteristic is shown in Figure 3.12. In

thesame manner, for the succeeding rounds six, seven and eight; the input XORs are

j',{, II " and the output XORs are F', (J', H '.

The input XOR to the.f function in the sixth round is the right XOR output

fromthe fif1h round of the characteristic, which is (40 5C 00 OO)x Consequently, it's

alsoobserved that for the five 5-boxes ( S2, S5, S6, 57, S8 ) in the sixth round, the

>" Biham. Adi Shamjr, Differenlial CrJplllnalvsis ojlhe /Jala FI/alplion Stane/arcl. p. 39.
,hili. p. 3Y.

,h,d, pp. 40-41.

,hili, p. 40



output XOR from expansion permutation, S',,! = 0, the input XOR to the S-boxes, S',!
. KO

=0, and the output XOR from these S-boxes, SO[= 0

By deriving the formula, H' = < EElX' = I~: EB e'EBF' the output XORs of the

corresponding S-boxes in the eighth round can be founel Since the input data of the

eighthround can be granted from the ciphertexts, the 30 subkey bits entering the five

S-boxesat the eighth round can be found by decrypting for each pair and counting the
bits. This is the same mechanism used in the previous two versions of DES that

extractedthe 42 bits in both. The StN is found to be 100 for this part of the analysis81

Up = 40 5C 00 00 04 00 00 00s:

,
p = 160/(64t

c! = 00 54 00 OOx

A' = 40 08 00 00s: 0' = 04 00 00 00$P = 1/4
= P(OA 00 00 00$)

B' = 04 00 00 00s:

lJ = 00 54 (XJ00s:
I' = 160/(64)2

F
= P(OO 10 00 00s:)

C' = 0

r!=O
1'=1

. 1)' = 04 00 00 OOx

E' = 40 08 00 00s: e' = O'J 00 00 00s:
p = 1/4

Ur = 40 50 00 00 04 00 00 00s:

Figure312 The five-round characteristic used for eight-roum.! DES82

Since exploring the 30 bits require a huge memory of ]'l() counters, lJiham and

lIIir devised extra mechanisms and algorithms in order to reduce the memory

sumptionand speed up the counting process R.~

Ell Dlham. !\di Shamir. Differential C"yplmw!l'si.l' vf the /Jata I:'ncnptivn Slandard p. 42.

hili. P 42.

Ell Blham. i\di Shamir. "Diffcrcntial Cryptanalysis of DES-Iikc Cryptosyslcms", Thc Weil.mann

IIUlc of Sciencc - Departmcnl of Applied Mathematics, Rescarch Paper. p. 40, I Y<JO.



In order to find out the remaining 26 bits, a filtering mechanism that extracts

lhe wrong pairs, and a look-up table, that produces 18 bits out of 26, are used. The

basiclogic behind the scheme is similar to the one useo in DES reduced to six rounds.

This time, a table for the known bits at the seventh round is constructed, and the

correct 18 bits of the subkey K8 is extracted by the aid of known right pairs, bit

dependencies, known bits, and so on. After the successful implementation of the

scheme,48 bits of the subkey K8 is found and the cryptanalyst has only got to deduce

theremaining eight bits, which can be found out by the ordinary exhaustive search.84

The differential cryptanalysis of DES reduced to eight rounds is successfully

achievedat an average of 250. O()() chosen plaintext pairs. On the other hand, the same

attack's requirement with known plaintexts is computed as 240 plaintext pairs85

3.1.4.4 DES With an Arbitral")' Number of Rounds

The differential cryptanalysis of DES with nine, len, etc. rounds were also

implemented by choosing specific characteristics with 11 rounds, and deriving look-up

tablesfor the missing bits, in other words, by establishing similar schemes to the ones

used in six and eight-round DES. However, Hiham and Shmnir found a special

iterativecharacteristic which enable the difTerential cryptanalysis of DES with any

arbilrary number of rounds in a conventional and generic sense. This iterative

characteristic is composed of two rounds and has a probability _1- which is also given
2:l4

in the Figure 3.13. The probability of this iterative characteristic is calculated as

foliowsR6;

only valio for three S-boxes S I, S2 and S3 and hence,

S\." = S(/b = 03x ~ SI;)/, = 0

S2~,." = S2~b = 32 x ~ S2;)h = 0

S3~:h = S3'/b = 2ex ~ S3;)h = 0

. I b b·'· 14Wit J pro a I Ity -(,4

with probability ~M

. J b b'l' 10WIt I pro a I Ity -
()4

Meanwhile, for the other five S-boxes S4, ... , S8

with probability I.

Thus, H'= 0 with probability
III H 10 I-*-*-=:---
(,4 M M 2:l·1·

X7

The iterative concatenation of this iterative characteristic with itself and with

one-round characteristic having p = I (given in Figure 3.3), enable the differential

tanalysisof DES with any odd number of rounds. The attacks to these odd number

EhBlham, Atli Shamir, Differential Cryptana/l'sis of the /Jata FII(nptivl7 ,')'ta/1(lan/.pp. 42-44.

d, pp. H--I5.

J. P -16.

Blham,l\t1i Shamir, "Diffcrcntial Cryptanalysis of DES-likc Clyptosystcms", Thc Wci/./llann

uteof Scicnce - Department of Applied Mathcmatics, Rcsearch Papcr. pp. 47-4X. Il)l)().



of rounds and their corresponding characteristics' probabilities are denoted in the

Table 3.9. All these characteristics given in the table have 0" = Dr = (19 60 00 00 00

0000 OO)x = (III, 0). J f any new round is added to any of these characteristics, the input

XOR to the! function will be III in the next round and five of the S-boxes satisfy S"
o in that next round.87 This can be proven as follows88 ;

The XOR data through the intermediate rounds for the plaintext XOR

Op = (0/,0) •

a'= o~ A'= 0

b'= tp ~ H'= 0

c' = a'EI:1 H' = 0 -) ( "= 0

d' = \fl ~ /)' = 0

e' = c'EI:1/)' = 0 ~ 1';'= 0

with probability I

with probability", _1
2.14

with probability I

with probability",-!
2.14

with probability I

and so on, for any number of rounds.

Iable 3.9 The probability of the iterative characteristic wiJIL!~S )ect to the number of
!Qunds.89

Number of Rounds Probabilit,

3 2 ·7. 'J ~ 1/234
......................................

5 2 -15 7 ~ 1/55000

................... ···7····················· 'i~if i,

·························9··· ··············2:ii·.·'···
....... "11"""'" '2' ':y,j i
····················13·············2 -17.1.

·······················15"······· ······· 2 :"'. 1

There are also some other possible types of attacks carried out amongst

rbitrarynumber of rounds in which some additional rounds are concatenated with the

chosencharacteristic whereas these rounds are independent of the characteristic, in

r words, are not covered by the characteristic. For instance, as mentioned

iously, in the differential cryptanalysis of DES reduced to six rounds, three

itionalrounds were concatenated with three-round characteristics and similarly, in

attack to DES with eight rounds, a five-round characteristic and additional three
ndswere used. This kind of attack is named as 3H-a//ack There are other similar

s of this attack; 2R-allack, which adds two extra rounds and I R-allack with one

itionalround. A OR-altack is also possible but since it's been proven that a OR

·k can be reduced to IR-altack with better probability (with better statistics and

Blham. Adi Shamir. "DilTerential Cryptanal~'sis of DES-like Cnptosyslcms··. The Weizmann

teof Science - Department of Applied Mathematics. Research Paper. p. 4X, I ')l.JO.

J. pp 48-4').

Blham. Adi Shamir, Differenlial (·':~pll1na/l·s/.\· oflhe /Jl1la Fn( n '[Ilion S/1'1fi~u:~~~: f8':' ~ 'I-"~"I';;, iT-'-~T - . \
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thesame SIN), OR-attack is not used. It is also proven that 3R-allack is advisable over

lII-affack, and both are more preferable than 1R-allack due to their relat ive

probabilitiesand also due to the fact that for a fixed cryptosystem it' s advisable to use

the shortest possible characteristic having better statistics.9Il_'I1 In the following

paragraphs,these attacks will be mentioned shortly.

Up = (T,b,O) = 19 600000 00 00 00 OO~

A' =0

B' = 0

F

F'

a' = 0

b' = 'T/J =
1960 00 O~

1'=1

J1 ~ 1/234

H1, = (0, 'T/J) = 00000000 1960 00 OO~

Figure3.1 J The iterative characteristic with probability about _,_ '12
2.14

JR·Attacks

In 3R-attacks, three additional rounds are concatenated with the characteristic

scnfor the attack. With the aid of these three rounds, counting can be applied to

bitsof the sub key of the last round that enter S-boxes whose corresponding S

esin the first round of the additional three rounds have zero input XORs. The four,

andeight-round attacks described previously and also nine-round attack are all
ementedin this manner.93

However, for DES rrduced to 10 or more rounds, 3 R-attacks are not

mended because it's shown that the signal to noise ratio of the 3R-attack
mcstoo small. 94

In 2R-altacks, counting is done on all the bits of the subkey of the last round.

ver the input XORs of the S-boxes in the former round may not cause the

DIMIll. Adi Shamir,lJijJerentia/ ('rl'ptana/I'.I'is of the 1)010 Lncnptio/l Standard. p. 4<).

DIMm. Adi Shamir, "Differential Cryptanalysis of DES-like Cryptosystellls", The Wei7.lllann

ofScicl1cc- Department of Applied Mathematics. Research Paper, p. 4lJ, I<)<)()

pH
DIMIll. Adi Shamir, !JijJerefllia/ Cr.1ptana/l'sis of the f)ala FI/(:rl!Jliol1Standard, p. 4<).
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expected output XORs, wrong pairs can be discarded. For instance, the success rate of

the check that output XOR is zero for the corresponding input XOR for an S-box is

calculated as 1/16. For the other S-boxes, the success rate is proven to be

approximately 0.8.<)5

An example of the implementation of2R-attack is DES reduced to nine rounds,
where a seven-round characteristic and additional two rounds as the 2R are used The

seven-round characteristic is derived from the iterative concatenation of the iterative

characteristic given in Figure 3. IJ. At the end of the seven-round characteristic, 2R is

added to achieve a total of nine rounds. For the ninth round, the 48 bits of subkey K9

canbe found using 226 pairs within the seven-round characteristic. The right pairs for

thefinal two rounds are also known which can be derived as follows96 ;

for the plaintext XOR DI> = (\fJ,0) •

round 1:

round 2.

round 3

round l

0'= O~ A'= 0

h'= \fJ ~ H'= 0

e'::: 0 ~ ("= 0

X'-= 0 -~ (;'= 0

with probability I

with probability ~ _12J4

with probability I

with probability I

roulld 8.

rolllld 9.

I, \11 H' "rf\' I"I = I" -~ = I d7X = II

i'= I;~ ~ I~'. = /i'(f)I;', = I~'. <D \fJ

ciphertext XOR Dr = (/~~, I;~)

Thus, it could be checked that Ii' -~ II' and i' ~ /' for the two rounds of 2R

roundseight and nine) and then, the possible occurrences of the key bits in the

aillillgpairs could be counted It' s analyzed that for Ii' ~ II' five S-bo:xes satisfy

1== S, h' = 0 and hence SOh' will be 0 with a probability 1/16 among the wrong pairs,

'Ie the other three S-boxes satisfy Sih' ~ SOh with a probability 0.8 among the

ng pairs. Therefore, counting on the key bits and deriving the associated SIN

es,the subkey K9 can be found within 2J6 pairs97

The 2R-attack ean also be applied to other reduced round variants of DES in a

lar way DES reduced to eleven rounds can be broken using a nine-round

acleristic and additional two rounds within 2,15 pairs. The IJ-round DES can be

ked with the eleven-round characteristic plus 2R using 24-' pairs and 15-round

ntcan be broken with a 13-round characteristic plus 2R using 251 pairs98

Blham, i\di Shamir. Differential ("yptana~vsis of lite !Jata FllcrIption Standard, p. 50.

Blham, Adi Shamir. "Differential Cryptanalysis of DES-like Cryptosystel11s". The Weizmann

or Science· Department of Applied Mathel11aticc;, Research Paper. p. 50, 1<]<]0.
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• 1J{-Attacks

In I It-attacks, all the bits of the subkey, which enter S-boxes with non-zero

input XORs can be counted for the last round. The values of TR' can be verified and

the possibility checks on all the other S-boxes in the last round can be achieved in

order to find whether the input XOR may cause the output XOR or not. As analyzed in

2R-attacks. the check' s success rate is 1/16 for those S-boxes having zero output

XOR within zero input XOR. But this time, it cannot be distinguished between several

subkey values due to the fact t hat the input XOR of the last round is constant.

However, this can be overcome since there aren't many such subkey values and each

of these can be checked later via exhaustive search or by a simple differential

cryptanalytic method.99

An example for I H.-attack is the differential cryptanalysis of DES with ten

rounds which can be achieved by a nine-round characteristic and additional round as

IR.It can be shown as below;

for the plaintext XOR 0./' = (\{I,O) •

round I:

round 2.

round 3

round <)

(11 0 ~ A'= 0

;" - IV -~ 11' = 0

(." - 0 ~ ("= 0

Ii' --= IV - ~ II' = 0

i' - 0 -) I' -= 0

with probability I

with probability ~ _1
21<1

with probability I

with probability ~ _1
2:1'1

with probability I

., lIJ I" I' "ffi/" 1-'J --= T = /I ~, -::: I Q7 I, = I,

ciphertext XOR 07' = (/~'., I~~).

FrOIll this knowledge, t he right pairs can be idcnt ilied easily It' s proven that

lOOsepairs t hat satisfy Ii?' = III and the 20 bits of Ii,' coming from the S-boxes S4"."

arc zero, This assertion is also proven to be valid with a probability of 2 -52 for the

wrong pairs Deriving SIN for the other S-boxes' bits and counting these bits, the
III k b Ii II I'd . f' .,'4 • 100.Iac can e success u y ac lleve usrng an average 0 £. - parrs

In a similar manner, the twelve-round variant of DES C<ln be broken using an

I·roundcharacteristic and I R within 242 pail s. The 14-round variant can be broken
13 d I "d I R 'I' 25f) . 101ng -roUll c laractenstlc an wlI 1In - pall'S

Ell Blham. Adi Shamir. Differential ( 'nptana/,',\i.l' of the /)ata Fncnptioll Standard, p, 5 J,

h,d. P 52.
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The 16-round DES, the complete standard DES in other words, is proven to be
b k . 15 d I .. dR' I' 257 . 102 H h 257ro en uSlllg a -roun c laractenstlc an I wit IIn pairs. owever, t e

complexity is even higher than a brute-force attack, which turns out the differential

cryptanalytic attack useless. ThllS, Hillam and Shami,. made some enhancements and

derived a different differential cryptanalysis method for a successful attack to the fi.1I1

16-round DES, which shall be explained in the following section.

3.1.5Differential Cryptanalysis of the Full 16- Round DES

As mentioned in the previous section, the standard model for the difTerential

cryptanalysis of DES reduced to several rounds was proven to be inefficient for the full

16-round DES, yet even having a worse performance than the brute-force attack. For

this reason, a new method is established for the differential cryptanalysis of the

standard 56-bit DES with 16 rounds, which will be described in this section. However,

it should be stressed that this method is not applicable to independent-key variants of

DES, which the former model was proven to be suitable among such variants.

In this new differential cryptanalysis model, a I J-round characteristic, an
additional round and a 2R-attack with two rounds are combined so as to establish the

tolal 16 rounds. The 13-round characteristic is derived fro/11 t he iteration of a two

rounditerative characteristic six and a half timcs, which this iterative characteristic is

theone mentioned in the former sections and given in Figure J. /3. Since, this iterative

characteristic's probability is about 1/234, iterating it six and a half times result with a

l3-round characteristic having probability p :::::2 .472 10, This 13-round characteristic is

usedafter combining it with an initial one-round, thus the 13-round characteristics
formthe 2"" to 14th rounds of the 16-round DES. This additional one-round which is

embeddedas the first round of DES is stated as the crucial part of the attack. This one

roundis added in order to eliminate the possible mixture of wrong and right pairs, to

decrease the huge memory requirement, and most importantly, to establish an

~lerrlative method which can entirely eliminate the use of counters.I04 After the

implementations, it' s been proven that this one-round satisfies all these requirements.

Withthe usage of this additional round as the first round of DES, rather than

extractingpossible values for a subset of key bits, a list of complete 56-bit candidate

keyscan be suggested and examined independently within each pair In fact, this aspect

IS staled to be one of the core differences of this method when compared to former

basicdifferential cryptanalysis model. By this way, each suggested 56-bit key value can

be immediately tested via trial encryption, without any counting scheme or any

unters.IIlS The 2R-attack is added finally to the 14 rounds which makes up the 16

ndsin total. This full 16-round DES implementation of the attack is also denoted in

Figure314

The attack can be divided into two parts, where t he first part is the first 14

nds,the combination of the first round and I J-round characteristic, and the second

is the usage of 2R-attack, which is also dellned as the data analysis phase.

EllBiltam. Adi Shamir, Differentia! O:lptana~I'sis (lIthe !Jata !:"u'rIptiol7 Standard, p. 52.
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In the first part, or phase namely, the essential goal is to generate pairs of

plaintexts whose XORed outputs aOer the first round are the required XORed inputs

('fI, 0) into the I3-round characteristic without a loss of probability. Assuming P as an

arbitrary 64-bit plaintext and Vo, ... , V40<J5 as the ]'2 32-bit constants, a structure that

consists of ]'3 plaintexts is defined as follows (it should be noted that these 32-bit

constants consist of all the possible values at the 12-bit positions which are XORed

with the 12 output bits of the S-boxes S I, S2, S3 after the first round, and 0 in other

. . ) /07positions ;

p = P ill(v. 0)I I'

l' = I)J'S(P K), .A I' r, = J)I};(P" K)

where K is the 56-bit initial key used in 16-round DES encryption.

It should be remarked that the plaintext pairs involved are all the 224 pairs

(I~,PJ) with 0:::; i,j :::;212. Their plaintext XOR is proven to be always (Vk, If/) and

eachv. to be occurring exactly in 2'2 pairs Since for the first round of the attack the

inputsPR and Pn E!1 If/ entering thel function produces an output XOR which is only

nOll-zeroat the output bits coming from S-boxes S I, S2, and S3, this output XOR

itselfis one of the correct Vk value. Thus, among all the ]'2 pairs, the output XOR of

the/function in the first round is completely cancelled by XORing it with the len half

ofthe plaintext XOR. As a result, the output XOR of the first round becomes (If I, 0)
afterswapping the right and leO halves, and this is the desired input XOR value into
theilerative characteristic. This result enables the concatenat ion of the first round with

the 13-round iterative characteristic which can also be analyzed from Figure 3.14.

Therefore,each structure has a probability fJ :::::: ]'2 * 2 ·r2 ~ 2 ·352 In other words, the

impactof the first additional round on the attack can be summarized as follows For

thefirst round of the 16-round attack, ]'2 32-bit samples tor all the combinations of

12·bitpositions are used in order to derive the required Vk that cancels output XOR v

frollllhejfunction so that the output XOR of the first round can be forwarded as the

lequired input XOR for the second round which is (If I, 0) This increases the

probabilityof the I3-round characteristic from 2 ·4-2 to 2 ..152 which provides a

Ilgnificantenhancement to the overall 16-round attack. 10M

It should be noted that a potential problem can be faced in this method. This

problemis due to the fact that the actual value of Vk is !lot known initially and hence,

whichof the correct pair among the ]'2 plaintext pairs to be chosen is not known. This

causesa time-complexity problem because all the 224 possible pairs should be tried.

However,Hiham and Shamir also derived a scheme to overcome this problem and to

lease the time required for computations. This scheme uses the cross-product

cture of the pairs so that the right pairs could be extracted among them in 2/2 time.

using some sorting and selection mechanisms as well as exploiting the specific

pcrties of the S-boxes, most of the wrong pairs can be eliminated in a few

putatiolls resulting with an average of I. 19 pairs per structure as the expected

EhBlham. Adi Shamir, Differential O:l'ptana~vsi.\' of the !Jata FII(.flption .')·tamlarc/.pp. 80-81.
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output of the data collection phase All these necessary computations and mechanisms

areshown to be implemented by a few table look-up operations as well; decreasing the

timecomplexity further and hence, eliminating the necessary problem. 109

The first phase of the attack within the first 14 rounds extracts most of the

required right pairs but all the wrong pairs are not discarded; thus the input of the

second phase, data analysis phase namely, is still a mixture of right and wrong pairs. In

Ihedata analysis phase, the goal is to discard the wrong pairs completely and to derive

the correct 56-bit key finally with the aid of 2R-attack. ;\s explained in the former

sections, the data analysis phase use huge arrays up to 242 counters imposing extremely

highmemory consumption, usually whenever the rounds increase. Hence, in order to

providean eflicient attack to the full 16-round DES, a new method is developed and

usedin this phase as well. Rather than using counters and counting on the key bits,

eachsuggested 56-bit key value is tried immediately This asser1ion is proven to be

valid,because an entire key value can be suggested whenever it can create the output

XOR values of the last round as well as the expected output XOR of the first round

and the 15th round for the particular plaintexts and ciphertexts. Checking and

comparingsome of the bits of the key that enter and exit some specific S-boxes, most

of the wrong pairs can be discarded as well as reducing the possible candidate key

values.At the end of this analysis each analyzed pair suggests around 0.84 values for

the52 bits of the entire key, where each value corresponds to 16 possible values of the

~6·bitkey Therefore, each structure suggests approximately 1.19*0 84 * 16 = 16

choicesfor the key value. With the combination of all the structures and some further

filteringmechanisms, only 212 possible key values can be lell in the hand. These values

canbe tested via trial encryption among any single plaintext I ciphertext couple, and

\\ilha very high probability, the extracted key will be the correct 56-bit key value. It

shouldalso be noted that SIN is proven to be 2'68 for the data analysis phase, much

bellerthan the 29 value calculated for the 16-round DES using the basic differential

CT)ptanalyticattack model described previously. 110

In addition, it' s also proven that this data analysis can be carried out more

efficientlyby carefully choosing the order of the various key bits being tested. With the

helpof some specific S-boxes' input bits for the first and 16th rounds, and analyzing

thesein some order, and by making some necessary calculations, the deduction of

!Orneof the key bits could be achieved in less computations. 111

Now that all the 16 rounds of the attack has been covered, the performance of

tbeoverallattack can be calculated as follows Each structure contains a right pair with

probability2 ·35.2 coming from the first phase of the attack. Also, since a total of 235

~ctures are encrypted, and since each structure consists of 21.1 plaintexts, there are

• 2" == ;48 chosen plaintexts in hand. Moreover, since it's been calculated that

DJut 1.19 pairs exist per each structure, then about 2 ~5 * 1.19 = 23525 pairs and

ej625 ciphertexts remain as candidate inputs to the second (data analysis) phase.

probability that at least one of these pairs is a right pair is found to be 058, and

analysisof any right pair assures the deduction of the correct 56-bit key. Thus, the

EhBlham. Adi Shamir. Differential c,:l'ptana~vsis oft!Ie /)(lta Fl7cnptiol7 Standard. pp. !Q-83
h/ll,p n
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overall time complexity of the attack becomes 2,5 * 4 = 237 equivalent DES

operations) 12 Finally, all these values show that this attack can be regarded as feasible
andsuccessful when compared to brute-force attack with 255 complexity.

In order to reduce the number of chosen plaintexts involved in this attack,

Bihalll and Shamir extended the met hod by using an additional structure established
withina two-round iterative characteristic. Since, the basic collection of plaintexts in

thisattack is proven to be a structure rather than a pair, some metastructures that
containi4 chosen plaintexts could be established. They developed a metastructure
that's composed of four structures where two of them come from the iterative

characteristicused in the 13-round of the attack, and the other two is developed from

aniterative characteristic shown in the figure 3.15. With the use of mctastructures,
fourtimes as many pairs from twice as many plaintexts can be obtained. Thus, the

numberof chosen plaintexts required in this attack is reduced from 2411to 247 I"

!~ = (1£,\0) = IB 600000000000 00

A' = 0

B' = 0

F

F

a' = 0

b' = ~t =
IB 60 00 OO,r

p=1

p ~ 1/234

!~= (OIWt) = 00 00 00 00 IB 60 00 00

Figure115 The iterative characteristic used for improving the attack to the full
16-roundDES. 114

The differential cryptanalysis of the full 16-round DES might even be improved
withfurther achievements. For instance, IJiham and Shamir noted that since the

mechanismsin this attack use different structures and instances independent and

unrelatedof each other, the Illodel could be successfully implemented in parallel with
upto 233 nodes. However, the differential cryptanalysis of the full 16-round DES has

alsosome shortcomings. Besides its inapplicability to DES with independent keys as
Ratedpreviously, this model is not directly applicable to plaintexts having ASCII

ractersonly. This is due to the fact that such plaintexts cannot supply the desired

XOR differences. Only, by making some changes in the model and by using different

lEIiBiham. Adi Shamir, Differential Cryptanalysis vf the Data t·ncr.l'ptivn Standard. p. 85.

l,hid. p. 86.

lEIl l3illam. Adi Shamir. "Differential Cryptanalysis of the full I()-round DES". TechniOIl- Israel

lIule ofTechnology. Technical Report. p. R. Il)l) I.



iterative characteristics, the attack can be successfully implemented within ]"'9 chosen

ASCII plaintexts. 115

There are other variants of this attack developed for some enhanced versions of

16-round DES and also for the reduced rounds of DES using the similar schemes and

the model explained in this section. Thus, the best results could be deducted for DES

with any rounds via all the different differential cryptanalysis models explained so far.
These results are given in the Table 3.10

Table 3.10 Best result~1!Qhievedlor the diOereruiQLgyptanaws of DES with
different rounds. 11(,

No. of ChosenKnownAnalyzedComplexity of
Rounds

PlaintextsPlaintextsPairsAnalysis
?l

214 23K429

<)

224 244223]-

10

224 243214215

11

2JI 2472232 •

12

2·>1 247221221

13

239 25222J2 •

1-1

23')251229')29

15

247 25627237

In

247 255236237

* It's prrJllell Ihal Ihe ('()///p/exi~l' of Ihe ([lIa~ysis CO/l1d he red/lced siKII[fic([lIl/y for

these \I([,.i([111.\·hy /lsillK Ihe di(/III.! method 117

3.1.6 Differential Cryptanalysis of DES Variants

As mentioned in Chapter 2, section 2.4 5.2, some different variants of DES

were developed so as to improve the security and the efficiency of the algorithm. The
resistivity performances of these variants among several cryptanalytic attacks including

the differential cryptanalysis are also given in the section 2.4.5.2. The differential

cryptanalytic attack is proven to be successful among most of these implementations

and some of these will be mentioned shortly throughout this section By analyzing all
these attacks and making comparisons, an important and final statement for the

dilTerentialcryptanalysis of DES might be as follows: The amount of information the
cryptanalyst obtains is heavily dependent on how many rounds are used for DES For a
DES version with many rounds, less information can be obtained directly, making

analysis rather difficult. For reduced round variations of DES, Biham and Shami,.

proved that their method can break DES even with independent subkeys in less than
two minutes on an average personal computer platform for eight-round variations, and
farfaster for fewer rounds. 11K From these results, it becomes worthwhile to study their

method,and search for new schemes and improvements in this method

1\ Eli Biham. Adi Shamir, iJifferential Crl'ptanall'sis ufrhe Dahl '~'ncr\lprion Standard, p. S6.

11I'lbid, p. &7.
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• DES with Modified P Permutation

Since it was proven that the choice of the P permutation had a major influence

on the existence of high probability characteristics, some changes were applied to the

design of the P permutation so as to improve the security of DES. However, these

implementations were proven to be weakening the security of DES, all but one. The

onlyimprovement was shown to be achieved via replacement of the P permutation by

the identity permutation or entirely elimination of the J1 permutation. II? The differential

cryptanalysis against such a DES variant is established successfully with the usage of a

special three-round iterative characteristic. When this characteristic is iterated to a ten

round characteristic, the probability is shown to be around ]"/45 where this

characteristic can be used for the entire 16 rounds of DES by making some extensions

with the aid of some of the S-boxes' property in the 14lh round. This extended

characteristic is proven to have a probability 2 -/65 and within 210 pairs and the attack is
shownto be successful. \20

This analysis is extended nlrther to attack to DES with all sort of random

permutations, and is proven to be successful among all such variants within the

complexity bet ween 220 - 242 All these successful differential cryptanalytic attacks have

alsoproven that the replacement of the P permutation by any permutation cannot make

DES stronger 12\

• DES with Modified and Random S-Boxes

Some of the DES variants were changed in the design of S-boxes in order to

improvethe security of the cipher Qne of these variants is DES with S-boxes modified

inthe order Since, in the standard DES, the eight boxes are arranged in a certain

order,altering the order of these S-boxes and rearranging them probably changes the

structureorthe encryption system However, with the help of differential cryptanalysis

allsuch alternative DES models are proven to be weaker than the original DES. For

anydifTcrent order arrangement, a suitable iterative characteristic can be generated and

usedfor the differential cryptanalytic attack. IJiham and SllOmi,. proved this in several

successful experiments. For one of the modified order model, they achieved the

differential cryptanalysis of the 16-round system successfully using 246 chosen
I· . I SIN 21/ d ' 255 k I ' Inpamtexts WIt) = an usmg nown p amtexts ..

Another approach was making some modifications in the inner structure of the

S·boxesthemselves, ie, changing bit entries, etc. so as to improve the security of DES.

Sooneror later, such these variants are proven to be weakening the security of DES

I\iththe aid of differential cryptanalytic attacks. for instance, a J 6-round DES variant

wilha modified S I was broken using a specific two-round iterative characteristic 7.5

bmesplus IR-attack with 2·r pairs and SIN = 21'J, an attack much better than made to

theoriginal 16-round DES. \2.l

Q Eli Biham. I\di Shamir. Vifferential O)ptana~rsi.l' v[ the lJata 1:'l1cnptivl1 S'lumlan/, p. 56 .
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Yet another idea aiming to improve the security of DES was using random S

boxes in the algorithm. Since, all the eight S-boxes used in the standard DES algorithm

are known with all their entries where these entries are constant; using randomly

selected different S-boxes from a wide range set of S-boxes for each encryption was

thought to shield the cryptanalyst from knowing the complete structure of the

algorithm, presumably. Alas, this is also proven to be an attempt in vain because of the

successful differential cryptanalytic attacks. The essential aspect lying behind this

success is due to the discovery of a specific two-round iterative characteristic. It' s

proven that no matter what random S-boxes are used, 97% of such sets have this

iterative characteristic with a probability of 1/8 or higher. Producing a 13-round

characteristic with p = 2 IS by the concatenation of this iterative characteristic with

itself six and a half times, and adding a 3R-attack, 42 subkey bits are proven to be

foundwithin the requirement of 2]{) pairs. Moreover, the entire 56-bit key is proven to

bebroken for nearly any random S-box set within 243 - 2r pairs. 124

• DES with Independent Subkeys

In the standard DES model, each subkey for each round is derived from a

simpleshining mechanism of the initial 56-bit key which makes all or the subkeys

dependent on the initial key. Some security experts developed a new variant of 16

round DES, which each 48-bit subkey generated for each or the 16 round is

Independent of each other as well as the initial key. This new variant seems much more

secure than the standard 56-bit DES at first sight, especially considering the brute

force attack with a gigantic computational complexity of 2 C68 l3ut the differential

cryptanalytic attacks implcmented for this DES variant afterwards provcd that this

wasn't true. However, these attacks also proved that this variant is more secure than

Ihestandard 56-bit DES besides proving the dinerential cryptanalysis' applicability and

efficiencywhen compared to exhaustive search or other cryptanalytic attacks.

Hiham and Shamir first developed a model for the differential cryptanalysis of

DES with independent subkeys reduced to eight rounds. In fact, this model is basically

~milarto the one explained in this Chapter, section 3. 1.4.3; but this time some

necessarychanges and additional mechanisms are established due to the independent

~bkey phenomena. These mechanisms and the algorithm of the attack is not given

herefor the sake of simplicity, but in short, the basic idea is to adapt the scheme used

forfinding the sub key K8 in round eight to the previous rounds and for other keys by

lI1alyzingeach independently and by counting the subkey bits and analyzing the S

boxes'entries and output differences independently through each round. This attack is

IIccessfullycarried out within 250,000 pairs for the chosen plaintext version. Also, it

proventhat within 240 known plaintexts, the attack can be successfully implemented

flith all the subkeys broken. 125

The attack for the eight rounds can be extended to 16 rounds with independent

'sin a similar manner. Using three dinerent characteristics and an additional iterative

characteristic,and analyzing some of the rounds indepcndently, all the independent

s through the 16 rounds can be found out. The entire attack requires 25'; pairs

Eli Blham. Adi Shamir. Differential Crypt(/l1a~rsi,\' uf /he /)(//(/ Fncryptiun ,<·;tandarc/, pp. 60-61.

bid. pp. 65-68.
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derived from 260 chosen plaintexts within 260 computational complexity where the
known plaintext version requires 26/5 known plaintexts. These are the best results

achieved ever since, far from being practical and effective but even much better than
thebrute-force attack. 126

• GDES

GOES is another variant of DES, which was initially designed aiming both to
improvethe security of DES and to speed lip the encryption I decryption processes.

However,GOES was proven to be much less secure than the original DES by some
differentcryptanalytic attacks. Billam and Shami,. also managed to prove this fact via
differentialcryptanalytic attack.

GOES is a structurally modified variant of DES, where some changes are made

inthedesign of the algorithm, especially the structure and processing of the f function
ismodified so as to increase the ratio between the block size and the number of

evaluationsin the f function. By this way, the processing speed of the cryptosystem can
beincreased significantly. 127

Since, the some of the basic operations and the.f function itself is modified in

GOES,the differential cryptanalytic attack to GOES had to be modified considerably

as welL This ended up with a new differential cryptanalysis method in which
characteristicsare not used, but the attack is mostly focused on the f function Again,
exploitingthe properties of XOR, some special difference operations and equations are

derivedand used. AJso, sum of the key bits for specific rounds and for specific S-boxes

areanalyzed within the right pairs and some counting schemes are used in the attack.

Thisattack is proven to be applicable both with chosen plaintext pairs and known
plaintextpairs. The attack is also extended to different various models of GOES with

differentrounds and successfully implemented amongst all of them. 128

Some of the results achieved for differential cryptanalysis of GOES are given

herewhereas the details of the attack and the mechanisms in GOES are not explained

forthesake of simplicity. GOES with 16 rounds is proven to be broken easily with 6

ciphertextsonly, and with 16 ciphertexts if independent keys are used. GOES with 22

roundscan be broken with 24 pairs, hence 48 ciphertexts. Even more complicated
GDESmodels can be broken; for instance, GOES of 3 I rounds is proven to be

IIccessfullyattacked with 250,000 pairs and SIN ~ 27 and the most secure GOES

lIOdel,64 rounds with independent keys can even be broken with 249 chosen
p1aintexts,proving that any feasible GOES model is less secure than a standard 56-bit

DESHowever, the differential cryptanalytic attacks with known plaintexts to GOES
mianlsof high rounds are not recommended, since this is shown to be requiring

remelyhuge number of plaintexts and making the attack inefficient. 129

Ell Biham. Adi Shamir, Differential Cr.~ptanalysis of the Data b1Cr.I'lJtion Standard. p. 68.

ibid, p. 69.

,bid, pp. 71-76.

,bId, pp. 76-77, 88.
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3.1.7 Differential Cryptanalysis of Some Other Cryptosystems

The differential cryptanalysis of some iterated symmetric block cryptosystell1s

areproven to be successfully achieved as well as DES. Since in this study DES, as

beingthe core and basic model of all symmetric block ciphers, is mostly focused and

analyzed,its differential cryptanalysis is also explained in detail and mainly concerned.
The differential cryptanalytic attacks to some other well-known ciphers are

summarizedin this section to give an idea and any further detailed information is left to
thereader. It should be stressed that in some of these attacks such as FEAL, REDOC

II,etc,XOR is used again for the difference operation and some special characteristics
arederived as similar to DES; but in some others, entirely different methodologies and
somedifference operations rather than XOR are used for the differential attacks.

• Differential Cryptanalysis of FEAL

The differential cryptanalysis of FEAL is first achieved successfully by Biham
andShamir where they managed to attack several variants of FEAL such as FEAL-8,
FEAL-Nand FEAL-NX as well. For instance, they have proven that four-round

standardFE!\L cryptosystem is breakable with eight pairs; an eight-round FEAL
IFEAL-8)can be broken with 128 pairs of chosen plaintexts and 236 known plaintexts.

80thFEAL-N and FEAL-NX is proven to be broken faster than brute-force attack for

roundsN ~ 31, hence being effective among those rounds, where for a 3 I-round
k 263 I I . 63 k I . d d I ,()lilac c lOsen p amtexts or 2 nown p amtexts are nee e ..

• DifferentialCryptanalysis of Khafre

As similar to DES and FEAL, Khafre uses sOllie kind of S-boxes and .f
Lnctionswhich makes the differential cryptanalysis possible and suitable by using
XORsand deriving some special characteristics. HilwlII <1lldS/wlllir proved that the

Ifferentialcryptanalysis of Khafre can be even 1lI0re ellicient than exhaustive key
larchfor the known highest rounds. The 16-round Khafre can be broken with /536

dMlsenplaintexts or 237.5 known plaintexts. Moreover, 24-round Khafre can be broken
h 253 I I . 585 . 1'1C lOsen p amtexts or 2 . known plamtexts .

DifferentialCryptanalysis of RC6

Thedifferential cryptanalysis of RC6 ami also some of its variants such as RC6

RC6-NFR and RC6-I-NFR have been successfully implemented by some
tanalystsThe difference operation used in the attack is not only XOR, but also an

.ionaloperation named as integer-subtractiol/ lIIod 232 is used; some unique

s and algorithms such as Hamming weight and rotation omOllllts; and special
cteristicsentirely different from the ones in DES are derived and adapted for the
k Someof the results achieved within the attacks to RC6 variants are considered

lie successful.For instance, a 20-round RC6-1 variant is proven to be broken with

plaintextpairs and a 24-round RC6-1 is broken with the usage of 280 plaintext pairs.

uently,a 20-round RC6-NFR variant is broken with 2'~4plaintext pairs and its

Biham.Adi Shamir, D!fferential Cr,lptana(I'sis uf the LJala l:iJ(rvptiufl ,'·;tandard. pp 89-104.

pp 109-114.
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24-round version could be attacked successfully with 2'03 plaintext pairs. For the RC6

I-NFR variant, the 20-round is broken with 266 plaintext pairs and the 24-round can be
brokenwith 276 plaintext pairs. 132

• Differential Cryptanalysis of REDOC-II

REDOC-I1 is a ten-round cryptosystem with 70-bit blocks and for each round,

somespecial substitution and permutation operations are processed on data bits with a
roundkey However, instead of S-boxes, some specific enclave, permutation and key
tablesare used. For this reason, different techniques and special mechanisms are

establishedand used for the analysis of differences ill the differential cryptanalysis of
REDOC-II. The difference operation is XOR again, and the attack is carried out again
withthe aid of some specific characteristics derived for REDOC-II within the plaintext

pairs.The attacks known so far are achieved by Biham and Shamir, which is proven to
besuccessful and efficient up to four rounds. The differential cryptanalysis of REDOC

II for further rounds might be achieved successfully if new and better implementations

canbe made. It should be noted that among the attacks for the rounds I up to 4, the
complexitieswithin chosen plaintexts and known plaintexts are proven to be very close

toeach other and this was not observed in any of the previous cryptosystems. For

instance,the differential cryptanalytic attack to the three-round REDOC-II is achieved
withini6 chosen plaintexts and 256.5 known plaintexts; for four-round REDOC-I1 the

attackcan be carried out with equivalent number of pairs, 26- chosen plaintexts and
knownplaintexts. 133

-'

Ronald L. Rivest. Scott Contini. M. J. B. Robshaw. Yiqull Lisa Yill. "The Security of the RCG

kCipher". RSA Laboratories. Technical Report. pp. 15-40. IlJlJX.

Ii[liham, Adi Shamir. Differential Crypta/la~Vsis of the J)ata FiICf:lptiol7 ,\"/a/Illard, pp. 115-]21.
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3.2Linear Cryptanalysis

3.2.1Introduction

Linear cryptanalysis is another type of cryptanalytic attack generated for

symmetric block ciphers. This attack is invented by MitsuI'/( Mat,\ilf, several years after

theinvention and implementation of differential cryptanalysis. Linear cryptanalysis can

besimply defined as a cryptanalytic attack that uses linear approximations to analyze

anddiscover the action of a block cipher, where these approximations are derived from

thestatistical linear relations between the bits of the plaintexts, ciphel1exts, and the

relevantkeys With the aid of these linear relations, good predictions can be made for

someportion of the key bits, or the entire key can be broken. It's shown that linear

cryptanalysis is quite different from the differential cryptanalysis in implementation and

detail;however, considering the basic structure and viewing D-om the point of the
d· , b h k "1 I I 114 115eSlgn score, ot attac s are Slml ar to eac 1 ot leI'. - - .

The basic notions and the logic lying behind the linear cryptanalysis is explained

inthis section, and in the following sections, the details of the algorithm, structures,

methodologics, the implementations among DES and several other ciphers, and any

furtherinformation will be given However, it should be stressed that since linear

cryptanalysis is much newer than differential cryptanalysis, less knowledge and results

havebeen granted so far where new improvements and extensions are being derived

everyday.

Linear cryptanalysis is generally carried out with known plaintexts since it's

proventhat with chosen plaintexts, the performance is significantly lowered. This is

JUstthe opposite of the differential case. However, any linear cryptanalytic known

plaintextattack can be converted to its chosen plaintext version, if desired.

The essential and basic idea behind the linear cryptanalysis is to exploit the

fuIear!laws in the design or the processing of the cryptosystem Most of the

ayptosystems such as DES, are designed to have non-linear features and accepted to

~ non-linear. However, some linear properties were uncovered later on which led to

!he linear cryptanalysis of these systems. In DES, these linear flaws or some linear

,operties are proven to exist within the S-boxes where all the other operations and the

imctionsof the algorithm are non-linear. Thus, the linear cryptanalysis of DES is

lSIablishedby attacking to the S-boxes. 136

In other words, it' s proven that the linear cryptanalytic attack is heavily

ndent on the structure of the S-boxes among DES ane! DES-like cryptosystems,

the S-boxes in the standard DES are not optimized against such an attack. Yet,

of the designers of DES, /)011 ('oppasmith once slated that;

Bruce Schneier, Applied Cryptograph,' - S'econd !:'ditiOI7,p. 21)0.

EliBiham. "On Matsui's Linear Cryptanalysis", Technion- Israel Institute of Technology,
nicalReport. p. I. 1994.

,6/(1, p. 2.
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Resistance to linear c/yptanalysis was /lot part (if the desiK/l criteria (if
DfS. /37

This might yield the cryptanalysts to look more hopefully over linear

cryptanalysis, recalling the differential issue. Even that the strong resistivity to

differential cryptanalysis was a part of the design criteria for DES, the differential

cryptanalytic attacks generated so far have been successful to some extent. Therefore,
withthe new improvements, linear cryptanalysis might be much more efficient and

impressivethan differential cryptanalysis in the future. 138 A more important fact is that,

dueto the results achieved so far, linear cryptanalysis is proven to be more emcient
andsuccessful than the differential cryptanalysis; furthermore, it is accepted as the

mostpowerful attack known on DES and DES-like block cipher algorithms at the time
ofthisthesis' writing. 139

The first step in any linear cryptanalysis is deriving the linear relations between
someof the specific bits of the plaintext, corresponding ciphertext and the key. For

DES and most of the other ciphers, this relation can be simply defined by the equation;

where, Pi..... 1', can be any subset of bits of the plaintext P, c" ..., C can be

anysubset of bits of the corresponding ciphertext (' and similarly Ki, ... , K( can be any
subsetof the key or sub key bits for any round. It should be noted that in both sides of

theequation, a single bit value, 0 or I is achieved. This equation denotes a linear
relationwhich produces a linear approximation. In other words, if the system is

completelyunbiased or non-linear, this equation must always hold with a probability of

Ii/forany combination. But, whenever this probability is lower or higher than 0.5, than

Ihere's a bias in the system posing a linear relation in some or all of these bits in the

equationExploiting this bias, some of the key bits or any single bit of the key can be

guessedwith some probability. The more data used and the more relations derived, the
higherthe probability of a correct guess. Moreover, the greater the bias, the higher the

probabilityof a correct guess with the same amount of data. 140_141 In other words, the
successof any linear cryptanalytic attack is strictly dependent on the size of the set of

plaintext/ ciphertext blocks so as to provide good guesses for the key bits and this can
beestablishedby using these linear approximations derived from such sets. 142

The linear approximations are basically achieved for each S-box independently.

Also,these linear approximations are converted into linear approximation tables for
eachand every S-box. In contrast, these tables are somewhat like the difference

)'BruceSchneier, Applied Cryptography - Second Editiol1, p. 2'.13.

ibid, p. 293.

liS. Bakhtiari, R. Safavi-Naini, "Application of PVM to Linear Cryptanalysis", Univcrsity of

Wollongong.Technical Report, p. 2, July 25, 1994.

-BruceSchneier, Applied Cryptography - Second Fditiol1, pp. 290-291.
\l1 RonaldL. Rivest, Scott Contini. M. 1. B. Robshaw, Yiqun Lisa Yin, 'The Security of the RCG

IlIockCipher", RSA Laboratories, Technical Report, p. 41, 19'.18.

S. Bakhtiari. R. Safavi-Naini, "Application of PYM to Lincar Cryptanalysis", Univcrsity of

Wollongong.Technical Report, p. 2, July 25, 1994.



distribution tables of S-boxes used in differential cryptanalysis. The detailed study of

these tables will be given in the subsequent section.

A simple example of a one-round linear approximation for DES is denoted in

the Figure 3.16. In this approximation 17th bit of the plaintext X, X17 namely, 26th bit of
the key for the round i, K, .26 namely and several bits of the output ciphertext, Yj, Ya,

Y'4, and Y25 are used to derive the equation as belowl43 ;

As denoted in Figure 3.16, the four output bits from the S-box SS are CI7, CIS,

C19, C20. The input to the SS is the bit h26 and this input bit is derived from the XOR of

the a26 , the output bit from the expansion permutation, with the subkey bit K, .26.

Tracing back further, the corresponding input bit to the expansion permutation for a26

is extracted as X17, which can also be seen from the same figure. Also, the four output
bits from SS are processed through the P-box so as to get the resultant four ciphertext

bitswhich are used in the linear approximation.

This linear approximation is proven to be achieved with a probability 3/16, the

bestprobability or the bias achieved so far among all the S-boxes in DES. 144

x

E(X) Kj (subkey)

Kj.26

S - Boxes

P - Box

Y

Yl, Ys, Y14, Y25

Figure 3.16 A sample one-round linear approximation for DES. 145

111 Bruce Schneier. llpplied Crvp/ogrnphy - Second t:di/ion. p. 292.

144 ibid. p. 29/.
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In order to establish a suitable attack the linear approximations of S-boxes are

combined which form a compound expression with a product probability including

several S-boxes. This operation is achieved by a special method known as piling-up
lemma which is invented by Matsui. This compound linear approximations only give

information for any single round. But, using the same logic derived from the piling-up
lemma, several rounds of DES can be concatenated together so as to form linear

characteristics with known probabilities. These characteristics are also similar to the

ones in differential cryptanalysis in the basis and the purpose they are used for. On the

other hand, linear characteristics are different in implementation and details which will
be given in the following section.

I-raving derived the characteristics, the rest of the attack is trivial. By using

these characteristics, some bits of the key can be deduced with a computed probability
for any rounds orthe target algorithm. The rest of the key bits can be found out by the
exhaustive search, or by using some additional mechanisms which are very similar to

the ones in the differential cryptanalysis. For instance, Matsui proved that some key bit

guessing techniques can be adapted to the linear cryptanalytic attack which are known

as 1Rand 2R-metIJOd\', just similar to the 1Rand 2R-attaeks used in differential

cryptanalysis. But this time, the mechanism is based on the identification of some bits
of a linear approximation that depend for their value on a small subset of bits in the

targeted key. Thus, it can be assumed that only by making a correct guess for these key

bits, it' s suflicient to detect the anticipated bias in certain bits of the plaintext I
. h . 146CIP ertext pair.

3.2.2 Definitions and The Basic Model

rn this section, the basic model of the linear cryptanalysis will be given briefly

with all the necessary terms, theorems, definitions, etc. However, it should also be
noted that this model is the one derived by its inventor, Matsui; but there are several

approaches alternative to this model, such as using I I a sums for the generalization,
applying non-linear approximations, and even combining with differentials such as

differential-linear cryptanalysis, and so on. Since, linear cryptanalysis is a newer and
more flexible attack type than differential cryptanalysis, the basic method is prone to

some changes as time goes by. It should also be remarked that since the first
implementations and mechanisms involving linear cryptanalysis were established for
DES, the basic model and methodologies described here are also based on DES.

Throughout this section and for the rest of this chapter, some notations are

used within some formulas and equations. These are described here so as to make it

clear and easy to follow.

145 Bmce Schneier, Applied Crl'plography - Second t.'e/ilion, p. 291.
146 Lars R. Knudsen, Malt Robshaw, "Non-linear Approximations in Linear Cryptanalysis", Advances
in Cryptology - Proc. ELJROCRYPT'90, p. 225, 1990.
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For any data ~ , where ~ can be: J) for any plaintext block

(' for any ciphertext block
K for any (sub)key;

X for any input block off function

F for any output block off fi.lI1ction
Sk(x) output data x from any S-box that
k - 1,2 ... 8

~r
stands for~. h lh d111t e r roun

~[i]

stands tor
the i lh bit of t-\

t-\(i,j,k)

stands for
~-ri] E9~[j] E9t-\[k]

~[il h ·····)11]

stands for
~~id E9~-ri2J......E9~~i,,]

~(i J :>- ~[ n ]

stands fort-{[ i J , t-{[ i + II ,t-{[ i +2] , .... , t-\[nJ

As mentioned previously, the first step in Matsui's linear cryptanalytic attack is

to find a linear approximation of DES cipher with some probability p'F 0.5. This linear
.. b d I I 1·17approximation can e expresse as)e ow ;

(I)

The equation (I) holds for 0 ~ a,h ~ 64 and 0 < c ~ 56, since in DES, data are

encrypted in 64-bit blocks and the key size is 56 bits.

For the denoted equation (I), each of the left and right sides represent a single

bit which suggests the probability of the equation to be true or false by a value of

Ip - 112 1.14X The linear approximations for each of the S-boxes are derived in such a
similar manner, including any combination of sets of bits that provide a probability

value for each of the 64 * 16 entries in that S-box' s linear approximation table. 1-19

Matsui derived two algorithms to extend the equation (1) to the whole of the

encryption system and to calculate the required data so as to suggest correct guesses

for right and left sides of the equation within a calculated success rate. The algorithms,
equations and the relevant information given below are all extracted from the study of
Shahram Rakhlim'i

Algorithm I:

Let T be the number of plain texts such that the left part of the equation (1) is 0 (having a zero

parity);

Let N be the number of plain texts;

117 Shahram BakJltiari, "Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong, The Report

ror Master of CS Degree, p. X. July I, 1<)<)4.

I~M ibid. p. 8.

I~Y Eli Biham, "On Matsui's Linear Cryptanalysis", Technion- Israel Institute of Technology,

Technical Report, p 2, 1<)<)4
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brings the necessity of linear approximation tables of S-boxes and the linear

approximations of S-boxes. l3y combining these linear approximations, the actual

approximation for any II rounds will be delivered aftermath.

• Linear Approximation of S-boxes and Linear Approximation Tables

The linear approximation of S-boxes finds a linear relation between input bits

and output bits of S-boxes. 150 These linear relations could be derived for each S-box by

choosing a subset of the input bits and the output bits, calculating the XOR (parity) of

these bits for each of the possible 64 inputs of that S-box and counting the number of

inputs whose subset's parity is o. This implies that if the S-box is linear in the bits of
the subset, all the inputs must have a zero parity of the subset, in other words the XOR
combination of all those bits must end with a 0 value. Conversely, if the S-box has a

non-linearity, is atlline in the bits of the subset namely, all the inputs must have a parity
I. It should be mentioned that whenever the number of zeroes come closer to the

number of ones within any subset, that subset is proven to be more non-lineae '51

Matsui calculated the number of zero parities for each of the 64 * 16 entires,

which are the possible subsets of the input and the output bits of each of the S-box
Thiscalculation can be put into a formal definition as follows152 ;

For any S-box Sk (k = 1, .. 8), 0 ~ a ~ 63 and 0 ~ p~ 15, it could be defined

thatNSk( a,fI) is to be the total number of inputs out of 64 possible input values which

suggests that an XORed value of the input bits masked by a is equivalent to an XORed

value of the output bits masked by fl. The formulation of this statement is given as

belowwhere. stands for the bitwise AND operation, x is the input to Sk;

In other words, a and fI are the bitwise vectors which are used to derive the

scalar products with the S-box input and output bits via AND operation; and

consequently, the outputs of these scalar products are the subsets of bits that will be
XORed with each other to provide the necessary parities.153 In fact, this definition
gives the inner structure of the scheme generally preferred while implementing the

linear approximations. Using this definition, tables within 64* 16 entries can be
constructed for each of the eight S-boxes and they are named as linear approximation
lables.15'1 (some refer as linear distribution tables.155) Therefore, it can be concluded

I~J Shahram Bak11tiari, "Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong, The Report
forMasterof CS Degree, p. 8, July I, 1 'J9.t.

1\1 EliBiham, "On Matsui's Linear Cryptanalysis", Technion- Israel Institute of Technology,
TechnicalReport, p. 2, 199.•.

III ShahramBakhtiari, "Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong, The Report
forMasterof CS Degree, p. 9, July I, 199.•.
III RonaldL. Rivest, Scott Contini, M. J 8. Robshaw, Yiqun Lisa Yin, 'The Security of the RC6
BlockCipher", RSA Laboratories. Technical Report, p. 42, 1998.

1.14 EliBiham, "On Matsui's Linear Cryptanalysis", Technion- Israel Institute of Technology,
TechnicalReport, p. 2. 199.•.
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that the linear approximation table of any S-box describes all the possible values, hence

the probabilities for all the possible subsets of that S_box.156

As an example, the linear approximation table of S5 is given in the Table 3.11.

An important fact should be stated; which is that all the values for the entries in the

linear approximation tables are subtracted from 32, valid for the table of S5 as well.

This is done so as to represent the subsets' linearity in a simple manner by subtracting
the number of half of the inputs ( 64/2 = 32 ) from the values of subsets. By this way, it

can be easily analyzed from the tables that the O-value entries suggest purely non-linear

subsets, whereas high negative or positive values suggest linear (affline) or close to

linear subsets. 157 In other words, for the basic linear cryptanalytic attack the difference

between NSk( a.fJ ) and the value 32 is the crucial point which provides the distance

between NSk( a.fJ) and mid-point 32 (the distance of non-linearity), where only a few
entries are proven to be far from 32 among all the S_boxes.158

Analyzing Table 3. I I, some important properties of S5 related with linear

cryptanalysis can be figured out. For instance, it can be seen that about 30% of the

entries have value 0 implying that S-box S5 has entirely non-linear subsets which are
useless for the linear cryptanalysis by a percentage of 30. It could be further analyzed

from the same table thaI the highest difTerence entry value is -20 which provides the
subset with the highest bias or the highest linearity among S5. This is the entry (lOx,

Fx) where lOx is the input subset mask (vector) and F" is the corresponding output
subset mask of the bits for S5. In other words, this shows that out of the 64 possible

XORcombinations of the subsets of 6 input bits and 4 output bits of the S5, only 12 of
them have a bias when the input bits are ANDed with 10" and the output bits are

ANDed with F:< This can be identified from the equation (3); when a = 10" and fJ = F",

only 12 different combinations out of the 64 possible subsets satisfy the equality.
Henceforth, it can be concluded that only 12 out of the 64 inputs, the parity of the four

output bits is the same as the value of the second input bit which is I. In fact, this

property of S5 was found out by Shamir long before the invention of linear
cryptanalysis, however, nobody found a way to exploit this weakness at that time.

Furthermore, this specific entry, besides having the highest linearity for S5, is proven
to be the most linear entry among all the S-boxes in DES. 159

It should be noted that in Table 3.11, the distance value is denoted as 32 for the

entry (Ox, 0,,) £Jut this entry is not taken into consideration because both all the input
andoutput bits of the S-box is 0, which provides 64 possible combinations with parity,
or this entry is possible with a probability of I, thus it' s trivial and requires no

cryptanalytic analysis.

1\\ Shahram Bakhliari, "Linear Cryplanalysis of DES Cipher". University of Wollongong, The Report
for Masterof CS Degree, p. 9. July I, I 'N-+'

15(, Eli Biham, "On Malsui' s Linear Cryplanalysis", Technion- Israel Institute of Technology,
TechnicalReport, p. 2. I99-l.

1\1 Ibid, p. 2.

11K Shahram Bakhtiari, "Lincar Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong, The Report
for MaslerofCS Degree, p. 9, July I, I99-l.

1\9 Eli Biham, "On Malsui' s Linear Cryptanalysis", Technion- Israel Institute of Technology,
TechnicalReport, p. 2, J 99-l.
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Table 3.11 The Linear Arwroximation Table ofS5. 160
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00-124-404-8-40.-i0-4-400
3G.,

0-8008-4400--i --i044-44
36"

0••-2-6-2-2804--i -2-262-40
3iJJ

0-8-6-6-660-i1202-2~24--i
38..,

02••-6 0-24-2-6-i-6064-20
3D..,

0-282--i6-4-6-2--i 24-2020
3A..,

06-LO0240-26-4 0~4-2-2-4
3D..,

0-2-6-4-LO0-8-~-10"-i-~02-24
30..,

0-8-6-~0-4~~-62-i0to-:;I-44
3D..,

04224-i-2 :;I-:;Ito002:;I-40
3E.,

0--44-4 :I~-:;I :I:;I-~-~-:;I4--4e-4
3F.,

0-4-4-4146~-:I~-26-:;I00-40

The probabilities of such linear approximations' validity for the S-boxes are

required in order to continue the attack and this is trivial. The probability can be

calculated as the distance from 1/2 (32/64) within that entry. 161 For example, the

probability of the most linear entry mentioned previously is 12/64, since its distance

valueis -20, p' = 1/2 - 20/64 = 12/64. Therefore, an entry with value 0 has probability

llil EliBiham, "On Matsui's Linear Cryptanalysis", Technion- Israel Institute of Technology,

TechnicalReport, p. 3, IlJlJ-t.

IIlI ibid, p. 2. IilP'R vo'rr-' ~-"\''''' ,..; r '-.'-"or
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p' = 1/2 which shows its pure non-linearity. Another example can be observed from

Table 3.11, where the entry (2x, Ix) has a probability p' = ]/2 + 4/64 = 9/16 since its
distance is 4.

In other words, each element of the linear approximation tables gives a linear

expression based on some bits of the input and output of the S-boxes, and some bits of

the subkey for any round. Recalling from the equation (3), each linear expression can

be accepted true with probability denoted as belowl62 ;

NSk(a,fJ)p':=----.
64

It was also mentioned previously that the parity of the four output bits is the

same as the value of the second input bit for the entry NS5(10x, Fx) with the probability

p' == 12/64. Using this information and analyzing the j-function for any single round, an

extended linear approximation for S5 can be derived with the addition of relevant

subkey bits and output bits of thej-function The four output bits of S5 are found to be
the bits 12, 13, 1-1 and 15 of the entire 32-bit output block of the S-boxes. After P

permutation, these bits become 7, II/, 2-1 and 29 respectively, as the output bits of the
j-function. A further analysis of the round nmction gives the information that the 41h bit

of the 6-bit input to S5 is also the 220d bit of the 48-bit input block to S-boxes. In

addition, since this nod bit is the XORed output of the 220d bit of the subkey K, with

the 220d bit of the output of expansion permutation, then the related subkey bit

necessary for the linear approximation is easily extracted as bit 22. Also, the related

input data block ( the right 32-bit input block, denoted as X, ) bit can be found as the
15th bit because this bit becomes the 220d bit of the expanded data block after the

expansion permutation. Thus, having made all these analyzes, the linear approximation

of the/function for any single round i can be formed as the one belowl63 ;

X[151 EB F[7.1~.24.2')l := KI22] (4)I I I .

It should be stressed that the probahility of this equation is true with 12/64,

which is exactly the same probability of the entry of S5 itself 164 This deduction is
trivial because this equation is a simple extension of the linear approximation of S5,
where no other additional approximation, or probabilistic property is used. The

additional subset of bits are only correlated with no other S-box but S5.

For any linear approximation, the required number of plaintext I ciphertext

pairs can be calculated easily by using the bias of that approximation .. The distance
value of any entry in the linear approximation table divided by the total number of

subset combinations gives the bias or the probability of the bias. For instance, the bias

162 Shahram Bakhtiari, "Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong, The Report
forMasterof CS Degree, p. '.I,July I, l'.l'.l~.
163 ibid, pp. 10-11.

1(,1 ibid, p. II.
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of the linear approximation for S5 is -20/64. In fact, the bias is the difference between

1/2 and the probability p' If the bias is denoted by eo then it can be shown that165_166;

Similarly, the bias for the linear approximation of S5 and hence, of one-round /

function can be found as eo = 12/64 - 1/2 = -20/64. Consequently, Matsui proved that
the amount of plaintext required to exploit this bias with a high success rate is c * eo-2

where c is a constant dependent on the style of the attack mounted. Later on, C = 1 is

accepted commonly so as to simplify the proposition.167 Thus, for any linear
approximation with the bias eo, the number of known plaintexts needed to carry out a

successful attack is accepted to be eo-2. 168 For instance, the linear approximation of
2

one-round/-function requires about (64)2 ::::10 known plaintexts to be successful.
(20)

It can be easily seen that the greater the bias, the fewer the number of plaintext
/ ciphertext pairs required. It' s proven that the data requirement for a linear

cryptanalytic attack is inversely proportional to the square of the bias of the linear
approximation used in that attack. This is issued as a noticeable and interesting fact

when compared to differential cryplanalysis; since in differential cryptanalysis the data

requirements are proven to be inversely proportional to the probability of the
differential. 169

When considering the required amount of data for such an attack, it should be

stressed that the corresponding ciphertexts of all the known plaintexts should be

available to the cryptanalyst, so it would be better to say known plaintext / ciphertext

pairs rather than known plaintexts. These plaintexts can be randomly chosen, however

all these plaintexts mllst be encrypted under the same key. Another important fact is

that each of these linear approximations only find out a single bit of the key within the
involved known plaintext / ciphertext data. 170

It should be noted that, many other linear approximations can be constructed
with different probabilities within any single S-box, or several S-boxes. But whenever

several S-boxes are combined, a theoretical assertion is required to calculate their
compound probability. Similarly, these one-round linear approximations could be

extended further to any number of rounds with the requirement of a method or formula
so as to calculate the overall probability. For such iterations, there exists a method

16\ Eli Biham, '-On Matsui's Linear Cryptanalysis", Technion-Israel Institute of Technology,
TechnicalReport, pp. 2-4, 1994.
166 Ronald L. Rivest, Scott Contini, M. J B. Robshaw, Yiqun Lisa Yin, 'The Security of the RC6
BlockCipher", RSA Laboratories, Technical Report, p. 4 I, 1998.
161 'b'd '2I I , p. '? .

168 Eli Biham, "On Matsui's Linear Cryptanalysis", Technion- Israel Institute of Technology,
TechnicalReport, p. 4, 1994.
169 Ronald L. Rivest, Scott Contini, M. J B. Robshaw, Yiqun Lisa Yin, "The Security of the RC6
BlockCipher", RSA Laboratories, Technical Report, p. 41, 1998.
no EliBiham, "On Matsui's Linear Cryptanalysis", Technion- Israel Institute of Technology,
TechnicalReport, p. 4, 1994.
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based on a theoretical lemma which is proven to be valid and useful. It' s named as

pilillR-UP lemma and will be explained in the following paragraphs.

• Piling-up Lemma

As stated previously, whenever more than one S-box is combined and used

within a linear approximation, or any linear approximations with different rounds are

combined together, an extra mechanism is required to achieve the resultant bias or

probabilities properly. Matsui asserted the piling-up lemma which is a simple and basic

formula based on theoretical facts so as to satisfY this requirement. It can be simply
described as a method and the related formula that computes the bias and hence, the

compound probability of the combination of linear approximations, up to any number.

The lemma can be formulated as below where p is the compound probability, I is the
total number of different linear approximations of the S-boxes or of the j-timctions

with any number of rounds, PI ' is the probability of each linear approximation 171;

p = ~ + 2'-1. rl (p;,-~).2 i=1 2

This lemma is also sometimes denoted with a similar formula, but this time bias

values of each approximation, e, , s are used where the compound bias is e. This is also
given in the following formula 172;

,
/-Ine = 2 . ei .

i= 1

A simple example of piling-up lemma can be given when two different S-boxes

with different approximations, PI' and P2' namely, are to be combined to form a new

linear approximation. By assigning 2 to I, the compound bias or probability of the new
approximation can be obtained using the piling-up lemma. Thus the probability of the

approximation with two S-boxes can be found asl73 ;

S· 'I I I b' f I ' I' ,. bel d 174175Iml ar y t le las 0 t lelr mear apprOXimation can e lorrnu ate as - ;

1'1 Shahram Bakhtiari, "Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong, The Report

forMaster of CS Degree, p. 12. July I, I 'J'J-l.

1'2 Eli Biham, "On Matsui's Linear \.ryptanalysis", Technion- Isracllnstitllte of Technology.

Technical Report, p. -l, 1'J9-l.
I1l 'b' I 2I {(, p. .
1'4 'b'/ fI Ii, p ..•.

1'\ Ronald L. Rivest, Scoll Contini, M. J. B. Robshaw, Yiqlln Lisa Yin, 'The Securily of the RC6

BlockCipher", RSA Laboratories, Technical Report, p. -l2. I 'J'JX
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Consequently, the linear approximation with any number of S-boxes, or any

number of different approximations of several rounds can be combined and their

probabilities can be found out. Another important fact is that with the existence of

piling-up lemma, the linear characteristics can be developed and used in linear
cryptanalysis. However, the applicability and validity of piling-up lemma whenever the

issue of key-dependency is included in the attack is still being questioned and argued.

But it' s also remarked that no other lemma or alternative method is found yet, which
turns out the piling-up lemma to be the best and only mechanism for calculating
concatenated probabilities amongst the linear cryptanalytic attacks. 176

• Multiple Linear Approximations

Another technique in the linear cryptanalysis terminology is known as multiple

linear approximations. Their use is proven to be enhancing a basic linear cryptanalytic

attack in some occasions. The basic idea in multiple linear approximations is to reuse

the data one already been set up in a different way. In fact, the plaintext / ciphertext
data is exactly the same, but the difference comes from using a different linear

approximation with different subsets of bits each time. Thus, it could be made possible

to extract more information about the key being searched by using a variety of linear
.. I 177approXImations toget leI'.

The most important thing that must be taken into consideration is that this

technique is mostly based on the bias of the different approximat ions; its success

heavily depends on the biases achieved from different approximations. The higher the
bias, the more successfill and effective the attack will be. But, if the biases are much

less for the newly developed ones than the original approximation, this technique
becomes useless. 17~

The fact that how these different approximations with different biases might

enhance the linear cryptanalytic attack is shown to lie behind the theoretical aspects of

approximations and their biases. This can be simply explained here as follows:

Given 11 approximations A, with biases e, which hold for 0 ~ i :<::::: 11-1. It is also

known that the amount of plaintext / ciphertext required for Ao is proportional to e/
Therefore, as a best-case attack it could be assumed that the amount of data required

to successfully use all II approximations (A, for 0 :<::::: i :<::::: n-l) is proportional to

(~n-I 2)-' 179L...J,=oe, .

For instance, by using II linear approximations all having the same bias the

plaintext / ciphertext requirements for that attack might be reduced by a factor of II. In

116 Ronald L. Rivest, Scott Contini, M. J. B. Robshaw, Yiqun Lisa Yin, "The Security of the RC6

Block Cipher", RSA Laboratories, Technical Report, pp. ·H-4l, 1998.
111 ·b·t 43I II. p. .

118 ibid, p. 43.

119 ihid, p. 43. ·;:iTJ:,~:("·t1r.Plrt
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general, it' s found out that the reduction rate in data needs is around

• Characteristics

(",n-I 2)L...Ji=o e, ISO

e2o

The characteristics that are developed and used in the differential cryptanalysis,

are one of the basic schemes used in linear cryptanalysis as well. The basic

methodology and the purpose of the use of the characteristics in linear cryptanalysis is

similar to the differential ones that was explained in section 3.1.2 of this chapter.

However, it must be stressed that there are some remarkable differences in the design
and implementation of the characteristics in linear cryptanalysis. First of all, the bit

differences (XORs) of the pairs were used in the characteristics of differential

cryptanalysis; but in linear cryptanalysis, the bits set in the characteristics denote the

subset of bits whose parity is approximated. Whenever a linear characteristic is
considered, the input and output halves must not be taken as neither the actual values
of bits nor the XORs of the actual values of bits.ls1 Other differences between

differential and linear characteristics are the implementation of iteration and

concatenation of characteristics, combined probability calculations, the criteria for the
choice of input data, the effect of right and left input halves, etc. which will be

discussed throughout this section.

As seen in differential cryptanalysis, the simplest fundamental characteristics

with the highest probability are the one-round characteristics in linear cryptanalytic
attacks. Thus, a one-round linear characteristic is defined as follows;

A one-round characteristic is a tuple (.Q}), .Qt, .QK, III + p) in which (.Qp)L

(Q1')[' = A' , (.QP)H EEl (.Qr)H = a' and in which III + p is the probability that a random

input block P, its one-round encryption (' under a random subkey K satisfies

p. n p EBC·.Qr = K . .QK where.Qp is the subset of bits of the data before the round,

f2r is the subset of bits of the data after the round and .QK is the subset of bits of the

key whose parity is approximated. 1M2

Recalling from the linear approximation issue, the p value in III + p is in fact the

biasof that characteristic, where III + p is sometimes denoted as p '.

Following the definition, it' s shown that one-round linear characteristics can

easilybe derived, as seen in differential cryptanalysis The easiest way with the best
probabilities for one-round characteristics is suggested to be constructed with one
active S-box; which implies that one has to choose a non-zero entry in one of the S

boxesand the related subsets .Q}),.Qr, .QK.183 For example, the one-round characteristic

hown in Figure 3.17 has only one active S-box, S5 namely, and in order to maximize

ts probability, the characteristic uses the maximal entry for S5. This provides a one-

ill RonaldL. Rivest, Scott Contini, M. J B. Robshaw, Yiqun Lisa Yin, "The Security of the RC6
lockCipher", RSA Laboratories, Technical Report, p. 43, 1998.

81 EliBiham, "On Matsui's Linear Cryptanalysis", Technion-Israel Institute of Technology,
echnicalReport, p. 4, I99-l.

'ibid, pp. ~-5. , . ----.- __, fll !7 \:I"-;f/ ""'Of I~!r i r: ~""'''!"';r;)'' ibid, p. 5. j. L !. '. :, •
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round characteristic with probability 1/2 - 20/64, which is 12/64. It can be seen from

the Figure 3.17, that the input a' to the.ffunction is (00 00 80 OO)x,and the output of
the j-function is (00 00 FO OO)xwhich implies the maximal entry for S5 as (lOx, Fx).

This subset of input / output bits of S5 result with a -20/64 bias which was explained in
the previous sections and was also given in Table 3.1 I.

np = (21 04. 00 80r: R')

A' = 21 04. 00 BOr =
P(OO 00 FO OOr)

a' = 00 00 00 OOr
p' = 12/64

!h = (21 <H00 BOr: R' ffi 000000 OOr).

Figure 3.17 The one-round characteristic with a probability 1/2 - 20/64. J8-t

In fact, this one-round characteristic is not the best among the linear ones. The

best one-round characteristic is trivially known to be the one with no active S-box with
a probability I and it's denoted in Figure 3.18.

A' = 0
F

a' = 0
p'= I

Figure 3. 18 The one-round linear characteristic with a probability 1.185

It' s mentioned that one-round characteristics can also be constructed with

morethan one active S-box where the entries are chosen among two or more S-boxes
and the resultant probability is calculated by the piling-up lemma easily. However, it

shouldbe stressed that unlike in differential cryptanalysis, one does not need to have
thesame values in common bits of both S-boxes; hence, if the bits common to two S

boxes are affected, this won't imply that both these S-boxes are active in any linear

cryptanalytic attack. Furthermore, it's stated that if both of these S-boxes are active,
the value of the common input bits become the XOR of their values from both S-

li4 EliBiham, "On Malsui' s Linear Cryplanalysis", Technion- Israel Institute of Technology,
TechnicalReport, p. 5, 199~.
18\ ·h·t -I Ii, p. ).
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boxes, since the same bit is used twice in a linear equation, hence it (the repeated bit)

cancels itself In theory, it's proven that the probability calculated by this way is the

average between all the possible random keys. In DES, this probability is found to be
true for all the keys when applied in practice and this is mentioned to be due to the
d· .. fS b IH6estgn cntena 0 - oxes.

The concatenation of characteristics with any number of rounds can be

established in linear cryptanalysis as well as the differential cryptanalysis. The formal

definition of the concatenation of linear characteristics is given as follows;

An n-round characteristic nl =(n~,n~.,n~,Y2+Pt) can be concatenated

with an m-round characteristic n2 = (n~ ,n~.,n~,Y2+ P2) if n~ equals the swapped

value of the two halves of n;...Thus, the concatenation of the characteristics n 1 and

Q2 is the (n + m) round characteristic n = (n~ ,n;. ,n~. EB ni,Y2 + 2· PI.P2) .IH?

When a total of I different characteristics are concatenated, the probability of
the resultant characteristic, Y2 + p , can be found easily which is denoted below1HH (in

fact, it's the piling-up lemma);

,
Y2 + p = Y2 i 2'-1. n P, .

1=1

An interesting fact with the characteristics of linear cryptanalysis is the specific

property of the structure within the rounds. For any single round of the II-round
characteristic, the input subset of bits, a' namely, to the j-function is derived by

XORing the subset bits of right half of the input to that round by the subset bits of

right half of the output from that round. The output subset of bits from the j-function,
A' is XORed with the subset bits of left half of the input to that round, to form the new

right half input for the next round and the subset bits of right half of that round's input

becomes the new left half input for the next round. This causes the right halves of the
input and output data of any round to be free of choice for any characteristic. In other

words, since a' is the XOR of (np)R and (nr)R, then R' can be of any value, and

without knowing the right halves, the cryptanalyst can freely continue the analysis with

that characteristic. In contrary, the values of the (np),. and (nr)L are of importance to
the cryptanalyst and I.' must be specifically chosen for the first round of any
characteristic. Noticeably, this is just the opposite of the scheme in differential

cryptanalysis; since for each single round of the characteristics in differential
cryptanalysis the right half of the input XOR must be satisfying necessary values and a

specificR ' should be chosen whereas the left half of the input XOR, L ' , can be of any
value. In fact this phenomena is stated to be one of the basic differences between linear

and differential ctyptanalysis.IH9 This can also be analyzed from figures 3.2 and 3.18,

• I '"

IIX
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where the free variable is at the left half in the differential cryptanalysis' characteristic

and at the right half in the linear one respectively.

It should be stressed that this difference is due to the structure of the

implementation in the two attacks. In differential cryptanalysis' characteristics, all the

inputs to the rounds, .I-functions and their corresponding outputs are all composed of
the differences of data bits (XORs) whereas in linear cryptanalysis' characteristics, all
these inputs and outputs are derived by the subsets of the data bitsI90

Comparing the use of characteristics, another important difference between

linear and differential cryptanalysis is pointed. It' s noted that this difference comes

from the ability to use differentials in which only the values of 0/, and Or are in
concern. In differential cryptanalysis, it' s seen that whenever several characteristics

have the same values for D.p and 01', they can be directly concatenated or iterated and

consequently, they can be viewed as one differential in which the internal information

can be ignored. However, in linear cryptanalysis, the internal data belonging to several
characteristics contain the information about the subset of key bits pal1icipating in the
linear relations and approximations. For instance, it' s proven that; if two

characteristics with equivalent values of Op and Or and with similar probabilities exist,
they might cancel the elfecl of each other if the parity of the subset of the key bits is

not the same, or if their probabilities are the complement of each other while the parity

of the subset of their kcy hits is the same. Thus the internal information cannot be

ignored and therefore, it requires more attention and effort whenever one suggests or
C' I· h .. 191proposes lor a mear c aractenstlc.

3.2.3Linear Cr-yptanalysis of DES with Reduced Rounds

The linear cryptanalysis of DES for any number of rounds is successfully

achieved with the use of necessary characteristics, linear approximations and additional

schemes such as counting the key hits. In the following sections, some of the linear
cryptanalytic attacks against DES reduced to some rounds will be discussed.

3.2.3.1DES Reduced to Three Rounds

Using some linear approximations for the f-function of DES and by

concatenating these approximations, the linear cryptanalytic attack to three-round
variant can be carried out easily The scheme denoted here uses the linear

approximation given in equation (4) for the first and third rounds, and the linear

approximation for the second round is derived from these two approximations. As a
result, combining these linear approximations, the resultant linear approximation and

thecompound probability can be achieved. 192

I!XI Eli Biham, "On Matsui's Linear Cryptanalysis", Technion- Israel Institute of Technology,

TechnicalReport, p. 6, 199·t
191 ibid, pp. 6-7.

19! Shahram Bakhtiari, "Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong, The Report
rorMaslerofCS Degree, pp. 11-l2, July 1,199".
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The linear approximation for the first and last of rounds of three-round DES is
established as follows;

x115) ED Ip,18.2-1,291 = K122/

X[15] EB 1-'[7.18,2-1,291 = Kf22]J 3 3

As can be analyzed from the Figure 3.19, in the first round, the output of the j
function (1-'1) is XORed with the left half of the input plaintext (denoted as PI! in the

figure) to become the input X} for the second round. Also, the right half of the input
plaintext (denoted as PI. in the figure) is the input to thej-function, X} namely, for the
first round. Similarly, the left half of the resultant ciphertext (CII) is produced by
XORing the output of the/-function in the third round (/'3) with X2 where the right half

of the resultant ciphertext (Cd is also the input to the j-function in round three, X2

namely These can all be denoted as follows;

Xl = I'; EB PII,

CII = I'; EB Xl'
XI =p/

X] = C/.

thus I'; = X2 EB PH

thus I'; = X2 EB CII

These equalities can be derived easily by the very nature of the DES algorithm.

Using these for the linear approximations of the I st and 3/(' rounds, these

approximations can be rewritten as follows which discard the }~ ' s from the linear
relations;

xrIK.2'U')j EB p},7.IK.2-1,291 EB pjI5j = K\22]

X[7.IIU-I.2I)] EB C[7,18.2-1.291 EB e[15) = K122)2 " ,. 3

These two equations can he combined together via XOR operation which

discards the X} variable and produces a single equation Henceforth, this equation gives

the linear approximation of three-round DES which is denoted as follows;

p[7,IK,24,2I)] EB C[7,IK,24,291 EB p[l5) EB ('[15] - KI22l EB Kin]1/1/ '.' L - I 3

Using the piling-up lemma with the two probabilities (which is the same

probability: 12/64) derived from the linear approximation table of S5, the probability of
the linear approximation for three-round DES can be obtained as fallawsl93 ;

I 2 I 2 ( I) I (12 1)(12 I)P = - + 2 - .n p - - = - + 2 - - - - - - = 0.6953124
2 1=1 1 2 2 64 2 64 2

Thus, the single bit of the keys for the first and third rounds can be obtained

with a probability around 0.7. This implies that the linear cryptanalytic attack against

193 Shahram Bakhtiari, "Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong, The Report
for Masterof CS Degree, p. 12, Jllly I, 11)1)~.



three-round DES can be mounted successfully within the requirement of 25 plaintext /

ciphertext pairs to find the single key bit. ( Since the probability is 0.7, this implies a

bias of O. 7 - 1;2 = 0.2, and the data requirement is _1_2 )
(0.2 )
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Figure 3. J 9 Linear Cryptanalysis of three-round DES. 194

It' s worth to mention that the linear approximations denoted in the Figure 3.19

is, at the same time, a three-round characteristic for the linear cryptanalysis of DES
reduced to three rounds.

3.2.3.2 DES Reduced to Ten Rounds

The linear cryptanalysis of ten-round DES can be obtained by using the similar
logic and schemes explained in the attack to three-round DES. Some necessary linear

relations are derived for some of the rounds which are proposed to be the best
approximations achieved so far. By combining these approximations, a final linear

approximation for the ten-round DES is constructed with a resultant probability. This
IO-round linear approximation is also used for the linear cryptanalysis of 12-round

DES, which will be explained in the following section. The linear cryptanalysis of 10

round DES is also included in the Figure 3.20, so it can also be analyzed from that
figurel9S, where the input, output and the key bits used in the linear approximations are
denoted.

IYI Shahmm Baklltiari, "Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong. The Report
ror Master of CS Degree, p. II, July I, I~~.•.
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The core of the la-round linear approximation is shown to be three linear

approximations derived from the S-boxes S I and S5. Using the entries and the
probabilities provided from the linear approximation tables of these two S-boxes, the

following approximations can be derived 196 ;

a1:
XII~I EEl p!7,IS,H,lYj = Kill/ 12

from the S5 entry (lax, Fx)I I , ,p= 6~

a2:

XI2YI EEl FII~I = KI~~I 30
from the S 1 entry (4x, 4x)I I I ,p= 6~

a3:

XIDI EEl 1"!7"u~j = Killi ~2
from the S5 entry (lax, Ex)I I I ,P = 6~

Using the first equation of the notation above in the second, eighth and tenth

rounds, the second equation a2 in the third and seventh rounds, and the third equation
a3 in the fourth and sixth rounds; the linear approximations for seven rounds of 10

197
round DES can be found as below ;

X[I~) EEl j,'[7,IS,H1Yj = K[n]2 2 2

xIJ~1 EEl 1"[7,18,24,291 = KilliS S S

rll~1 EEl 1"!7.ls,H2Yi = Kill/./ 10 10 10

X129/ EEl 1"/I~/ = K'·HI
3 3 3

xfY' EEl J'~ I~I= K~-I-II

xi'~1 EEl 1'}7.IS,H] = Kill]

x[J~] EEl 1"[7"s,H] = K[ll]666

for the 2nd round

for the gUI round

for the 10th round

for the )"1 round

for the ih round

for the 4th round

for the 6th round

By the structure of the DES algorithm, the following deductions can also be

made along the ten rounds;

J'~ = PI. EEl Xl

J'~ = Xi-! EEl Xi+1 ,

f~o = X9 EEl C"

XIO = Cl.

for 3 ~ i ~ 9

Inserting these equalities in the former seven linear approximations, the linear
approximations for these rounds can be rewritten as followsl98 ;

X[DI EEl p[7,IS,2.J,2Y] EB rf7,IS,H,19J = K[lll
2 L ') 2

X[I~] EEl X[7,IS,H,2Y] EEl X[7,I8,H,2YJ = KllliS 7 9 S

('[DI ffi X[7.IS,H29J ffi ('[7,I8,H,2Y] = K[ll]'L w 9 W 'If 10

Xl291 EEl XIDI EEl X'I~I = KI-I-II3 2 ~ )

'!II'Shahram nakhliari, "Linear Cryptan<llysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong, The Report

for Masler of CS Degree, p. 11, Jllly I, Jl)I)~
IIJ~

ihid. p. IJ.
1% ihid, p. 14.
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X'l91 EB Xl'" EB X115/ = K1-H17 6 S 7

XI151 EB X[7,IS,2-t1 EB X(7,IS.2-t] = KIn]
-t 3 5 -t

XI15J EB X[7,IS,l-tj EB X(7,!S,l-t) = K[nl6 5 7 6

XORing all these seven approximations, the compound linear approximation
for the ten-round DES is achieved asl9,) ;

This is stated to be one of the best linear approximations for IO-round DES

found so far. Using the piling-up lemma, the probability of this approximation can be
calculated as2()() ;

p=~+27-1. n(p _~)=~+26(]2_~)3(30 _~)2(42 _.!)2 =~-153x2-152 1=1 I 2 2 64 2 64 2 64 2 2'

It's proven that another best approximation with the same probability can also

be derived in a similar way exploiting the round symmetry of the DES algorithm. By
applying the linear relation in a I to the first, third and ninth rounds, a2 to the fourth

and eighth rounds and a3 to the fifth and seventh rounds of DES and by making the

replacements and combining the seven approximations via XOR, the second best linear

approximation for IO-round DES can be found as2()1 ;

I
The probability of this approximation is also calculated as p = 2" - 1,53 x 2 15

which is exactly equal to the probability of the first linear approximation for ten

rounds. Thus, several bits of the keys for all the ten rounds can be retrieved by these
two approximations. Any other linear approximations, but with less probabilities can be

achieved using the similar scheme so as to guess the other bits of the keys.

3.2.3.3 DES Reduced to Twelve Rounds

The linear cryptanalysis of 12-round DES can be achieved by establishing the

linear approximations for 12-round DES. When the basic methodology is used, in
order to mount a successful attack for 12 rounds, the best linear approximations of 10
round DES are required. Since these were derived in the previously mentioned attack,

the 12-round linear cryptanalytic attack can also be carried out. In other words, the
linearcryptanalysis of DES reduced to 12 rounds explained here is the extension of the

IO-round attack by adding a first and last round to the ten-round characteristic.

1Y'i Shahram Bakhtiari, "Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong, The Report
for Master of CS Degree, p. I.•, July I, 1994.
1tA1 'b·t t II II, p. ~.

11i1 ibid, p. I... 117
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However, it must be stressed that all the former attacks and this attack can be carried
out with different linear characteristics and schemes as well.

Both the two best 10-round linear approximations given in section 3.2.3.2 can

be adapted for the rounds two to eleven to derive the linear approximations of the ten
rounds of 12-round DES. Thus, the approximations are derived as follows202 ;

These can also be analyzed fj-om Figure 3.20 where the !2-round characteristic

within the embedded 10-round characteristic denoting the relevant subsets of bits for

each round is given. Exploiting the basic properties of DES algorithm, the following

equalities, which can also be analyzed from Figure 3.20, are also shown to be valid;

Xz = PI/ EB~

X,z = C,.

X" = ('1/ ED I-;z

X, = I~.

By substituting these equalities in the two linear approximations for 12 rounds,

and reconstructing the equations, the two best known linear approximations for the 12
round DES can be achieved as follows203 ;

Each of these approximations are proven to be true with a probability of
1/2 - 1.53 x 2-15, which is exactly equivalent to the probabilities achieved for the best

linear approximations of 10-round DES. 20~

Shahram Bak.11tiari."Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher". University of Wollongong. The Report
MastcrofCS Degree, p. 14. July I, 1')<)4.

ihid. P 16.

ihid. p. 16.
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It' s stressed that in order to implement the attack successfully and efficiently,

one should know how the plaintexts, ciphertexts and keys affect the result of these two

linear approximations. This is necessary, because it can be seen from both of the

approximations that some bits of the F are included in the equations. All the other
subsets of bits in the left side of the equations are trivially known since they belong to

input plaintext and output ciphel1ext halves. However, the F bits are unknown, which

brings the necessity of implementing a mechanism to guess those bits in order to find
out the key bits in the right side of the approximations.

The mechanism is derived by the use of effective bits. Effective text bits are

defined as the bits that affect the left hand side of the linear approximations. For

instance, considering the first 12-round linear approximation,

P/~7.IUU9] E!J et·18·2-I·29JE!J ('!;5] can be considered as a one effective text bit. The

effective bits for the unknown subsets of bits in the linear approximations can be found

exploiting the structure of DES. Again, for the left side of the first 12-round linear

approximation, 1.;11151 is unknown. Analyzing the DES algorithm, this single bit can be

found as the one output bit of S I. This implies that only the input to S I affects ~1215/.

Further analysis show that the input of S 1 is derived from XORing Kl~2/ )- K!;7/ and

bits -12, -13, .. -17 of the out put of the expansion function. The input bits corresponding to

those output bits of the expansion function are Xi~71)- xl~1j and xl~/, hence,

C~17] )- ctJ11 and (';.01. Therefore, ('~H])-(tl] and C;O] are the other six effective bits

of the left side of the equation. Moreover, the similar analysis can be made for

1"[7.11.14.29] which results with 1)1111 )- p116] as the effective bits for FI7.11.24,19]. Totally1 L I. I'

13 effective text bits are found for the first 12-round linear approximation. 205

It' s proven that using the same method, the effective key bits for the right side

of the same approximation can be derived as Kl;1J)- K!;7] and KfIIJ)- K!23] which

totally make up 12 effective keys. The same method can also be implemented for the
second 12-round linear approximation which results with206 ~

13 effective text bits: Cfll] )- C[16] pfo] pl17])- p[ll] ('[7.11.24.29] EB p[7,11.2-I,29j EB p115], I. ' I. , I. , I. L' . /I L /I

12 effective text bits: K',Il) )- K147] K[II])- K[23]I I' 11 11

In practice, the method described for the linear cryptanalysis of 12-round DES

can be implemented in two phases. The first phase is the data counting phase where
using counters, the f 3 effective text bits for the first linear approximation are derived
and each bit's value is computed. The second phase is the key counting phase. In this

phase, first, new counters are used for finding the value of the J 2 effective key bits of
the first approximation. Then, for calculated number of required plaintext / ciphertexi

pairs, the key bits are guessed with the possible highest probabilities within the
d d I, ,. 207generate 12-roun rnear approximatIons,

2IJ5 Shahram Bakhtiari. "Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong, The Report
for Master of CS Degree, p. I('. July I, 19<)4.
'116 'b" 10- I /l, p. ).
,CI1 'b" 16 17I /l. pp. - .
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It's found that totally, 1.5*213 counters are required so as to carry out such an

attack. Ilowever, if both linear approximations are combined together then this value
might increase to 1.5*i4. If the two phases mentioned previously are applied to both

of the linear approximations, a total of 25 key bits are proven to be correctly guessed

with a high probability. It' s also proven that the linear cryptanalysis of 12-round DES

require 232 pairs of plaintexts and ciphertexts when implemented with the method

described here. The remaining 31 bits of the entire 56-bit key can be found by an
exhaustive search. The required execution time for the complete linear cryptanalysis of

12-round DES by using the methodology described here was recorded as 120 hours

when implemented on SUN -I SilANe stations running SOLARIS 2.3 operating
t 208 209sys em. -

3.2.4 Linear Cryptanalysis of the Full 16-Round DES

The linear cryptanalysis of the standard 16-round DES algorithm has been

successfully implemented by Matsui et al. In some of these linear cryptanalytic attacks,

the basic methodology described in the subsections of 3.2.3 are used, whereas some
improved methods with additional schemes and mechanisms are derived and
implemented as well

The first known linear cryptanalytic attack against 16-round DES was

implemented by Matsui. The basic idea in his attack was to derive a best 16-round

approximation. However, rather than using best 14-round linear approximations and

extending those to 16 rounds, he chose an eight-round iterative linear characteristic

with a probability of 1/2 + 2-27, and concatenating this iterative characteristic with itself
he managed to get a 16-round linear characteristic.2IO The eight-round iterative

characteristic is denoted in the f<igure 3.21.

After the extension of the eight-round characteristic to 16 rounds, A4atsui also

replaced the first and last round of the characteristic with locally better ones having
higher probabilities. In the end, he managed to get a 16-round linear approximation
with a probability around 1/2 + 2-24. The plaintext / ciphertext requirement for this
attack is calculated to be around 247. Matsui claimed that the characteristic he

developed for this attack was the best one without any restrictions. This assertion is

based on the fact that, among the 16 rounds of the characteristic, there' s only one
activeS-box posing a single affected key bit at 12 rounds and no active S-box with no

affected key bits at the other rounds. However, this attack is not considered so
successful since only a single bit of the 56-bit key can be retrieved by this method.2II
212

~1I!S Bakhtiari, R. Safavi-Naini, "Application of PYM to Linear Cryptanalysis", University of
Wollongong,Technical Report. p. 5, July 25, IlJlJ-t.

~I~ Shahram Bakhtiari, "Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong, The Report
forMasterof CS Degr~e, p. I X. July I, IlJc)-t.

2111 EliBiham, "On Matsui's Linear Cryplanalysis", Technion- Israel Institute of Technology,
TechnicalReport, p. 10, ll)lJ4.

211 ibid, pp. 10-11.

m BruceSchneier, .'Ipplied Cn'plography - .')'econd l~·dilion. p. 292.
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Figure 3.21 Eight-round iterative characteristic with probability II2 + 2-27 213

Later on, a much better and more powerful attack with less data requirements

is successfully implemented, both in theory and practice. The basic methodology used
in this refined attack is similar to the one implemented for 12-round DES. For 16-

~13 EliBiham, "On Matsui's Linear Cryptanalysis", Tcchnion- Israel Institute of Technology,
TechnicalReport, p. 10, Il)l)-l.
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round DES, the best linear approximation for 14 rounds is used in order to derive the

16-round linear approximation. The effective text and key bits are derived aftermath,

and using the same methodology in 12-round attack, counters are generated for data

bits and key bits analysis in which some of the bits of the 56-bit key could be guessed

with a high probability. The construction of the 16-round linear approximation and the
derivation of the effective bits can be simply described as follows:

The best linear expression for 14-round DES, which has a probability of 1/2
1.19 * T11, is denoted below214 ;

This 14-round linear approximation is embedded into full 16-round DES so as

to use for the approximation of 2nd to 151h rounds. After combining the first and 16th

rounds with this approximation, the linear approximation of 16 rounds can be derived

as follows, with a probability of 1/2 - 1.19 * 2-21 being exactly equal to the probability
fi 4 d .. 215or I -roun approximation ;

The basic logic in deriving the effective text and key bits is the same of the one

used in the linear cryptanalysis of 12-round DES. lIence, the effective bits for the 16-
d I· .. b f' d 216faun mear approximation can e oun as ;

/3 effective text bits plill >- 1)[16! ('Iuj ('[l7] >- ('[31] F[7,II,24J EB C[7,II,H19] EB r[15)I. I.' I. , I. I.' /I J L /I

12 effective text bits: K['s! >- Klnl K[41] >- K[47]I I' 16 16

Exploiting the symmetric structure of the DES algorithm, a second similar 16

round linear approximation with a probability equivalent to the one found for the first
approximation can be derived as well as the related effective bits217 These are all
shown below;

/3 effective text bits: ('[II] >- ('[16) plul p[l7) >- p[31] ('[7,11,24] EB p[7,1I,14.19J EB p[15)1 L' I. , L L' /I L fI

/2 effective text bits: K[41! >- K[47! K[I8! >- K[2311 I' 16 16

~IlShahram Baklltiari, "Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong. The Report

for Master of CS Degree, p. 55, July I, I~~·l
~15 ibid, p. 55.

~Ifiibid, p. 55.

'11 \7-,--:) \.' '(;' ..~, " \(";GICTi-ri;-rnl'ibid,p.55. ,L !\IL ••..• ~.,~ •.•u
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By implementing this methodology, it's proven that 26 bits of the 56-bit key

can be retrieved correctly with a high probability. The remaining 30 bits can be found
via exhaustive search, or by some other special search algorithms for the key bits. The

overall data requirement of this attack is calculated between 243 - 245 known plaintexts.
In practice, it's recorded that a software implementation of this method recovered the

56-bit key of the 16-round DES cipher in 50 days using twelve H P9000/7 35

workstations. These results show that the linear cryptanalysis of ] 6-round DES using
this method is much more efficient and successful and than the former method with
. h d . . h .. 218 219 220elg t-roun IteratIve c aractenstlcs. - -

The requirement of 243 known plaintexts is also accepted to be the most

successful performance among all the cryptanalytic attacks against standard DES so
far. However, these values are still considered to be strongly effective in theory, not in

practice; thus, the linear cryptanalysis of 56-bit DES still needs some significant

improvements with a much higher feasibility as well as the differential cryptanalysis.

3.2.5 Linear Cryptanalysis of Some Other Cryptosystems

The linear cryptanalytic attacks are also carried out among some other
symmetric block cryptosystems successfully which some of these will be discussed

shortly in this section. The methods used, more or less, are shown to be similar to the

basic methodology used in DES. However, in some of these implementations,

additional schemes are derived, or different linear cryptanalysis techniques are used
whenever necessary

• Linear Cryptanalysis of FEA I,

The basic method used in the linear cryptanalysis of FEAL is known to be

originated by !'vIatsui. Since FEAL is a DES-like cryptosystem, the fundamental model

and the implementation used in the attack is proven to be similar to the !'via/sui' s
attack to 16-round DES. Some characteristics with feasible probabilities are used in
these attacks to find the key bits of FEAL for some of its rounds. It' s shown that there

are /5 one-round linear characteristics in fEAL with probability ]/2 ± 1/2, based on
the linearity of the least significant hits in the addition operation. It' s remarked that

these characteristics are essential in the linear cryptanalysis, since they can be applied
to any rounds of FEAL, or can be combined to form any n-round characteristics with

probability either being 0 or I. For instance, in his attack to FEAL-8, A1a/sui used two
of these one-round characteristics to form a special three-round characteristic with

probability I, which is also denoted in the Figure 3.22. Then, this characteristic is used
in rounds 3 up to 5 of the eight-round FEAL-8 in order to carry out the linear

cryptanalytic attack. For the remaining rounds, I, 2, and 6 up to 8, the bits of the

subkeys are revealed by using exhaustive search and mounting some other auxiliary
search methods. By this way, the linear cryptanalysis of the eight-round FEAL-8 is

achieved. It' s shown that this method requires 228 known plaintexts with a

~IR Bmce Schneier. Applied Crvp/ography - Second t:di/ion. p. 293.

~19 Shahram Bakhtiari, "Linear Cryptanalysis of DES Cipher", University of Wollongong, The Report
forMaster of CS Degree, p. 55, July I, I99-t.

nil S. Bakhtiari, R. Safavi-Naini, ..Application of PVM to Linear Cryptanalysis", University of
Wollongong,Technical Report. p. 6, July 25, I99-t.
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Figure 3.22 Three-round characteristic used in the linear cryptanalysis ofFEAL-S212

A refinement of this attack is established by Rihal1l et a!. This attack is basically

similar to the Matsui' s, however, instead of a three-round characteristic, they derived
and used several iterative II-round characteristics sllch as a seven-round characteristic

with probability 1/2 - 2-11 In fact, this characteristic is developed by iterating a special
two-round iterative characteristic 3.5 times. A sample use of this two-round iterative

characteristic is given in Figure 3.23, in which a four-round characteristic is formed.

Using this iterative characteristic, the linear cryptanalytic attack to FEAL-S is
successfully achieved such that; 224 known plaintexts are required with a success rate

of 78%, and 225 known plaintexts are required with a success rate of 97%. The seven

round linear characteristic mentioned is also used to attack FEAL-N up to 20 rounds
successfully, requiring less amount of plaintexts and complexity than the brute-force
attack.223

l~1 EliBiham, "On Malsui' s Linear Cryptanalysis", Technion-Isracllnstitute of Technology,
TechnicalReport, pp. I 1-14, I99-l.

l~~ibid, p. 13.

m ibid. pp. 1-l-15.
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Figure 3.23 Four-round characteristic derived from the two-round iterative
characteristic of FEAL-8. m

• Linear Cryptanalysis of RC6

The linear cryptanalysis of RC6 and also some of its variants such as RC6-I,

RC6-NFR and RC6-I-NFR have been implemented successfully to some extent, but
not better than the differential attacks. As mentioned previously in section 3.1.7, since

the design and structure of RC6 algorithm is significantly different trom DES, the basic

methodology and the techniques used in linear cryptanalysis are different as well. The

details of the design and implementation of the linear attacks are not given here;
however, it should be stressed that two different types of linear approximation are used
in the attacks to RC6 and its variants. IJ'pe I approximation uses a chosen pal1icular

type of linear approximation across the data-dependent rotation. On the other hand,
Type II approximation involves a different style of approximation across the data

dependent rotation which leads to approximations across the fixed rotation and the
d . Co • 22Squa ratlc lunctlon.

According to the results achieved among the attacks to several variants of RC6,

it's stated that Type I approximations are far more efficient than Type I/. However,

some of the linear cryptanalytic attacks against several RC6 variants are proven to be

!!4 Eli Biham, "On Malsui' s Linear Cryplanalysis", Technion- Israel Institute of Technology,
TechnicalReport, p. 15, IIJIJ-t.

m Ronald L. Rivesl, Scoll Conlini, M. J B. Robshaw, Yiqun Lisa Yin. "The Security of the RC6
BlockCipher", RSA Laboralories. Technical Report. p. -t-t, 11J1J8
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much less efficient than brute-force or differential versions, yet it' s stressed that most

of the RC6 variants with higher rounds are strongly resistive to linear cryptanalysis.

For instance, using Type I approximation, the linear cryptanalysis of RC6 with the
basic linear attack methodolo,gy require 2/lJ2 plaintexts for 20 rounds and 2222 plaintexts

for 24 rounds. Similarly, using Type! approximation again but with multiple linear

approximations this time, the attack can be implemented successfully 2171 plaintexts for

20-round and 2111 plaintexts for 24-round models of RC6. When the linear

cryptanalytic attack is implemented using the Type !I approximation, the following
plaintext data requirements are observed for each of the RC6 variants226 ;

RC6:

RC6-1:
RC6-I-NFR:

RC6-NFR:

30' 34J
2 - for 20 rounds, 2 - for 24 rounds,

19' • "4 r2 - tor 20 rounds, 2-- lor 24 rounds,
18' , Jp

2 - tor 20 rounds, 2- - for 24 rounds,
18' '1 J

2 - for 20 rounds, 2- - for 24 rounds.

• Line:lr Crypt:lllalysis of LOKI 91

LOKI91 is a DES-like symmetric block cryptosystem that operates on 64-bit
blocks and uses a 64-bit key. It's proven that LOKI91 is strongly resistive to linear

cryptanalytic attacks with the basic methodology and techniques similar to the ones
used in DES, by the studies of {okila et aL For instance, the known plaintext

requirements for 4, 7 and IO-round LOKI91 is found to be 213, 240, 258, respectively

and these are shown to be not much better than other cryptanalytic attacks. Moreover,

for 13 and 16-round LOK 191, all the regular linear cryptanalytic attacks are proven to

be infeasible due to the fact that the plaintext requirements for linear cryptanalysis
increase substantially whenever more rounds are added to the cipher.227

On the other hand, using an entirely different scheme named as Iloll-linear
approximationsm, the linear cryptanalysis of LOKI91 is proven to be achieved

successfully with much less data requirements and computational complexity. In fact,
the non-linear approximations are used instead of the 1R-attack and 2R-attack schemes
used in the basic model of linear cryptanalysis so as to guess more number of bits with

less plaintext / ciphertext pairs. It' s proven that by embedding the non-linear

approximations into linear cryptanalytic attacks, 20 bits of the 64-bit LOKI91 key can
be recovered instead of /3 bits with the equivalent probability of success, and the data

requirements are significantly reduced as well, (non-linear approximations require less
than Y4 of the plaintext data needed for the standard linear cryptanalysis )229

~26 Ronald L. Rivest, Scott Contini, M. J. B. Robshaw, Yiqun Lisa Yin, 'The Security of the RC6
Block Cipher", RSA Laboratories, Technical Report, pp, 48-59, 19l)8.
~~-LarsR, Knudsen. Mall Robshaw, "Non-linear Approximations in Linear Cryptanalysis", Ad\'ances
in Cryptology- Proc. EUROCRYPT'90, p 231, 19%.
1~8ibid, pp, 225-231,
"9· .
.. Ibid, pp, 231-236.
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Chapter 4

GENETIC ALGORITHMS

4.1 Introduction

Genetic algorithm (GA) technology has been around for over 30 years. However,

applications based on this technology are just recently being produced. Genetic Algorithms

(GA' s) were developed by f'n!f .John H. Holland and his students at the University (l
MichiKatl during the 1960s and 1970s. Essentially, they are a group of breedinK computer

programs and solutions for optimization or search problems by means of simulated

evolution. In fact, these algorithms are based on the idea that seek to achieve systems

which maintain a population of potential solutions, which have some selection process
within fitness of individuals, and some recombination operators. Processes loosely based

on natural selection, crossover, and mutation are repeatedly applied to a population of
binary strings (or other data structures, whenever necessary) which represent potential
solutions. Within the time of progress, the number of above-average individuals increases,

and highly-fit hlliklil/K h/ocks are combined from several fit individuals to find good

solutions to the problem at hand. In some references, however, such similar algorithms are
named as /'-'I'O/lIliol/at)! /'l'OwmnmiI/K or /~'I'olllliol/aty Algorithms' In fact all of these

methodologies are based on the same evolutionary basics and disciplines, whereas,

Genetic f'roKramllJil/[/ is a different and recently developing technology. In shor1,

1~'v()llIliol/aty Pl'Ow'am.\' (EP), can be used as a common term for all evolution-based

systems)

Genetic Programming (GP) is simply defined as GA' s applied to programs

Genetic Programming is more expressive than fixed-Ienhrth character string GAl s, though
GA' s are likely to be more efficient for some classes of problems. The first and basic

model of GP has been founded by J R. Koza, who proposed an evolution based system to

search for the most fit computer program to solve a particular problem. The main
difference between genetic programming and genetic algorithms is the representation of

the solution since, genetic programming creates computer programs in the Lisp or
scheme-like computer languages as the solution."-5

I Zbignicw Michalcwicz, (iene/ic ,I/gorithms t Da/a ,",'trllc/ures ~ Fvolution Programs, pp. 1-2.
1 Genetic Algorithms FAQ, Inlernet Document, hllp://www.cs.cmu.cdu/GroupsiAl/html/faqslailgenetic/
part2/faq-doc-6.html, 1997.
J Zbignicw Michalewicz, Genetic Algorithms I Data Structures - Evolution Programs, pp. 1,8-9.
4 Genetic Algorithms FAQ, Internct Documcnt, hllp://www.cs.clllll.cdu/GroupslAl/htmVfaqslai/gcnclic/
part2/faq-doc-6.html, 1997.
5 Jaime Fernandcz, "The Gcnclic Programming Tutorial Notcbook", Internet Document, hllp://www.
gcneticprogramming.comfTulorial/indcx.html. 1997.
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4.2 Definition of a Genetic Algorithm

4.2.1 Bacl<ground

The Genetic Algorithm concept is formed upon the basics of Biology, Evolution,

Genetics, and hence, nature. It is a model of machine learning which derives its behaviour
from a metaphor of the processes of evolution in nature. This is done by the creation of a

population of individuals within a machine that is represented by chromosomes, a set of

character strings analogous to the base-4 chromosomes that is seen in our own DNA.

(Since, in any individual DNA polynucleotide, 4 types of nucleotides exist: Adenine (A),
Guanine (G), Cytosine (C), Thymine (T). These can be chained in any combination of

sequence. Thus, this 4-letter alphabet can form .J' different sequences of nucleotides of

length I. This is the variability of DNA that enables the genetic material to exist in an
almost infinite number of forms6) The individuals in the population then go through a

process of evolution.

It should be stressed that evolution (in nature or anywhere else) is not an

intentional or directed process. That is, there is no evidence to support the assertion that

the goal of evolution is to produce Mankind, in other words, the assertion, which once had

been proposed by .J. R. /,olllorck that living beings change by consciously willing to

change7 is out of date. Also, Ihe inherilance (~f acqllired characterislics, a theory of
evolution which once had been founded by 1. R. /'amarckH has turned out to be false and

unacceptable. Indeed, the processes of nature seem to converge into different individuals

competing for resources in the environment in which some are better than others. Those
that pose better characteristics do have a higher probability to survive and propagate their

genetic materiaL This is, in fact, one of the basic theories of evolution, proposed once by
CharlesIJarll'ill, and which is still valid today Also, during evolution, in nature, there are

various forces such as chemical agents, strains, contacts, temperature changes, etc. that

act on an individuaL As far as these forces work changes in the organism, the changes may

beconsidered largely fortuitous or accidental, named as physico-gelletic9

In nature, what occurs at the molecular level is that a pair of chromosomes bump
into one another, exchange chunks of genetic information and drift apart. This is the

Recomhination operation, which GA/GP researchers generally refer to as Crossover (also,

in some Biology and Genetics books, it's referred as Crossing-over) because of the way
thatgenetic material crosses over from one chromosome to another.

6T.A. Brown, Genetics -II A/olecular Approach. p. 31.
1ThomasE. I-Iart, "Lamarck and His Thcory of Evolution", Intcrnct Documcnt, http://www.stg.brown.
cduJprojects/hypcrtcxtJlandow/victorian/scicncc/lamarck I. html, 1997.
Hihid

j J Mark Baldwin, "A Ncw Factor in Evolution", Amcrican Naturalist 3D, pp. 441-451, 536-553, June
18911. reprillted in.' hllp://paradigm.soci.brocku.ca/-lward/Bald\\ in/BALD _OOl.htm!. 1998.
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The crossover operation that occurs in an environment where the selection of who

or which gets to mate is a function of the Fitness of the individual, ie. how good the

individual is competing or how hard it tries to survive and reproduce in its environment.

4.2.2 Terminology and The Basic Model

GA is a process which stimulates the way biological evolution works. Like

evolution, it operates on a population of individuals which represent potential solutions to

a given problem. It then seeks to produce better (more fit) individuals (solutions) by
combining the better of the existing ones (breeding). Using a survival of Ihe fiuest lactic,
it discards the bad ones and tends to produce more of the good individuals. Not only does
it produce more of the good solutions but also provides better and better solutions. This is

due to Ihe fact that it combines the best traits of parent individuals to produce superior
children or the offsprings, in other words. This combination operator is called crossover.
The term genelic algorithm comes from the fact that individuals are represented as strings
of bits, integers, letters, floating numbers, etc. analogous to chromosomes and genes. In
addition to recombination by crossover, these bit-strings are also thrown in a randomly

process referred as mlllalio//. This prevents the GA from getting stuck at good but non
optimal solutions. Some of the most important keywords and issues in GA can be
summarized as follows;

Crossover - The genetic process by which genetic material is exchanged between

individuals in the population, thus, in a computer program implementation, the data that

represents the candidate solutions for a problem (ie. variables in a function optimization) is

exchanged There are various types of crossovers in GA which will be explained later on.

Reproduction - The genetic operation which causes an exact copy of the genetic

representation of an individual to be made in the population.

Mutation - Another genetic operation which a single candidate chromosome (a bit

sequence) is selected and some of its bit values is randomly changed.

Generation - An iteration of the measurement of fitness and the creation of a new

population by means of genetic operations.

Selection - The process that determines which parents shall undergo crossover or

reproduction operations. There are various selection methods used in GA, such as Fitness
proportionate selection; which a simple function of the fitness measure is used to select

individuals via a prohabilistic scheme that shall undergo genetic operations, or Tournament
selection; where certain randomly selected individuals in a subgroup compete and the
fittest is selected.

l30
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Inversion - A technique first proposed by.l. H. Holland, which works by reversing the

order of genes between two randomly chosen positions within the chromosome. to

Complement - Also, complement (ie considering a binary representation, taking
complement of each bit, each gene in other words, thus, taking inverse of the

chromosome) of a whole chromosome can be added to the population to maintain
d· . IIIverslty.

Reordering - It' s another genetic operation that changes and reorders the sequence of

bits, or genes on a chromosome. This greatly expands the search space, since, not only is
the GA trying to find good sets of gene values, it is simultaneously trying to discover good

. 12
gene ordenngs too.

Some genetic algorithms use a simple function of the fitness measure to select

individuals in a probabilistic manner that consequently undergo genetic operations such as

crossover or reproduction (the propagation of genetic material unchanged). This is

Fitness-ProjJortionate selection. There are several different sub-methodologies used in

fitness-proportionate selection, such as, ROlllelle-Wheel or Fitness-Ranking. Other

implementations use a model in which certain randomly selected individuals in a subgroup

compete and the fittest is selected. This is called TOlll'l1amentSelection and is the type of
selection that is seen in nature. There are also other selection methodologies used, such as

Slochastic {/niversal Selectio/l developed by Haker13 The two processes that most

contribute to evolution are crossover and fitness based selection / reproduction. As it turns

out, there are mathematical proofs and computer tests 1-1_15 which indicate that the process

of fitness proportionate reproduction is, in fact, near optimal in some manner. Also, in
some complex cases, Stochastic Universal Selection outperforms the others significantly as
well as being elegantly simple and theoretically perfect 16_17

Mutation also plays a role both in nature and in GA, though it is not the dominant
role that is popularly believed to be the process of evolution, ie. random mutation and

survival of the fittest. It cannot be stressed too strongly that the genetic algorithm (as a

simulation of a genetic process) is not a random search for a solution (highly fit individual)
to a problem. The genetic algorithm uses stochastic processes, but the result is distinctly

10 David Beasley, David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin, "An Overview of Genetic Algorithms - Part 2",
University Computing, UCISA, pp. 3-4, 199).
II L. Darrell Whitley (editor), FoIIndati om' o/Genetic Algorithms 2, pp. 146-150.
12 David Beasley, David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin, "An Overview of Genetic Algorithms - Part 2",
UniversityComputing, UCISA, pp. 3-4, 199).
1J David Beasley, David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin, "An Overview of Genetic Algorithms - Part I",
UniversityComputing, UCISA, p. II, )99).
1·1 L. Darrell Whitley (editor), Foundations o/Uenetic Algorithms 2, pp. 128-139.
15 Zbigniew Michalewicl., Genetic ..Jlgorithms f Data Structures = Evolution Programs, pp. 58-60, 132
135.

16 L. Darrell Whitley (editor), Founr/atiof1.\'u/Genetic Algorithms 2, pp. 128-139.
11 David Beasley, David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin, "An Overview of Genetic Algorithms - Part I",
UniversityComputing, UCISA, pp.II-I2, 1993.
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non-random which is proven to be better than random. Also, there has always been an

argument between GA researchers whether mutation or crossover, or both, play an

important role in the performance of GA, and which is more or perhaps, the only

necessary one. 18_19_20_21 There's no exact and clear answer, since the performance of a

GA depends on the nature of the problem, and thus, the usage of crossover and mutation
and their efTects vary among different problem-solution domains.

A sample genetic algorithm can be formulated as follows22 ;

Let P(t) define a population of candidate solutions at time I:

P(t) = {x,' I X2', .... xnl}

Then, a procedure for GA can be generated as:

procedure genetic algorithm;

begin

t:= 0;

initialize P(t);
while termination condition not met do

begin

evaluate P(t);

select pairs of solutions according to the quality of their evaluation;

produce the offspring of these pairs using genetic operators;

replace the weakest candidates with the offspring;
t := t +1;

end;

end;

Here, it should be noted that evaluation of candidate solutions assumes a fitness

function,f(x;). that returns a measure of candidate's fitness at time I. Using such a fitness
function, a typical evaluation assigns each candidate solution a value as follows23;

f(x I)/ m(P,t)

where m(P,t) is the average fitness over all members of the population.

18 L. Darrell Whitley (editor), I'(wndations of Genetic Algorithms 1, pp. 200-201.
19 ibid, pp. 221-237.
20 ibid, pp. 239-25-l.
21 David Beasley, David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin, "An Ovelview of Genetic Algorithms - Part 2",
UniversityComputing, UCISA, p. 0, 1993.
22 George F. Luger, William A. Stubblefield, Artijiciallntel1igence Structures and 5,'trategies for Complex
ProblemSolving - Second l~'di(ion, p. 528.

2J ibid, p. 528.
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In general, it' s stated that any implementation of a genetic algorithm or an

evolutionary algorithm requires five basic components, which are grouped as below24_ 25 ;

• a genetic representation for potential solutions to the problem

• a method for creating an initial population of potential solutions
• an evaluation function verifying fitness of each solution and rating these

solutions

• genetic operators changing a gene's contents in chromosomes (the composition

of children) during reproduction.
• some constant values for different parameters used by the algorithm (such as

population size, probability of applying crossover or mutation, etc.)

It should be noted that except for some very specific and unique applications, the

initial populations used in such algorithms are selected or created randomly. However, at

the end of reproduction, the new population after the recombination and fitness ranking
might be either derived randomly choosing among the new children, or via a selection

mechanism among only new children or new children plus the old population. 26_27

Another imponant remark is that the execution of a genetic algorithm is in fact

based on two main stages. The first stage stans with the current population where the

selection mechanisms are applied to this population in order to create the children (the

intermediate generation) as candidates for the next generation. The second stage is the

phase where recombination operators such as crossover and mutation are applied to the

intermediate population and after this process, the new population is establishedn

4.3 How and Why Genetic Algorithms work?

Before going into fun her details, several terms should be mentioned first which are

used in GA terminology. In fact, genetic algorithms use a vocabulary borrowed from

natural genetics Gene (also referred to as a feature, character or detector) refers to a

specific attribute that is encoded in the genotype's chromosome (string). The panicular
values the gene can take are called its A lIe/es. The position of the gene in the chromosome

is its LOCllS.29 A common example taken from biology is that eye color is determined by a

gene, the different eye colors are the gene's alleles (blue, brown, etc.) and where the eye
color gene happens to lie in the chromosome is its locus. This terminology is used among

most of the GA researchers and the reason is that these researchers are coming from
natural genetics domain rather than from computer science, whereas computer scientists

,·1 Zbignicw Michalcwicz, (ienetic Algorithms + Data Structures ~ Evolution Programs, pp. 17-18.
"Lconard Bolc, JCfLY Cytowski, .""earchAlethods/or Artificial Intelligence, p. 202.
,6 Enriquc Alba, Carlos Cotta, "Introduction to Nature-Inspired Algorithmic Techniques", Internet
Document,http://www.lcc.umaes/pcrsonal/cotta/semEC/capOI/cap_l.html. 1997.
21 David Beaslcy, David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin, "An Overview of Genetic Algorithms - Part I",
UniversityComputing, UCISA pp. 6-7, 1993.
,i L. Danc! Whitley, "A Genetic Algorithm Tutorial", Computcr Science Department, Colorado State
Universily,Tcchnical Report, p.~, November 10,1993.
,9 Zbignicw Michalcwicl., (/ellctic ..I!gorithl/ls 1 Data Structllres ,,' l~'volution Programs. p. 15.
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and software engineers, prefer the more computer-based terminology such as position,

size, etc.

The characteristics an algorithm must have, in order to be considered as genetic

will be discussed in the following sections. These characteristics will be described

explaining the facts; how they are usually implemented and why they work in the desired
way

4.3. J Fitness Function

Due to the nature of a genetic algorithm, it is easier to describe them as solving

optimization problems which search for maxima. However, this does not prevent the
researchers from using GA' s to find minimal values. A minimization problem can always

be mapped mathematically into a maximization problem. To make it clear, an essential

component of all GA' s - the fitness function (also called the objective function) will be
explained.

The fitness or objective function is used to map the individual's bit strings into a

positive number which is called the individual's fitness. There are two steps involved in

this mapping; however it' s known that in some problems these two steps are essentially
accomplished as one. The first step is referred as decoding and the second, calculatil/K

fitness. In order to understand the decoding concept, it can be simply stated that it helps to
distinguish individuals into two parts commonly called the genotype or genome and the

phenotype These terms come from biology. The genotype, as its name implies, specifically
refers to an individual' s genetic structure or for the software implementations, the

individual' s bit string( s) The phenotype refers to the observable appearance of an

individual. For our purpose, the phenotype is the desired result; the parameters of the

problem that yield its fitness. Therefore, decoding refers to the process of mapping the
genotype to the phenotype, the code to the parameters. For example, in the function

optimization problem f(r,y) = xJ - xJ, a 60-bit string might be used to encode the

parameters x and y (30 bits per parameter). Thus, the decoding process would refer to the

mapping of these bit strings to real values (x,y) on some range of interest [M,N] (for
example [-1.0, 2.0] ). Using the genetic structure, x and yare the genes which occur at

locus, or position, namely, () and 30 in the chromosome. These can be analyzed from the

Figure 4.1. It should be stressed that, in this genetic implementation, the gene's alleles
range from -1 to 2.0 in increments of (2 - (-1» x 2-30 = 3 X 2-30.

The second step, fitness calculation, is trivial once the genotype has been decoded.

A function is used to map the phenotype's parameter values into a positive number, which
is referred as the fitness. In a function maximization problem, the fitness function is often

shown to be the same as the function being optimized (provided that the output domain of

the function is positive). If the domain contains negative values or whenever a
minimization problem is the case, then the output of the function can be simply be mapped

into the required form. It' s indicated that for negative values, this will involve
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Figure 4.1 Example of Fitness Calculation for Parameter Optimization
3 ?

f(x,y) == x - xy

adding a constant to the output so as to shift it into the positive range. For minimization
problems, the following deduction is used30 :

Mill (f(x)) Max(g(x)) Max( - f(x) ).

This states that the minimum of a function, f(x), is equivalent to the maximum of

some other function g(x) where one specific g(x) for which -1 *f(x) is true. Again if, -f(x) is
negative (it might not be if the domain of.f(x) is negative) then an appropriate constant, ('

might be added as f()lIows" ,

tv/ill (f(x)) A/ax(g(x) / (') Max( -f(x) / C).

It must be stressed Ihat the constnlction of a fitness function is shown to be very
important and crucial for the correct execution of a GA with the satistying results. Thus,

the design and implementation of a suitable and proper fitness function for the problem is

heavily dependent on the following issues which usually makes it very difficult for the
d· 32eSlgner ;

• The fitness function differs with respect to the maximization or minimization
criterion.

• The environment is susceptible to noise in the evaluations, Ie. partial
evaluations.

• The fitness function might change dynamically as the GA proceeds.
• The fitness function might be so complex that only approximations to fitness

values can be computed.

• The fitness function should allocate very different values to strings in order to
facilitate the process of selection mechanisms.

• The fitness function must be designed so as to consider the constraint of the

problem properly by clearly distinguishing the unfeasible solutions.

11, Zbignicw Michalcwicz, (ienelic ll/gorilhl1ls + Data Structures -- Fvolulion Programs, p. 31.

11 ihid, p. J I.
11 Enriquc Alba, Carlos Cotta. "lnlroduClionlo Nalure-Inspired Algorithmic Techniques", Internet

Documenl, hltp://www Icc.ulll<l.es/pcrsonal/cotta/scmEC/cap02/cap_2. html, 1997.
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• In some cases, the fitness function might form some different sub-objectives. It'

s stressed that such a multi-ohjective nmction can cause non-conventional
problems.

• The fitness function is like a black box for the GA. Phenotype is fed into this

black box and the fitness value is derived as the output, but the internal
mechanisms that enable this are not always straightforward. For instance, such

mechanisms need to be achieved by complex mathematical functions, a complex
simulator program or indeed by a human who himself makes the decision for

good strings, ie. when GA is used in music or animation programs.

The operations of decoding and fitness calculation can also be applied to problems
even when a function optimization is not the case. For insta'1ce, in the Traveling Salesman

Problem, (a well known NP-Hard Problem), the genotype would be chosen in the way a

tour is encoded in a string. The parameters or phenotype would be the actual tour being
considered and the fitness would be a function of the length of the tour for a minimization
problem33 The Traveling Salesman Problem and its GA implementation will be described

in more detail in the subsequent sections.

4.3.2 Selection

Selection is one of the most important mechanisms in GA' s. Selection determines

which individuals in the population will have all or some of its so-called Kenetic material
passed on to the next generation of individuals. The object of the selection method

employed in a GA is to give exponentially increasing trials to the fittest individuals. The

most common scheme to accomplish this is the technique named as rol/lelte-wheel
selectioll, but it shouldn't be considered as the best. This technique involves selecting the

positive fitness values where higher values indicate greater fitness. Roulette wheel
selection gets its name fi'om the fact that the algorithm works like a roulette wheel in

which each slot on the wheel is paired with an individual in the population. This is done in

such a way that the size of each slot is proportional to the corresponding individual' s

fitness. Due to this fact, this selection method is also referred as fitness-proportionate
selection. It should be obvious that maximization problems fit directly into this paradigm

where larger slot implies larger fitness. On the other hand, it' s remarked that negative
values are not allowed because there's no such a slot of negative size.3-l

A common way to implement roulette wheel selection is as follows

I. Sum up all the fitness values in the current population, call this value SlImF'itness.
Sum Fitness is in effect the total area of the roulette wheel.

2. Generate a random number between 0 and I, called Rand.
3. Multiply Sum Fitness by Rand to get a number between 0 and SumFitness which

will be called ROlllelleVallle (RolllelleVallle = SumFitnesss x Rand) Think of this

value as the distance the imaginary roulette ball travels before falling into a slot.

J3 Zbignicw Michalcwicz, (/enetic Algorithms + Data .I.,'truc/ures= Fvolution Programs, pp. 25-26.
34 ihid. pp. 32-33.
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4. Finally sum up the fitness values (slot sizes) of the individuals in the population until

an individual, which makes this partial sum greater or equal to RouletteValue, is
reached. This will then be the individual that is selected.

It is not always intuitively obvious that this algorithm actually implements a

weighted roulette wheel. To see this fact, some extreme situations should be considered.

For instance, there can be an individual, whose fitness is equal to SumFitness (implying all
other individuals have a fitness of zero).

It' s proven that no matter what number is generated for RouletteValue, someone

will always throw the partial sum over the top, thus having a selection probability of 1.

This corresponds to a roulette wheel with just one slot. On the other extreme, an

individual, i, with fitness zero can never cause the partial sum to become greater than
RouletteValue, so it has a zero probability of getting selected. It' s shown that this

corresponds to a slot that does not exist on the wheel. All other individuals between these

extremes will have a probability of throwing the partial sum over the top that is

proportional to their size, which is exactly the expected behaviour of a weighted roulette
wheel. An example of the roulette wheel selection is given in Figure 4.2 where for five

individuals, their corresponding fitness values and the probability for each within the
provided slot size percentages are denoted

IndividualFitnessSlot Size %
1

3035

2

1012

3

1518
4

25
29

Roulette Wheel

556
SumFitness:

85

Figure 4.2 Roulette Wheel Selection with five Individuals of varying Fitness.

This selection mechanism can also be denoted as follows;

.f,: the fitness value of each individual for i=1,2, ... n
P,: the probability of being selected for each individual

Fitness-proportionate selection is not the best way to implement selection if both

efficiency and fairness are taken into consideration. This method is not always fair,
because it's proven that random noises (referred to as stochastic errors) might cause the

actual number of individuals of varying fitness to receive more or less than their expected

preference. To overcome this drawback, Stochastic {Iniversal Selection (.WIS) has been
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developed. It' s proven that in this method, sometimes also referred as stochastic universal

sampling, the mean variation can almost be completely eliminated by using the

reproduction rate in a more generic way than the fitness-proportionate selection, and by
applying the special sampling mechanism. In contrast, the wheel used in Sf IS is divided

into a number of equally spaced markers equal to the population size.35 _36

There are also other selection and sampling mechanisms such as; Tournament
SelectioN, Truncation ,\'election, Unear Ranking Selectioll, Exponential Ranking
Selection, etc. which are also classified according to some specific properties they possess
or some affects they pose to the population such that; dy"amic or static selectioll,
extinctive or preservative selection, ellilist or pure selection, generatiollalor steady-state
selectioll. 37_ 38 _39 _ 40

The efficiency and performance of these selection schemes are proven to vary

among the different GA models and implementations. It' s stressed that when one is to
decide upon a selection scheme, three basic criteria should be concerned. These are

selection intensity, selection I'ariance and the loss (?!diversity. The selection intensity can
be defined as the measure which gives information about the selection mechanism's effect

on the average fitness of the population. This effect can be obtained by computing the
difference between the population average fitness after and before selection. The selection

variance is the normalized expected variance of the fitness distribution of the population

after applying the selection method to the fitness distribution. The loss of diversity is the
proportion of individuals of a population that is not selected during the selection phase.41

Under these circumstances, it's generally accepted that despite being the simplest,
fitness-proportionate selection is unsuitable in most GA applications producing side

effects among the population, and degrading the search efficiency. It' s also stated that

S[JS is very powerful and strongly decisive but it has high computational complexity which

might slow down the execution of the GA. On the other hand, when the highest selection
variance is regarded as the main criteria, exponential ranking selection is proven to be the
best method. 42_43

It' s stressed that the common and crucial goal in all legitimate GA selection

techniques is to reward better fit individuals by letting them reproduce more often. This is

35 Zbignicw Michalc\\ ic:!.,<1enelicAlgorithms + Data ,\'tructures - Fvolution Programs, pp. 56-57.
36 Tobias Blicklc, Lothar Thiele, .,A Comparison of Selection Schemes used in Genetic Algorithms",
SwissFederal Institute of Technology, TIK-Report, No: II, pp. 43-45, December 1995.
31 ihid, pp. 14-51.
3~ Zbigniew Michalewicz, Cenetic Algorithms I Data Structures = Evolution Programs, pp. 56-58.
39 Richard K. Belew, Lashon B. Booker (editors), Proceedings of the ./th International ('onference on
GeneticAlgorithms and their f'lpplications, pp. 92-99.
4U L. Darrell Whitley (editor), Foundations ojUenetic Algorithms 2, pp. 132-133.
41 Tobias Blickle, Lothar Thiele, "A Comparison of Selection Schemes used in Genetic Algorithms",
SwissFederal Institute of Technology, TIK-Report, No: II, pp. 11-13, December 1995.
42 ihid, pp. 49-52.
'13 L. Darrell Whitley (editor), hllll7dations of Genetic Algorithms 2, p. 134.



one of the important aspects of a GA which makes it different from random search or

several hill-climhing l1Ie/hod\·. It should be stressed that when compared to other search

and optimization algorithms, sllch as random search, gradient methods (ie., random
Il/Iltation hill-climhing), iterated search (ie., steepest-ascent hill-climhing, next-ascent
hill-climhing,), simulated annealing, etc., GA' s outperform all the others in some cases

or have better performance than some of the other algorithms in some other cases44- 45_ 46

4.3.3 Reproduction

The second important issue in all genetic algorithms is stated to be the fact that

they contain some sort of recombination procedure. It' s the reproduction stage where

two individuals selected in the previous step are allowed to mate to produce offspring.

This mating is done by a genetic operator commonly called as crossover. As mentioned
previously, crossover is the process by which the bit-strings of two parent individuals
combine to produce two child individuals, or offsprings, namely.41_48

There are many ways in which a crossover can be implemented. Some of the ways

are broadly applicable to all types of problems and others are highly problem-specific. The
most primitive but also highly effective form of crossover that is commonly implemented is

single-point crossover. Single point crossover starts by selecting a random position on the
bit string, called a cut point or cross point. The bits from the left of the cut point on

parent I (P I) are combinecl with the bits from the right of the cut point in parent2 (P2) to

form child I (C I). Similarly, the opposite parts are combined to form child2 (C2). A simple

example of single-point crossover is given in the Figure 4.3 .

..c- Cut p:>illl

P 1: 0011 00 110011

P2: 00 0111gJ00QJ
Cl:001100 110000
C2: 000011 110011

Figure 4.3 Example of a single-point crossover.

4-1 David Beasley, David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin, "An Overview of Genetic Algorithms - Part t",
UniversityComputing, UCISA, pp. -l-6, t 91)1,

15 Thomas Back, David B. Fogel, Zbigniew Michalewicz (editors), !!andbook of El'o/utionm:v

('omputation, pp. 1-5.
·16 Zbigniew Michalewicz, Genetic A /gorilhms I f)nta Structures - Evo/ution Programs, pp. 16-17, 26
29.

41 DavidBeasley, David R. Bull. Ralph R Martin, "An Overview of Genetic Algorithms - Part I",
UniversityComputing. UCISA, p. 3, 1993.
IH L. Darrel Whitley, "A Genetic Algorithm Tutorial", Computer Science Department, Colorado State
University,Technical Report, p. 6, November 10, 1993.
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Thus, child I and child2 will tend to be different from either of their parents, but

also shall possess some characteristics of both. If the parents each had high fitness then

there would be a good chance that at least one of the children is as fit or better than either

parent. If this is the case, then selection will favour this child's s existence and insertion
into new population, if not, then selection will favour the child's extinction. There is, of

course a small possibility that most or all of the crossovers produce children of less fitness.

To overcome this possibility, a parameter, Pc, the probability of crossover, is introduced.

Before crossover is applied, a random number is generated. If this number is less than or

equal to Pc, then crossover is pertormed, if not, then the parents are passed into the next

generation unchanged.49 Since without crossover it's proven that except some complex

arid special cases, no advancement can be observed in the execution, Pc is usually set high
(0.5 < Pc < (0)

There are also other kinds of crossovers for bit-wise and real-coded applications,

such as 'lIFo-Point Crossover, Mul/i-Point rrossover, {fn{form Crossover ((IX), Half
Uniform Crossover (HUX) , Parameterized (fniform Crossover, Parameter-hounded
Rlend Crossover (RI"X-a), Segmented Crossover, a Crossover, Randomized AndlOr
Crossol'er (RAOC), Randomized lIn{form Crossover (RUC), etc.50_5J_52_H_54_55It' s

proven that the performance, efficiency and applicability of such crossover schemes vary
among the implementation, data structure and the algorithm chosen. Therefore, there can

be no crossover model in general to be regarded as the best or the worst. One should

decide upon Ihe most suitable crossover scheme according to the structure of the problem
and the corresponding GA he / she deals with.

As mentioned previously, another important and effective GA operator is shown to

be mutation. Mutation can be simply defined as the operation on which the value of a

single bit or some of the hits within an individual is changed in a random fashion so as to

produce a new child with different genes. An example of a single-bit mutation is given in

Figure 4.4 where the )"1 leftmost bit of P I is mutated fi'om 1 to 0 as it' s passed onto C I
within the same crossover denoted in Figure 4.3. It should be stressed that, in genetic
algorithms, high mutation rates cause the algorithm to degenerate to random search and

usually this is an undesired situation. The rate of genetic drift can be reduced by increasing

the mutation rate. However, if the mutation rate is too high, the search becomes

4Y DavidBeasley, David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin, "An Overview of Genetic Algorithms - Part I",
UniversityComputing, UCISA, p. ), 191}).

50 BillKeller, Rudi Lutz, .•A New Crossovcr Operator for Rapid Function Optimisation Using a Genctic
Algorithm",School of Cognitivc and Computing Scicnces, The University of Sussex, pp. I-II.
51 DavidBeasley, David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin, "An Ovcrvicw of Genetic Algorithms - Part 2",
UniversityComputing, UCISA, pp. 1-2, 191}).

52 ZbiglliewMichalewicz, (ienetic .-llgorit!Jms ~ Data Structures - Evolution Program.\·, pp. 68-70.
53L. Darrell Whitley (cditor), Foundations 0/( ienetic Algorithms 2, pp. 34-43.
51 ibid, pp. 188-20 I.
55 ibid, pp. 239-25-l.
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effectively random, thus enabling to investigate new and unknown areas In the search

space. 56

PI: 00~001l10011P2: 00fOll1l10000
C 1: 00(Qh00 110000
C2 000011 110011

Figure 4.4 Example of a single bit mutation.

Unlike crossover, mutation is a unary operator, in other words, it only acts on one

individual at a time. As bits are being copied from a parent individual to a child, usually a

random number is generated. If, the probability of mutation, Pm namely, is greater than this
random number, mutation is activated. Pm is usually chosen small (0 <= Pm <= 0.1).57 It is

remarked that there's no optimum value for Pm, it depends on the algorithm and problem.
Pm can be deduced heuristically or by some simple mechanisms. (ie Pm = I /
Chromosome /,ellglh)

There's also another genetic operator known as inversion. However, inversion is

not used as often as crossover and mutation in most GA' s. Inversion is a process that

shifts the locus of one or more gene in a chromosome from one point to another. This

does not change the meaning of the genotype in the sense that a genotype before and after

inversion will still decode to they same phenotype. 58 Consequently, this fact causes a

question in mind wondering why designers would be bothered with inversion at all. 59 The
theory behind inversion is that there are groups of two or more genes in a chromosome
that work together to yield a high fitness. If these genes are physically close together than

single point crossover is much less likely to disturb these groups. Although this argument

seems reasonable, inversion in practice has achieved conflicting results. Another operator
similar to inversion is known as reordering. Reordering changes the sequence of genes of
any chromosome to any new valid sequences. It' s proven that reordering might be useful

in implementations where the gene orderings of the individuals are effective as well as the

gene values60 Especially, for the problems where the ordinal encoding is necessary such as
graph partitioning problems or TSP. Besides establishing a proper order, reordering can

help to expand the search space for the candidate solutions. In many GA applications
inversion is ignored whereas in some applications for which the fitness function might

56 David Bcasley, David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin, "An Overvicw of Genetic Algorithms - Part I",
UniversityComputing, UCISA p. H, 19<)1.
51 L. Darrel Whitley, "A GCllctic Algorithm Tutorial", Computer Science Departmcnt, Colorado State
University,Technical Rcport, p. 6, Novcmber 10, 19<)3.
58 Zbigniew Michalewicz, Genetic Algorithm.\" I Data .",'/rue/ure.\" ~ Evolu/ion Program!" pp. 52-53.
59 David Beaslcy, David R. Bull, Ralph It Martin, "An Overvicw of Genetic Algorithms - Part 2",
UniversityComputing, UCISA pp. 3--l. 1991.

6U ihid, pp. 1--l.
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change dynamically over time, special GA operators such as inversion and reordering can
be considered useful.

4.3.4 AlCernativc GA Operators and Schemes

So far, the only format applied to genotypes is bit string encoding However, there

is an increasingly large number of GA' s being researched and implemented which do not

use bit encoding at all. Some researchers who are purists or conservative in terminology
would claim that these are not true genetic algorithms. The others oppose to this and claim

that non-binary representations are better suited to complex optimization problems. The
term evolutionary program is sometimes applied to algorithms which are in the soul of GA'
s but use other kinds of data structures 61

Two common forms of genetic encoding alternatives are real or floating numbers
and ordinals. Real encoding uses strings (arrays) of real numbers rather than bits. Thus,

instead of encoding each parameter in a genetic algorithm as many bits, a single real
number can be used. With a real numbered scheme a decoding step is not necessary since

the genes are already in the form they will be processed.

It's stresscd that when using a real valucd encoding with several genes, traditional
single point crossover can certainly be used. However, one of the reasons of the trend to

real encoding is to exploit the ability to manipulate the chromosomes directly as strings of

numbers. This suggests that new forms of crossover might be more useful and efficient.

One possible technique can be crossing by averaging the two parents. Another technique
might use weighted averages, weighting each child toward a different parent62 Still others

may combine features from single point crossover with weighted crossover. Imagination

and experimentation can often lead to varying results based on the nature of the problem.

Mutation in real encoding also presents the designer with a variety of choices. The

simplest method might be to replace a real gene completely with another randomly
generated one. One can also average a random number into the existing gene. Another
good alternative is to add or subtract a small noise factor into the gene's value. Or,

swapping two numbers in the chromosome string, known as stn/ctural mutation. Again
the choice and results usually depend on the problem in hand. 63 _64

An example of a domain where real encoding is useful is in engineering design
optimization. Here, there are usually a large number of real parameters which describe the

various design choices that can be made. Finding a near optimal design for a given
application is often an arduous task. Because of the larger parameter space, bit strings

would probably yield poor results. In addition, real encoding would be more intuitive to

61 Zbigniew Michalewicz, Genetic Algorithm.\· + Data ,""trueture.\'= Evolution Programs. pp. 3-6,75-82.
62 David Beasley, David R. Bull, Ralph R Martin, "An Overview of Genetic Algorithms - Part 2",
University Computing, UCISA, pp. 2-3, 1993.
63 Zbigniew Michalewic'L, Genetic /llgorithm.\· -I Data Structures - Fvolution Programs. pp. 87-88.
64 ibid. pp. 213-21~.
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the engineer and allow him to incorporate other known algorithms into the optimization

process. This is known as hyhridizing the genetic algorithm.65

Another class of optimization problem that requires a different encoding scheme is

combinatorial optimization. In combinatorial optimization problems, people are concerned

with optimizing the order of some operation rather than a set of control parameters. An
example of this is the 'li'al'eling Salesman Prohlem (1:f)P) which is previously mentioned.

In 7SP, we have a salesperson who must make a tour throughout the country visiting

various cities and then returning to home base. The salesperson can not go to any city
more than once. The goal is to schedule a travel plan (a tour) which minimizes the total

distance travelled. It is not obvious that this algorithm can be mapped onto a bit-string
encoding, although it has been done. A more natural and hence, efficient encoding is to
use a string of ordinals. These are simply positive integers which describe the order in
which the cites should be visited (assuming each city is associated with a number). Thus,

the solution of the problem might be achieved via a hybridized genetic algorithm, in an

evolutionary sense rather than a standard genetic algorithm model. There are actually
several methods of solving the l:\'P via the use of a GA.66_67_68The one illustrated in

Figure 4.5 uses a representation generally known as path encoding.

For the example denoted in Figure 45, there are ten cities in the tour, and the tour

order given in that figure is one of the possible schedules, which is [1,4,3,2,5,6,8,9,10,7]
In fact, this is a vector-based representation where each city travelled at a unit time is each

element of this vector, thus an individual stands for the complete touring path For
instance, for the vector mentioned here, at time t, the salesman is at city I, then at time
1-1 I, he goes to city 4, and so on. Hence, for the GA implementation, the population is

composed of several possible and legal (no cycles, etc.) individuals that represent a

complete tour with all the cities travelled, path encoding, in other words.

The evaluation of these individuals, ordinal number encoded chromosomes, is done

by calculating the overall cost of the complete tour. Since the cost of travel between each

city pair is given initially in the problem, the calculation process is trivial.

The aim of the GA is to search and find the best ordering of the cities in the tour,

thus to find the chromosome that gives the minimum cost. Thus, by establishing a proper
fitness function which calculates each vector' s cost and gives a fitness value to each
chromosome that suggests the fittest individuals with the minimum costs, the problem can

be solved via a GA approach. The important fact is that since the encoding and the
structure of the genes and the chromosomes is of a special case in TSP, the recombination

and reproduction operators, crossover, mutation, etc. should also be designed and adapted
ina suitable manner regarding the ordinal encoding and the order of genes.

65 Zbigniew Michalewicz, (ienelic Algorithms + Dala ,\'lrllclures ~ Fvolution Programs. pp. 7-9, 75-78.
66 ihid, pp. 165-11)I.

61 Lawrence Davis (editor), (/enelic Algorilhl1ls and Simulaleel Annealing, pp. 43-60.
68 Leonard Bole, JefLYCytowski. Search .\lethods/or ArlUicial Intelligence. pp. 211-217.
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Ordinal Genotype: [1,4,3,2,5,6,8,9,10,7]
represents a tour.

Figure 4.5 Traveling Salesman Example with an Ordinal Encoded
Individual.

This is due to the fact that the types of operators that have been considered for bit

strings and real numbers are shown to be problematic when applied to ordinals. The

reason is that operators like single-point crossover or simple mutation are likely to cause

the generation of invalid individuals. It' s strictly remarked that an ordinal chromosome

must not contain duplicate ordinals and must have every ordinal in its range represented, in

other words, the order of genes within a chromosome and the genotype do have essential

and critical importance in implementations such as TSP.

For instance, par/i(//~I'-"l((jJped crossover (PA-f.'.{), order-crossover (OX), c)'c1e

crossover (CX) crossover methods and mutation operators such as inversion, insertion,

displacement, reciprocal exchange can be used69_70 For example, the order-crossover can
be processed as follows71 ;

Let two parents representing ordered path for the complete tour be:

PI = r I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]

P2 = r4 5 2 187693 10]

The order-crossover can be applied to these parents by choosing a subsequence of
a lour from one parent and preserving the relative order of cities from the other parent. If,

the subsequence is chosen as the middle four cities in the tour, then the corresponding
offsprings will be produced in the following way: First the segments between cut points

forthe four cities in the middle are copied into offsprings. Thus;

69Zbignicw Michalcwicz, Genetic Algorithms t- Data .\'tructures - Fvolution Programs. pp. 172-176.
10 ihid, p. 213.

11 ibid, pp. 17l-17-l.
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the parents with the cut points denoted:

p, = [I 23

pJ=[452

4567

1876
89 10]

93 10]

the corresponding offsprings with the tour between the cut points:

OJ=[XXX

oJ=[xxx

4567

1876
x x x]

x x x]

Next, beginning from the second cut point of the second parent, the cities from the

first parent are copied in the same order, omitting the ones already present in the first
offspring Thus,

the sequence of pJ : 9 3 10 4 5 2 I 8 7 6

removing the ones present in 0, : 93 10 2 1 8

This new sequence is then placed in the first offspring, starting from the second cut

point, so that the flew offspring is formed as;

0,= 1218456793101

The similar procedure can he applied for the second offspring, thus;

OJ = [3 4 5 I 8 7 6 9 10 21

The other crossover operators use methodologies basically similar to the order

crossover. The common goal in all these operators is to derive the offsprings with no

cycles or anomalies in the tours they represent. However, other types of crossover

operators are used for the GA implementation of TSP, where rather than focusing the
positions and the sequence of the cities within a tour, the links between the cities are

considered; hence, the encoding of the chromosomes and the crossover operators are

implemented via matrix representat ions 1~(IRe comhination cros.wJI'er (/~RX), matrix
croS.WJI'et'are such of these models72

As well as crossover, some various mutation schemes can be applied to the TSP
implementation Ilowever, these mutation operators must be designed so as to be well

suited for the ordinal encoding of the chromosome. Some of these mutation operators can
be summarized as insertion, selecting a city and inserting in a random place;
di.\placement, selecting a subtour and inserting in a random place; reciprocal exchange,

swapping two cities73 _7~ for instance, the displacement mutation can be applied as
follows;

12 Zbigniew Michalcwicz, Cienelic II /gorilhm.l· I· /)ata ,"'·tructllre.l· - Fvo/ution Programs, pp. 176-189.
13 ihid. p. 176.

7·1 Leonard Bole. Jef;:)' Cylowski. Search Metholfl'filr ,Irtificia/ Intelligence, p. 215.
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individual

selected subtour:

random position:

individual after mutation:

[3 I 5 2 6 8 4 7]

{526)

before city 7

[3 I 8 4 5 2 6 7]

Any of the selection methods mentioned previously can be used for the GA

implementation of the YSP. Once the fitness values established properly for each

chromosome, any selection mechanism can be applied involving no extra adaptation for
the ordinal encoding

4.4 Theory of Genetic Algorithms

In the following sections, a short analysis of the theoretical and mathematical basis

that genetic algorithms rely on, will be given with necessary examples and notations.

4.4.1 The Fundamental Theorem of Genetic Algorithms

In section 43, it's been stated that GA's work because a GA gives exponentially

increasing trials to the fiUest individuals. However, it's shown that this is not completely
accurate. For instance, if a GA only worked at the level of the individual, then it would be

doubted whether it could he sufficient to explore spaces as large as i()O ~ 1030 or greater.
Certainly, it's stated that in order to be efficient, a GA must limit its population size to

some manageable number. This number is taken usually in the range of 102 to 105 Then in

contrast, anyone might suspect how could a few hundred or even a few thousand

individuals could explore a space with a trillions of different points The answer is proven
to lie in a more accurate definition of the underlying GA theory. Instead of saying that

individuals receive exponentially increasing trials, the fundamental theorem of genetic

algorithms states that each time an individual is processed, the GA is not simply sampling

a single point in the space but too many points In order to understand how this can be
achieved, the concept of schemata should be known, which will be discussed in the
following section.

4.4.2 Schema Theorem and The Building Block Hypothesis

It' s stressed that whenever bit string genotypes are chosen for the implementation,

by no doubt, each position in the string is limited to the characters 0 and 1 only. In other
words, the representational alphabet domain for the strings is {0,1}. Throughout this
discussion an additional third symbol will be used which is ., and will stand for the dOll',
care property. This produces the new alphabet as {O, I ,.} .75 _16 A string from this alphabet

15 Melanic Mitchell, Stephanie Forrest, John H. Holland, 'The Royal Road for Genetic Algorithms:
Fitness Landscapes and GA Performance", Proceedings of the First European Conference on Artificial
Life, Cambridge, pp. 1-2, 1991.

16 Thang Nguyen Sui, Syung Ro Moon, "Genetic Algorilhm and Graph Partitioning", IEEE Trans. On
Computers, vol -l5, NO.7, pp X·B, 8-l7-8-l8, July 1996.
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might look like the following: 00* * II. The meaning of the don't care symbol, is that

whatever value (0 or I) is preserved at that position, is not taken into consideration, it can

be neglected. Another way of stating this is that the sample string, 00** II matches all of

the strings in the following set (000011,000111,001011,001111). Strings which include
the don't care symbol are called schemata or similarily templales. In order to understand

the importance of schemata, the following hypothetical population of bit-strings and their

associated fitness is given as an example;

String
10011
00110

11001
01110

00111

Fitness

361

36

576

196

158

Some patterns between the strings and their fitness can be directly notified from

this example, without even knowing how the strings decode to yield their fitness values.

One pattern that seems to emerge is that strings which begin with I do have significantly
higher fitness values than those which begin with zero. Another deduction that holds for

this example is that strings with more I' s than 0' s tend to have higher fitness. Thus, by
only looking at 5 strings out of a possible 32, a lot of information can be extracted. If one

had to make a guess for a string that would give even better fitness, he'd confidently
guess 11111, given these two observations. The first observation noted is equivalent to
stating that strings which match the schema 1**** have higher fitness than those that

match the schema 0**** The second observation is that; strings which match schemata
from the set {IIII*, 111*/, 11*11, 1*111, *1111,111**,11**1,1**11, **III} will

have greater average fitness than those which match schemata in the set (0000*, 000*0,
00*00, 0*000, *0000, 000**, 00**0, O**OO,**OOO}. Also, it should be noted that a
chromosome of length II can be viewed as an instance of 2n schemas. For instance, a

chromosome or string 101 isaninstanceof23=8schemas: ***,1**, *0*, **1,10*,1*1,
*0 I and 10 I 77

Therefore, the success of GA' s, can be concluded to be due to the fact that they

implicitly search for patterns (schemata) with higher fitness. In a bit string of lenf,J1h5 there

are only 25 = 32 individuals but 35 = 2-13 schemata. Thus, it can be clearly stated every
time a GA processes a single individual it is actually processing many schemata. According
to the schema theorem first worked out by John Ho/lalld, in a population of size N, the
number of schemata effectively processed is in the order of JI. This assertion is based on a

specific property known as implicit parallelism or sometimes referred as intrinsic
parallelism. Tn fact, the implicit parallelism property is remarked to be one of the basic
reasons that explain the good performance and power ofGA' S.78_79_80

11 Thang Nguyen Sui, Syung Ro Moon, "Genetic Algorithm and Graph Partitioning", IEEE Trans. On
Computers, vol. -l5, NO.7, pp. X-l3, X-l7-X-lX, July )i)l)6.

1H ibid, p. X-l3.

19 Zbigniew Michalewicz, Genetic Algorithm.l· I J)ata Structures ~ Hvolution Programs, p. 52.
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This fact can be simply denoted by an example. In any GA application, if a

population of 1000 individuals each of length IO() exists, then it is necessarily sufficient to

explore a space of 1030 points. The number of schemata processed in each generation of

the GA is approximately 10003 = J(/. Moreover, bad schemata can be quickly discarded

from the exploration by the selection mechanisms, which results with a fairly powerful

search procedure with an optimized search space and efficiency.

As a conclusion, .fohn Holland provided the Schema Theorem which is stated as
follows;

,",'hort,low order. ahol'e-G1'eraKeschemata receil'e exponentially increasing trials
ill suhsequent Kenerations (?!a Kenetic algorithm. 81

This theorem is sometimes called as Schemata Theorem as well.

A related observation that emerges when one considers the relationship between

schemata and the crossover operator is referred as the Building Block Hypothesis and is
stated as follows;

A genetic algorithm seek near-optimal performance through the juxtaposition (if
short, lOlli-order. high-pel./ormance schemata, called the huilding blocks. 82

Similar to Schema Theorem, the building block hypothesis states that the

reproduction, selection and exploration schemes in GA' s are the source for a powerful

search. Both in these two definitions, the term short indicates the length of the defining
portion of a schema. This is the distance between the first 0 or 1 and the last 0 or 1 which

defines the compactness of information contained in that schema. For example, in 1***0*,
the defining length is .J and in ** III * it is only 2. Order (as in low-order) refers to the

number of fixed positions (0 or I) in the schema. For example, the order of the schemata
**0* 1*1 is 3, and the order of the schemata 00***00*0 is 5. It can be seen that schemas

of low order match a larger number of individuals than those of high order where a high
performance schema is the one that matches individuals of high fitness. 83

Another fact of the Schema Theorem is that the schemata can also be defined as

the bit-wise combinational representations of hyperplanes. Thus, a schema of order-3 can

be used to implement a hypercuhe. Thus, each binary-encoded chromosome of length I is a
member of the 2' -I different hyperplanes where 3' -I hyperplane partitions can be defined
over the entire search space8~- 85 Consequently, it' s stated that the implicit parallelism is

MO David Beasley, David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin, "An Overview of Genetic Algorithms - Part I",
University Computing, UCISA p. 7, 1991.
81 Zbigniew Michalewicz, Genetic Alf,orithllls I nata ,\'tructures = Fvolution Programs, p. 51.
M2 ihid, p. 51.

83 ibid. pp. 51-51.
8~ L. Darrel Whitley, "A Genetic Algorithm Tutorial", Computer Science Department, Colorado State
University, Technical Report, pp. 0-7, November 10, 1991.
M5 Gregory J.E. Rawlins (editor). Foundation.l· (~r(ienetic Algorithms, p. 222.
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derived from the fact that many hyperplanes are sampled when a population of
chromosomes are evaluated86

Therefore, the cardinality of the schema H during any reproduction can be stated

by the equation below;

(I)

(3)

rUI)
I1I(H,I + I) = I1I(H,/)'-' -.-,f

I1I(H, I) = m(H,O)'(1 +c)'

• •
r +c'f

11I(f1,I+I)=' • 'n~H,/)=(l+c),m(H,/). (2)
.f

""• L.j=,fj
.f =--.

II

The derivation of the Schema Theorem and the related assertions can also be

explained in a more mathematical form as followsK7_KK :

Let H be any schema in a population P(I) at any generation I, where the number of

strings or chromosomes of H is denoted by I1I(H,I). If during any reproduction stage,
chromosomes lx" Xl, xn} are regenerated according to the fitness function, then a

chromosome x" of the new population will be reproduced with a probability

where.t indicates the fitness value of the j Ih chromosome. Thus, the average
fitness for the whole population can be denoted as

Consequently, if all average fitness function value for a schema is denoted byf(H),

then the following equation can he stated;

If, the schema H remains below or above the average of a constant threshold value

C, which is independent of I, then the following statement holds;

~IiL. Darrel Whitley, "A Genetic Algorithm Tutorial", Computer Science Department, Colorado State
University, Tcchnical Rcport, pp. 7-9, Novcmber 10, 199].
~7 Leonard Bolc. Jcu.y Cyto\lski, .",'earchMethods/ill' ,·/rtificial Intelligence. pp. 200-207.
8~ Zbignicw Michalcwicz, (;enetic ,-/Igorithms t nata Structures Fvolution Programs. pp. "5-50.
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The three equations (I), (2), (3) denote the effects of fitness-proportionate

selection on the schema H On the other hand, if the defining length of H is denoted by 8H
and the length of each chromosome is given as I, then the probability that a random

crossover point is between the def1ning bits of the schema can be deduced as follows;

8(H)
I) (H) =--" I-I

The fJJ(H) value is also referred as the probability of disruption of the schema.
Thus, a schema marked as disrupted will survive with a probability denoted as below;

8(H)
I) (H)=I---.\ I-I

However, this can directly occur whenever this schema also exists in the other

parent. Since only some of the chromosomes can undergo crossover, the probability of a
schema survival becomes (the selective probability of crossover is pc);

(i(H)

p, (1-1) = I- Pc . ~

On the other hand, since it's proven that a schema H can be generated by crossing

over two strings that do not possess H Thus, the formula for the probability of schema
survival is denoted as;

8(H)
p)H) ~ I- Pc . ~

which implies that

(4)

The equation (4) imposes the crossover effects on the schemata. From this

equation it can be deduced that the expected number of chromosomes matching a schema
H in the next generation is a function of the actual number of strings having the schema,
relative fitness of the schema and its defining length. As stated previously, the crossover

probability is mostly set as 1)(" < I.

Since another effective basic operator is mutation in the population then the similar

assertion can be derived for the mutation as well. In general, mutation is applied to all the

bits of all the strings with a very low probability Pm« I. It' s also shown that a schema H

will be preserved with no alteration if all of its 8(H) specified positions are unchanged. The
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probability of a single bit being prevented from mutation is trivially 1 - pm. Hence, the

probability of a schema that survives mutation can be denoted as follows, where each

single bit mutation is independent from the other mutations;

( )0'(11)pJ(H) = 1- Pm

since pm « I, this equation can be rewritten as;

( ) ('J'(tl) ,I-Pili ~1-<5(H)'PIII (5)

Finally, combining all the selection, crossover and mutation effects denoted in the

equations (I), (2), . (5) a new form of the reproductive schema growth equation can be
derived as below, which is the formal definition of the Schema Theorem;

f(H) [ (8(H») ]m(!I,I+')'2m(H")'7' 1- Pc'~ -8(H)'Pm

From this formula, it could also be seen that if only fitness-proportionate selection

is applied with no crossover or mutation, generation at1er generation, a schemata with

above average fitness will be sampled by an increasing number of chromosomes (or

conversely, a schemata with below average fitness will be observed by a decreasing
number of chromosomes)

Considering that crossover tends to cut ofr schemata as it recombines individuals,
it can be firmly stated that short schemata have a higher chance of surviving crossover

intact. Low order schema effectively process more individuals and they are also more

likely to remain intact.H9_'Xl_'1I Moreover, it's proven that the positions of the bits in the

schema are important in determining the likelihood that those bits will remain together
during crossover, whenever single-point crossover is usedn

On the other hand, it should also be stressed that; for a number of schemas to

combine with each other via any crossover and to construct higher order schemas, all of

them must be kept through that crossover. This brings another important fact among GA'

s; the importance of dismplil'ily of a schema93 Disruption can be defined as the loss of
some or all of the schema in the ofTsprings after a recombination operator, mainly
crossover, is applied to the parents preserving that schemata. For instance, if there exists a

schemata in a population as (I * * * * * * * * I), then whenever the string having that schema

89 L. Darrell Whilley (edilor), FOllnda/ion.l· 0/( iene/ic :/Igori/hms 2, pp. 77-79.
90 ibid, pp. 226-228, DO.
91 Zbigniew Michalewicz, Gene/ic .-/Iguri/hllls I !Ja/a ,";/rllc/lIreS - I~'vulution Programs, pp. 52-53.
92 L.Darrcl Whilley, "A Genelic Algorilhm Tulorial", Computer Science Department, Colorado Stale
Universily,Technical Report, p. IJ, November 10, 1993.
93 Thang Nguyen Bui, Byung Ro Moon, "Genctic Algorilhm and Graph Partitioning", IEEE Trans. On
Computcrs,voL oJ5, NO.7, p. g·n, luly 1996.
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undergoes a single-point crossover with any string such as (*********0), then the

disruption will occur with a probability I (recalling that the computation of the probability

of the disruption of schema was indicated in this section previously). Because, no matter

which bit-location is chosen for the single-point crossover between these two

chromosomes, the schema will be lost. This provides an important fact: When using 1

point crossover, the bit-positions of the schema are crucial in determining the probability
of the survival of the schema9.j Another important deduction based on this fact, which can

also be analyzed from the example, is that the shorter the schema's defining length, the

less likely it is to be disrupted through crossovers95. It' s also proven that the disruption

rate of crossover varies among different types of crossover schemes such as n-point
crossover, parameterized uniform crossover, etc.96 For instance, for the example given

here, any 2-point crossover scheme has a disruption probability (rate) < ], thus might be a
better choice than I-point crossover for that schemata.

It' s proven that the building block hypothesis has application in both the design of
new kinds of crossover operators and in determining how to best encode a problem.97

4.5 Potenti:,1 Problems for GA Implementations

Besides the difficulties that lie in the design and implementation of proper and
successful evaluation and fitness functions, there are some other potential problems and

shortcomings that can be faced for any GA implementation or in any GA application. Also,

in some cases, the designer should consider some of the important facts related with the

special properties in the structure of GA' s; because sometimes it might become too

difficult for him / her to decide upon which mechanisms to use in the design and

implementation. Some of these facts and the potential problems will be mentioned shortly
throughout this section .

• Exploration vs Exploitation

It's stated that any efficient optimization algorithm, like GA, should use two basic

techniques to find a global maximum; exploratio/l and exploitation. Exploration is defined

as the investigation of new and unknown areas in the search space. On the other hand,

exploitation makes use of knowledge found at points previously visited to help finding
better points. The crucial issue is that these two requirements are contradictory, when one

is kept high in the search, the other becomes low-utilized. Thus a good genetic algorithm
must be implemented so as to find a balance between the two, because the power and
efficiency of a GA lies in this balance9S _99

94 L. Darrcl Whitley, "A Genetic Algorithm Tutorial", Computer Science Department, Colorado State
University, Technical Report, p. n, November 10, 1<)<)3.

95 Thang Nguyen Sui, Syung Ro Moon, "Genelic Algorithm and Graph Partitioning". IEEE Trans, On
Computers, vol. 45, NO.7, p. R ..n, July I<)l)().

96 L. Darrell Whitley (editor), /'clIIl7t!atiol7s oj(iel7etic A/~(}rilh11ls 2, pp. 222-229.
91 ihid, p. 210.
98 Zbigniew Michalcwicz, Genetic .,/Igorithms •. nata "',lructures, /~"o/ution Programs, p. 15.
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foor instance, a pmely random search is good at exploration, but does no

exploitation. However, a purely hill-climbing method is good at exploitation but has very

little exploration. Making a good balance is the best approach, but this must be carefully
implemented in a genetic algorithm's design. In theory, combining these two techniques in

an optimal way at the same time for a GA is shown to be true, whereas some difficulties

and inevitable problems are faced in practice. These are shown to be due to the facts that;

the population size is not infinite, the fitness function accurately reflects the utility of a
I· d I . I d 0 0 °fi I 100 101so utton an t 1e genes 111 a c lromosome .0 not mteract slgm Icant y. -

• PrcmMurc Convcrg('lIcc

There are some common problems observed in GA' s due to the variation in fitness

range throughout the execution of a GA. One of them is known as premature
(;olll'elgem;e The premature convergence is the domination of a few number of highly fit,

but not optimal chromosomes throughout the population very rapidly. Since, the
population is converged, the GA loses the ability to search for better solutions and sticks

on the same type of chromosomes with the same values covering the entire population.

Except mutation, all the other reproduction operators produce almost the identical
olTsprings in the next populations. This turns out the GA into a non-enicient, slow random
search. 102

It' s remarked that as a result of the schemata theorem, premature convergence

occurs, because the poplllation si;:e is not infinite. It's shown that, in order to overcome

premature convergence, the selection mechanisms must be rearranged in a way that
enables the compression of the range of fitness and the prevention of any super-fit
individuals' dominance. 103

• Difficulty in Finding The Global Maximum

Another problem caused by the variation in fitness range is shown to be the

difficulty in finding the global maximum, in other words, slow finishing After many

generations, the population will be largely converged, but may still have not precisely
located the global maximum (have not found the exact and best solution in optimization

problems). Since, the average fitness has reached a high value, there will probably be little
difference between the best and average individuals, thus the GA will have difficulty in
reaching the global maximum and will wander through the local maxima. This is a very

crucial problem when the exact optimum solution is required in time-critical applications
This problem might be overcome by expanding the range of fitness in the population by

99 David Beasley, David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin ... An Overview of Genetic Algorithms - Pari I",

Universily Computing, UCISA, p. X, t<)l)l.
J(~) ihid, p. X

101 L. Darrell Whilley (edilor), Foundations o/Genetic :l!gorithllls ], p. 2) I.

102 David Beasley. David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin. "An Overvicw of Genctic Algorithms - Pan I",

University Compuling, lJCISA, p. 10, 1~91.
IOJ ihid. p. 10. I~~l.
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some special mechanisms such as explicit fitness remapping and implicit filne.u
remapping Also, some random mechanisms can be added to the selection and

recombination operations so as to introduce new individuals that might help reaching the
I b I . 104g 0 a maximum.

• Crossover / Mutation Balance

It' s mentioned previously that in general, for any GA, crossover and mutation

operators are used together in recombination phase, where crossover probability is

significantly high and mutation probability is too low. However, some researchers suggest
completely discarding the mutation operator but some others advise keeping mutation
probability high, even higher than the probability of crossover in some occasions. No

matter what kind of problem is dealt, and which GA model is chosen, the designer should

be aware of some of the facts concerning the crossover / mutation balance.

It' s shown that lllutation can provide any level of disruption that crossover can

provide. Moreover, it's proven that crossover has no advantage over mutation in terms of
the amount of exploration that can be performed. However, considering the type of

exploration, crossover is proven to guarantee the preservation of common alleles, while
mutation does not. Another fact is that, crossover can exhibit high simultaneous levels of

preservation, survival and constmction since it can share information between the fit
individuals. But since mutation is often implemented with a parameter that is constant

during the search, 110 in({)fmatioll can be shared by mutation unless it' s implemented in a
variable fashion. However, it's proven that crossover implicitly concerns the interaction

among the genes when generating new instances, a property not valid for the standard

mutation operator. This property is shown to be the source of crossover' s power as a
I IOS 106searc 1 operator. -

When optimizing the balance between exploitation and exploration in a GA is
concerned, it's stressed that neither mutation nor crossover must be dismissed. Instead,

they should be both used with an optimized balance between their probabilities It's
proven that mutation plays an important role ill the exploration strength of a GA, while
crossover heavily affects the exploitation quality. 107

4.6 Other GA Models

The standard GA model previously described, sometimes is proven to be

insufficient in some applications, especially whenever the evaluations are very time

consuming and the populations need to be held extremely large. For such situations,
different GA models have been successnilly derived and yet still being constructed. One of

111·1 David Beasley, David R. Bull, Ralph R. Martin, "An Overview of Genetic Atgorithms - Part t",
Universily Computing, UCISA, pp. 8-12.
IU5 L. Darrell Whilley (cdilor). Foulldations oj'Geneti{; .·l/gorit!lllls 2, pp. 226-232.

IIJ6 ihid. pp. 200-20 I.

IU7 ihid, p. 211.
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these is known as Parallel Uellelic AIKori/h//ls (PGA) It' s shown that PGA' s are not

only an extension of the standard sequential GA via parallelism, but also they represent a
new class of algorithms that have a different search mechanism. There are various types of

PGA models, depending on; the distribution of the population (remralized, Dis/rihuted,
etc.), depending on the implementation (FarmillK, Islalld, Celllllar) and depending on the
F II I M d I «(' (" I I" (' . I ) 10K 109 110Jara eo' e ourse- frame" .me- JJ'{lme, , etc.. - -

Another GA model is known as ('He «('ross-generational ellitist selection,
He/eroKe/leotls re(;omhillatioll, Cataclys//Iic //Illtation), which is a non-traditional genetic
algorithm. It processes sequentially as the standard GA' s, but it combines a conservative

selection strategy that always preserves the best individuals found so far with a highly
disruptive recomhination operator that produces offsprings that are maximally different

from both parents. The CHC algorithms are shown to perform better than the standard
G ' , 'fi' I ' III 112A s In some speci IC Imp ementatlOns. -

There are also other different GA models such as mes!;)! genetic algorithms
(MGA) , j)e!/a Coding, if/e Irost: alld Uepills models, Geni/or, f)Yllamic Parameter
I';ncoding, etc. These all differ from the traditional GA' s in some or all of the schemes,

, I' h f hi' 113 11-1 115such as representatIOn, operators, se ectlon, p ases 0 t e evo utlon process - -

4.7 Applications of Genetic Algorithms

In Ihis sect iOIl SOllIe G 1\ applicat ions are summarized among a broad range of

application areas that; GA' s are proven to be successful, or might be useful in the near
future.

• Scheduling

Scheduling can be defined as a problem of finding the optimal sequence to execute

a finite set of operations such that a certain set of constraints are not violated. A schedular

usually attempts to maximize the utilization of individuals or machinery and minimize the
time required to complete the entire process being scheduled. Conflicts can arise when an

individual or machine is scheduled for more than one operation at a given time or when

J(J~ Lawrence Davis (editor), (ienetic: Algorithms and ••...·imulated Annealing, pp. 129-140.
IW Gregory J.E. Rawlins (editor), Foullliations ojGenetic: Algorithm.\', pp. 316-335.
IIU L. Darrel Whitley. "A Genl:tic Algorithm Tutorial", Computer Science Department, Colorado State
University, Technical Reporl. pp. 32-14, November 10, 1993.
III ihid. p. 30.
112 Gregory J.E. Rawlins (editor), Foundations ojUenetic: Algorithms, pp. 265-283.
113 L. Darrel Whitley, "A Genetic Algorithm Tutorial", Computer Science Departmenl. Colorado State
University, Technical Report, pp. 27-31, November 10, 1993.
II~Zbigniew MichaJewicL, (Jcnetic Algorithms I f)ata Structures Evolution Programs, pp. 65-72, 135
138.

115 David E. Goldberg, Kalyanl110y Deb, Hillol Kargupta, Georges Harik, "Rapid, Accurate Optimization
of Difficult Problems Using Fast Messy Genetic Algorithms", University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign,
IIIiGAL Report No. ~n()O-l,pp 1-17, February 1993.
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the schedule utilizes more resources than are available. Other constraints include priority

of some tasks over others and precedence of certain tasks with respect to others. GA' s

can be applied successfully and do show a great performance in several scheduling areas

like job-shop scheduling, transportation and assignment problems (G/~N()C()P), resource

scheduling (in laboratories, several good stocks, etc.), ERP, MRP, control systems
(GAFOC) 116_117

• NP-Complete and NP-liard Prohlems

The solutions for various forms of complex problems such as NP-Complete (Non

Deterministic Polynomial Complete) and NP-Hard (Non-Deterministic Polynomial Hard)
have been successfully implemented using GA' s. These include the traveling salesman,

I· . bl' d h ... bl 11M 119 120map co onng, tlmeta e assignment an grap partItlOl1lng pro ems. - -

• Engineering and Design

Optimizing a design that includes many different parameters is a time consuming

and difficult task, even for exper1 engineers. GA' s can assist in design by quickly heading

toward near-optimal designs, given certain user specified design constraints. Aircraft and

space shuttle designs can be given as examples. GA' s also offer a great aid in various kind
f 'I 'I .. I" I 121 122 123a me ustna engmeenng app IcatlOns, contro systems, etc. - -

• Machine Leaming

Machine learning is mainly based on building computer programs that are able to

construct new knowledge or to improve already possessed knowledge by using the input

information. There are several models of machine learning in which GA' s have been

successfully applied. For instance, GA' s have been applied to classifier systems where the
GA tries to evolve a set of ~l..then rules to deal with some particular condition or

II" Zbignic\\' M ichalc\\ icz, ( ;l'IIefic .·I/gori thlll.\' t nata Strllctllre.\' Fvo/lltion Progralll.\', pp. ')')-120,
20J-2()'J.

117 Christian l3icrwirth, Ilcrbcrt Kopfcr. Dirk C. Mattfcld, Ivo Rixcn, "Gcnetic Algorithm Bascd

Scheduling in a Dynamic Manufacturing Environmcnt", Dcpartmcnt of Economics. Uni\crsity of

Bremen, Germany, Tcchnical Report, pp. )-6.

II~Zbigniew Michalc\\'icz, (j(,lIetic ,.J/gorithlll.\' I nata ,">'tructllres F.vo/lltion !'rogrmlls. pp. 165-200,
209-21-l.

II~ Thang Nguyen Bui, Byung Ro Moon, "Genetic Algorithm and Graph Partitioning", IEEE Trans. On

Computers, vol. -l5, NO.7, pp. X-lI-X5~, July 19<)6.

120 Kenneth A. De Jong, William M. Spears. "Using Genetic Algorithms to Solve NP-Complete

Problems", ICGA-X9 The Third International Conference on Genetic Algorithms, pp. 1-9, June -l-7,
1989.

121 Sigurd A Nelson, "Strain Gage Selection in Loads Equations Using a Genetic Algorithm", NASA

Contractor Report -l5<)7, pp. f -20. I 99-l.

122 George W. Ryan, "A Genetic Search Technique for Identification of Aircraft Departures", NASA

Contractor Report -loRX, pp. I-I (), 1995.

123 James L. Rogers, Collin M. McCulley, "Integrating a Genetic Algorithm into a Knowledge-Based

System for Ordering Complex Design Processes", NASA TM-IIOH7, pp. I-IJ, April 19%
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problem. GA' s are also used in other learning models, such as connectionist network
b I· J2~ 125 126models and sym 0 IC systems. - -

• Telecommunkations

Routing of information through a complex communications network is an

extremely important problem in today' s world filled with computer networks, cellular

networks, packet switching networks and the like. This is a tough problem that some
researchers have addressed the solution using GA' s. And also, the optimization of

network channels in terms of speed, load balances, etc. can be achieved via GA usage. 127

• Security in Compute.' Systems

GA' s can also be used efficiently in several areas of security in computer systems.

For example, a very successful implementation is achieved for the security audit trail

analysis problem, where, GA enables oolh an automotive efficient tool for audit trail

processes and also a simulation system for various kinds of attacks and threats to a

computer system, an intrusion detection system namely A tool and program has been
developed for this aim which is known as (;ASSA'lA. (a Genetic Algorithm tool for

Simplified Security Audit Trail Analysis) It' s been developed by M.le. rllJovic and used
in IBM AIX systems successfully with proven reliability and efficiency 12M

1~·1 W. F. Punch, E. D. Goodman, Min Pei, Lai Chia-Shun, P. Hovland, R. Enbody, "Further Research on
Feature Selection and Classification Using Genetic Algorithms", ICGA9J, pp. 1-8, 199).
125 Zbignicw Michale\\ ic/., Uel/l'lic Algorithms I J)ata .\·tructures !':volution Progrom!., pp. 215-229.
126 Lawrence Davis (edilor), (;{'netic Algorithms anti Simulated Annealing, pp. 129-I-tO.
127 Vladimir N. Davidcnko. Viclor M. Kureichik. Viclor V. Miagkikh, "Genetic Algorilhm [or Reslriclive
Channel Rouling Problem", ICGA97 The Sevenlh Internalional Conference on Genetic Algorilhms, pp. 1
6, July 19-23. 1997.

12M ME Ludovic, "Genelic Algorithms, an Alternative Tool for Security Audil Trails Analysis", Inlernet
Documenl, hllp://W\\'\\. supclec-rcnne~. fr/rennes/si/equipc/lme/lhese/oakland95/oakland95. hlml, 1997.
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Chapter 5

CRYPTANALYSIS OF SYMMETRIC CIPHERS USING GA' S

5.1 Previous Studies

It's been proven that there haven't been much study on the cryptanalysis of

symmetric ciphers using genetic algorithms (GA' s), especially when differential or
linear cryptanalysis is the case. However, in conjunction with this issue, there are some

remarkable works or projects that has been formerly established or being constructed
during the writing time of this thesis. Out, against all my efforts, I have been able to

find only a few information about these studies. Only one of these projects, The

Decryptio/1 (?/ Rotor ('iphers (Ising Genetic Algorithms· namely, had detailed and

accessible information via Internet, and it will be explained in the following paragraphs.

The first known studies combining the genetic algorithms and the cryptanalysis
is shown to be derived by Pnl Richard .lay ,\j)il/moll. In one of his studies, with the

assistance of some other researchers, he successfully established a genetic algorithmic

method to break the keys of mono-alphabetic simple substitution ciphers as an
alternative to brute-force type cryptanalytic attacks.2 In a reference3 concerning this

study, it's been mentioned that randomly chosen keys were evaluated for fitness using

letter and diagram frequcncies and the fittest candidates were then mated and subjected
to mutation to providc the next generation of keys The mating operation used a

selective crossover, in which the best character of each key was passed on.

Following this research, ,\j)il/man' s another successful study is shown to be the

cryptanalysis of Knapsack Ciphers using genetic algorithms.4 It's mentioned that in his

study, he described the design and use of a genetic algorithm to attack small tmp do or
knapsacks eOectively and gave performance data to prove that GA-based search

performed 50 - 100 times faster than exhaustive search5

Another researcher who made several studies based on the usage of GA' s in

cryptanalytic attacks is J<. A. A/tal/hell'S. In one of his studies, he established a genetic
system for the cryptanalysis of simple transposition ciphers.6 In this system, candidate
column orders were assessed for fitness using digram frequencies, and the best of them

were used to breed a new generation of candidates, using column rotations and swaps

I Emergent Technologies Inc, "On the Decryption of Rotor Ciphers Using Genetic Algorithms",
Internet Document, hltp://w\\'w.s)'s.uea.ac.uk/-ajblrotor.html, September 1997.
2 R. Spillman. M. Janssen, B Nelson. M Kepner, "Use of a genetic algorithm in the cryptanalysis of
simple substitution ciphers", Cryptologia, v. 17, No. I, pp. 31-H, January 1993 .
.l Cypherpunks, "Re: Coding and Nnet's", Internet Document, hltp://www.inet-one.com/cypherpunks/
dir. 95.II.OS-95.1 1.1~/msg00209html, May 1995.

4 R. Spillman, "Cryptanalysis of knapsack ciphers using genetic algorithms", Cr}ptologia, v. 17, No.
~, pp. 3(l7-377, October 1')')3.
5 Cypherpunks, .oRe: Coding and Nnet's", Internet Document, hltp://www.inet-one.com/cypherpunks/
die. 95.II.OS-,)5. 11.1~/msg()02(),). html, May 1998.
6 R. A. Malthews, "The use of genetic algorithms in cryptanalysis", Cryptologia, v. 17, NO.2, pp. 187
20 I, April 1993.
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as mutation operators. The algorithm was proven to be successful in finding partial
anagrams to aid manual solution.7

One of the most impressive and outstanding application among the

cryptanalytic attacks wit h GA' s is shown to be the cryptanalysis of rotor ciphers. The

design and implementation of this study will be discussed shortly in the following
paragraphs.

A rotor cipher is a mechanical time-varying substitution cipher. In the times of

First World War, rotor ciphers were mostly preferred in cryptography. Also, its
variants such as j';nigm(( ('ipher were used in the Second World War. However, as the

power and the applicabilil y of computer technology increased, the security of the rotor

ciphers decreased significantly and were not used any more after the )950' s. But it

should be stressed that nowadays, a rotor cipher is still considered as a good challenge

to test a cryptographic method's breaking capacity. Failure to decrypt a rotor cipher
would be indicative of a failure in the algorithm of the cryptanalytic attack, or low

performance in the cryptanalysis of any rotor cipher via any kind of cryptographic
method imposes that method's inefticiencyH

The original rotor cipher was a physical device made of an insulating disk
which had a number of electrical contacts around the perimeter of each face. The

contacts on one side of the disk are connected randomly to the contacts of the other

side. Thus, if each leiter of the input alphabet is assigned to a contact on one face, the

output contacts would be a monoalphabetic substitution cipher. By connecting several

rotors face to face, a product of substitutions can be achieved. The complexity of the
cipher is obtained by rotating some of the rotor disks in a certain fashion after each

character is encrypted. By this way, a highly complex polyalphabetic cipher with a

moderately long key length can be derived. C) (the so-called cerlain fashion used in

rotation after each encryption provides the key itself) This cipher is proven to be
ported easily to computers, either in hardware or software.

There are various cryptanalytic methods previously invented to break the rotor

cipher efficiently such as Ihe ileralive technique.1O A recent alternative approach is
implementing the cryptanalytic attack to several rotor cipher models by the aid of
genetic algorithms, which has been successfully established by A. 1. Bagnall et al. It's

shown that a genetic algorithm can be used to successfully search the very large
discrete key-space of a rotor machine, of magnitude up to (26!/, using a simple
measure of suitability. The method involves finding the last rotor of a three-rotor

machine using a GA and then solving the remaining two rotors by the iterative

1 Cypherpunks, "Re: Coding and Nnet's", Internet Document, hllp://www.inet-one.comfcypherpunks/
dir.95.1 108-95.1 1.I-l/msg002()9.html, May 1998.
8 Emergent Technologies Inc .. "On the Decryption of Rotor Ciphers Using Genetic Algoritlmls",
Intcrnct Documcnt, hllp://www.sys.uca.ac.uk/-ajb/rotor.html. Scptcmber 1997.
Y ibid

10 A. 1. Bagnall, "The Applications of Gcnctic Algorithms in Cryptanalysis", MS Thesis. University of
East Anglia, pp. 85-92. 19%
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technique. II The cryptanalysis of two-rotor machines by using GA' s is also proven to

be more ef1icienl than the other attack methods where it's also suggested that the

four-rotor and Enigma ciphers might also be cracked using enhanced GA' s. 12_13

For the GA implementation, the rotor is converted into an array of m integers,

where each integer is a J2-bit chromosome, representing the wiring for each position.

By this way, the subset of the key-space containing the correct keys for an m-rotor

cipher can be represented with a population of chromosomes. Several selection
methods were tried and roulette selection was proven to be the most suitable for the

implementation, producing faster convergence to an optimal solution (the correct key
value) Also, since PMX performed the best results, it was chosen as the basic

crossover operator. Two mutation operators were used; randomly swapping two rotor

wirings as a reciprocal exchange and randomly shifting selected substring of rotor
wirings to random position. Either one of these operators were chosen randomly and

operated on the offspring through each reproduction. It was found that the optimum

probability level for mutation was ().5 for all the attacks. For the construction of the

new population, only the offsprings that had better fitness than the worst member of

the current pool and that were different from the chromosomes in the current pool
were added to the new population replacing the worst ones.14_15

The core and the 1110stessential part of the GA implementation was pointed to
be the fitness function because, unless a proper fitness function is derived so as to

choose the candidate keys among the entire key-space, the cryptanalytic attack with

any GA would be useless The basis for the fitness evaluation was that plaintext

enciphered by a rnonoalphabetic substitution would still exhibit characteristics of the
original distribution. A periodic polyalphabetic substitution system with period P can
be reduced to a series of 1110noalphabetic substitution ciphers. Therefore, a likelihood
function can be used as the fitness measure for which the search space of an m rotor

machine is In permutations and a chromosome 1" has fitness L(p 'Iy) asl6 ;

for a ciphertext of size 11

However, it was shown that using such a likelihood function as a fitness

measure caused a problem due to the fact that; for any reasonably large string size the
likelihood would be a very small value, yet with an extreme range of possible values.
Thus, if roulette selection was used, poor solutions could possibly dominate the

II A. J. Bagnall, G. P McKeown, V. 1. Rayward-Smith, "The Cryptanalysis of a Three Rotor Machine
Using a Genetic Algorithm", ICGA97 The Seventh International Conference on Genetic Algorithms,
p. I, July )9-23, )9')7.
12 A. J. Bagnall, "The Applications of Genetic Algorithms in Cryptanalysis", MS Thesis, University of
East Anglia. pp. 130-1.19, 19%
13 Emergent Technologies Inc, "On the Decryption of Rotor Ciphers Using Genetic Algorithms",
Internet Document. http://www.sysuea.ac.ukJ-ajb/rotor.html. September 1997.
1·1 A. J. Bagnall, G. P McKeo\\n, V. 1. Rayward-Smith, "The Cryptanalysis ofa Three Rotor Machine
Using a Genetic Algorithm". ICGA97 The Seventh International Conference on Genetic Algorithms,
pp. 3-5, July 19-23, )9')7.
15 A. 1. Bagnall, ''The Applications of Genetic Algorithms in Cryptanalysis", MS Thesis, University of
East Allglia, pp. 121-12(), 19%
16 ibid. p. 126.
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population because their fitness would be much greater than the other chromosomes,
but still much smaller than the optimum. It was proven that taking the logarithmic

values of each side of the equation in the fitness function and consequently, using

-Iog(/'(p 'Iy)) as the fitness measure could overcome this problem. Thus, the objective
is to find the minimum of the negative log likelihood that corresponds to the optimum
solution. The revised fitness nmction is denoted as followsl7 ;

Using the genetic mechanisms and functions described previously, the GA was

coded and executed. The program generates new populations and executes through an
evolution cycle in an iterative manner until a chromosome with the required optimum,
thus a correct or nearly correct rotor is found. This also means that the key for that
rotor is broken.

After the tests and several studies it was proven that by using a GA-based

attack, the single rotor cipher was broken much more rapidly and efficiently than all the

other known cryptanalytic techniClues For instance, a GA could efficiently search the
discrete key-space of a size about ION and could find the key by examining only 105 

106 candidates. It was shown that an unknown plaintext decryption of a single

ciphertext enciphered in a .12-contact rotor could be achieved by a GA at an average of
20 minutes on the 12 Afhz 80286 platform Thus, when the GA is embedded to a

standard cryptanalytic attack, the overall cryptanalytic performance was proven to be

better than all the other attack types on two and three-rotor models. Moreover, it was
also shown that the GA embedded attack technique outperformed other search

mechanisms such as simulated annealing and hill-climbing when these were embedded

to the cryptanalytic attack in a similar manner. In all these studies as a conclusion, it

was firmly stated that a ve,y basic implementation of a GA could be used to solve a
Co . I h d h' I~ 19 20lair y ar cryptograp Ie system. - -

Besides these former studies that have been mentioned previously, there are

also currently ongoing projects based on the cryptanalysis of different types of

cryptosystems using genetic algorithms. For instance, one of these studies aims to
derive a general mechanism to enhance key searches in cryptanalytic attacks using GA
based techniques; by making the best use of good global search capability of GA' S21

Another project that has been recently founded and is still being developed; is the
cryptanalysis of DES via transformation of the DES algorithm into an instance of an

NP-Hard combinatorial problem and attacking with an appropriate combinatorial

17 A. J. Bagnall, "The Applications of Genelic Algorilhms in Cryptanalysis", MS Thesis, University of
East Anglia, pp. 126-127.
IH Emergent Technologies Inc .. "On the Decryption of Rotor Ciphers Using Genetic Algorithms",
Internet Documenl, hllp://www.sys.uea.ac.uk/-ajb/rotorhtml. September 1997.
19 A. J. Bagnall, G. P. McKeown, V 1. Rayward-Smith, 'The Cryptanalysis of a Three Rotor Machine
Using a Genetic Algorithm", ICGA97 The Seventh International Conference on Genetic Algorithms,
pp. 5-6, July 19-23, 1997.
~oA. 1. Bagnall, "The Applicalions of Genetic Algorithms in Cryptanalysis", MS Thesis, University of
East Anglia, pp. 130-1-l0. 19l)().
~I ADFA Computalionallntelllgence Group Projects, "Applications of Evolutionary Algorithms in
Cryplanalysis". Inlernel Doculllent, hllp://www.cs.adfa.oL.au/research/CJG/projects.html. April 1999.
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algorithm. 22 In this project, one of the possible and promlsmg alternative for the

combinatorial algorithm is recommended as GA

5.2 Proposed Theoretical Modcl Differcntial / Linear Cryptanalysis using Genetic
Algorithms

The implementation of any differential or linear cryptanalytic attack via any
genetic algorithmic approach is the core of this thesis. However, due to some

important and strict aspects and shortcomings, this approach has been in a proposed
theoretical or hypothetical fashion rather than an implementation; where these reasons

will be explained later on

Having made a detailed analysis both in differential/linear cryptanalysis and

GA' s, my basic approach was to find a s~Jitable methodology to combine these two

issues which might possibly result with an exploitable effort. I also included the
knowledge and concepts involved with the previous cryptanalytic attacks achieved via

the usage of GA' s. Using these former information, and combining these with my
analyzes and ideas, I tried to establish several alternative models related with the

differential or linear cryptanalytic attacks using GA' s. I tried to generate alternative

models each having a dillerent view of standpoint in the use and application of GA' s

among these cryptanalytic allacks.

• New Characteristics in DifTt.'rential Cryptanalysis using GA' s

As mentioned previously, there are several best /I-rou/ld characteristics derived

for the difTerential cryptanalysis of DES and DES-like symmetric cryptosystems
However, as stated by Hlhmll and Shomir, there might be better differential

characteristics than the hest ones found so far for the DES algorithm23 Since, it' s

shown that the derivation of better characteristics in any type of differential

cryptanalytic attack is the heart of this attack methodology; better characteristics shall

improve the performance of the attacks significantly. For instance, if better
characteristics could be established than the one used in the differential cryptanalysis of

16-round DES, having a higher probability than 2'47.2 , then the overall computational

complexity of the attack and the chosen plaintext requirements could be reduced too.

Therefore, if a suitable GA can be adapted so as to search and find better

differential characteristics than the known ones, then the differential cryptanalysis can
be improved with the aid of GA' s. This might be achieved by constructing a GA which
takes several chosen plaintext pairs that produce the good and the best characteristics

known so far and several random plaintext pairs as input. These pair values will be
encoded so as to be the chromosomes of the GA population. The fitness function will
be trivial, the probability of the characteristic provided within these chromosomes.

Thus, the more fit chromosomes with higher probabilities will be used for

reproduction, and if any chromosome having a near-optimum (best known

characteristic) or equal-optimum or indeed, a better-than-optimum is produced, then

~1Eric Michael Corwan. "The DES Anal) tic Crack FAQ", Internet Document,
http://\\,,\·w.cyberspacc.orgl~l1ochlcrakfaq.html, Dcccmber IIJIJX.
~J Eli Biham, Adi Shamir. IJi/!i:refltia! Ctvptal/a!l'sis of the Data !:'ncrl'plion Standard, p. 28.
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its ciphertext pairs will be checked. If these are different from the previously derived

characteristics, they will be used as new and best (if any) characteristics in the

differential cryptanalysis. However, the reproduction operators, selection and

replacement processes and other necessary genetic mechanisms can be decided and

properly adapted whenever this hypothetical model is transformed into an

implementation. This fact holds for the other methods described in the following
subsections as well.

It should be stressed that since any characteristic's probability is found by
checking the output ditlerential of ciphertext pairs and the input differential plaintext

pairs; in the GA, for each new chromosome (the input pairs) the encryption algorithm
should be executed and the corresponding ciphertext differentials must be derived.

Another important issue is that, since the best differential characteristics vary with

respect to the number of rounds, this must also be distinguished in the GA search.
Thus, for any specific number of rounds, the GA' s must be implemented and executed

separately so that each GA focuses on finding the better differential characteristics of
the cryptosystem for that specific /I-round version.

• Enhancement of the Oata Analysis Phase in OifTerential Cryptanalysis using
GA's

As discussed previously in Chapter 3, both for the differential cryptanalysis of

DES reduced to some rounds and 16-round DES, some special look-up tables,

searching schemes and key-counting mechanisms were used to find some portion of
the key bits apart from the key bits found by the characteristics, which was referred as
the data analysis phase of the differential cryptanalysis. If, a GA-based search can be

used instead of the standard look-up mechanisms, then the key bits would be extracted

in less computational time. With the aid of a GA' s, less number of decrypted

ciphertext samples can be compared with the expected XORed plaintext values in the
data analysis phase. Thus, the ciphel1ext data will be mapped into chromosomes for the

GA model, and the titness measure will be the result of the comparison. Another GA

enhancement might be in the key-bit counting used for subkey bits in any specific S
boxes. By encoding the chromosomes for the subkeys and transforming the selection
and checking mechanism used in key-bit counting into a fitness function, some subkey

bits might presumably be broken faster. Since, the basic approach in all parts of the
data analysis phase is checking all the possible combinations of data and some specific
key bits instead of using heuristic exploration mechanisms, GA' s can be used
providing more efficiency and less execution time .

• New Characteristics in Linear" Crypt~lnalysis using GA' s

A similar approach to the one used in the differential cryptanalysis might also

be helpful for the linear cryptanalytic attacks. Since, the characteristics are also the

core of the linear cryptanalysis, GA' s can be used in deriving better linear
characteristics than the known best ones. In linear cryptanalysis of DES and DES-like

cryptosystems, as stated in the differential case, there might be better characteristics
with better probabilities for any number of rounds. The general model can also be

designed similar to the GA model used for differential cryptanalysis. However, this
time the chromosomes had to be composed of some bits of plaintext, ciphertext and
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the key due to the structure of linear cryptanalysis For each chromosome, the linear

approximation is applied and thereafier, its corresponding probability and thus, the

linear characteristic can be generated. The fitness function checks the probability of

each newly generated characteristic within that chromosome and selects the fittest ones

among the highest probabilities, in other words, the best linear approximations. As
similar to the model for the differential version, the GA for the linear characteristics

tries to converge or find new linear characteristics with higher probabilities than the

known ones. Thus, these characteristics can be used to improve the linear cryptanalytic

attacks decreasing the known plaintext / ciphertext requirements and hopefiJlly, finding
out more number of key bits with good possibilities. For each different II-round linear

characteristics of the cipher, a ditTerent GA implementation should be applied and
executed separately

• Using GA' s for the Generalization of Linear Cryptanalysis

As discussed in Chapter J, there are several methods which enhance the

standard linear cryptanalysis such as generalization techniques. GA' s might be useful
in implementing these techniques since some of these generalization methods are NP

hard or NP-complete problems.

For instance, non-linear approximations is proven to be one of these methods.

By using non-linear approximations in DES or DES-like cryptosystems, the

generalization of the linear cryptanalysis for these cipher models are proven to be

established successfully. 2~ The non-linear approximations can be derived for any

cryptosystem by analyzing the non-linearity between the plaintext, ciphertext and the
key bits. I Iowever, this analysis is proven to be more complex and hard to implement
successfully sometimes. Exploiting the search and the optimum finding capacity in non

linear problems, GA' s can be adapted to non-linear approximation techniques so that

the cryptanalytic performance might be improved It should be noted that non-linear
approximations try to find non-linear properties within the cipher with the best possible

estimated probabilities where an adaptive GA can find these properties much more
efficiently. The chromosomes could represent the relevant data and key bits where
each chromosome value consume the parameters for various non-linear

approximations. Thus, calculating the non-linear approximations as the problem
functions of the GA, the problem can be solved for the ones having the most fit values,
in other words, the highest probabilities Several GA' s might be derived for several

different non-linear properties and their approximations where each fitness measure

corresponds to the solution of the non-linear equation.

It should be noted that if any linear or non-linear technique can be useful for the

generalization of linear cryptanalysis, which results with the improvement of the linear
cryptanalytic attack performance; then that technique might be transformed into a GA

based generalization. Such an approach should possibly improve the performance of

the attack further more, by decreasing both the computational complexity and the data
requirements

2·1 Lars R. Knudsen. Mall Robshaw, "Non-linear Approximations in Linear Cryptanalysis", Advances
in Cryptology - Proc. EUROCRYIYf'%, p 224, IYl)(i.



• Enhancement of the Bit Counting Phase in Linear Cryptanalysis using GA' s

Within a typical linear cryptanalytic attack, some of the (sub)key bits are found

by data and key-bit counting schemes after the linear approximations and

characteristics. By analyzing the effective key and data bits, some bits of the key can be

deduced after the extraction of these effective bits. However, so far it's proven that
only 25 key bits of 16-round DES can be guessed by the bit counting mechanisms.25

Since it's shown that analysis of the effective bits and their counting is a tedious and
time consuming effort (all the possible bit combinations are used by making a search

among those), a better method might improve the efficiency. Using a GA-based search

mechanism, this counting method can be improved significantly where the same
number of bits can be deduced with equivalent probabilities, but in less time. The

chromosomes could represent the effective data and key bits, and by using the

equalities with given probabilities, the possible key bit values could give the fitness

measure of each chromosome where the best results suggesting the given probabilities

yield to the fittest ones, thus the possible key bit values. The fitness nll1ction only tries
to select which key-bit values satisfY the equations with the given probabilities It

should be stressed that for the GA implementation of effective bit analysis and

counting; the effective bits, the equations and their probabilities should already be
ready in ham!

5.3 Remarks and Future Work

It should be remarked that due to some difficulties in the implementation and

due to the infeasibilities and inapplicability, the models discussed in this chapter were
limited to theoretical assumptions As explained in Chapter 3, section 3. I. I and in

some other previous sections, the differential and linear cryptanalytic attacks require
chosen or known plaintext / ciphertext data to be generated in sufficient amounts so as

to develop any further studies among such cryptanalysis techniques. However, these

attacks are proven to be largely theoretical so far because very huge amount of time
and data requirements made it beyond the reach of almost everyone as well as me. The

achievement of the necessary data is proven to be requiring several years' time.

Besides the collection of the data, the analysis and computational requirements bring

extra overhead. Moreover, even these requirements were fulfilled, the hardware
requirements were too costly and beyond our capacity which made my study

inapplicable. For instance, the minimal storage consumption for a linear cryptanalytic

attack to DES shall yield to 2*8*243 = 247 bytes (~ 104 Gigabytes) and similarly for a

differential cryptanalytic attack to DES should be to 2*8*247 = 251 bytes (~ 24*104

Gigabytes) which are extreme values for today. Thus, even having the data ready
would not be sufficient so as to make the study applicable

On the other hand, I had no means of accessing or granting the known or

chosen plaintext / ciphertext pairs formerly developed. Therefore, since I had no

accessible data; and had not any sufficient time, computational power and storage
medium to create and use such data for the differential and linear cryptanalysis, the

genetic algorithmic approaches to these attack types could not be implemented. In

C) S Bakhtiari, R Safavi-Naini. "Application of PVM to Linear Cryptanalysis", University of
Wollongong, Technical Report. p. 5, July 25, I'J'J-l.
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order to successfully establish any applications involved with differential/linear

cryptanalysis using GA' s among DES and DES-like ciphers, these requirements must
be satisfied first.

I should also point some important facts for any future studies involved with

genetic algorithmic approaches to differential/linear cryptanalysis. First of all, it' s
been mentioned throughout this thesis that; for the studies related with differential /
linear cryptanalysis, a remarkable amount of the key bits were found using exhaustive

key-bit search, especially for the linear cryptanalytic attacks. But, since it' s proven

that any statistical attacks among DES and DES-like ciphers were not efficient, and no

direct dependencies or statistical relations could be found for the key bits and data bits
of these cipher models, then any GA model would not be meaningfi.i1 if it focuses on

improving the exhaustive key search part of the cryptanalytic attack. 26 (This
phenomenon will be given in more detail in Chapter 6, section 6.3.) Unless a statistical
attack is possible among any cipher system, any GA-based key search better than the

exhaustive key search cannot be adapted Therefore, for any genetic algorithmic
approach one should tocus on improving the techniques for the parts other than
exhaustive key-bit search of differential/linear cryptanalysis.

Another important fact is since GA' s are implementational rather than

theoretical due to their very nature, any innovative ideas, new visions or techniques for

the GA' s might be necessary for the differential/linear cryptanalysis. As stated in my

theoretical models, the best suitable and the most efficient reproduction, selection,

replacement operators could only be decided whenever the attacks are implemented
and the necessary algorithms are executed. Thus, any researcher involved with

implementations of differential/linear cryptanalytic attacks using GA' s, he / she
should also be open to new ideas, methods so as to derive new selection, reproduction

operators, etc. which might be more successful and suitable than the ones found so far.

I specifically remark this fact because differential/linear cryptanalysis is a very unique
and new era for the genetic algorithmic implementations which seems basically
different from all the other application areas of GA' s.

The parallelization of the genetic algorithmic approach to differential/linear

cryptanalysis might be another fiJture work topic. Since both differential/linear

cryptanalytic attacks and some GA' s were successfully implemented in parallel, then a
parallel model for any GA-based ditferential / linear cryptanalysis could be constructed
as well. Since the parallel implementations were proven to improve the performance of

any differential or linear cryptanalytic attack significantly, then a parallel GA model
could be adjusted to such implementations which might fi.lflher improve the
performance of the parallel differential/linear cryptanalysis.

26 A. 1. Bagnall. "The Applicatiolls of Genetic Algorithms in Cryptanalysis", MS Thesis, University of
East Anglia. p. 95. 19%
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Chapter 6

CASESTlJDY

In this chapter, a simple case study concerning the usage of genetic algorithms

(GA' s) in cryptanalysis will be given This study's aim is to analyze and validate the

performance of a cryptanalytic attack to a simple symmetric block cipher using a
genetic algorithm I generated this sample cryptosystem which might be considered as

a very simplified model of DES and DES-like ciphers. Then, a brute-force attack using

a single plaintext / ciphertext pair is applied to this cryptosystem to find out the keys

used for several encryption tests. Finally, a GA-based cryptanalytic attack is applied to
the same cipher for the same keys. Thus, making a comparison between the results of

the exhaustive key search and the key search using GA, the efficiency and effectiveness

of my genetic algorithmic approach to the cryptanalysis of the sample cryptosystem is
evaluated. It should be remembered that any cryptanalytic attack method must perform

at least better than an exhaustive search in order to be accepted as a valuable and

suitable technique.

The first phase of my study was the design of the cipher model and the model

of the cryptanalytic attacks, both the bnlte-force and the genetic algorithm versions,

which will be applied to the cryptosystem. The second phase was the implementation

of these Illodels, by generating the necessary algorithms and executing these algorithms
via software codes written in C language

6.1 Design of the Model

For the first part of the design, I chose a symmetric block cryptosystem. For

the sake of simplicity and the ease of implementation, this system takes a plaintext data

as input, encrypts in k-bit size blocks with a k-bit initial random key for which each

data block will be enciphered independently known as the ECB mode. The decryption
process is exactly the symmetric inverse of the encryption. Each ciphertext block will

be decrypted with the same initial key and the same encryption algorithm, producing
the original plaintext without error and at the same process rate.

The inner structure of encryption and decryption algorithms are composed of

only a simple substitution operation and will be applied in an iterative manner for any
arbitrary number of III rounds. For each round, the initial key will be shifted 11 bits to

the left and the corresponding k-bit subkey will be used in the substitution operation
within the k-bit data block. The II value can be any integer ranging from 1 to k-l, and

can be any different value for each round The k, m and 11 could be any integer value,
however, in the implementation, k was chosen 32 due to some necessary criteria which

will be explained later on.

To keep the model simple, there were no S-boxes, complex substitution
functions and transpositions in the cryptosystem. This was a crucial and necessary

design criteria because the memory and processing requirements for the cryptanalysis

phase had to be kept limited. Since, the aim in this case study is the comparison of an
exhaustive key search with a GA-based attack, the security quality or the complexity of

the cryptosystem itself is not an essential issue. In my model, the cryptosystem serves
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only as a test -pad for the comparison of attack techniques in a fairly and feasible

fashion as well as providing the basic common features of any iterated symmetric block

cryptosystem in a primitive manner.

The design of the cryptosystem is also denoted in the figures 6.1 and 6.2 where

ill the second figure, the inner stmcture of the encryption algorithm is given. The

scheme in the decryption algorithm is exactly the same as the encryption algorithm; the

only diflerence is that the input at the first round is the ciphertext block.

(initial key)
K)

k hils

(initial key)
K,

k hils

k hils

k hils

I ... .... .. .. I

k hils

Block Encryption of the
Plaintext P into ciphertext C

I I

k hils

Block Decryption of the
ciphertext C into Plaintext P

Ps

k hils

k hils

Cs

k hits

k hils

Figure 6.1 The Symmetric Cryptosystem used in the Case Study.

The second part of the design was the construction of the test system model for

the comparison of cryptanalytic attacks Since the study was involved in

implementation and analysis of a GA-based cryptanalytic attack, one of the attack
types was necessarily this GA-based cryptanalytic model itself J chose the brute-force

attack with a known plaintext / ciphertext pair as the other model in testing and making

compansons.
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Figure 6.2 The inner structure of the encryption operation for the cryptosystem
model.
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It should be noted that tor the encryption (and hence, decryption) algorithm,

the initial key KJ is used /<)f" the first round. Then, for the other rounds, the subkeys K,
are generated by shifting the initial key. Thus, for an In-round encryption, m-I subkeys
are used starting from the second round.

ror the brute-force attack, I designed the system so as to enable the

establishment of an exhaustive key search. This yielded the constnlction of a

tamperproof mechanism in the design. Thus, in my brute-force attack model, the

cryptanalyst could reach the encryption algorithm or the cryptosystem tool for which

the keys used in encryption might be recovered by random trials. Therefore, a single

plaintext / ciphertext pair that was encrypted under the cryptosystem would be used
with a brute-force attack algorithm. I dcsigned this algorithm so that; it would take

that plaintext, encipher under any random key value by using exactly the same

encryption algorithm that was designed for this system, and then compare the
produced ciphertext with the original one. The algorithm would repeat this process

until the correct key valuc is found (the original ciphertext and the ciphertext produced

from the attack exactly match each other) This attack model surely insists on an

exhaustive k-hil key search with a theoretical computational complexity of r -I up to
r. This is the most important reason why I chose the exhaustive key search attack in

comparison with a GA-based attack besides the feasibility, simplicity and accuracy

norms. This attack technique typically gives the threshold value for the performance of

any alternative cryptanalytic attack model. If the GA-based attack model performs

worse than the average performance of exhaustive search for any number of trials with
random keys, then this will show the inapplicability and inefficiency of GA' s in the

cryptanalysis of the cipher that was designed for this case study.

The GA-based cryptanalytic attack was designed in the manner so as to
enhance the brute-force attack technique The logic in this design was to establish the

same brute-force attack, but this time, rather than searching the correct key

exhaustively, GA' s would be used to deduce the key exploiting the optimum finding
and search capabilities of such algorithms. If a proper GA was adapted in the

cryptanalytic attack, the sought key value would be found more efficiently and in less

computational time than randomly searching the key-space.

I designed the GA-based attack as follows: As similar to the brute-force attack,

the same plaintext / ciphertext pair is input to the system. This plaintext / ciphertext

pair would be derived by tamperproofing the same cryptosystem version used for the
brute-force attack tests. Then, using a population composed of candidate key values,

the ciphertexts would be produced within each generation by using the same
encryption algorithm of the designed cryptosystem. Comparing these ciphertexts with

the input ciphertext value, the key values that give the fittest results would be included

for the next generation. With the aid of GA' s exploitation and exploration strength,
after some generations, the possible key values are presumed to converge to the
correct key value. The GA is to be executed until the global optimum, in other words,

the correct initial encipherment key is found exactly.

Since the cryptosystem and the cryptanalysis is involved in operating on bit

values of the data, I preferred to use bit values for the genotypes in the GA Each k-hil
chromosome represented the candidate k-hit key values for the correct solution. Due
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to the nature of the G/\' s, I only designed the general structure of the GA-based

attack. However, which crossover or Illutation techniques with what probability, which

selection mechanisms, etc. had to be clarified during the implementation and the trials.

But, I designed the system as much flexible and adaptive as possible. The GA used in

the cryptanalytic attack was designed so as to benefit from both crossover and
mutation.

The most essential issue and the core of the design for the GA-based attack

was to find a suitable way to construct a fitness measure and function. Since the aim of

the GA was to find the correct key value, then the relation between each key value and

the corresponding ciphertext' s correctness would directly impose the fitness of that
chromosome. Thus, the IItness measure had to be devised so as to establish a relation

between the candid~te key value and its resultant ciphertext data. The more fit
chromosomes should have to be the ones which could give the more number of correct

bits for the required ciphertext. Therefore, the global optimum fitness value would

imply the exactly correct ciphertext with no single bit error, which could identify the
correct key value being sought. Rut it should be stressed that not only the total number

of correct bits, but also the positions of these bits in the ciphertext are important. For
instance, two ditferent key values might produce equal number of correct bits in the

ciphertext, however, one of these ciphertexts could be much more near to the correct

ciphertext due to the positions of the bits and hence, the ASCII character values of the
data. Therelore the fitness lllllction should be designed so as to have a measure on the

bit positions of the data as well. The relation between the key value and the ciphertext
depends on both the amount of correct bits and the positions of the correct bits The

fitness fimction should properly find a mapping between the positions of the correct

key bits and correct ciphertext bits with their proportional weighted values. This
correlation between the bits and the corresponding measure varies due the

cryptosystem model (number of rounds, key and block size) and since different variants
of the clyptosystem could be used with various number of shift bits and various

number of rounds, each fitness filllction should be designed according to the

implementation of the cipher.

For each key value and II-round variant of the cipher, the execution times until

breaking the key would be recorded both for the brute-force attack with exhaustive
key search and GA-based key search attack. After several trials for different keys, an

analysis could be made for the breaking performance and the average time complexities
of both attack types for each cipher variant by comparing the results. Thus, the aim of

the design criteria could be fulfilled

6.2 Implementation of the Model

The implementation of the model was straightforward. I first established the

required algorithms for the cryptosystem, brute-force attacks and attacks using GA' s,

then implemented these algorithms in software and executed them using C language.
After the executions, the corresponding results were recorded and analyzed

For the implementation of the cryptosystem, I chose the key and data block

length as 32 bits. After several trials with different key sizes, this value was observed
to be legitimate and fairly sufficient because the exhaustive search for higher key
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lengths were extremely time consuming which could turn the case study infeasible.

Since the data block length was designed to be the same of key length, the plaintext

and ciphertext data were also processed in 32-bit blocks. In the algorithms, the

plaintext is first divided into 32-bit blocks and each block is encrypted one by one in a

batch fashion. This is the simplest and most straightforward implementation of any
ECB mode encryption via a sequential algorithm

For the test studies, I decided to use two different variants of the designed

cryptosystem; one with a 3-round and one with a 5-round model. Thus, I first

implemented the cryptosystems for both versions by deriving the necessary algorithms
and the coding I made several tests on both cipher variants by using some sample
random plaintexts and random key values. I first encrypted a plaintext and then

decrypted it using the corresponding ciphertext. For both cryptosystems, all the data

were encrypted and decrypted correctly without any errors. As described in the design
section, the cryptosystem for any rounds was proposed to be symmetric by the
structure of the algorithm In the implementation, I verified this assertion, because both

the encryption and decryption algorithms were exactly the same except their input
data. Thus, using the samc initial key and the same algorithm, any enciphered plaintext

could be decryptcd to its original by the symmetric structure of the cryptosystem.

In fact, this symmetric property was due to the substitution operation that I

chose and used within each round. I applied the XOR operation for the substitution

operation. Thus, for each round both in encryption and decryption, the data is XORed

with the key for that round so as to produce the output for the next round. Since DES

and DES-like cryptosystems are all designed to use XOR operations in several parts of

the algorithm, I also followed the sallle approach in the implementation Bits from 0 to

3/ of the 32-bit data block is XORed with corresponding 32 bits of the key directly,
and no additional mechanism or operation was used in the substitution in order to

make the cipher as simple as possible.

For the 3-round cipher, the initial encryption key was used in the first round

Then the second key for the 2nd round was formed by shifting the initial key left 2 bits.
And for the last round, the key in the 2nd round (thus, the first subkey) was shifted -I

bits to the left so as to derive the subkey The key-shifting bit values could have been
some other valuc, but I heuristically chose these in the implementation Similarly, for

the 5-round cipher variant the left key-shifting bit values for the rounds 2 to 5 were
chosen 2, -I, -I, 2, respectively so as to derive the subkeys. Also, for the decryption

process, the same key-shin values were used for each round of the each cipher variant.

The encryption algorithms for the 3-round and 5-round variants are denoted as
follows;

Encryption algorithm for the 3-round version:

Begin;
Generate a 32-bit random initial key K 1 ;

K2 = shifUeft (K" 2 bits);

K3 = shiftJeft ( K2 , 4 bits) ;

Set ciphertext C = null ;
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Get any random plaintext P ;

Divide Pinto 32-bit blocks: P" where i = 1,2. ",s ;

i = 1 ;

while ( i <= s ) do {

D I = (P, XOR Kl);

D I = ( D I XOR K2) ;

C I = ( D I XOR K3) ;

Concatenate C, at the end of C ;

i=i+1 ;

) loop;

End;

Encryption algorithm for the 5-round version:

Begin;

Generate a 32-bit random initial key K 1 ;

K2 = shiftJeft ( K I, 2 bits) ;

K3 = shiftJeft ( K2 I 4 bits) ;

K4 = shiftJefl ( K3, 4 bits) ;

K~ = shiflJeft ( K4 , 2 bits) ;

Set ciphertext C = null ;

Get any random plaintext P ;

Divide Pinto 32-bit blocks: P" where i = 1,2".,s;

i = 1 ;

while ( i <= s ) do {

D I = (P I XOR Kl);

D I = ( D I XOR K2) ;

D I = ( D I XOR K3) ;

D I = ( D I XOR K4 ) ;

C I = ( D I XOR Ks) ;

Concalenate C I at the end of C ;

i=i+1;
} loop;

End;

For the implementation of the cryptanalysis phase of the study, I first derived

the algorithms and made the studies concerning the standard brute-force attack with
the exhaustive key search using a single known plaintext / ciphertext pair. In fact, the

implementation of the attack was composed of two parts. In the first part, I chose any

random plaintext and for different random key values, the corresponding ciphertexts
were enciphered and stored. Then, in the second part of the attack, for each plaintext /

ciphertext pair, the attack was established using the same encryption algorithm Each
key value was tested until the correct ciphertext could be reached within the same

plaintext. All the correct key values and the computation times were recorded within

each attack. I first applied this attack to the 3-round cipher with several random key
values, and then similarly to the 5-round version with the same initial key values. The

implemented algorithm of the brute-force attack for both variants of the test cipher can
be denoted as follows;

ili,\iR L
,.
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Brute-force attack algorithm - Part I.

Begin;

Get any random plaintext P ;

Encrypt P under an unknown key K ;

Retrieve corresponding ciphertext C ;

End;

Brute-force attack algorithm - Part 2.

Begin;

Extract 32-bit portion of Pas PB;

Extract 32-bit portion of C as CB;

loop {

Generate 32-bit random key k ;

If ( k is not a pre-generated value) then

Encrypt PB under k and retrieve corresponding ciphertext block Cs_x ;

end if;

} Until ( Cs_x = Cs ) ; /* the key is found */

Record k ;

End;

The key k that satisfies ('IJ \' ('/1 will be exactly equal to the searched key K,

hence the initial encryption key will be broken. It should be noted that since the

cryptosystem in this study handles each 32-bit data block independently (ECB mode), (

dealt with only the first J2-bit block of the plaintext and the ciphertext. However, in
the second part of the algorithm, for each randomly generated key value the storage of

each previously generated keys and a look-up process is required. In order to eliminate
this overhead and simplify the search process, ( revised the second part of the

algorithm as follows and used this scheme in all of the implementations;

I1rute-force attack algorithm - Part 2 (revised version).

Begin;

Extract 32-bit portion of P as PB;

Extract 32-bit portion of C as Cs;

k = 0;

loop {

Encrypt Ps under k and retrieve corresponding ciphertext block Cs_x;

If ( CB] = CB ) then /* the key is found */

Record k ;

exit loop;

end if;

k=k+1 ;

} Until ( k > 232 ) ;

End;

This revised version also exhaustively searches the key, but rather than

randomly generating k values, it starts fj-om an initial key value and tests each key one

by one.
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For the key search attack using GA' s, I first constructed the genetic algorithm

with the necessary criteria, then applied the algorithm to the cryptanalytic attacks of

both cipher variants for 3 and 5 rounds. Since, the cryptosystem was implemented with
an encipherment key length of 32 bits, the chromosome size was set to 32 in all GA

implementations. Since, the correct key is searched in the attacks, the candidate key

values would be the possible solutions to the problem, thus the chromosomes would

represent the key values. This also suggested the bit-wise representation for the
chromosomes, as similar to the structure of the key. Thus, each chromosome is made

up of 32-bit strings, where each bit of the chromosome is a gene either having value 0

or I and consequently, the genotype of the chromosome directly gives the 32-bit key
value itself

foor both attacks, I set the population size to 100, which could be a generic
parameter for any variant of this cryptosystem whenever the key size is held 32-bits.

Recalling from the Schemata Theorem, a population size of 100 yields a key search

space of 1003 for each generation Since the key size, hence the chromosome size is

32, the total key-space is ]31, or approximately 10/0 Thus, it could be stated that a key
search among J{X' chromosomes within each generation would be sufficient for the

GA, which was also stated in the RaKllall' s study, in which the chromosome size was
again 32 and the population size was set to 100. I On the other hand, for the initial

population, all the candidate key values were generated randomly, thus a total of 100

individuals having different key values was gathered For instance, any individual of the

population would be a chromosome of 32-bit array as;

[0 0 I I 0 I . . . . . . . . . . . 0 I]

where, the left-most bit would stand for bit-O of the key, the next one would be
bit-I of the key, and so on. The 32"J bit of the chromosome would correspond to the

32"J bit of the key, or the right-most key bit, bit-31.

Before porting the actual attack to the both cipher variants, I made some tests

so as to decide upon which GA mechanisms should be used and how they would be
used. I chose some specific 32-bit integer values, and generated some different genetic

algorithms to find these values via alternative reproduction, selection operators. This

was necessary due to the structure of GA' s. Since, GA is an implementation-based
technique rather than a theoretical system, the efficiency and performance of its

operators vary among different problems. So, in order to decide upon the most
adaptive and best-suited GA for the cryptanalytic attack, I made several tests. After
these tests, some mechanisms were proven to be better than others, so I used these in
the GA-based brute-force attacks.

For both of the attacks to the 3 and 5-round cipher variants, the single-point
crossover was used in the GA' s. However, I used a variable crossover rate which was

between 0.7 and I. Thus, within each generation, two individuals were selected to

undergo crossover with a probability of O.7 5, pc 5, I. A random value was generated to

I A J. Bagnall, 'The Applications of Genetic Algorithms in Cryptanalysis", MS Thesis, University of
East Anglia, p. lH, n I, 1996
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set the crossover probability for each chromosome duo. Then, another random number

was generated, and if this number was equivalent to or below this threshold pc, the

crossover was applied. The similar mechanism was used for the mutation operator,

where a mutation was applied to a chromosome within a probability of 0.2 5. pm 5. 0.5.

If a random value was less or equal to pm, then the mutation was applied to a randomly

selected bit of the chromosome. However, I also generated an additional technique for
the mutation mechanism The mutation was applied to not a single bit for each
chromosome, but instead it could be applied to 11 different bits of each selected

chromosome. This 11 value was a random value which was dependent on the pm in an
iterative manner. In other words, the mutations were applied on the same chromosome

until a random value below the new threshold Pm was generated. Then, it was passed to
the following chromosome for the mutation. It should be stressed that a control

mechanism was included so as not to let any bit of a chromosome to be re-mutated.

Ilowever, there was an additional mechanism used in the reproduction. In fact,
this mechanism was a specially designed operator for this case study which I named as

sh{ft-hi/s recomhiJla/ioJl. This was a very important point in the implementation of GA'
s for the key search attacks, since the fitness nmction was not efficient alone. For the
3-round cipher, the shifl-bits recombination operator processes as follows: Before the

GA begins the cycles of generation, f' different chromosome values are generated.
These chromosomes are formed by changing the left-most 6 bits for all the 64

combinations while keeping the other 26 bits set to a constant random value. For each

of these key values, the corresponding fitness values are calculated and the

chromosomes are ordered with respect to their fitness values. The left-most 6 bits of

the eight of the fittest difTerent chromosomes are then recorded These eight 6-bit
strings will be used then within each reproduction After the crossover and mutation

operations are applied to the population, the fittest four different offsprings are
selected. Then each of these 6-bit strings are replaced with the left-most 6 bits of each

or the four chromosomes so as to form 32 additional chromosomes. This operation is

defined as the shift-bits recombination, since the left-most 6 bits are the total key bits
shifted left during each encryption process of the 3-round cipher. These additional

chromosomes are also input to the new population which will be processed through the

replacement operation al1erwards. This recombination operation is repeated within
each generation, and it should be remarked that the fitness values of these 32 additional

chromosomes are also checked out in every stage. I adapted this mechanism for the 5
round cipher model as well. This time, the left-most 12 bits were used to generate 2/2

chromosomes and the best 16 strings were recorded where the shift-bits recombination

was applied to these within the fittest four chromosomes so as to generate 64
additional offsprings. The purpose in the use of shift-bits recombination was to check,

manage and include the effect of some specific bits that were shifted in each cycle of
the encipherment algorithm; thus the exploitation strength of the GA could be

improved significantly. This was necessary due to the difficulty of establishing a proper

fitness function which could impact the correlation and dependency of the shifted key
bits among the ciphertext

For the fitness function of the GA' s in both cipher attacks, a proper and
effective implementation was necessary so as to estimate and represent the relation

between the correct bits of the key and the corresponding ciphertext. I first
implemented the function as a raw fitness nmction which only looked for the total
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number of correct bits in the ciphertext. So, each chromosome value is processed

through the encryption algorithm of the attacked cipher model, and then the produced

ciphertext is compared with the ciphertext enciphered with the unknown key. This can
be denoted as follows, where c, stands for the chromosome representing the candidate

key value, and ~ corresponds to the /h bit of the ciphertext enciphered by that

chromosome, and J; is the /" bit of the initial ciphertext that was enciphered by the
sought key value;

,,31 (H)L.j=() }

f(ci) = 32 {Hj = 1 only iL~ = J;, else Rj = 0; for O~.i ~ 31}

Thus, if all of the bits of the ciphertext X are equal to the original ciphertext J;

then that chromosome has fitness equivalent to I, which would be the global optimum

In other words, a chromosome having a raw fitness of 1 implies the exact unknown

key. The more fit chromosomes having fitness values around 1 would be passed onto
the next generations so as to converge to the genotype having the raw fitness as 1.

However, this raw fitness measure only focused on the correctness of the

ciphertext which could not exploit the correct bit positions of the key, ciphertext, the

correlation between the key bits, or the ciphertext hits, or the dependency or
interrelationship between the key bits and the ciphertext bits. For instance, two

different key values with different number of correct key bits could give the same or
near fitness values. (ie, a key with a total of 31 correct bits and another one with 25

correct bits could both have a fitness of 26/32 = 08125.) These both chromosomes

would be equally treated in the GA due to the raw fitness function, although one of
them is more converged towards the correct key value. Indeed, in some cases, the
candidate chromosomes would be equivalent in the total number of correct bits while

their fitness measure do not say so. (eg, a chromosome only had a single wrong bit for
the bit-5 position of the key (the 6th bit from the left), but its fitness value was

computed as 22/32 = 0.6875; yet another chromosome had a single bit error at the bit

15 position of the key, but provided a fitness value of27/32 = 0.84375. I observed this
type of diversity especially whenever anyone or more bits of the left-most 6 bit
positions of the key were incorrect.)

All these were due to the avalanche effect and the substitution complexity of

the cipher In my observations, a noticeable fact was that; for the 3-round cipher, a
single bit error in the left-most 2 bits (bit-O and bit-I) of the key affected the first and
fourth blocks of the ciphertext for each 32-block portion. Furthermore, any single bit
error for the bit-positions 2 to 5 from the left provided errors in all of the four blocks

of the ciphertext. In fact this was a reasonable fact, because in the 3-round encryption

algorithm, the left-most 2 bits were shifted in the second round to develop the subkey
and the following 4 bits of the subkey were shifted left in the next round. Thus, these

left-most 6 bits of the key were more disruptive and effective on the ciphertext blocks

than any other bits of the key. The same fact was also observed in the 5-round cipher,
where the single bit errors in the left-most 2 bits affected the first and fourth blocks of

the ciphertext data and any single bit error among the other 10 bits used in the shifting

affected all the block of the ciphertext. Further analyzes could possibly find

correlations and internal dependencies between the specific positions of the key and the
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ciphertext such that; whcn several bits in the specific posItIons of the key were

incorrect, which bilS of thc ciphertext would be affected, and so on.

Ilowever, these impose very intensive and extended studies of each of the

cipher variant, requiring statistical cryptanalysis and analyzes. Unless such studies were
established, the derivation of a new fitness fimction rather than the raw one would be

meaningless But since the case study was designed so as to focus on brute-force

attack types, I used the raw fitness function as the general fitness function in all tests.

On the at her hand, the effect of left -most 6 and 12 key bits in both ciphers were
obvious, so I decided to exploit this aspect in the GA implementation. It was this
reason that I derived the shift-bits recombination operator which could reflect the

shifted key bits' impact on the ciphertext and reverse the negative effect of these bits in
the fitness rneasure.

The roulette-wheel selection mechanism was used in order to select which

chromosomes would undcrgo crossover and mutation. The standard method of

roulette-wheel that was explained in Chapter 4, section 4.3.2 was used

straightforwardly.

The replaccment and the generation of the new population was achieved by

replacing the weaker chromosomes with the newly generated offsprings. The fittest

ones were ordered among the offsprings and these were replaced with the worst ones

from the current population. I dcvised this mechanism so that for any generation
throughout the execution of the GA, the population size was strictly held constant

being equivalent to the initial value, 100.

The complete implementation of the exhaustive key search attack using GA'
s can be denoted by the algorithms as follows;

GA-based attack for the 3-round cipher

Proc init_encrypt ( ) ;

Begin;

Get any random plaintext P ;

Encrypt P under an unknown key K ;

Retrieve corresponding ciphertext C ;

End;

Proc main ( ) ;

Begin;

Extract 32-bit portion of P as PB;

Extract 32-bit portion of C as CB;

Initialize a random population of size 100 having each chromosome as a 32-bit array;

Generate 64 specific chromosomes sc , for the shift-bits recombination;

for ( i = 0 to 63 ) {

Proc Fitness ( sc I ) ;

} next i;

Select the fittest 8 sc I and store their left-most 6-bits in an array SA[sJeft ,] ;
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while ( True) do { '* iterative loop until global optimum is reached *'

for ( i = 0 to 99 ) {

Proc Fitness ( c , ) ;

} next i;
Roulette-wheel selection to select n chromosomes as the more fit c " s ;

for ( i = 0 to n ) {

Apply crossover among cis;

Apply mutation among c " s ;

Proc Fitness ( c, ) ;

Add c I to offspring population as 0 ,;

} next i;

Select the fittest 4 offsprings 0 I ;

for ( i = 0 to 7 ) {

for (j = 0 to 3 ) {

Apply shift-bits recombination among SA[ sJeft ,] and 0 I to form 0 'I;

Proc Fitness ( 0 'I ) ;

} next j ;

} next i;

Insert 0, I' S to the offspring population;

Reorder the offspring population;

Replace the weaker individuals of the old population with the more fit offsprings

and get new population for which L c, = 100 ;

} loop;

End;

Proc Fitness ( parameter x ) ;

Begin;

Encrypt PElunder x and retrieve corresponding ciphertext block Cs_x;

If ( fitness f(x) = 1 ) then

Record x ; '* the key is found *'

exit main;
else

Store f(x) in an array FA[x, f(x)] ;

end if;

End;

The GA-based attack for the 5-round variant was similar to the 3-round

version except some parameters. For instance, the generation of string-portions which
would be used for the shift-bits recombination was revised as;

Generate 4096 specific chromosomes sc , for the shift-bits recombination;

for ( i = 0 to 4095 ) {

Proc Fitness ( sc , ) ;

} next i;

Select the fittest 16 sc I and store their left-most 6-bits in an array SA[sJeft ,] ;

Consequently, the shift-hits recombination operation was also revised in the
GA, which was re-implemented as;
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for ( i = 0 to 15 ) (

for ( j = 0 to 3 ) {

Apply shift-bits recombination among SAfsJeft ,] and 0) to form 0 ') ;

Proc Fitness ( 0 I J ) ;

} nextj;

} next i;

6.3 Results :lIld Discussion

Several cryptanalytic tests were made within the 3-round and 5-round versions

of the symmetric block cipher For each cipher variant, 20 different random key values

were used to generate the 20 different ciphertexts corresponding to a single known
plaintext Then, the brute-force attack with exhaustive key search and GA-based key
search attacks were applied to find each of the 20 keys. All the tests, implementations

and attacks were carried out on a single II/leI Pelllillm-MMX 233 Mhz PC platform

with 1215 Mbytes of RAM. The execution times for each attack within each key value

(denoted in hexadecimal) are given in the tables 6.1 and 6.2. The total time spent for

breaking the 20 keys ane! the corresponding average execution times for both methods
and ciphers are also given in the Tahle 6.3.

It could be seen li·om all these results that GA-based key search attack

outperi()rmee! exhaustive key search for both cipher models, when the overall

performance and the average key breaking times are considered. In some of the cases,

for both cipher models, the exhaustive key search seemed to find the key faster than its
GA rival. However, since the key values are random and the search is started from the

key value 0 and continued sequentially for the exhaustive search, for some key values
this might be possible But the concluding remark can be stated if only the overall

performance for all the 20 keys is compared. This clearly and firmly validates the better

cryptanalytic performance of GA-based search over exhaustive key search for both
cipher models. ]t could be analyzed from Table 6.3 that GA-based search found the

keys nearly three times faster than the exhaustive search for the 3-round cipher, and
two times faster than the exhaustive search for the 5-round cipher. Another important

point is that, GA-based attack successfully found the exact key value in all of the 40

tests and did not get stuck at any local optima or did not lack in finding the global
optimum

Another remarkable result is that since the 5-round cipher model was more

complex than the 3-round version, the resistivity to both attack types was observed to

be significantly increasing However, the performance degradation for the GA-based
attack seemed to be much higher than its rival. This was also an expected result,
because the increase in the encryption rounds and in the number of shift-bits do have a
much greater negative impact on the performance of the GA-based attack. First, the

number of strings and their tltness computation used in the initialization of the shift -bits

recombination goes up to 4096 from 64; secondly, for each population, instead of 32,

64 fitness computations are made within the shift-bits recombination; and finally, a

great number of fitness computations are required for each generation of the GA and

consequently each fitness computation involves encipherment and ciphertext check for
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Table 6. I Results achieved by exhaustive key search vs. key search using GA for the 3

round cipher.

Case:
Attacktype: Key: (Hex)Broken in:-----

-----------------------------------------

1
Exhaustivekey searchOE37FF08554.04see

2

.. 00A258F228.78see
3

.. 08C25921340.26see
4

.. 6FlCA5204335.44see
5

.. FF47A40810099.98see
6

.. B93A52107318.27see
7

.. 12E007A9721.61see
8

II 0187C1348261. 45see
9

.. 0970CEI0368.38see
10

.. 10056A98625.99see
11

.. FFFF 172410143.48see
12

.. FOOOOOOO9514.69see
13

.. OEOOOOOI552.77see
14

.. OFFFFFFF631. 42see
15

.. IFOF47CB1226.15see
16

.. 427800002664.43see
17

.. 33E500182083.05see
18

.. 7811B0224815.81see
19

.. C88853618060.26see
20

.. 00028A4 48901.72see

1

keysearchusingGAOE37FF083123.36see
2

II 00A258F22475.10see
3

II 08C259212602.27see
4

.. 6FlCA5202015.01see
5

.. FF47A4081757.06see
6

.. B93A52102058.67see
7

.. 12E007A91986.44see
8

.. 0187C1341689.03see
9

.. 0970CEI02906.12see
10

.. 10056A981050.75see
11

.. FFFFl724843.03see
12

.. FOOOOOOO95.59see
13

.. OEOOOOOI210.31see
14

.. OFFFFFFF104.16see
15

.. 1FOF47CB2573.40see
16

.. 42780000698.85see
17

.. 33E500181245.93see
18

.. 7811B0222254.61see
19

.. C88853612003.07see
20

.. 00028A44957.82see

an increased number of rounds of the cipher. The last issue is also valid for the

exhaustive key search, but the encryption and ciphertext check is more straightforward
and yet the only process in the attack. This lowers the performance of the exhaustive
key search for the 5-round cipher, but the effect on the GA-based search is much

higher due to the structure of the genetic process.

As previously mentioned in section 6.3, the fitness function for the GA was not

excelled and could be possibly improved and turned into a more efficient operator if a

more intensive and extended analysis is made for the cipher models. If a suitable model

was established for the key and ciphertext bits' dependence; some relationships among
the bits of the key, or ciphertext or interrelationship between both were formulated via

Markov Chains, or other mechanisms; the correlation between the keys and the
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Table 6.2 Results achieved by exhaustive key search vs. key search using GA for the 5

round cipher.

Case:
Attacktype: Key: (Hex)Broken in:-----

-----------------------------------------

1
Exhaustivekey searchOE37FF08950.16see

2

It 00A258F241. 97see
3

It 08C25921582.93see
4

It 6FlCA5207507.77see
5

It FF47A40817246.72see
6

It B93A521D12525.04see
7

It 12E007A91280.15see
8

It D187C13414143.59see
9

It 0970CEI0635.60see
10

.. 10056A981078.35see
11

.. FFFFl72417335.36see
12

.. FOOOOOOO16199.29see
13

It OEOOOOOI942.85see
14

.. OFFFFFFF1077.53see
15

.. IFOF47CB2108.37see
16

.. 427800004488.56see
17

.. 33E500183512.54see
18

It 7811BD228119.47see
19

.. C888536113573.74see
20

.. DDD28A4414987.96see

1

keysearchusingGAOE37FF082987.55see
2

It 00A258F23012.26see
3

.. 08C259215561.73see
4

It 6FICA5202678.06see
5

It FF47A4088340.14see
6

.. B93A521D5108.69see
7

.. 12E007A96219.02see
8

.. D187C1342465.41see
9

.. 0970CEI03549.50see
10

It 10056A984006.14see
11

It FFFF 17242358.61see
12

.. FOOOOOOO1034.13see
13

.. OEOOOOOI1567.05see
14

OFFFFFFF943.16see
15

IFOF47CB3678.90see
16

427800001257.22see
17

33E500186431.43see
18

7811BD225219.36see
19

C88853613573.81see
20

DDD28A441904.67see

Table 6.3 Total and average execution times for the 20 test keys within both attack

types applied to 3 and 5-rollnd cryptosystem variants.

32650.58 sec. 138337.95 sec. 71896.84 sec.

5-round cipher3-round cipherAttacked
c tos stem

Type of Exhaustive key key search Exhaustive key key search
..~.ryp~~~a..ly.~.i.s. ~.~~r..c.~ . ~~i.f1.g..G.~ ~.~~r.~~ ~~~.f1.g..G.~ .
Total

execution time 81247.98 sec.

Average
execution time 4062.399 sec. 1632.529 sec. 6916.8975 sec. 3594.842 sec.
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ciphertexts was properly measured, then the GA could have been hopefully much more
efficient than the one used in this study, All these necessary studies are referred as

statistical cryptanalysis methods, For any cipher model, if either of the following
criteria holds;

• some set of output bit (ciphertext) coordinates, Cs, are dependent on some set of

input bit (plaintext) coordinates, Ps, for a fixed key k,
• some set of output bit (ciphertext) coordinates, Cs, are dependent on some set of

key bit coordinates, ks, for a fixed input, Ps,

then a statistical cryptanalytic attack can be carried out for that cryptosystem2

In other words, if a dependence between some subset of the output bit positions and
key bit or input bit positions exists for any cryptosystem, then a statistical attack might

be possible, The second criteria was observed for the cryptosystem designed in this
case study, In fact, both attack types were applied following the basic logic in the
second criteria, However, it should be stressed that for any strong symmetric

cryptosystems such as DES, the statistical cryptanalysis attack is proven to be
infeasible, because no such obvious or direct dependencies were found,3 Thus, any GA

designed so as to enhance the exhaustive key search of DES or to exploit direct
statistical interferences would be useless,

On the other hand, for weak symmetric block ciphers or polyalphabetic

cryptosystems, any GA-based cryptanalytic attack with a proper fitness function or any

genetic operator exploiting the direct dependencies between data and key bits could be

considerably successful and efficient. This was proven to be true both for this case
study and other studies mentioned in Chapter 5, section 5.1. However, the GA in this

study was adapted to benefit from the dependencies partially, and a complex fitness
function that has a measure on any correlation or dependencies was not used. This is

due to the fact that any detailed statistical analysis or statistical cryptanalysis was

beyond the scope of this case study.

As a final statement, I should remark that if any GA is being used to enhance

the exhaustive key search or to improve any cryptanalytic attack based on searching

the key-space; then the building-block hypothesis corresponds to the dependency
between (sub)keys and the related ciphertexts, but in a converse manner. In the
building-block hypothesis, it was stated that low order schemata with above average
fitness values combine to form optimum whereas in the cryptosystems such as the one

in this case study, the dependency (if could be observed) between the key and the

ciphertext yields to construct high order schemata with above average fitness. This
must be strictly taken into consideration whenever a genetic algorithm is applied to a

cryptanalytic attack searching the keyes) I happened to notice this fact in this study
and it was also stated in some other researches as well. 4 Henceforth, the success of a

genetic algorithmic approach in any type of cryptanalytic attack lies in the proper
representation, the achievement of best suitable genetic operators and mechanisms and
most crucially, the establishment of a well-adapted and efficient fitness function.

2 A. 1. Bagnall, 'The Applications of Genetic Algorithms in Cryptanalysis", MS Thesis, University of
East Anglia, pp. 92-95, 1996.
3 ibid, p. 95.
4 ibid, pp. 121-122, 140,
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, it's shown that genetic algorithms could be successful in the

cryptanalysis of simple symmetric block cryptosystems where dependencies between

key bits and the data can be observed and their algorithms possess security flaws that
enable statistical attacks. On the other hand, for DES and DES-like ciphers, any

genetic algorithm would be inefficient for brute-force type cryptanalytic attacks such as

searching the key-space due to the lack of dependence between instances of key and

plaintext / ciphertext data among such cryptosystems.

It' s also analyzed that genetic algorithms might be successful in the
enhancement of the differential or linear cryptanalytic attacks among DES and DES

like cryptosystems. The basic methodology in these cryptanalytic attacks are believed
to have a convenient nature to enable the adaptation of genetic algorithmic approaches.

(A. J. Bagnall had made a similar statement in one of his studies as well. I) If, a suitable
implementation with the necessary selection, reproduction, fitness function and other
mechanisms of the genetic algorithm is established, then the computational complexity

and the data requirements in these types of attacks can be decreased significantly to

some level. This might result with a much more powerful differential/linear

cryptanalytic attack that consequently turns these attacks to an applicable and more
feasible in real-life implementations. Thus, the use of genetic algorithms in differential

and linear cryptanalysis could out date the security of DES and DES-like ciphers

entirely providing a more realistic, powerful and applicable threat.

The key to the success of genetic algorithmic approaches in differential/linear

cryptanalysis is the derivation of best suitable genetic operators and mechanisms and

the establishment of a well-adapted and efficient fitness function within the

implementation. It should not be forgotten that any genetic algorithm used in
ditTerential or linear cryptanalysis do not entirely alter the ordinary methodology in the

attack and stand alone as a competitive alternative. Instead, the genetic algorithm
should be embedded as an enhancement tool in several phases of such attacks
whenever applicable

I A. J. Bagnall, "The Applications of Genetic Algorithms in Cryptanalysis", MS Thesis, University of
East Anglia, p. 141, 11)%.



SlJMMARY

In this study, several researches and analyzes have been achieved involving

differential/linear cryptanalysis with genetic algorithms and related hypothetical
models are constructed, assumptions and possible outcomes of such models are
discussed theoretically. Remarks and recommendations for any successful

implementation of genetic algorithmic approaches to differential or linear cryptanalytic
attacks are given as a guide for future studies.

Also, a brief perspective and detailed information about the mam topics m

cryptanalysis, cryptography, symmetric block cryptosystems, differential and linear
cryptanalysis, and genetic algorithms are given. Regarding as the basic model of

symmetric block ciphers, DES has been studied and discussed in detail. Several

observations and experiments related with DES have also been included in this study.

A case study of a simple block cipher's cryptanalysis and the usage of genetic
algorithms in brute-force attacks among such a cryptosystem have been established.

How genetic algorithm techniques could be embedded into cryptanalytic attacks or

how genetic algorithms might be implemented for the usage of cryptanalysis in such

simple ciphers have been discussed.

Implementations, tests, and results providing any precise conclusions with the

approval or disapproval of; genetic algorithms' usage in differential/linear
cryptanalytic attacks against DES and DES-like ciphers have been beyond the scope of

this study due to necessary shortcomings which were mentioned in several chapters of
this thesis.
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OZET

Bu yah~mada, genetik algoritmalarla diferansiyel / lineer kriptanaliz konusuna

ili~kin ye~itli ara~tlrmalar ve allalizler yapllml~, baglantlh varsaYlmsal modeller
olu~turulmu~, bnergeler ve bu tlir modellerden 011aya ylkabilecek olasl sonuylar teorik

bir yeryeve iyinde tartl~tlml~tlr. ilerideki yah~malarda, diferansiyel ya da lineer

kriptanalitik saldlfllara genetik algoritmalar yakla~lmlyla yapIlabilecek her turIu ba~anh
uyarIamaya 1~lktutmasl amaclyla bazl uyanlar ve tavsiyelerde bulunulmu~tur.

Aynca, kriptanaliz, kriptografi, simetrik blok kriptosistemler, diferansiyel ve

lineer kriptanaliz ile genetik algoritmalardaki belli ba~h konular ve kavramlara ili~kin
aynnttll bilgiler verilmi~tir. Simetrik blok ~itTelerin temel modeli olarak gbriildugunden
DES ile ilgili ye~itli gbzlemler yapllml~ ve DES ~itTe sistemi aynntlh bir ~ekilde

incelenmi~tir.

Basit bir ~ifre sisteminin kriptanalizi ve bu sisteme yaptlan brute-force tipi
kriptanalitik saldlfllarda genetik algoritmalann kullammma ili~kin brnek bir yah~ma

yaptlml~tlr. Bu tur hasit ~ifre sistemlerinin kriptanalizinde genetik algoritmalann nastl
kullallliabilecegi ve kriptanalitik saldJrllara nastl uyarlanabilecegi konulannda <;e~itli
ara~tlrmalar yaptlml~ ve gozlemlerde bulunulmu~tur.

Daha bnceki bblLimlerde aylklanan ye~itli nedenler ve teknik yetersizliklerden

btLirii, DES ve benzeri ~ifre sistemlerinin diferansiyel veya lineer kriptanalizinde genetik

algoritmalann kullammma ili~kin uygulamah yah~malar teze dahil edilmemj~tir.
DolaYlslyla, bu konuda olumlu ya da olumsuz kesin ylkanmlara gidilebilecek
uyarlamalar, testier ve sonuylar bulunmamaktadlr.
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APPENDIX A

A.I Properties of Modular Arithmetic

If a mod II = h then a = c* II + h , for some integer c

For any two integers x and y: x == y if and only if (x mod II) = (y mod II)

x == y ifand only if (x - y) = k*1I for some k

commutativity; (a+h)modll= (h+a)modll

(a*h)modll = (h*a)modll

associativity; a + (h + e) mod II = (a + h) + c mod II

a*(h*c)modll = (a*h)*cmodll

distributivity; a* (h + c) mod II = « a* h) + (a* c» mod II

identity; a + 0 mod II := a
a*1 mod 1/ = a

IIlverse; al- (-a) mod 11 = 0

a * (a - I ) m ad II = I if a :;t:. 0

reducibility; (a + h) mod II = «a mod II) + (h mod II» mod n

(a*h)modn = «a modn)*(h mod II)mod II

(0* (h + e» mod II = «(a* h) mod IJ) + «a* c) mod IJ» modll

It should also be noted that,

(a - h) mod II = a + (- h) m ad II

(a -';-h) mod 11= a* (h I) mod /l

(a mod IJ) modlJ = a mod IJ
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A.2 XOR Operations

XOR is the exclusive-or operation. In mathematical notation, it's denoted by

the symbol E8 It' s a standard function which operates on bits and it is commonly

used in logic gates, in various software and hardware implementations, and in

cryptographic applications. XOR is simply shown as below, where X and Yare two
single-bit entries;

x YXEl1Y
0

0 0
0

I I
I

0 I
I

I 0

Also, for any x. y. z. k values as single-bit entries or bit-wise blocks, the
following XOR properties are valid:

x E8y = xy' + xy, where, I stands for the complement operation

(XCDy)/=xCBy'

(xffi y)' = x' ffi y

commutativity; x <Dy = y CD x

associativity; (x ffi y) ffi z = x EEl (y EEl z)

identity; x ffi x' = I
xffil=x'

xffiO=x

xE8x=O

transitivity; if z = x ffi y, then x = z EEl Y

y=xEElz

(x ffi y) EEl (z ffi k) = (x EEl z) EEl (y ffi k)

reducibility; x EEl y = (x EEl z) EEl (y EEl z)

..
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APPENDIX n

B.l Avalanche Effect Analysis for 56-bit keyed DES in ECn Mode

In this research, some tests are made and some results are obtained using 56-bit

standard DES algorithm in ECB mode and some other necessary programs all written

in C language in order to observe the Avalanche Effect and diffusion performance of

DES encryption algorithm Related data and the results are as follows;

Test I:

Sample Plaintext:

OThiB iB a trial for DES;to B~~ th~ AVALANCHE eff~ct .•

It should he noted that all the data and outputs throughout all the tests are
edited in MS-DOS pla(form, where some ASCII characters are I/ot MS-WIND()WS
standard\'; also some characters call1lot he di.\played properly, jor il/stallce ill the
ahove sample plaintext data, the last character is displayed as I/ul/ sillce its oriKillal
A.SCll vallie was ().

Encrypted outputs and related keys of the sample plaintext using 56-bit key

standard DES algorithm - where the initial keys' sizes were 64 bits as the input to the

encryption program - are all given as follows;

Key I (Shown in Binary and Decimal formats)
0100000001000000010000000100000001000000010000000100000000000000
64 64 64 64 64 64 64 0

Encrypted Sample Plaintext using Key I:

qr[rrlaJ ieLT6L¥'1!j!tl~~-+~ t i 1UTEm6@ 'cyUa-Ai. rI~u IfJu6fd0uOlI-~9I¥

Key 2 (Shown in Binary and Decimal formats):
0100000001000000010000000100000001000000010000000100000000000001
64 64 64 64 64 64 64 1

Encrypted Sample Plaintext using Key 2:

~00A-01~6~337?ilMXW{_~IlfrObh-OjhUWQ~qiiila§oU133~~Y~

As it can be seen from the data above, only changing 1 bit of the encryption key

(the eighth byte of the Key I is changed from value 0 to 1, where only a single bit, the
first bit from the right is differentiated) and using this new key as Key 2, made very

significant changes in the ciphertexts. These changes can be seen both from the output
data characters of both ciphertexts as shown above, or from the Table 8.2. Thus,

changing a single bit in the key made great diffusions all around the ciphertext data

where the plaintext input was exactly the same. There were similar results with other

sample data which showed that DES had a good avalanche effect property. For both

AI



tables, each row corresponds to the binary and decimal ASCII values of each character

(one byte) in the plaintext starting from the Is! byte from the left.

Table B. I ASCII character values for the Sample Plaintext.

Binary
00000001
01010100
01101000
01101001
01110011
00100000
01101001
01110011
00100000
01100001
00100000
01110100
01110010
01101001
01100001
01101100
00100000
01100110
01101111
01110010
00100000
01000100
01000101
01010011
00111011
01110100
01101111
00100000
01110011
01100101
01100101
00100000
01110100
01101000
01100101
00100000
01000001
01010110
01000001
01001100
01000001
01001110
01000011
01001000
01000101
00100000
01100101
01100110
01100110
01100101
01100011
01110100
00101110
00000010
11111111
00000000

R2

Decimal
1
84

104
105
115
32
105
115
32
97
32
116
114
105
97
108
32
102
111
114
32
68
69
83
59
116
111
32
115
101
101
32
116
104
101
32
65
86
65
76
65
78
67
72
69
32
101
102
102
101
99
116
46
2
255
o ITZ .' OKSEK TEK~ I • F ".

. (' !( T .
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Table B.2 ASCII values for the characters of the Ciphertexts encrypted with Key 1 and

Key 2 .

......(il!..~e.'.:t.e.x.:'...!Je.~.~c:.lyp'.e.t!..~~!.'..'!...0:.~Y....u l. QP!./~r.!.~X./..?{l!.!.~.,!~yp.~~4.~yJ~~.Ee.Y...?).
Binary Decimal i Binary Decimal

11110100 244 j 00000010 2
01011011 91 j 10101100 172
01101101 109 ! 10010101 149
01100001 97 ! 10011011 155
01001010 74 ! 10110101 181
11101100 236 ! 00011011 27
01100101 101 : 10011011 155
01001100 76 10110011 179
00011111 31 10111100 188
10010101 149 00110110 54
00011100 28 10111000 184
10111110 190 00010110 22
10110000 176 00010000 16
10010111 151 00110011 51
10011110 158 00110011 51
10011110 158 00110111 55
00011010 26 11100111 231
10010010 146 01101001 105
10010010 146 01101100 108
10110010 J78 01001101 77
00010111 23 11101000 232
10001011 139 01110111 119
10001101 141 01111011 123
10100011 163 01011111 95
11000010 194 11001100 204
0100010l 69 01001001 73
01101101 109 01101100 108
11100100 228 11101010 234
01000000 64 01001111 79
01100000 96 01100010 98
01100011 99 01101000 104
11101101 237 11101110 238
11101001 233 01001111 79
11000110 198 01101010 106
11000100 196 01101000 104
01000001 65 11101001 233
11010110 214 01110111 119
11111110 254 01010001 81
11011010 218 01110011 115
11011011 219 01110001 113
01111110 126 10001111 143
01110101 117 10000110 134
01111100 124 10001011 139
01111111 127 10001101 141
01110101 117 10000100 132
11100010 226 00010101 21
01100110 102 10010100 148
01100100 100 10011010 154
10011101 157 00110001 49
10010110 150 00110011 51
10011001 153 00110011 51
10111001 185 00011011 27
00010110 22 10111111 191
00000110 6 10101100 172
11110100 244 01011001 89
00000011 3 10101001 169

• I'



Test 2:

In this test, some similar trials are also made for the analysis of avalanche effect

with DES; but this time the same key is used for encrypting both of the plaintext data,

while slight changes are being made in the plaintext pairs. In the previous test, while
making some slight changes in the key, the plaintext was kept unchanged and the

differences in the ciphertext pairs were observed. The changes and diffusion effects are
analyzed among the ciphertext pairs.

Sample Plaintext I:
~DividE et impera,it'~ no ~ecret

Sample Plaintext 2:
EDivide et impera-it'~ no ~ecret

Only two characters, the first and 18th from the left are d{fferent /11 the
plaintext.\' above,

Key (Shown in Binary and Decimal formats):
0000000100011011011100000001000011111111100000000100010000010001
1 27 112 16 255 128 68 17

Encrypted outputs of the sample plaintexts using 56-bit key standard DES

algorithm - where the initial key size was again 64 bits as the input to the encryption

program, and it was used for encrypting both sample plaintexts I & 2 - are all given as
follows;

Encrypted Sample Plaintext 1:

(io~1U;SU l gH' 'e OkN ikB ikOHOB'lFkOL Db Kf F

Encrypted Sample Plaintext 2:

j c;~~1u<e£"'gH' 'eOkNoA6@-1-0kOLobKfF

In this study, the difference between Plaintext I and 2 is achieved only by the

change of two bits, the I III bit from the left in the 1III byte and the 1!It bit from the right in
the 181h byte respectively, which also made slight differences in the I sl and 18th

characters of the plaintext data due to the change in their ASCII values. However,

after encrypting these two plaintexts with exactly the same key, the first and third 8
byte data blocks in the ciphertexts were composed of almost completely different

characters, thus a 2-bit difference in the plaintext pairs affected approximately 14 bytes
of data in the ciphertext pairs. These can also be analyzed from the Table 8.3. Similar

trials are also made resulting with acceptable avalanche effect rates, however the rates

and diffusion effects achieved in Test I seemed to be much higher,

It must be stressed that; since ECB operation mode of DES encryption

algorithm is used during these studies, the differences in the ciphertext pairs occur only
amongst the 8-byte blocks in which the bit changes exist. In order to affect the whole
ciphertext output and to widen the diffusion effect throughout all data blocks, at least 1



or 2 bits must be changed in each and every 8-byte blocks in the plaintext input. This is

due to the structure of Eell mode. On the other hand, if any of the other operation
modes of DES had been used rather than ECB, the diffusion rate and the amount of

avalanche effect would have been much higher with the same amount of bit changes in

the plaintexts.

Table 8.3 Plaintext and corresponding Cip...hertext paIrs where 2 bits differ III the.

plaintext inputs and enclypted with the same key.·

Plaintext I ! Plaintext 2 ..J (ip~~':.!.e..X.L.!...L Qp.~e..r.'.e..x.'.J .
·······Bi·~·~·ry···_·····_···D~·~····r··fii·;~·~ry·············6~·~i Binary Dec.! Binary Dec.
00010000 16 ! 10010000 144 i 00101000 40 ! 01101010 106
01000100 68 i 01000100 68 ! 10001111 143! 10000111 135
01101001 105! 01101001 105! 10010011 147! 10011110 158
01110110 118 j 01110110 118! 10111001 185 i 10111001 185
01101001 105! 01101001 105! 10010110 ISO! 10010110 150
01100100 100 i 01100100 100 i 10011111 159! 10010001 145
01100101 101! 0 L]00101 101! 10010111 151! 10011100 156
00100000 32 ! 00100000 32 i 00010010 18 i 00010000 16
01100101 101! 01100101 101! 01100111 103! 01100111 103
01110100 116 i 01110100 116! 01001000 72 i 01001000 72
00100000 32 i 00100000 32 i 11101111 239! 11101111 239
01101001 105! 01101001 LOS i 01100000 96 i 01100000 96
01101101 109! 01101101 109 i 01100101 101 i 0110.0101 101
01110000 112! 01110000 112 i 01001111 79 i 01001111 79
01100101 101! 01100101 101! 01101011 107 101101011 107
01110010 114! 01110010 114! 01001110 78 ! 01001110 78
01100001 97 i 01100001 97 ! 11001000 200 i 10010101 149
00101100 44 ! 00101101 45 1 01000010 66 100011110 30
01101001 105! 01101001 105 111001000 200! 10010101 149
01110100 116! 01110100 116: 11100101 229 1 10111000 184
00100111 39 ! 00100111 39 ! 01001000 72 ! 00011010 26
01110011 115 i 01110011 115! 11100101 229 i 10110011 179
00100000 32 : 00100000 32 i 01000010 66 ! 00011011 27
01101110 110! 01101110 110: 11001011 203: 10011101 157
01101111 111 i 01101111 111! 01101011 107! 01101011 107
00100000 32 : 00100000 32 ! 11100010 226! 11100010 226
01110011 115 j 01110011 115! 01001100 76 i 01001100 76
01100101 101! 01100101 101! 01101111 111 i 01101111 111
01100011 99 ! 01100011 99 i 01100010 98 ! 01100010 9801110010 114 j 01110010 114
01100101 101! 01100101 101! 01001011 75 ! 01001011 75

. ! 01100110 102! 01100] 10 102
01110100 116: 01110100 116 i 01000110 70. i 01000110 70

* The changes in hits and c(}rre.~pondingASCII decimal values are denoted lI'i/h hold
character printing
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